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ABSTRACT 
This d issertatio� d�scribes the creation of new Web-Based Teaching (WBT) 
systems to ass1st 1n  the use of the Internet, as wel l  as the creation of new 
intell igent agent systems to monitor user behaviour while browsing the World Wide 
Web 0NWW). A key contribution to knowledge is the creation of a method to mfer 
user learning style from user behaviour while browsing the WWW and the 
inference rules resulting from the appl ication of this method . 
Existing commercial WBT systems provided useful tools to faci l i tate the use of the 
I nternet. However, most of these systems were designed for d istance learn1ng. 
and not for using the I nternet within classrooms, so students cou ld lose 
concentration and navigate to unrelated Web sites. Exist ing commercial WBT 
systems did not provide intel l igent advice on potential sites, consider student 
activity or provide content-specific filtering of Web pages. 
A system cal led C ITA was designed to overcome these l imitations. A prototype 
was created using a standard proxy server as a platform for test 1ng tho 
effectiveness of filtering methods. The knowledge gained from testmg the 
prototype suggested a need for another type of software tool that prov1dncl 
structured , focused and controlled access to the I nternet in  an intu itive and non· 
intrusive way, relying on a minimal network infrastructure . A novel set of tools 
cal led ilessons was created to achieve these goals. ilessons enabled teachors 
to: gather resources from the Internet; create lesson Web pages; defmn studnnt 
access to the I nternet; and load lessons into student computers. ilessons ;1lso 
provided students with tools to create resource col lections and to crnatl! 
coursework. Users considered ilessons to be intuitive and easy to use bocauso 11 
was embedded into a standard Web browser. 
The research moved on to create a model of a new col laborative agent systom 
that filtered and recommended Web pages to students based on three d1ffmnnt 
dimensions: page relevance; student learn ing style; and student act1v1ty In order 
to automatical ly determine the learning style of students and recommenrl su1tabln 
Web pages, patterns were sought in the way students interacted w1th a stand;ml 
Web browser and in the structure of Web pages that were preferred hy each 
learning style group. Two new intel l igent agent systems were created to rf�cord 
user activity and Web page structure whi le using Web browsers Solst 1ce anrl 
BUCAgent. Solstice was a first prototype created to test the methodoloqy 
BUCAgent was then created to record U l  activity in formation and Weh paqr! 
structure features. The same technology as ilessons was used so that they c:oulrl 
be ful ly  integrated with it. 
BUCAgent was util ised in a controlled environment whi le volunteers completerl :1 
research task. Collected data was analysed using a data m in ing eng�ne to f1nrl 
rules to predict user d imensions of learning style .  Ru les to predu-:t thn 
Active/Reflective, Sensing/Intuitive and VisuaiNerbal d imensions of learn �nq styl�'• 
were found. lt was also proved that parameters in the way that users �nter;Jr:tJ:rJ 
with the I nternet could be measured to classify users in  a nu mber of heh;Jvlot.Hal 
groups, such as d ifferent learning style models or larger scale psycholoq,r:,11 
models. Systems could then adapt their behaviour to suit the behav 1oural tra1ts qf 
the user. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The vision of the United Kingdom (UK) government in 2003 for the use of 
I nformation and Communication Technology ( ICT) in educational institutions was 
that: 
"ICT could make a significant contribution to teaching and learning by prov/(flflg 
opportunities to engage and motivate pupils and meet their individual tewmn9 
needs" [Department for Education and Skil ls (2003)] .  
ICT was seen a s  a key, integral element of the school reform agenda. Tho UK 
government encouraged the use of ICT in schools through a number of 
programmes such as the "National Grid for Learning" (NGfL) and " ICT m schools .. 
The u ltimate aim was to integrate the effective use of ICT in  teaching and le<�rntnq 
and to promote h igh levels of ICT competence amongst teachers and studonts 
The "Curriculum On-Line" programme, part of the NGfL programme. gave schools 
access to a wide range of educational materials available from the ln ternnt A 
number of tools were available to create and del iver Web-based educiltlonril 
materials, but there was a need for easy to use and flexible tools to make effer.t 1vn 
use of educational materials made available by the Curriculum On L1nn 
programme. 
A study conducted at the beginning of this research suggested that teachers found 
the I nternet d ifficult to use in a classroom environment due to a lack of control ovnr 
the pages that students accessed during a lesson [Bergasa et a/  (2003. 200S L 
Owston ( 1 997), Wiesenmayer & Ravinder (1 997), Wiesenmayer & Mearlows 
( 1 998)] . Filtering systems provided general restriction settings that d 1d  not ;v1ript 
to teaching aims and objectives. Moreover, teachers were rarely IT speclilhstc; 
and available tools were difficult to manage. Software tools that al lowerl sturlnntc; 
to interact with the Internet did not take into account student learn1ng stylnc; nr 
, 
motivation, and d id not present information in a way that was suitable for each 
student and the subject being taught. 
New easy-to-use software tools were required to enable teachers to create and 
reuse Web-based educational materials and to define criteria to focus student 
attention in Web resources that matched the aims of a lesson . l t  might also be 
possible to assist students by selecting information depending on their learnrng 
styles. 
1. 1. Research Aim and Objectives 
The thesis set out and described in this dissertation i s  that: 
New i ntelligent software tools and methods could be created to assist 
teachers and students in using the Internet 
The aim of this research was to identify the l imitations of current Web-Basn<f 
Teaching (WBT) systems and to investigate the needs of teachers and studonts 
and then to create new software systems to assist teachers and students m us�nq 
the Internet more effectively. Specific objectives were to: 
• I nvestigate existing WBT systems. 
• Create new User I nterfaces to assist teachers. 
• Create a novel WBT system. 
• I nvestigate filtering methods and intel l igent document classification 
• Create new models for intell igent document filtering. 
• I nvestigate learning style models. 
• Define user behaviour and document parameters to determ rne usnr 
learning style. 
• Design and implement a new and intell igent student agent. 
• Find ways to infer student learning style from student behaviour  
1. 2. Methodology 
Current W BT systems were investigated. Feedback from teachers was recorded 
and compared to the features of current systems in order to identify l imitations 
This suggested a need for a new type of software tool to create Web-based 
lessons a nd define areas of the I nternet that could be accessed by students dunng 
a lesson.  A client/server system called "Caught I n  The Act" (CITA) was desrgned 
to overcome the identified l imitations. 
1 .2.1 . The first prototype filter 
The goal s  of C ITA were to provide tools that enabled teachers to: Create lesson 
Web pages; Define student access to zones of the I nternet depending on tho 
lesson being taught; and receive real time notifications of attem pts to view blockoc1 
pages. 
A first prototype implementation consisted of a proxy server plug-in that flltnrnd 
student requests made from Web browsers a nd a client application that mcorvnd 
student activity notifications from the proxy server plug-in and displayed thnm to 
teachers .  
After testing the prototype and receiving feedback from teachers and testers rn thn 
collaborating company, it was found that using CITA involved the need to estilbl rsh 
and maintain  a network infrastructure that was not available in many schools and 
colleges. Also, redeveloping existing technology in a proprietary software packaqn 
was an i neffective way of developing the C ITA client. These l imitations suggestnd 
a need for another type of software tool that provided structured . focuse<i and 
control led access to the I nternet in an intuitive and non-intrusive way whr le relyrnq 
on minimal network infrastructure. The research therefore progressed to creatn il 
system with these characteristics, cal led ilessons.  
1 .2.2. ilessons 
ilessons was created to overcome the l imitations of CIT A after gatherrnq 
information from the marketing department at the collaborating company <md 
receiving feedback from teachers. ilesson s  gave teachers the abi l ity to strur;turn 
the use of the I nternet by reusing materials readily available on the Internet. r.rniltn 
a set of lesson Web pages; restrict Internet access to keep students focuswl. ;Jnr1 
l 
to control the user of the Internet by selecting lessons and restrictions per 
classroom.  
The ilessons U l  was integrated in  a standard Web b rowser, so  that exist1ng 
technology was reused and users did not have to learn to use a new software 
application .  Unl ike C ITA, ilessons did not rely on any server to provide lesson 
implementation . Lessons were copied to network folders named after each 
classroom, where they could be accessed by student computers. 
Drag and drop technology was available to col lect Internet resources such as pla1n 
text; images; hyperl inks; and HTML fragments and reuse them in lesson Web 
pages. Students were also able to collect resources and to use them to create 
M icrosoft Word coursework files from within lE .  
Teachers could define default permissions for a lesson as well as to set 
permissions for individual Web pages, page elements, directories. and domams 
A filter monitored l E  and granted access to pages or page elements as spec1frod rn 
the navigation zone. 
1 .2.3. New intel l igent agent systems 
Allowing and denying specific areas of the Internet was an effect1ve w<Jy of 
control l ing the misuse of the Internet during a lesson and focusing sturlnnts  
attention ,  however students were not able to use the I nternet to carry out thmr own 
research . Devedzic (2003) stated that: 
"Next-generation Web-based educational applications should exhibit more theory 
and content-oriented intelligence and adaptability, pay more attent1on to 
interoperability, reusability, and knowledge sharing issues, and look more closnly 
to general trends in Web development". 
To achieve this aspiration, the research moved on to investigate 1ntelhgent 
document classification algorithms that were considered to filter Web pages more 
l iberally by granting student access to documents classified as relevant to .:l 
subject rather than granting access to l ists of documents specified by teachers 
Other research concerning similar appl ications for document classrflc.:ltron 
algorithms were reviewed and five document classification a lgonthms were 
i nvestigated and enhanced to create new intel l igent filtering models to assist users 
in researching using the I nternet. 
Subject-specific filtering using document categorisation was flexible enough to 
enable students to use the I nternet as a research tool while keeping them focused 
on a subject, but the system lacked adaptabi l ity to meet student learning styles 
and did not provide any col laboration facil ities. Research work i n  the l iterature d1d 
not provide I nternet access control based on the relevance of page contents to a 
subject; use Web pages readily available on the Internet; or  infer students· 
learning styles without the need of questionnaires or other tests. 
A model of a new collaborative agent system was created to overcome these 
l imitations.  The system filtered and recommended Web pages from the I nternet to 
students based on three d ifferent dimensions: page relevancy, based on contents. 
page layout based on student learning style; and user activity. 
In  order to automatical ly determine the learning style of a student and recommend 
suitable Web pages, it was necessary to find patterns in the way users w1th 
different learning styles interacted with a standard Web browser. as wol l  ;ts 
patterns in  the layout and elements of Web pages that were easier to u nderstand 
by students depend ing on their learning style.  Two new intel l igent agent systnms 
(Solstice and BUCAgent) were created to record user activity whi le usmq Wot> 
browsers as wel l  as document ratings and features. 
1 .2.4. Experiment and results 
Data col lected by the new intell igent agent systems from the way students w•th 
different learning styles interacted with standard Web browsers was analysed to 
find rules to automatically determine the learn ing style of students Rules wore 
also sought to identify student preferences for the layout and elements of Wnh 
pages, so that suitable Web pages could be recommended to students b<1snd on 
their learn ing style. 
An experiment was implemented in three stages to find ru les: Volunteers were f1rst 
requested to complete the I ndex of Learning Styles ( ILS) questionna 1re [Felder & 
Spurlin (2005)] so that their dimensions of learning style were known Voluntnnrs 
then investigated a subject using lE  and BUCAgent embedded w1th 1n  •t F•n<ll ly 
c) 
data from vol unteers was cleaned and imported into a data mining engine to 
search for rules. 
S ixty seven volunteers completed the ILS questionnaire and at first , twenty of 
these volunteers took part in further stages. Data from volunteers was cleaned 
and imported into a data mining engine. Accurate and significant rules were 
successful ly  found by the data mining engine for the Active/Reflective. 
Sensing/I ntuitive and VisuaiNerbal d imensions of learning style. l t  was also found 
that probabi l istic rules cou ld be generated by observing the maximum and 
minimum value of recorded user attributes for each dimension of learning sty le 
The most significant parameters for each dimension were used to create rules that 
could predict the probabil ity of users belonging to a dimension of learning style A 
significant and accurate rule was found for one of the d imensions of learning style 
using this approach . 
A second round of experiments took place to improve the statistical sign1f1cancn 
and accuracy of the rules. Data from fifty volunteers was used to find rules to 
predict user learning style. Although accurate rules were found, they were not 
always statistical ly significant. However, several user attributes appearnd 
repeated ly across most rule searches, which impl ied that these attributes may bo 
indicative of the d imension of learning style of the volu nteers as they continued to 
appear even when the number of volunteers grew. 
1.3. Research claims 
Research into WBT; Human-Computer I nteraction (HC I ) ;  document class1f1cat1 on 
and filtering; and learning styles has been undertaken. New intell igent <HJent 
systems were created . The research work brought the fol lowing successes 
Main systems created: 
• Caught In The Act (CITA) prototype. 
• ilessons. 
• Solstice Agent. 
• Browser and User Activity Agent (BUCAgent) .  
New methods: 
• Resource col lection from Web browser. 
• Web page editing from Web browser. 
• Web page filtering from Web browser. 
• New Web page filtering models. 
• Model of a new col laborative agent system.  
• Methods to capture user behaviour and relate it to learn ing styles. 
• Rules to infer student learning style from student behaviour .  
A key contribution to knowledge was the creation of a method to in fer u ser 
learning style from user behaviour while browsing the I nternet. and the ru los 
resulting from the application of this method. 
1.4. Overview of the dissertation 
Chapter 2 i l lustrates the pol icy for the use of ICT in education in  the UK and 
describes current Computer Aided I nstruction (CAI ) and WBT systems Thn 
Chapter then describes hardware, software and computer progrr1mm1nq 
methodologies as wel l  as learning style models related to the research. 
Chapter 3 describes the design of CITA and a first prototype filter created us1nn il 
proxy server and a proprietary client. lt then describes the feedback rece•ved from 
users and i l lustrates the l imitations of the system.  
Chapter 4 describes a new system called ilessons, i ntended to overcome thn 
l imitations found in the systems described in Chapters 2 and 3 .  
Chapter 5 describes the software and usabil ity tests carried out on t h e  systAm<> 
described in Chapters 3 and 4, the feedback received from u sers and the <Jct•ons 
taken to improve the systems. 
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Chapter 6 describes the creation of a model of a new col laborative agent system. 
lt also introduces two new intel l igent agent systems used to record user activity 
and page structure information from users wh ile navigating the I nternet . 
Chapter 7 describes the software and usabil ity tests carried out on the system s  
described in  Chapter 6 ,  the test results and the actions taken to improve the 
systems. 
Chapter 8 describes an experiment to retrieve data from volu nteers us1ng the 
student agent system described in Chapter 6, how the data was cleaned and 
analysed, and what the results of the analysis were. 
Finally, Chapter 9 describes the research findings and discusses the successes 
and fai lures of the research, as well as providing recommendations for future 
research. 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE SEARCH 
This Chapter reviews the government strategy on the use of I nformation and 
Communication Tech nologies in education in  the United Kingdom (UK). l t  then 
describes existing Computer Aided I nstruction (CAI ) systems and revises the 
hardware and software technologies related to the creation of the new systems 
described in  Chapters 3, 4 and 6, including computers , computer networks. 
Operating Systems (OS), Web browsers and software development techniques 
2. 1. The National Grid for Learning programme 
Education in the UK was regulated by the Department for Education and Sk1l ls 
(DfES). The DfES worked to create learning opportun ities for people of all aqes m 
England. l t  was responsible for setting national standards and legislatmq to 
improve the qual ity of teaching. [Halt et al. (2002)] .  
The Scottish Executive Education Department (SEED) was respons1ble for 
administering policy on pre-school and school education ,  chi ldren and you nq 
people in  Scotland [Paterson (2002)]. Public education in  Northern Ireland. othnr 
than University education,  was administered by the Department of Educat1on for 
Northern I reland (DENI) .  
The National Grid for Learning (NGfL) strategy for l n format1on a nrl 
Communications Technology ( ICT} in education and lifelong learning wrJs il 
national strategy that aimed to provide a gateway to educational content on thf! 
I nternet; to develop an infrastructure in educational establishments. workplrJcns 
and homes to support access to the Internet; and to provide train ing to develop 
good practice in ICT [Selwyn & Fitz (2001 )] . 
The document established various targets to be met by 2002. which mcluder1 the 
connection of educational establishments and community centres to the Internet. 
to ensure that teachers were competent users of ICT; to provide ICT tramrnq fnr 
l ibrarians;to ensure that school leavers had a good understanding of ICT; to 
ensure that administrative communications ceased to be paper-based; and to 
make Britain  a centre for excel lence in  the development of networked software 
content and a world leader i n  the export of learn ing services . 
From 1 998 to 2002 , the NGfl programme achieved the following resu l ts 1n 
England: 
• All schools were con nected to the Internet, of which over a quarter had a 
fast broadband connection. 
• A portal of indexed educational content was developed. 
• The average number of computers in schools for teaching and lea rn 1ng was 
doubled. 
• Over 1 00.000 teachers received a computer through central ly-fundod 
in itiatives. 
• 'Curriculum Onl ine' was launched. 
• Over 6000 U K  centres were established to provide access to ICT m thn 
community. 
(OfES (200:-i )) 
Following responses from individuals, educational institutions and industry. thn 
Curriculum Onl ine programme was officially launched in December 2001 as part of 
the NGfl programme. The Curriculum Online portal gave access to a w1de rannn 
of digital materials for teaching and learning. Products cou ld be purchased us1nq 
e-learning credits [Curriculum Online-About us (n .d)] .  
All maintained Nursery, Primary and Secondary Education i n  England .  u p  to ;mrl 
including Key Stage 4 received government funding for teaching and learn1nq 
material in the form of e-learning credits. E-learning credits could be used hy 
schools to purchase approved digital teaching and learning material. For the 2003 
I 2004 year, each eligible school was entitled to £1 000 plus £9.85 for each pupi l . 
2.1 . 1 . The ICT i n  Schools programme 
In January 2002 the Government set out a new vision for the future of ICT 1n 
schools. The next phase of the NGfL strategy, cal led the ICT in Schools 
programme, was developed from 2003 to 2006. The aim of this programme was 
to ensure that using and applying ICT as an integral part of the learn ing process 
became a natura l  process for a l l  schools, becoming "e-confident schools··. The 
National College for School Leadership developed an in itial framework that 
identified ten key features of the e-confident school: 
• H igh levels of staff confidence, competence and leadership. 
• Re-engineered teaching, learning and assessment. 
• Leading and managing distributed and concurrent learn ing .  
• Effective application within organisational  and management processes 
• Coherent personal learning development, support and access.  
• Appropriate resource al location to ensure sustainable development 
• Availabil ity, access and technical support. 
• Students with high I CT capability. 
• School as the lead community learning and information hub.  
[The e-confident school ( n c l  ) I 
2.1 .2. Discussion 
This Section described the context of this research within the government str<=�teqy 
for the u se of ICT in UK education. The efforts of the UK government to mtegr<=�te 
I nternet resources within educational establishments uncovered a need for new 
software tools to assist teachers and students in using these resources effec:tJvely 
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2.2. Computer Aided Instruction 
Computer Aided I nstruction (CAI )  or Com puter-Based Teaching (CBT) was 
defined as "the use of computer programs as teaching tools". [Phelps et al. 
(1 995)] . The use of i ntegrated tutorials to assist users in learn ing how to use a n  
application was also considered to be CAI .  Daniel ( 1 999) described three 
generations of CAI : 
• Mainframes were used for CAI during the 1 960s and 1 970s, but its cost 
effectiveness and value added were questioned . lt was found that ··cAJ 
appears to generate no more (or no less) cognitive achievement but 
probably costs more than conventional methods" [Siegfried & Fels (1979)] 
• Microcomputers were used for CAI during the 1 980s and early 1990s. w1th 
the expectation that they would reduce development costs and overcome 
earl ier l imitations. 
• Network computing and the World Wide Web (WWW) were used for CAI 
from the late 1 990s. The WWW could sustain a level of experimentation. 
innovation, and col laboration necessary to produce significant advancos 1n 
CA I .  
Web-Based Teaching (WBT) was defined by Horton (2000) as "Any purposoful. 
considered application of Web technologies to the task of educating a fellow 
human being". Instruction could be led by trainers or self-directed by the tra1nens 
Four d ifferent types of WBT were observed : 
• I nd ividual learning that featured dri l l  and practice, simu lations. read1nu. 
questioning and answering. 
• Just-in-time teaching focused on problem-solving, scientif ic method. 
experiential method and project method . 
• Non-real-time group learning that employed experiential tasks. d 1scuss1ons 
and team projects. 
• Real-time collaborative group learning that used d iscussions. problem 
solving and reflection.  
(Dnscoll ( FJ9P, l] 
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WBT enhanced teaching and learning experiences within classrooms.  I n  joint 
research between the UK's Royal Air Force and Oxford Aviation Training, it was 
demonstrated that i nstructor-led WBT was more cost-effective than ful ly-interactive 
WBT [Computer Aided I nstruction (n.d . )] .  Greater teaching effectiveness reduced 
the classroom teaching content and improved exam pass rates; and new 
instructors became operational more rapidly than with trad itional teaching 
methods. 
A number of pedagogical benefits were also identified in the use of instructor-led 
WBT: Difficult concepts were made easier to u nderstand ; it was used for private 
study and enhanced retention of knowledge; it del ivered effective Engllsh­
language based teach ing to non-native speakers; it transmitted d ifficu lt concepts m 
an easy to understand way; and provided greater standard isation of instruction . 
2.2.1 .  Existing WBT systems 
A number of commercial WBT systems were investigated . Existing WBT systoms 
were separated into d istance learning systems and instructor-led systems. 
Distance learning systems 
The fol lowing distance learn ing systems were reviewed: 
a) WebCT 
b) Lotus Learning Space 
c) LearnPoint Suite 
a) WebCT 
WebCT Campus Edition, by WebCT Inc. was a course management system thilt 
enabled the del ivery of high qual ity online education [WebCT (200 1 )] 11 proVIC1nd 
tools for course development, course del ivery, and course management lt wils 
scalable and was built on standards-based technology, such as HTTP and HTML. 
integrating with existing campus infrastructure. 
b) Lotus Learning Space 
Lotus Learning Space 5, by I BM Inc. provided a cost-effective, self-paced learning 
solution that integrated various contents that were deployed and del ivered 
depending on instruction objectives and budget. [ IBM Solutions d irectory (n .d . )] .  
c) LeamPoint Suite 
LearnPoint Suite by LeanForward Inc. was an e-Learning platform to implement 
and maintain  teaching and certification programs. LearnPoint Su ite consisted of 
two produ cts: 
• LearnPoint Creator enabled learners and content managers to create 
contents and authorise lessons, courses, and curriculums.  
• LearnPoint Server provided the abil ity to manage and serve tests. t rack 
user access data and produce advanced reports. 
[LearnPoint (n  cJ )j 
None of these systems filtered access to the I nternet so students could unt 
distracted by navigating to other Internet pages while using the system w1thm tho 
educational institution premises. They did not provide intel l igent advicn on 
potential sites or consider student activity and learning style to enhance student 
learning. Also, functional ity available from the cl ients was l imited as most 
functions were server based . 
Instructor-led systems 
The fol lowing instructor-led systems were reviewed : 
a) Lotus Learning Space Virtual Classroom 
b) 1-Gear 
a) Lotus LeamingSpace Virtual Classroom 
Lotus LearningSpace Virtual Classroom, by IBM I nc. enabled l ive interact,ve A ­
learning sessions over the Internet . l t  provided tools requ i red for rea l -t1mn 
teaching: course outline tools, appl ication sharing, whiteboard . aud1o/v1deo anrl 
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chat capabi l ities for interactivity, as wel l  as assessments to gauge teach ing 
effectiveness [ IBM Solutions directory (n .d . )] .  Lotus LearningSpace Virtual 
Classroom did not filter access to the I nternet so students could get distracted by 
navigating to other I nternet pages during lessons. 
b) /-Gear 
1 -Gear, by Symantec Corp. was a comprehensive content management 
application .  Its key features were content filtering, access schedul ing and 
reporting [ 1-Gear for education (n .d . )] .  1-Gear filtered Web pages by using an 
index avai lable from a Web server. The index was created by a Web crawler 
which blocked pages containing certain keywords and word patterns. Many Web 
sites that were appropriate to education were often added to the blocking l ist 
without human supervision . 
None of these systems tracked user activity, provided intel l igent advice on 
potential s ites or considered student activity and learning style to enhance student 
learning. Proprietary cl ient appl ications were also needed to run the systems. 
WebQuests 
WebQuests were inquiry-oriented activities in which information that learners 
interacted with came from resources on the I nternet, optionally supplemented with 
videoconferencing [Dodge ( 1 997)] .  There were two levels of WebQuests: 
Short Term WebQuests were designed to be completed in one to three class 
periods .  The instructional  goals of short term WebQuests were knowledge 
acquisition and integration .  At the end of a short term WebQuest, learners tackled 
a significant amount of new information and made sense of it. 
Longer Term WebQuests lasted between one week and a month in a classroom 
setting . The instructional goals of longer term WebQuests were extend ing and 
refining knowledge. Learners analysed a body of knowledge deeply, transformed 
it and demonstrated an understanding of the material by creating something that 
others cou ld respond to. 
If WebQuests were not careful ly designed they could lead to poor learning 
experiences. Students could easily search for information on the Internet and 
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copy already existing material to complete WebQuests if they were created as 
fact-finding exercises that d id not engage students in problem solving,  role taking 
or learning to view problems from multiple perspectives [Gibson (2004 )] . 
2.2.2. D iscussion 
This Section described existing commercial WBT systems available at the time of 
writing as well as WebQuests, a framework for the creation of educational I nternet 
resources. The described systems provided l imited functional ity to cl ients or 
required expensive proprietary appl ications. They did not provide intell igent 
advice on potential s ites,  consider student activity or provide content-spec1f1c 
filtering of Web pages. Some existing experimental systems that included 
intel l igent document classification are described in  Chapter 6, Section 6 .1 .4  
Experimenta l  systems that included learn ing styles are described in Chapter 6 .  
Section 6 .2. 1 . 
2.3. Hardware 
Hardware technologies related to Computer Assisted instruction are reviewed 1 n  
this section .  
An example of a first generation computer was the "Electronic Numencal 
I ntegrator and Computer" (ENIAC), created in 1 946. lt contained 1 7468 efectronrc 
valves and was capable of 5000 1 0-digit add itions per second [Akera (2002 ) ]  
Transistors were invented in 1 948 and were smaller and more rehabfe 
components which replaced inefficient vacuum valves [Wil l iams ( 1 997)] . The frrst 
computer that used transistors was developed in 1 958. I ntegrated circuits ( IC)  or 
microchips were electronic circuits whose components were etched on a srnqle 
slice of semiconductor material [Phelps ( 1 995)] . Computers using them appearef.! 
from 1 963. Called "minicomputers", they were affordable by smaller busrnesses 
From the 1 970s, computers were developed using microprocessors 
Microprocessors were ICs that contained the entire Central Processing Unr t  (CPU 1 
of a computer in a single microchip [Phelps ( 1 995)] . Microprocessors al lowef.! 
computers to be smaller and faster than previous models and enabler.! the 
development of Personal Computers (PC). PCs first appeared in the late 1 970s 
The Apple 11 (Figure 2 . 1 )  was introduced in 1 977 by Apple Computers Durrng thf! 
late 1 970s and early 1 980s, many new models and competing Operatrng Systems 
H) 
(OS) appeared. I n  1 981 , IBM released a personal computer known as the IBM PC 
(Figure 2 .2) [Campbeii-Kelly & Aspray (1 996)] . IBM PCs became a standard and 
other companies created cheaper IBM PC compatible computers that used the 
same microprocessors as IBM PCs and were capable of running the same 
software. 
· Figure 2. 11 
[Computer History Online (n.d.)] 
2.3.1 . Computer networks 
I • !' ! 
2.2: IBM PC 
[IBM PC (n.d.)] 
Computer networks were systems of computers and peripherals l inked together 
[Phelps ( 1 995)]. Computers on networks were called nodes or hosts The 
smallest networks were Local-Area Networks (LAN) where computers were 
connected by cables within small geographic areas. Larger networks. called 
Wide-Area Networks (WANs) used telephone lines or radio waves to hnk 
computers that were far from each other. The geometric arrangement of computer 
networks was called 'network topology' . Common topologies were bus. star . and 
ring (Figure 2 .3). 
Star 
Figure 2.3: Network topologies (Network (n.d.)] 
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Computer network architectures 
The most common types of network architectures were peer-to-peer architecture 
and client/server architecture. I n  peer-to-peer architecture each node acted both 
as client and server [Phelps (1 995)] .  In client/server network architecture . 
computers were d ifferentiated into clients and servers: 
• Servers provided access to network resou rces such as files or peripherals .  
• Cl ients were computers that requested services provided by servers . 
Computer network infrastructure 
I n  addition to servers and clients ,  computer networks included other electronic 
devices concerned with moving data through the network, such as hubs.  switches . 
bridges and routers. 
• Hubs were electronic devices that accepted data from sending computers 
and delivered it to the appropriate destination. 
• Switches were devices that transmitted information between computers by 
determin ing which computer should receive the frame from the destm<1t1on 
address. 
• Bridges connected two LANs and copied information from one network to 
another 
• Routers attached two or more networks and forwarded data between 
networks accord ing to a routing table. 
[Corner (2004 )j 
Other devices such as Domain Name Servers (DNS) and Dynam1c Host 
Configuration Protocol Servers (DHCP) maintained ded icated databases of 
network i nformation and provided information to cl ients and servers so that they 
could communicate [Huitema (2000)]. Network names were p referred by users 
because they were easier to remember than numeric network addresses DNS 
servers translated network names into network addresses. 
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DHCP servers assigned network addresses to devices on a network so that new 
computers could be added to networks without manually assigning un ique 
addresses. 
Computer network protocols 
Network protocols were "an agreement between the communicating patties on 
how communication is to proceed'' [Tanenbaum {2003)] . They were a common set 
of rules that computers used to communicate. Most network protocols were based 
on the I nternational Standards Office { ISO) standard 'Open System 
Interconnection' (OS I ) . OSI defined a framework for implementing protocols rn  a 
stack of seven layers (see Figure 2 .4 ) .  Control was passed from one layer to the 
next, starting at the top layer in one station u ntil i t  reached the bottom layer. Data 
was then transmitted over networks to the recipient station and processed 
upwards in the receiving station OSI Iayers [Marsden (1 991 )] . 
Application Top layer 
Presentation 
Session 
Transport 
Network 
Data Link 
Physical Bottom layer 
Figure 2.4: The 051 stack 
• The application layer supported appl ication and end-user processes suc:h 
as file transfer and e-mail . 
• The presentation layer provided independence from d ifferences m data 
representation such as encryption by translating from application to network 
format, and vice versa. 
• The session layer established, managed and terminated connec:trons 
between appl ications. 
• The transport layer provided transparent transfer of data between end 
nodes. lt was responsible for end-to-end error recovery and flow control . 
ensuring complete data transfer. 
• The network layer provided switching and routing technologies, creating 
circuits for transmitting data from node to node.  
• The data l ink layer encoded and decoded data packets i nto bits. lt was 
d ivided i nto two sub layers: the Media Access Control ( MAC) sub layer 
control led how computers gained access to data and permission to transm1t 
it; the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer controlled synchron ization . flow 
control and error checking. 
• The physical layer converted the bit stream from the data l ink layer �n to a 
physical signal ,  l ike electrical impulses, l ight or rad io waves and sends 1 t  
through the network. 
2.3.2. The Internet 
I n  1 973, the United States Defense Advanced Research Projects A9enc:y 
(DARPA) in itiated a research program to investigate techn iques and technolou,os 
for interl inking packet networks of various kinds [Naughton ( 1 999)] .  A pac:knt 
network transmitted data by d ividing and encapsulating it i nto packets .  Packets 
were then transmitted individually and could fol low d ifferent routes to th0 1 r  
destination .  When a l l  the packets forming a message arrived at a dest inat1on . thoy 
were recompiled into the original message [Tanenbaum (2003)] . The ob)ect 1vo 
was to develop communication protocols which wou ld al low networked computers 
to communicate transparently across multiple, l inked packet networks.  Th1s was 
called the ' lnternetting project' and the system of networks which emerged from 
the research was known as the ' Internet'. A system of protocols developed over 
the course of this research effort became known as the TCP/I P Protocol SUite . 
after the two in itial protocols developed : Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) anrl 
I nternet Protocol ( l P) .  TCP enabled hosts to establish connections and exchango 
streams of data, guaranteeing the correct del ivery of data. lP  specified the formr�t 
of packets and the addressing scheme [Stevens ( 1 994 )]. 
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I n  1 972 , the first e-mail program was created by Ray Tomlinson [Naughton 
(1 999)] .  S imple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) servers moved e-mail messages 
across networks, wh i le Post Office Protocol (POP) servers stored e-mail 
messages and served them to recipient users. 
The World Wide Web, URLs and HTTP 
The World Wide Web (WWW) evolved from a project at the European Centre for 
Nuclear Research (CERN) that began in 1 989, when Tim Berners-Lee and Robert 
Cai l l iau bui lt a prototype system that became the core the WWW [Wolinsky 
( 1 999)] .  The i ntent of the system was to make sharing research papers among 
colleagues easier by creating l inks to other documents with in the contents of 
documents, cal led hyperl inks ,  which could be fol lowed by clicking on them. 
The WWW was a system of I nternet servers, cal led Web servers . that supported 
documents formatted using Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) .  Documents 
were identified by Uniform Resource Locators (URL), transmitted using Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and viewed using Web browsers. URLs were the uniquo 
global addresses of documents and other resources on the WWW (Figure 2 5 }  
They indicated what appl ication protocols to use and the lP  address or network 
name of the server where resources were located , and the fu l l  path to the resourcn 
within the server [Corner (2000)] . 
Service Type r System Port 
� / F 'le Nome 
http:l/sy\_stem.domain.ext :999/dV_ir1 /dir2/fil::�::�:;e 
System Name 0. p h 1rectory at 
Figure 2.5: Uniform Resource Locator (URL) [Thompson {1 996)] 
HTML was an authoring language used to create documents on the WWW. called 
Web pages [Corner (2000)] . HTML defined the structure and layout of Web pages 
by using tags and attributes. Web pages supported graphics, audio. and v1deo 
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files as wel l  as hyperl inks to other documents, which enabled users to navigate 
from one Web page to another by selecting hyperl inks. 
HTTP was the u nderlying application protocol used by the WWW [Corner (2000)] . 
HTTP defined how messages were formatted and transmitted, and what actions 
Web servers a nd browsers took in response to commands. HTTP was a stateless 
protocol because each com mand was executed independently, without any 
knowledge of previous commands. This was the main reason that  it was difficul t  
to implement Web sites that reacted intel l igently to user input .  
Cl ient applications used to retrieve and d isplay documents from the WWW were 
called 'Web browsers' . Graphical Web browsers d isplayed multimedia information 
such as graph ics, sound and video [Wolinsky ( 1 999)] .  
2.3.3. Discussion 
This Section described the hardware technologies related to the research 
computers , computer networks and the I nternet. The systems described m 
Chapters 3 ,  4 and 6 were created during this research to run on PCs connected t o  
the I nternet. 
2.4. Software 
Software technologies related to CAI are reviewed in this section . 
2.4.1 . Operating Systems 
Operating Systems (OS) performed tasks such as recogn izing user input ;  send 1ng 
output to devices such as d isplay screens; keeping track of fi les; and control l rng 
peripheral devices such as printers (see Figure 2.6) .  General purpose computers 
had an OS to run other programs [Stall ings (2001 )] . For large systems. the OS 
managed users and programs running simultaneously. 
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App lication Q / Disk Drive 
P ri nter 
Figure 2.6: OS functions [Operating system (n.d.)) 
OSs provided a software platform on which appl ication programs ran .  Computor 
programs were written to run on a particu lar OS and this determined the 
applications that computers could run .  An exception were computer programs 
created using programming languages such as .NET or  Java : they were wntton 
using an intermediate language so that they could be executed in any O S .  
provided that the OS contained the software necessary to translate the 
intermediate language to a language specific to the OS. The most popular OSs 
for personal computers were: Microsoft Windows for IBM PC-compat1blo 
computers; Apple Mac OS for Apple Power-PC compatible computers ; and Lmux .  
that ran in  both platforms. A l l  three operating systems supported computer 
programs written in  Java. At the moment of writing, only Microsoft W indows 
supported programs written in  .NET. 
Microsoft Windows 
Windows 1 .0 ,  released in 1 985, featured an easy to use graphical interface. 
device-independent graphics and allowed several programs to run concurrent ly 
[Windows history (n.d . )] .  
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Windows 2 .0 ,  i ntroduced in  1 987, provided usabil ity improvements to Windows. 
With the addition of icons and overlapping windows, Windows became a viable 
environment for development of major applications. 
Windows 3.0 (see Figure 2.7), released in 1 990, provided the capabi lity to address 
memory beyond 640K and a more powerful User Interface (UI) .  
Microsoft § 1!1!1 QBASIC 
Cardfile Calend� 
11 ll @ • M'WAV MS·DOS Editor 
Character Map Me� Player 
Figure 2.7: Windows 3.1 screenshot [Windows history (n.d.)) 
Windows for Workgroups 3 . 1 ,  released in October 1 992, was the first integrated 
windows and networking package. lt provided peer-to-peer file and printer shanng 
capabilities. 
Windows NT 3. 1 ,  released in 1 994, was intended for use in network servers. 
workstations and software development machines; While the Windows NT U l  was 
similar to Windows 3. 1 ,  it was based on a new core. 
Windows 95, released in August 1 995, provided full pre-emptive multitask1ng . 
advanced file systems, threading and networking. Windows 98 , released in June 
1 998, integrated a Web browser and made navigation through the file system 
similar to navigating in the \/WNV. lt also supported larger hard d rives and 
hardware support for technology such as DVDs. 
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Windows NT 5.0 was released in 1 998. Like Windows 98, it integrated Web 
browsing facilities. A d istributed file system provided a location-independent way 
to organise and navigate big volumes of information stored on servers. In  
November 1 998, NT 5.0 became known as Windows 2000. Windows XP (see 
Figure 2 .8) was released in October 2001 . lt used the same core as Windows 
2000 but also provided enhanced multimedia and networking capabilities. 
Hello·World'll 
Figure 2.8: Microsoft Windows XP screenshot 
Apple System I Mac OS 
System 1 .0,  released in 1 984, was designed by Apple to run in Macintosh 
personal computers [Mesa (n.d .)]. lt featured a simple and easy to use graph1cal 
Ul (GU I) ,  and also included a separate tutorial d isk, which was one of the f1rst 
applications of CAI in PCs. System 3. 0, launched in 1 986, featured a more 
efficient and fast GUI  due to a d isk cache, which stored frequently used data •n 
memory. lt also introduced a fully hierarchical file system that physically div1ded 
storage space in folders and files. 
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System 7 (see Figure 2 .9),  released in 1 990, could run multiple applications at the 
same time [Knight (n.d.)] .  lt included colour icons, file sharing , virtual memory and 
32-bit addressing. 
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Figure 2.9: System 7 screenshot [Mesander (n.d.)] 
Apple Computer purchased NeXT and its OS in  1 996. A combination of the NeXT 
OS and Macintosh Ul developed into the Mac OS X OS [Giaser ( 1 99 1 )) . A 
screenshot of Mac OS X can be seen in Figure 2 . 1  0 .  
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Figure 2.10: Mac OS X screenshot [Murayama (n.d.)] 
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Linux 
U N IX was created by programmers at Bel l  Laboratories in the early 1 960s and 
proved to be a rel iable OS [Cooper (2001 )] .  l t  became a de facto standard OS 
before the development of the PC, and prevailed as the OS for more powerful  
computers. 
Linux was created by Finnish computer scientist Linus Torvalds in 1 99 1  as a 
UNIX-compatible OS that cou ld run in PCs. The ability to run on PCs and the fact 
that the Linux source code was free inspired many programmers to improve it. 
eventually becoming better than some commercial UNIX packages. 
Companies such as RedHat, SuSE and Mandrake provided packaged Linux 
d istributions. They integrated GUis  to ease management of programs and 
services (see Figure 2 . 1 1  ). Developments included 3D acceleration support. 
support for USB devices and single-click updates of system and packages. 
Figure 2.1 1 :  KDE Linux screenshot [KDE screenshota (n.d.)] 
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2.4.2. Web browsers 
NCSA Mosaic 
Mosaic was a Web browser developed by the National Centre for Supercomputing 
Applications (NCSA) at the University of I l l inois. Mosaic was available for L inux . 
Apple Macintosh and M icrosoft windows. Its main features were: 
• "Autosurf' enabled users to automatically download documents l inked to 
Web pages and store them to disk. 
• "Col laborate" enabled users to l ink Mosaic sessions with other Mosaic 
users, send files, and exchange data with collaborators. 
• "Site map" al lowed users to scan Web pages and create local HTML f i les 
outl in ing a l ist of l inks to those pages. 
[Rivera et al. (1 994 ) )  
Netscape Navigator 
Netscape Navigator 6 . 1  by Netscape Corporation was a software su ite for 
Windows, Mac OS and Linux that included a Web browser, email . instant  
messaging, address book, and a Web page editor. The most relevant features of 
Netscape 6.1  were: 
• "Search" initiated searches of Web pages by entering keywords in an  
address field . 
• "Bookmarks" enabled the saving of l inks to pages in a hierarchical menu 
• "History" enabled the display of a l ist of previously visited Web pages in  the 
order that they had been accessed. 
• "Form Manager'' fi l led forms automatically. 
• "Password manager" automatically fi l led in user names and passwords 
[Shelly et al. (2001 l) 
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Microsoft I nternet Explorer 
Microsoft I nternet Explorer 6 .0 ( lE )  was ava ilable to users of Windows oss. l t  
integrated a Web browser and an external email client. Its main features were: 
• " I mage Toolbar" saved , e-mailed ,  and printed pictures from a Web page, as 
wel l  as view saved pictures in the My Pictures folder. 
• "Media Bar" provided a U l  for locating and playing media within the browser 
window. 
• "Auto I mage Resize" resized pictures so they fitted within the dimensions of 
the browser window. 
• Support for advanced authoring standards such as DHTML, XML. CSS 1 .  
DOM 1 and others. 
• A powerful programming model includ ing support for standards based on 
I nternet technologies to write Web-based appl ications .  
[Shelly et al. (2004 ) ]  
2.4.3. Software development 
Software development technologies related to the research are described in th1s 
Section .  
Computer programming 
Computer programs were organised l ists of instructions that caused computers to 
behave in a predetermined manner [Ben-Ari ( 1 996)] .  Computer programs were 
written using programming languages, standard ised communication techniques for 
expressing instructions to a computer. They enabled programmers to prec1sely 
specify what kinds of data a computer will act upon, and precisely what act1ons to 
take under various circumstances. Four programming methodologies could be 
d ifferentiated depending on the way that programs are written :  
a )  Sequential programming 
b) Procedu ral programming 
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c) Structured programming 
d) Object-oriented programming. 
a) Sequential programming 
Sequential programming was a method of writing computer programs as a l ist of 
instructions that were executed sequentially by the computer. A subset of the 
instructions were dedicated to control the flow of the instruction sequence, making 
possible the use of loops, conditional branches and jumps to other locations with in  
the program [Marcotty & Ledgard (1 987)] . 
b) Procedural programming 
Procedu ral programming was a method of com puter programming based upon 
procedu res, also called functions, routines or subroutines depending on 
programming language [Marcotty & Ledgard ( 1 987)] . lt was possible for a 
procedu ral program to have multiple levels or scopes, with procedures defined 
inside other procedures. Each scope could contain variables which could not be 
used in  outer scopes. Procedu ral programming code was easier to read and more 
maintainable and flexible than sequential programming code. 
c) Structured programming 
Structured programming was a subset of procedural programming that enforced a 
logical structure on the program being written to make it more efficient and eas1er 
to understand and modify [Maclennan ( 1 987)] .  Structured programmmg 
employed a top-down design model, in which developers split the overal l  program 
structure into separate subsections. Sets of similar functions were coded m 
separate modules so that code could be loaded into memory more efficiently 
Modules cou ld be reused in other programs. 
d) Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) 
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) was a programming methodology in whrch 
programmers defined data types within data structures and also the types of 
functions that could be applied to data structures [Goad & Nicola ( 1 993)] Data 
structures became objects that included both data and functions. Programmers 
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could also create relationships between objects. For example, objects cou ld 
inherit characteristics from other objects . 
Component technologies 
Software components encapsulated software functionality, often in the form of 
objects, so that components cou ld exist autonomously from other components in  a 
computer [Szyperski ( 1 998)] . Other programs or components u sed functionality 
encapsulated in  other components by retrieving interfaces (Figure 2 . 1 2) .  I nterfaces 
were l ists of definitions of methods and properties implemented by a component .  
which cou ld be called from other programs or components . 
A ::::-:i-----1 
Interfaces B :::::·r ----l ) 
c ::::·� ----1 
••••••••••••••••• 
Figure 2.12: Representation of a software component [Williams & Kindel (1 994)) 
Software was developed by connecting prefabricated components together by 
their interfaces (see Figure 2 . 1 3), much l ike in the field of electronics or 
mechanics. 
Figure 2.1 3: Usage of software components [Will iams & Kindel (1 994)) 
Component Object Model (COM) was a technology for software components 
developed by M icrosoft. The first version of COM was called Object L ink 1ng and 
Embedding (OLE) technology. lt was in itially u sed for copying and data t ransfer 
between d ifferent applications as well as the creation and management of  
compound documents. OLE controls were a special kind of component that 
included their own U l  so that they could be embedded into other appl ications· U l 
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The entire component framework was later renamed as COM. Distributable COM 
technology (DCOM) provided a means to execute components located on remote 
computers. Components could be reused by new calls to their in itialising routine 
without un loading them from memory. The COM technology was strategically 
replaced by the Microsoft .NET in itiative in 2002 . The .NET in itiative was a 
Microsoft project to create a new software development platform focused on 
network transparency, platform independence, and rapid application development 
[Davis (2003 )] . 
Unified Modell ing Language (UML) 
Unified Modell ing Language (UML) was an industry standard language for 
specifying, visualizing,  constructing, and documenting the artefacts of software 
systems. l t  s impl ified the complex process of software design ,  making a 
"blueprint" for construction [Bruegge & Dutoit (2004 )] . UML could be used to 
analyse the requirements of a software system and design a solution to meet 
them, representing the resu lts using UML standard d iagra m  types. Each d iagram 
type in UML could be grouped to represent views of the system [Larman ( 1 998 )] 
• The user view showed what users require from the system .  including usn 
cases d iagrams. 
• The structural view showed the relationship between classes in class 
d iagrams (see Figure 2 . 1 4) .  
• The behavioural view showed the system logic, including sequence . 
col laboration ,  activity a nd state chart diagrams. 
• The implementation plan modelled the real isation of the plan and the 
sou rce code:  Dependencies and location for d istributed systems . 
• The environmental view included the realisation in the real world and the 
application of the system. This included configuration,  communication . anrl 
support between different system nodes . 
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Figure 2.1 4: Example of UML class diagram. 
Human-Computer Interaction and GUis 
Human-Computer I nteraction (HCI)  was the set of processes, dia logues and 
actions through which human users employed and interacted with a computer 
[Baecken & Burton (1 987)] .  The purpose of the discipl ine of HCI  was to apply 
systematically knowledge about human purposes, human capabil ities and 
l imitations, and machine capabil ities and l imitations so as to extend the reach of 
users. Another goal was to enhance the qual ity of interaction between human and 
machine. 
The capabil ities and d isciplines required to meet those goals included graphic and 
industrial design,  an  understanding of organ isational dynamics and processes.  
and understanding of human cognitive, perceptual and motor ski l ls, a knowledge 
of d isplay technologies, input  devices, interaction techniques and desrgn 
methodologies, and an aptitude for elegance in system design [Baecken & Burton 
(1 987)] .  Effective interface design was a multid iscipl inary process requiring a 
holistic view of any design problem. 
Computer systems had a Ul  through which human users and computers 
interacted. GUis used computers' graphics capabilities to make programs easrer 
to use [Preece et al. (1 997)] .  GUis featured the fol lowing basic components 
• Pointer: A symbol that appeared on the d isplay screen and that users 
moved with a pointing device such as a mouse or trackbal l  to select obJects 
and commands. 
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• Windows: Different areas into which screens were d ivided . Users could run 
d ifferent programs or d isplay d ifferent fi les, move windows around the 
display screen ,  and change their shape and size. 
• Menus: Lists of options that users could select to execute commands. 
• I cons: Smal l  pictures that represent commands, fi les, or windows . By 
moving a pointer to an icon and pressing a mouse button ,  users could 
execute commands or convert icons into windows. Users could also move 
icons around the d isplay screen . 
• Desktop: The background area on the d isplay screen where icons were 
grouped was referred to as "desktop" because icons were intended to 
represent real objects on a real desktop. 
Software Testing 
Tan (2006) cited Mantere & Alander (2005) defin ing software testing as . .  The 
process of analysing a software item to detect the difference between existing and 
required conditions and evaluate the features of the software items". Testing was 
first regarded as "debugging" or fixing a known error in early days of software 
development. From 1 957 it was differentiated from debugging and became 
identified as detecting the bugs in the software. Bugs were defined as unwanted 
and unintended properties or behaviour of a program or piece of hardware. 
especially ones that caused it to malfunction. Software testing was critical as the 
cost of fixing bugs increased tenfold with time [Patton (2001 )] . Greif (2005) 
classified software testing into two categories: dynamic and static tests. as shown 
in Figure 2 . 1 5. 
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Dynamic Tests 
(of executable programs) 
Functional Test 
(black-box test) 
Structural Test 
(white-box test) 
Test Coverage Analysis 
Product Examinations 
Static Tests 
(of non executable software parts) 
Analysis/Inspection 
of Source Code 
Inspection of 
Software Documentation 
Inspection/Review of Specific Documents 
(documentation of requirements, design and 
tests) 
Figure 2.1 5 Techniques of Software Product Evaluation [Greif (2005)) 
Static tests referred to the analysis and inspection of source code and software 
documentation such as requ irements, design and tests. Dynamic testing was 
described as tests conducted on a program whi le it was runn ing.  F igure 2 . 1 6  
shows the d ifference between the two main dynamic testing methods :  black-box 
testing and white-box testing. In black-box testing,  testing was conducted by 
seeing if the output result was as expected from the inputs given,  without knowing 
how the program operated [Patton (2001 )] . I n  white-box testing, sometimes cal led 
clear-box testing, the software's code was shown to testers so that testing cou ld 
be performed in more detail . 
Black-box testing White-box testing 
Figure 2.1 6: Black-Box and White-Box Testing [Zeilinger (n.d.)] 
There were two fundamental approaches to testing software with in black-box 
testing and white-box testing: test-to-pass and test-to-fai l .  With the test-to-pass 
approach, software was tested with the simplest and most straightforward test 
cases and it was not pushed to its maximum capabil ities .  After software was 
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tested and passed the test-to-pass testing, the test-to-fai l  approach was then 
carried out with the intention to break the software by testing it with every possible 
test case. 
Proxy Servers 
Proxy servers mediated between client appl ications, such as Web browsers, and 
other servers .  They intercepted requests sent by clients to real servers and 
fulfi l led the requests themselves if possible. Otherwise, they forwarded the 
request to the real servers and recorded the response. Proxy servers had two 
main purposes [Luotonen ( 1 997)] :  
• I mprove Performance: Proxy servers could improve performance for groups 
of users because they saved results of requests for a certain amount of 
time. For example, if many users accessed the I nternet through a proxy 
server and a first user requested a certain Web page then later another 
user requested the same page, then instead of forwarding the request to 
the I nternet (a time-consuming operation) ,  the proxy servers would return 
the page that was fetched for the first user. S ince proxy servers were often 
on the same network as users, this was a faster operation . 
• Filter Requests: Proxy servers could a lso filter requests. For example, 
companies used proxy servers to prevent their employees from accessing a 
specific set of Web sites. 
Proxy servers such as I nternet Junkbuster cou ld be instal led on single computers. 
I nternet Junkbuster filtered HTTP transactions between Web servers and Web 
browsers [ Internet junkbuster (2000)] . I nternet Junkbuster used a configuration 
fi le, that determined which sites would be blocked and how requests would be 
filtered . 
Larger proxy servers such as M icrosoft Proxy Server 2 .0 provided a larger range 
of features, such as intel l igent content caching based on how often a document 
was retrieved or the possibil ity of chaining several servers in an array for use in  
large networks. A key feature was the abil ity to use COM components cal led plug­
ins to enhance server functional ity. Plug-ins for M icrosoft Proxy Server such as 
RBAProxy allowed network administrators to assign l ists of allowed Websites to 
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different groups of users [Richard (n .d . )] .  Users access was restricted to a well 
defined set of Web pages servers without requiring ful l  I nternet access. Microsoft 
Proxy Server plug-ins were classified into " I nternet Services Application 
Programming I nterface" ( ISAP I )  filters or ISAPI extensions [Ciements et al. 
(1 997)] . 
a) /SAP/ filters 
ISAPI filters captured and processed specific events. ISAPI filters were called for 
every request, regardless of such details as the identity of the resource requested 
in the URL. Thus, ISAPI filters could monitor, log, modify, redirect, or authenticate 
requests sent to the Web server. For example, a customised log for every Web 
request could be developed, or an authentication system against a legacy 
database. 
a) /SAP/ extensions. 
ISAPI extensions exposed functions that could be called from Web browsers by 
requesting U RLs of ISAPI extensions. ISAPI code was executed in the server and 
response was given in the form of Web pages. 
Explorer extensions 
Explorer Bars (Figure 2 . 1 7) were introduced with lE 4 .0 to provide a d isplay area 
adjacent to the browser pane [Seely (2000)] . They were windows within the main 
lE  window, and they could be used to display information and to interact with 
users. Explorer Bars were d isplayed as a vertical pane on the left side of the 
browser pane or horizontal ly, below the browser pane. 
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Figure 2.17: Vertical and horizontal explorer bars [Creating Custom Explorer Bars (2001 )] 
Tool bands, also called toolbars (Figure 2. 1 8) were band objects that were 
introduced with l E  5.0 to support the Microsoft Windows rad io tool bar feature . 
However, l ike Explorer bands, tool bands were general-purpose windows. 
l Mic rosoft I nte r net Exp lo r e r  . . . I �  f6 JIX 
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.� Agdress I] Go 
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Figure 2.18: Sample tool band [Creating Custom Explorer Bars (2001 )] 
Band objects were also used to create desk bands (Figure 2. 1 9). While their bas1c 
implementation was similar to Explorer Bars, desk bands were unrelated to lE  
Desk bands were dockable windows on the desktop. 
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• 
Recycle Bin 
Figure 2.19: Sample desk band [Creating C ustom Explorer Bars (2001 )] 
2.4.4. Artificial Intelligence 
The term 'Artificial Intelligence' (AI) was coined in 1 956 by John McCarthy at the 
Massachusetts I nstitute of Technology as the branch of computer science 
concerned with making computers behave like humans [Russell & Norvig (2003)] . 
Rusell & N orvig (2003) also described AI as "the capability of a device to perform 
functions that are normally associated with human intelligence, such as reasoning 
and optimization through experience" and "the branch of computer science that 
attempts to approximate the results of human reasoning by organizing and 
manipulating factual and heuristic knowledge". 
Machine learning 
Machine learning was an area of AI involving the development of techniques to 
allow com puters to adapt to new circumstances and to detect and extrapolate 
patterns [Russell & Norvig (2003)] . Common algorithm types were supervised 
learning and u nsupervised learning. 
In unsupervised learning, a data set of input objects was gathered and typical ly 
treated as a set of random variables. A model was then built for the data set. 
Supervised learning created functions from training data. Training data consisted 
of pairs of input objects and desired outputs. The task of the supervised learner 
was to p redict the value of the function for any valid input object after observing a 
small number of training pairs.  To achieve this, learner algorithms generalised 
from the presented data to unseen situations. In order to solve problems using 
supervised learning, various steps were taken :  
• A set of input objects and the corresponding outputs characteristics of the 
real world, called corpus, was gathered either from human experts or from 
measurements. 
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• I nput objects were transformed into feature vectors, which contained a 
number of features that were descriptive of the object. 
• The learning algorithm was executed on the gathered training set. 
Parameters of the learning algorithm could be adjusted by optim ising 
performance on a subset (cal led a val idation set) of the train ing set, or via 
cross-val idation. 
• Performance was measured on a test set that was separate from the 
train ing set. 
Examples of appl ication of supervised learning were present in document 
classification, information retrieval ,  object recognition in computer vision , optical 
character recogn ition,  and speech recogn ition.  
Intel ligent agents 
Agents were anything that could be viewed as perceiving its environment through 
sensors and acting upon that environment through actuators [Russell & Norvig 
(2003)] . Software agents were programs that operated in a software environment 
such as the I nternet. I ntell igent or rational agents were those which for each 
possible s ituation selected an action that was expected to maximise their 
performance in achieving their goals. I ntel l igent software agents were 
autonomous and operated without the direct intervention of humans. Agents could 
communicate with other agents or human users. 
Data mining and knowledge discovery 
Data mining was the use of AI techniques to d iscover hidden knowledge. 
unexpected patterns and new rules from large databases [Adriaans & Zantinge 
( 1 996)] . Data Mining was regarded as the key element of a more elaborate 
process cal led Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). The knowledge 
d iscovery process consisted of six iterative stages: 
• Selection of relevant data. 
• Data cleaning: Removal of dupl icates and inconsistencies in  the data . 
• Enrichment of data using external information related to the data . 
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• Data transformation to meet the input requ irements of the data mining 
algorithm 
• Data min ing:  The use of a data mining algorithm to d iscover h idden patterns 
and rules in  the data . 
• Translation of resu lts to a human-readable form so that discovered 
knowledge can be used . 
At every stage i n  the process it was possible to step back one or more stages in  
order to solve errors found in  later stages or optimise the process using 
information found in  previous iterations. 
2.4.5. Document classification and filtering 
[Goller et. a/ (2000)] defined document classification as "content-based 
assignment of predefined categories to documents". Document classification 
algorithms were based on the cluster hypothesis, which stated that "closely 
associated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests" [Van Rijsbergen 
(1 979)] . 
Document classification algorithms were util ised to filter documents and route 
them to humans. Document classification algorithms were supervised machine 
learning algorithms that requ i red a document train ing set to infer patterns to 
predict the category of new documents. Documents were represented as a vector 
of features, such as terms contained in text documents. Manual feature extraction 
was ted ious and time consuming and prevented the categorisation of large 
amounts of documents. Feature extraction algorithms were used as part of the 
document classification process to extract relevant terms to classify documents 
effectively and accurately. 
Feature extraction algorithms 
I rrelevant or redundant features could have negative effects on classification 
algorithms [Liu & Motoda (1 998)] : More training documents were needed to ensure 
statistical variabi l ity between patterns from d ifferent categories; irrelevant or 
redundant features could cause document classification algorithms to overfit the 
data; and resulting classification patterns were more complex, tending to be less 
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accurate than simpler patterns. Yang & Pedersen ( 1  997) evaluated five feature 
selection algorithms to reduce the amount of terms used by text categorisation 
algorithms: Document Frequency; I nformation Gain ;  Mutual information; Chi­
Square Statistic; and Term Strength . 
a) Document Frequency 
The Document Frequency (DF) of a term was the number of documents i n  which a 
term occurred . lt was assumed that rare terms with low DF were not informative 
or i nfluentia l .  Terms whose DF was below a threshold were d iscarded . 
b) Information Gain 
I nformation Gain ( IG) measured how influential  the presence of a term was to 
classify a document where the term was found.  When a term appeared only in  
documents of a certain  category, its IG was h igh.  When a term appeared in  a l l  
documents across categories, its IG was low. Terms whose I G  was below a 
threshold were d iscarded . 
c) Mutual Information 
Mutual information (M I )  measured a dependence between terms and categories in  
a set of document categories. M l  was zero i f  a term and a category were 
independent. M l  was not normal ised , so Ml  values could not be compared across 
terms for the same category. 
d) Chi square statistic 
As well as M l ,  chi-square statistic (x2) measured dependence between terms and 
categories and could be compared to the x2 distribution. As M l ,  / was zero if a 
term and a category were independent. A d ifference between ·/ and MI  was that 
x2 was normalised. Also, x2 values could be compared across terms for the same 
category. x2 was known to be unreliable for low-frequency terms. 
e) Term Strength 
Term Strength (TS) was based on the assumption that documents with shared 
words were related . TS was computed based on the estimated conditional 
probabil ity that a term occurred in the second half of a pai r  of related documents 
g iven that it occurred in the first half. 
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Document classification algorithms 
Once terms were extracted from documents, they could be used to represent 
documents and processed by document classification algorithms. Yang & L iu  
(1 999) evaluated five document classification algorithms: Support Vector 
Machines, k-Nearest Neighbour, Linear Least Squares Fit, Artificial Neural 
Networks and Na'ive Bayes Classifier. 
a) Support Vector Machines (SVM) 
SVM was introduced to classify documents in two categories . Documents were 
represented by term vectors in a vector space. SVM found a decision surface that 
d ivided the documents into two categories. The decision surface was defined by 
the most simi lar documents to the surface, called support vectors. Support 
vectors were the only effective elements in the train ing set; the algorithm would 
learn the same decision surface if  al l  other documents were discarded . 
Figure 2 .20 i l lustrates SVM in a two-dimensional vector space. Black and white 
data points represent documents of two categories. The decision surface is 
represented by a l ine separating the data points into two categories. Dashed l ines 
represent the support vectors. 
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Figure 2.20: Decision surface splitting data points in two categories 
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b) k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) 
kNN was a well known statistical approach in text classification .  kNN classified 
new documents by finding the k most similar documents , called "nearest 
neighbours", within  the training documents. New documents were classified by 
weighing the categories of the k nearest neighbours according to the similarity (or 
"distance") to each neighbour. If more than one neighbour belonged to the same 
category, the category weights were added together. This provided a likelihood 
score for each category with respect to the new document. 
Figure 2 .2 1  i l lustrates kNN in a two-dimensional vector space. In this example. 
k=5.  Black and white data points represent documents of two categories . 
Document A was classified as "white" because its four of its five closest 
neighbours were white. Document B was classified as "black" . 
• 
• 
• 
Figure 2.21 : k-Nearest Neighbour document classification for k=S. 
c) Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF) 
A multivariate regression model was created from a training set of documents and 
their categories. Training data was represented by pairs of input and an output 
vectors. Input vectors were document features weighed using feature extraction 
algorithms; output vectors were the weighted categories of each document. LLSF 
was util ised to find a term-category regression coefficients matrix that enabled the 
weighing of the categories to which new documents belonged by the terms 
contained i n  them. 
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d) Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
ANN cou ld be used to classify documents by using a d ifferent ANN for each 
category. The ANN input was a vector of terms contained in the document, and 
the output was the category to which documents belonged . The learning curve of 
ANN in document classification was longer than other methods. 
e) Nai"ve Bayes Classifier (NB) 
NB used the joint probabil ities of terms and categories to estimate the probabil ity 
that new documents belonged to each category based on the terms found in the 
new documents. NB was called na'ive because it assumed that words were 
independent. This assumption made the computation more efficient than the 
exponential complexity of a non-na·ive Bayes classifier because it d id not use word 
combinations as predictors. 
CAI systems using document classification 
Other research work util ised content-based document filtering methods to assess 
the suitabil ity and relevance of Web pages and to recommend new pages to 
users. The studied system s  were: l nlinx, WebMate, Syskil l & Webert and 
WebACE. 
a) lnLinx 
l nlinx [Bighini  et al. (2003)] was a Web-based system created for research at the 
University of Bologna that helped students to classify information that had been 
found on the I nternet and saved as bookmarks; to recommend documents to 
students with simi lar interests; and to periodically notify of new potential ly 
interesting documents. When students registered interesting pages. l nl inx 
suggested a classification and recommended the pages to other u sers with similar 
interests. User interest was modelled from the contents of bookmarked pages 
b) WebMate 
WebMate [Chen & Sycara ( 1 998)] was a research system created at the Carneg 1e 
Mellon University comprised of a standalone proxy server and an applet controller 
WebMate monitored user interests in different domains from page ratings: 
extracted keywords from interesting pages to refine document search: and 
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compiled and sent personal reports by automatically analysing news sources and 
compil ing relevant headl ines, sorting them by relevance. 
WebMate's standalone proxy server monitored user actions ;  learned user interests 
from their page ratings, filtered news sources and compiled personal reports . 
WebMate's applet was a User I nterface (U I )  to provide relevance feedback for 
pages found i n  searches, rank  interesting pages while browsing and receive 
keywords that WebMate extracted from interesting pages to refine searches. 
c) Syski/1 & Weberl 
Syskil l & Webert [Pazzani  & Bi l lsus (1 997)] was designed in the Un iversity of 
California as a research system to help users d istinguish in teresting Web pages 
from un interesting ones using a NB classifier. Syskill & Webert created a 
relevance pattern from user feedback by inserting controls in each Web page to 
enable users to rate a page as " interesting" or "un interesting". When a Web page 
was retrieved , its relevance ranking (a value from 0 to 1 )  was d isplayed . Also. 
hyperl inks were explored and signs indicating whether l inks were interesting or not 
were added to the page. 
d) WebACE 
WebACE [Han et al. ( 1 998)] was a proxy-based agent and a java application 
created in the University of M innesota for research purposes that automatically 
classified a set of documents and generated new queries used to search for new 
related documents. The new set of documents was filtered to extract the set of 
documents most closely related to the training set. Feedback was not required 
from users. I nterest profiles were generated by record ing the number of times that 
users visited a document and the time spent browsing each document. 
2.4.6. Discussion 
This Section described the software technologies related to the research 
Operating Systems, software development techniques, proxy servers . Web 
browsers, Web browser extensions, Artificial I ntell igence and document 
classification .  The system described in Chapters 3 was created to integrate w1thm 
a proxy server. The systems described in Chapters 4 and 6 were created to 
interact with Web browsers using Web browser extensions and were designed to 
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assist Teachers and Students in the use of the I nternet. Finally, the systems 
described in  Chapter 6 were created using artificial intell igence techniques. 
2.5. Learning styles 
The l iterature d id not contai n  a unique definition of "learn ing style". Heineman 
(1 995) cites a number of defin itions: Kocinski ( 1 984) defined learn ing style as the 
preferred way to learn and the way a person learns best; Zarghani ( 1 988) noted 
that learn ing styles are "the cognitive, affective, and psychological traits that serve 
as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive, interact with and respond 
to the learning environment". 
Confusion appears in  the l iterature concerning the terms Cognitive Style and 
learning style [Heineman ( 1 995)] . Numerous authors use the terms 
interchangeably. McFadden ( 1 986) stated that most definitions of learning style as 
well as Cognitive Style i l lustrate variations in ind ividual information processing and 
no single defin ition for learn ing style or Cogn itive Style was identified . Four 
models of learn ing style were considered . 
Field dependency 
Messick ( 1 976) considered Cognitive Styles as means of problem solving . 
thinking, perceiving, and remembering. Field dependency was a d imension of 
Cognitive Style that described individual's propensity to discern and to isolate 
elements embedded in complex contexts [Calcaterra et al. (2005)] .  Messick 
( 1 976) identified a number of connections between field dependency and learning: 
a) Field dependent 
Field dependent individuals were information processors and rel ied on externa l  
reference. They preferred situations where structure was provided for them and 
tended to solve problems through intuition and trial-and-error. 
b) Field independent 
Field independent ind ividuals were analytic and relied on internal references 
They tended to actively structure their own learning by perceiving objects as a 
whole and by finding the underlying relationships of problems. 
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Felder and Silverman 
Felder & Silverman ( 1 988) modelled student learning style as four  independent 
dimensions: 
a) Active I reflective 
Active learners retai ned and understood information best by doing something 
active with it: d iscussing or applying it or explain ing it to others . Reflective 
learners preferred to think  about it quietly first. 
b) Sensing I intuitive 
Sensing learners l iked learning facts; intuitive learners preferred discovering 
possibil ities and relationships. 
c) Visual I verbal 
Visual learners remembered best what they saw: pictures, diagra ms, flow charts .  
time l ines, fi lms and demonstrations. Verbal learners got more out of words :  
written and spoken explanations. Most people were visual learners . 
d) Sequential I global 
Sequential learners gained u nderstanding in l inear steps. Global learners learnt i n  
jumps, absorbing material almost randomly and then suddenly "getting it". 
A measure of the affin ity of individuals to each component of the dimensions of 
learning style could be obtained by completing the I ndex of Learning Styles ( I LS )  
questionnaire [Felder & Spurl in (2005)] reproduced in Appendix E. The 
questionnaire consisted of 44 questions with two possible answer options each . I f  
individuals found that both answers appl ied to them, they were asked to select the 
answer that applied most frequently. Once that all questions were completed . a 
measure in  a scale of odd numbers from 1 to 1 1  was obtained for each dimens1on 
of learning style. A score of 9-1 1 ind icated a strong affin ity to one of the 
components of the d imension and a score of 1 -3 indicated that the individual was 
comfortable learning with any of the two components of the dimension of learn1ng 
style. 
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The core idea of the model was that students should not be taught exclusively 
according to their preferences, but rather to strive for a balance of instructional 
methods. To achieve this balance students should be taught mainly in a manner 
they prefer, which leads to an increased comfort level and wil l ingness to learn . but 
a lso taught partly in a less preferred manner, which included relevant content and 
provided practice and feed back in ways of thinking and solving problems which 
they did not have to use to be fully effective professionals. 
The Felder-Silverma n  model of learning style was widely used and the rel iabi l ity 
and val id ity of the I LS questionnaire was confirmed by a number of independent 
studies [Constant ( 1 997); Paterson (1 999); Bru xeda & Moore ( 1 999) ;  De Vita 
(2001 )] . 
Honey and Mumford 
Honey & M umford (1 986) identified four learning styles: 
a) Activist 
Activists involved themselves ful ly and without bias in new experiences. They 
acted first and considered the consequences afterwards. They tackled problems 
by brainstorming. They thrived on the challenge of new experiences but were 
bored with i mplementation and longer term consolidation. 
b) Theorist 
Theorists l iked to analyse and synthesize. They adapted and integrated 
observations into complex but logically sound theories. They thought problems 
through in a vertical ,  step-by-step logical way. Their approach to problems was 
consistently logical . 
c) Pragmatist 
Pragmatists tried out ideas, theories and techniques to see if they worked 1n  
practice. They l iked to get on with things and act quickly and confidently on ideas 
that attracted them. They responded to problems and opportunities as a 
challenges. 
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d) Reflector 
Reflectors l i ked to stand back to ponder experiences and observe them from 
different perspectives. They col lected data and preferred to think about it 
thoroughly before com ing to a conclusion .  
Contrary to the Felder and S ilverman d imensions of learn ing style model ,  Honey 
and M umford recommended that to maximise personal learning learners had to 
understand their learn ing style and seek opportun ities to learn using their preferred 
style. 
Dunn and Dunn 
The Dunn and Dunn learn ing style model [Dun n  (2000)] described five groups of  
factors that affected learn ing: 
a) Environmental 
Lighting, sound , temperature, a nd seating arrangement. 
b) Emotionality 
Motivation ,  persistence, responsibi l ity, and structure. 
c) Sociological. 
How individuals learn in  association with other people: Alone or with peers : 
authoritative adult or with a col legial col league; and learning in  a variety of ways or 
routine patterns.  
d) Physiological 
Perceptual (auditory, visual ,  tactual and kinaesthetic), time-of-day energy levels. 
intake (eating or not while studying) and mobil ity (sitting sti l l  or moving around ) .  
e) Psychological 
Hemispheric, impulsive or reflective, and global or analytic. 
2.5.1 . WBT systems using learning styles 
I ntel l igent technologies for WBT could be used to provide adaptive sequencing of 
educational materials, navigation support and adaptive presentation. A number of 
research systems that provided adaptation were described by Brusi lovsky ( 1 999 ) 
but most of them d id not take learning styles into account. Other researchers 
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examined and developed adaptive computer-based educational environments that 
util ised learn ing styles to model users and adapted educational content to match 
user learn ing style .  The most common systems were: INSPIRE, AES-CS, CS388, 
TANGOW, LSAS, iWeaver, MANI C  and C ITS. 
INSPIRE 
INSPIRE ( Intel l igent System for Personalized Instruction in a Remote 
Environment) [Papanikolaou et al. (2003)] was a Web-based adaptive educational 
hypermedia system that provided adaptive curriculum sequencing, navigation 
support and presentation based on learning styles. The adaptive behaviour of 
INSPIRE was guided by the learner model which provided information such as 
knowledge level on the domain concepts and learning style based on the Honey 
and Mumford model of learning styles. User learning styles were assessed in itial ly 
using the Honey and Mumford learning styles questionnaire. Users could update 
their learning style, but this was not automatically performed by INSPIRE. 
AES-CS 
The Adaptive Educational System - Cognitive Style (AES-CS) [Triantafillou et al. 
(2002)] was a hypermedia system that adapted content presentation depend ing on 
the previous knowledge and Cognitive Style of students based on the field 
dependent I field independent dimensions of Cognitive Style. Adaptation was 
achieved using conditional text and alternative pages for each dimension . 
Adaptive navigation was provided by selecting l inks depend ing on user knowledge 
and learning style.  User Cognitive Style was assessed in itially using the Group 
Figures E mbedded Test (GEFT) [Witkin et al. ( 1 971 )] . AES-CS updated the 
domain knowledge in the user model by analysing student feedback. but it d id not 
update student learn ing style .  
CS383 
Computer Systems (CS383) [Carver et al. (1 999)] was a Web-based adaptive 
hypermedia course composed by educational material classified in categories 
such as audio fi les; graphic files; digital movies; sl ideshows; lesson object1ves. 
note-taking guides; student papers and slideshows from previous semesters. 
course hypertext; and searchable terms definitions. The Index of Learning Styles 
( ILS) questionnaire [Felder & Spurlin (2005)] was used to determ ine each student 
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learning style. Students cou ld explore course material freely or according to their 
learning style .  The suitabil ity of each educational material category was ranked by 
teachers for each d imension of learning style ,  and the system presented students 
l inks to materials ordered by suitabil ity ranking. Student learning style or content 
suitabi l ity rankings were not updated. 
TANGOW 
Task-based Adaptive learNer Guidance On the Web (TANGOW) [Paredes & 
Rodriguez (2002)] was a tool to create adaptive Web-based courses. The order in  
which cou rse materials were d isplayed was adapted depending on the user's 
sequential/global and sensing/intuitive dimensions of the Felder-Silverman 
d imensions of learning style. The user model was in itially assessed using the ILS 
questionnaire and updated automatical ly by analysing user navigation behaviour. 
LSAS 
The Learning Styles Adaptive System (LSAS) [LSAS (n.d . )] was a Web-based 
course designed to adapt to users based on the global/sequential dimension of the 
Felder-Si lverman d imensions of learning style model. l t  assessed user learning 
style using ILS.  The system d id not provide automatic content adaptation but 
provided d ifferent presentations that users could choose depend ing on their 
learning style .  
iWeaver 
iWeaver [Wolf (2002)] was a Web-based adaptive learnrng environment that 
accommodated the physiological-perceptual factors of the Dunn & Dunn learning 
styles model .  Different med ia representation and conditional text was al located to 
each learn ing style. Users' learning styles were assessed in it ial ly using the 
Building Excellence Survey [Rundle & Dunn (2000)], but med ia style al location 
was flexible and it could change dynamically according to learner ratings of 
previously presented media, using a Bayesian network to predict and recommend 
the most l ikely preferred options for media representations. 
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MANIC 
MANI C  [Stern & Woolf (2000)] was a Web-based instructional system that 
provided adaptive contents based on sl ides and audio organised in a semantic 
network of topics depending on the domain knowledge and learn ing style of users. 
MANI C  d id not apply a learning style model but modelled users learn ing style by 
their preferences for graphic or textual information , so it could be compared to the 
VisuaiNerbal d imension in  the Felder and Si lverman learning styles model . A 
NaiVe Bayes classifier was util ised to determine which contents wil l be presented 
to students based on past student feedback. 
CITS 
The Confidence I ntel l igent Tutoring System (CITS) was used for building self­
adaptive courses on the I nternet, assist stud ents in on-l ine d iscussions and 
automatical ly  search Web pages containing the keywords being d iscussed [Razek 
et al. (2003)] . C ITS employed a test to determine student learning style consisting 
of selecting eight colours [Razek et al. (2002)] . A machine learning algorithm was 
then utilised to infer the user learning style from the colours selected . 
2. 6. Chapter discussion 
This Chapter reviewed the background of this research: 
Section 2 . 1  described the context of this research within the government strategy 
for the use of I CT in UK education. Section 2 .2  described existing commercial 
WBT systems available at the time of writing and identified their l imitations.  
Section 2.3 described the hardware technologies and Section 2 .4 described the 
software technologies related to the research. Section 3.5 describes the learning 
style models related to the research. The systems described in Chapters 3.  4 and 
6 were created during this research to run on PCs connected to the I nternet. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE FIRST PROTOTYPE FILTER 
Existing CAI systems described in  Chapter 2 (Section 2 .2. 1 )  provided tools to 
develop Web-based courses; deliver them on the I nternet; test user knowledge ; 
track user activity; and filter access to the I nternet. They also provided tools to 
facil itate collaborative learning, such as appl ication sharing, wh ite board , and chat 
rooms. These systems provided l imited functional ity to clients, as most tools were 
Web-based . They did not provide intel l igent advice on potential sites, consider 
student activity or provide content-specific filtering of Web pages.  Students cou ld 
be distracted and navigate to unrelated Web s ites - an activity which these 
systems could not detect or react to. Most of these systems were designed for 
distance learning and not to u se the Internet as an education tool with in  
classrooms. 
These l imitations suggested a need for another type of software tool to create 
Web-based lessons and define areas of the I nternet that cou ld or could not be 
accessed by students during a lesson. This Chapter describes the design of a 
system to overcome these l imitations cal led "Caught In  The Act" (C ITA) and the 
implementation of a first prototype to test the methodology. CITA was divided 
between a server and a client. The server side, called CITA server, consisted of a 
Web server that stored and delivered Web lessons to clients and a proxy server 
that filtered client requests depending on the lesson being taught at the client 
location. lt used standard protocols such as HTML, HTTP and FTP, which al lowed 
users to use a standard browser or FTP client when proprietary fun ctions were not 
required. The cl ient s ide was a proprietary appl ication called C ITA cl ient that 
enabled teachers to edit lesson Web pages, grant access to areas of the Internet. 
publish lessons on a Web server and monitor student activity. Lessons could be 
accessed using a standard Web browser and filtering was done by the server 
depending on the computer location. 
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Microsoft Proxy Server 2 .0 (MSPS) and M icrosoft I nternet I nformation Server ( l iS )  
were selected as a platform for CITA server because they allowed the creation of 
" I nternet Services Appl ication Programming I nterface" ( ISAPI) fi lters and 
extensions to enhance and customise their functional ity by using COM 
components as described in Chapter 2. This also enabled the reuse of standard 
functional ity so that proxy and Web server code did not have to be written .  MSPS 
and l iS  ran in the M icrosoft Windows operating system, which was widely used in 
educationa l  institutions .  
ISAPI filters and extensions were COM components and could be developed only 
using an object oriented programming language. M icrosoft Visual C++ 6.0 was 
selected to create C ITA because it was an object oriented programming language 
widely used for the development of COM components. Technical guides on ISAPI 
filters and extensions were written for Microsoft Visual C++ and techn ical support 
was avai lable for the research .  
3. 1. Specifications 
Specifications for C ITA were defined after researching the systems described in 
Chapter 2 and gathering information from teachers and the marketing department 
at the col laborating company. 
3.1 . 1 . User model 
A user model could be d ivided into three categories [Monzat ( 1 999)] : 
• User Computer Experience: user experience or fami l iarity in working within 
a certain  environment. 
• User Technical Skill: user's education, working environment, interest in the 
tec hnology and outlook on the hardware and software. 
• User Specific Software Experience: famil iarity with specific and complex 
professional software and the abil ity to adapt to the interface. 
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Three d ifferent kinds of users were identified in this work based on these 
categories: 
Teachers m ight have experience in  the use of common computer applications 
such as word processors and spreadsheets; I nternet appl ications such as e�mail 
or Web browsers; and education-specific tools such as assessment assistants or 
l nternet-based educational material .  They used computer appl ications on a day­
to-day basis but might be reluctant about using them to assist in del ivering lessons 
as they perceived the use of I CT as difficult to focus and control . 
Students might have experience in  the use of common computer appl ications .  
Internet appl ications and education-specific tools.  They could potential ly be more 
knowledgeable than teachers in  the use of I CT. They might use ICT during 
lessons to access educational material and produce coursework, but they might 
get distracted and even m isuse computer applications without guidance and 
control from teachers . 
Administrators had a broad experience in the installation , usage and maintenance 
of ICT with in  educational institutions Their main concern was that appl ications and 
hardware were used accord ing to the institution's pol icy, while keeping 
maintenance costs low. 
Only teachers were expected to use the system .  Administrators installed and 
maintained the system by using the management tools provided with it. Students 
were included in the model because they used the system indirectly by using 
standard Web browsers. In the fol lowing narrative, "users" mean teacher users . 
3.1 .2. System goals 
The goal of C ITA was to provide tools that enabled teachers to: create lesson Web 
pages; define student access to zones of the I nternet; and receive real time 
notifications of attem pts to view blocked pages. 
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3.1 .3. System attributes 
The following attributes were required in CITA: 
Ease of use 
As described i n  the user model (Section 3. 1 . 1 )  teachers might have experience i n  
the use of common computer appl ications and  I nternet applications. C ITA was 
required to be intuitive and easy to use. 
Interface metaphor 
The CITA client user interface was required to be a s ingle window application 
where Web pages could be d isplayed as in standard Web browsers. The user 
interface was also required to enable teachers to modify lesson Web pages in the 
browsing area and provide functionality by using toolbars with in  the main window. 
Additional user interfaces were required to be displayed in locally stored Web 
pages from the browser window. 
Data access 
Areas of the I nternet allowed during lessons were required to be stored in the 
server as a M icrosoft Access database. Lesson Web pages in  the server were 
required to be stored in a d irectory where they could be accessed by the system 
and served to students using a standard Web browser. 
3.1 .4. System functions 
There were four  groups of functions that CITA featured to accomplish the stated 
goal. 
Lesson design functions 
Lesson management: Functions were required to create, save and load lessons 
using a single file, including lesson Web pages and Internet access granted to 
students. 
Navigation zone: Functions were required to define the default I nternet access 
permission and grant access to zones of the Internet. 
Lesson page design: Functions were required to edit the contents of lesson Web 
pages. 
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Lesson implementation functions 
Lesson implementation: Functions were required to assign lesson Web pages and 
proxy configuration to computers grouped by classrooms, so that I nternet access 
in each classroom was restricted as specified in the assigned lesson.  
Activity notification: Functions  were also required to notify teachers when 
navigation attempts to blocked pages were detected . 
Security functions 
User login: Functions were required to identify teachers and administrators and 
provide only the functionality available to each type of user. 
Administration functions 
Classroom management: Functions were required to add or delete computer 
classrooms; and to specify the computers that form each classroom .  
User administration: Functions were requ ired t o  add, modify and delete teacher 
log in information. 
3.1 .5. CIT A architecture 
The CITA architecture was created from the specifications described in previous 
Sections and can be seen in  Figure 3. 1 .  Teachers created lessons and defined 
allowed areas of the I nternet using the CITA cl ient. Teachers also selected the 
active lesson for each classroom. Students did not use the C ITA system directly 
but through a standard Web browser. Lesson Web pages were available from a 
Microsoft Web Server that was enhanced using ISAPI extensions to provide the 
right lesson to each student depend ing on their classroom. Student I nternet 
requests were monitored by M icrosoft Proxy Server 2 enhanced by an ISAPI fi lter 
that enforced the restrictions set for each lesson and notified teachers when 
students attempted to access denied content. 
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Information Server 
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Figure 3.1 : CIT A architecture 
3.2. Prototype implementation 
A first prototype implementation which consisted of a client request filter and a 
client application that received student activity notifications from the client request 
filter was created using the technologies described in this Chapter. 
3.2.1 . Fi ltering methods 
Four filtering methods were considered for the CITA request fi lter: URL fi ltering ;  
ful l  text filtering ;  feature-based filtering; and URL filtering combined with fu l l  text 
filtering. 
URL filtering 
URL filtering consisted of al lowing access to Web pages depending on their URL 
and the d irectories and domains where pages were contained. During the creation 
of a lesson teachers specified documents, d i rectories and domains that were 
either al lowed or denied to the URL filter (see Figure 3 .2). A database of allowed 
and denied URLs, d irectories and domains was populated by the filter using a 
database engine integrated within the system. 
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Figure 3.2: List of documents, directories and domains created by teachers 
When page requests from students were received during a lesson,  the URL filter 
attempted to _ identify the document permission using a database engine (see 
Figure 3.3) .  If permission for a document's U RL was not found, permission for the 
directories and domains where the document was located was searched _ If 
permission was gra nted then access to the page was granted accordingly_ 
Otherwise, the defau lt permission was applied .  
'T}Rlx:J - 0 ' 
System I 
1 Dtlwr>i<Jnt � -{ Filter 
\ 
Document X 
-Q��T> O 
Document Y 
Student 
l Database J "'"!!'"  \ :���Tf {J 
Document Z 
Lesson 
Lesson (d Web Pages 
URL Databa&e 
Figure 3.3: URL filtering system being used by students 
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Full text filtering 
Full text filtering consisted of searching each page for a set of keywords .  
Teachers specified a set of subject-related keywords that must appear in the 
pages requested by students, and a set of keywords which prevented pages from 
being d isplayed . These were specified to the keyword filter during the creation of 
lessons and a keyword database was populated using a database engine 
integrated within  the system (see Figure 3.4). 
System 
Lesson 
Web Pages 
Keyword Da!abase 
Figure 3.4: List of allowed and denied keywords being populated by teachers 
When page requests from students were received during a lesson (F igure 3 . 5 ). 
pages were downloaded and analysed by the keyword filter. The keyword 
database was searched for each word in the page using the database engine .  
Access to Web pages was determined by the presence of keywords in the page . 
Student 
System 
Lesson 
Lesson 
Web Pages 
KeyWord Database 
Document z 
Figure 3.5: Keyword filtering system being used by students 
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Feature-based filtering 
When using feature-based filtering, documents were represented by a group of 
semantic features such as keywords defin ing the contents of Web pages. 
Semantic features could be determined either by h uman users or by using feature 
extraction algorithms. When preparing lessons, teachers specified the features of 
pages related to a subject using a feature fi lter. This populated a feature database 
using a database engine integrated within the system (see Figure 3.6) .  
Teacher 
System 
Lesson 
Web Pages 
Feature Database 
Figure 3.6: List of allowed and denied features being populated by teachers 
When page requests from students were received by the feature filter (Figure 3 . 7 ) .  
pages were downloaded and  their features extracted . Feature database entries 
were searched in the page's semantic features by the feature filter using a 
database engine. Access to Web pages was determined by the presence of 
features in  the page's semantic feature representation . 
Studeni 
System 
Lesson 
Web Pages 
Feature Database 
Document X 
· f'a�i v·>····D 
··-., ...... �·-
Document Y 
. :����:z:> ··· D 
Document Z 
Figure 3.7: Feature filtering system being used by students 
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URL and ful l  text filtering 
URL filtering  and ful l  text fi ltering could be combined to make a more flexible fil ter. 
Teachers specified documents, directories and domains that were allowed and 
denied using a U RL filter, as well as keywords that were allowed and den ied using 
a keyword filter. A U RL database and a keyword database were populated by the 
filters, using a database engine integrated within  the system (see Figure 3.8) .  
Lesson 
URl Dstabase Keyword Database 
Figure 3.8: URL and text filtering being used by a teacher 
When page requests from students were received during a lesson , the page's 
permission was searched by the URL filter by using a database engine and the 
page's U RL ,  d irectories and domains. If permission was found , access to the 
page was granted accordingly. Otherwise, each word in the page was searched 
by the keyword filter in the keyword database using a database engine. Access to 
Web pages was then determined by the text filter depend ing on the presence of 
keywords in the page. 
Lesson 
W�tJ. Pagas 
URt Database Keyword Oat-abase 
Figure 3.9: URL and keyword filtering system being used by students 
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3.3. Chapter discussion 
This chapter described the design of a software system cal led "Caught In  The Act" 
(CITA) . CITA consisted of a server system implemented as ISAPI filters and 
extension , and a proprietary cl ient that resembled a standard Web browser. A 
prototype was created to test the methodology and a number of filtering methods 
were considered and tested . Test results can be found in Chapter 5 .  
CITA server ran from a Web server and a proxy server, which involved 
establ ishing and maintaining a network infrastructure that was not available in 
many schools and colleges .  Redeveloping existing technology in  a proprietary 
software package was an ineffective way of developing the CIT A client. 
These l imitations suggested a need for another type of software tool that provided 
structured , focused and controlled access to the I nternet in an intuitive and non­
intrusive way, relying on minimal network infrastructure. The research moved on 
to produce a system with these characteristics, called ilessons. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
I LESSONS 
A novel set of tools called ilessons has been created by the author to overcome 
the l imitations of systems described in Chapters 2 and 3. ilessons gave teachers 
the abil ity to structure the use of the I nternet by reusing materials readily available 
on the I nternet; to create a set of lesson Web pages; to restrict I nternet access to 
keep students focused; and to control the use of the Internet by selecting lessons 
and restrictions per classroom,  al l  from within a standard Web browser and without 
the need of server software. This Chapter describes the design ,  implementation 
and management of ilessons. 
The Microsoft Windows operating system was selected because of its widespread 
use in educational institutions .  The Microsoft I nternet Explorer ( lE )  Web browser 
was selected because its functionality cou ld be extended by using the Explorer 
Extensions described in Chapter 2 .  l E  was freely available with the selected 
operating system and users did not have to instal l  any other third party Web 
browser software. Software and hardware requirements needed to execute 
ilessons were the same as needed for lE  and were met by most school and 
college computers at the time of writing. 
Explorer Extensions were COM components and could be only created by using 
an object oriented programming language. Microsoft Visual C++ 6 .0 was selected 
to create ilessons because it was an object oriented programming language 
widely used for the development of COM components. Technical guides about 
Explorer Extensions were written for Microsoft Visual C++ and technical support 
was avai lable for the research . 
4. 1. Specifications 
Specifications for ilessons were defined after researching the systems described 
in Chapter 2, gathering information from the marketing department at the 
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collaborating company and receiving feedback from teachers about the first 
prototype system described in Chapter 3. 
4.1 . 1 .  User model 
The user model described in Chapter 3,  Section 3. 1 . 1  was utilised when defining 
the ilessons specifications. The model d ivided users in three categories:  
teachers, students and administrators. Only teachers and students were expected 
to use the system. Administrators instal led and maintained ilessons by using the 
management tools provided with the system. In the fol lowing narrative, "users" 
means both teacher and student users. When a function was available only to a 
type of user, the term "teacher" or "student" is used . 
4. 1 .2. System goals 
The goal of the new system was to provide tools: 
• That enabled teachers to: 
o Gather resources from the I nternet such as text or images. 
o Create lesson Web pages. 
o Define student access to zones of the I nternet. 
o Load lesson Web pages onto student computers and enforce access 
restrictions to defined zones of the I nternet. 
• That enabled students to: 
o Gather resources from the Internet such as text, images or video. 
o Create assignments using collected resources. 
4. 1 .3. System attributes 
The fol lowing attributes were required in the system: 
Ease of use 
As described in the user model (Section 3.1 . 1 ) teachers might have experience of 
common computer appl ications and Internet appl ications. ilessons was requ i red 
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to be intu itive and easy to use, in  l ine with software appl ications that teachers 
might already know how to use. 
Interface metaphor 
ilessons' U ser I nterface (U I )  was to exist within  lE using explorer extensions. 
User input and system output was to be through the use of the Dynamic HTM L 
(DHTML) U l  within the explorer extensions. Drag and drop was to be available for 
resources and the creation of lesson Web pages. 
Number of students 
ilessons was to support u p  to two students working on a single PC. 
4.1 .4. System functions 
Functions that ilessons had to support to accomplish the stated goals were 
identified . 
Resource collection functions (available to teachers and students) 
Resource management: Functions were required to create resources by capturing 
drag and drop information; to delete resources and to assign a unique name and a 
description to them. 
Resource collection management: Functions were required to create, save and 
load resource collections into a single file, including resource drag and drop 
information .  
Lesson design functions (available to teachers) 
Lesson management: Functions were required to create, save and load lessons 
into a single fi le, including lesson Web pages and Internet zone access ru les 
granted to students. 
Navigation zone: Functions were required to define the default Internet access 
permission and grant access to zones of the Internet. 
Lesson page management: Functions were required to create, delete or modify 
lesson Web pages; and to import Web pages as lesson Web pages with in a 
lesson. 
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Lesson page design: F unctions were required to ed it the contents of lesson Web 
pages using resou rces from a resource collection and to format the contents of a 
lesson Web page. 
Lesson implementation functions (available to teachers) 
To remotely load lessons i n  groups of computers, making the lesson Web pages 
available and restricting I nternet access to the zone of the I nternet defined in a 
lesson . 
Assignment design functions (available to students) 
To edit an assignment page using gathered resources and original contents; as 
wel l  as to save and load assignments. 
Security functions (available to all users) 
To identify types of u ser by providing user login and apply appropriate rights and 
functionality to each user. 
Administration functions (available to administrators) 
Computer administration: To add or delete groups of computers and to specify the 
computers that form each group. 
User administration: Functions were required to add, mod ify and delete log in 
information to manage the users .  
4.1 .5. ilessons architectu re 
The ilessons architecture can be seen in Figure 4. 1 .  The ilessons U l  is 
described in Section 4.2; resource col lection is described in Section 4 .3 ;  lesson 
creation is described in Section 4.4; the navigation zone is described in Section 
4.5; user mode control is described in Section 4.8; the ilessons filter is described 
in Section 4.5 .4. 
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itessons UI 
Coursew:lfk 
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4. 2. UJ overview 
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HTTP Request 
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Figure 4.1 : ilessons architecture 
Explorer Extensions described in Chapter 2 were used to create the ilessons U l  to 
provide extended functional ity within a standard Web browser. 
The two main U l  windows were the "ilessons toolbar" and the "infoPad" shown in 
Figure 4.2 .  The ilessons toolbar was always visible and users could show or hide 
the infoPad when needed . 
4.2.1 .  The infoPad 
The infoPad was an explorer bar located at the left side of the l E  window. lt could 
be shown or h idden from the "Views � Explorer bar" menu in l E  or by clicking on 
the infoPad button in the ilessons toolbar. lt was used to provide resource 
collection and lesson design functions in two views. 
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Figure 4.2: ilessons Ul in student mode 
Resource collection view 
..:J 
The resource collection view displayed resources collected by the user. lt enabled 
users to collect resources from Web pages, modify the resource details , delete 
and manage resource col lections. The resource collection view displayed four 
resource blocks as shown in Figure 4 .3 (left): 
• Text: Stored plain text resources. 
• I mages: Stored image resources. 
• Links: Stored hyperlink resources. 
• Mixed: Stored HTML fragment resources. 
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When users clicked on any of the blocks they showed a list of resource names 
(Figure 4.3, centre). If users clicked on any of the resource names then resource 
information was displayed (Figure 4.3, right). Users collected resources from Web 
pages by dragging and dropping items into each block. The block expanded and 
allowed the users to modify the name and description of the new resource (F igure 
4.3, right). 
The "File" menu at the top of the resource collection view provided options to: 
create a blank resource collection ;  open a resource collection file; and save the 
current resource collection into a file. 
Lesson view 
The lesson view (Figure 4.4, left) d isplayed a list of lesson Web pages and it was 
available only to teachers. lt enabled teachers to add new lesson Web pages; 
import Web pages as lesson Web pages; view lesson Web page contents; and to 
edit lesson Web pages from within lE. 
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X 
• Main Page 
• Plate tectonics 
• Links to relevant sites 
• Questions 
• Links to relevant sites 
• Questions 
Figure 4.4: Lesson view 
Teachers added new lesson Web pages by clicking on the "Add Page" button at 
the bottom of the lesson view. Internet Web pages cou ld be imported by dragging 
and dropping Web hyperl inks onto the "Add Page" button. If teachers clicked on a 
page name, the Web page contents were d isplayed in the lE main window and the 
page name and description were d isplayed (Figure 4.4 , right). Teachers could 
modify page information or remove the Web page from a lesson. If teachers 
clicked on the "Edit" button,  lE was set to editing mode and the lesson Web page 
could be edited from within lE.  Other lesson Web pages in the list could be 
dragged and dropped onto a page being edited to create links between pages. 
The "File" menu provided options to: create blank lessons; open lesson files; save 
lessons into files; and modify lesson properties, such as the default permission 
and to define the URL of the lesson's main Web page. 
4.2.2. The ilessons toolbar 
The iLessons toolbar was an explorer toolbar located on top of the lE window. lt 
could be shown or h idden from the "Views 7 toolbar'' menu in lE. The iLessons 
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toolbar provided access to lesson design ,  assignment design and security 
functions through two views. 
Navigation toolbar view 
The navigation toolbar was d isplayed by default when the ilessons toolbar was 
started . The functions provided by the navigation toolbar depended on whether 
users were students (Figure 4 .5) or teachers (Figure 4.6) . The home button was 
available to both kinds of users and displayed the main lesson page in the lE  
browser window. 
Home infoPad 
--f---------- -�t  
f �,, ,,, '"" '  "'"""''�H-'•h•w·••w· ·�·· · ·  , ,  ,Ill _] 
Figure 4.5: Navigation tool bar view - Student mode 
The "ilessons", "lock" and " infoPad" buttons were common to all views. The 
"ilessons" button was d isabled in student mode, but was used in teacher mode to 
navigate to the "ilessons resources" Web site or to display the ilessons version 
information if clicked on while pressing the shift key. The "lock" button was used 
to swap between teacher and student modes. A teacher user name and password 
was required to switch to teacher mode. The "infoPad" button was used to show 
or hide the infoPad. 
Allow Deny Trust Preview 
+ + + + . 
tJl A J A • � ,.. ,. I w :  9 • .._. .• - '  b 
Frames 
Indicator 
+ 
d a  � ..Ji 
Navigation 
Zone 
Lesson Permission 
Implementation Indicator 
Figure 4.6: Navigation toolbar - Teacher mode 
The navigation toolbar enabled teachers to grant access to zones of the Internet 
as described in Section 4.5.  Teachers could assign permissions to pages being 
displayed by lE by using the "allow", "deny" and "trust" buttons. These buttons 
also provided a drop down list of directories and domains extracted from the page 
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URL (see 4.7), so that permissions could be assigned to I nternet domains or 
directories. 
� National �e��r <JPhiC Homework Help (history, - - � - -� ----· - ---�- -�---
4.7: Drop down list showing domains and directories for 
http://ww .nationalgeographic.com/homeworkl 
Domains and directories i n  the drop down list were colour-coded to display the 
permission assigned to each entry: 
• Black: No permission assigned 
• Green :  Entry allowed. 
• Red: Entry denied . 
• Yellow: Entry trusted . 
Colours were chosen i n  accordance to the colours used in traffic lights as users 
were already familiar with their meanings. Black was used to indicate that no 
permission has been assigned because it was a neutral colour used to display 
most text in GUis. 
Permission could also be assigned to images within Web pages by right-cl icking 
on them and selecting "iLessons Allow'', "iLessons Deny" or "iLessons Trust" in the 
context menu .  A drop down list appeared as described before, and permissions 
could be set for the image U RL or any of the directories or domains where the 
images were contained. When permissions were assigned to images. a colour 
coded border was displayed around the image. 
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The same colour scheme d isplayed the permission of any pages being displayed 
by lE in  the navigation view's permission indicator. When permission for a page 
had been explicitly assigned by a teacher the permission indicator displayed a 
filled square. When permission for the page was not explicitly assigned , but a 
teacher had assigned permission to a domain or d irectory where the page was 
contained then the permission indicator displayed a hollow square .  I f  permissions 
affecting the page were not set, the permission indicator displayed the default 
permission i n  a hollow square .  The permission indicator displayed a grey square 
while pages were loading or if errors occurred . 
The "Navigation Zone" button displayed a list of allowed , denied and trusted 
pages, directories and domains colour coded as described above (see Figure 4 .8) .  
http://*. cl imatehotmap.  org/* 
http://wvwti. epa. gov/globalwarming/kids/* 
. http://\Wtfy\t_ ne de.  noaa .  gov/oa/cl imate/globalwarming. htm l  
http ://\Wtfy\t. ucsusa. org/global_ envi ronme nt/global  warming/index cfm 
.. 
Figure 4.8: Navigation zone list 
The "preview mode" button was used to test Internet access by setting Web page 
access restrictions to on. When preview mode was activated, teachers could only 
access zones of the Internet where access was granted, so that the restriction 
settings could be tested before implementing a lesson. 
Lessons could be automatically loaded into computers grouped by classroom 
using the " Implement Lesson" button. A window showing available classrooms 
was d isplayed (Figure 4.9) and teachers were able to select default lessons for 
computer classrooms and to load or unload lessons into the classrooms. 
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&.l il c.!l  def1u1t default 
Description 
This is the default classroom for clients with u nknown location.  
.. 
JlJ ii .:IJ  default Lab 1 . 1  F i rst  floor, north wing laboratory. 1 0  computers. 
� ii ..IJ  default Lab 1 .2 First floor, south wing laboratory. 15 computers . 
.QJ il .:IJ  default Lab 2.1 Second floor, north wing laboratory. 10 computers. 
AI il .:IJ  default • Lab 2.2 Second floor, southwing laboratory. 15 computers. 
Figure 4.9: List of available classrooms 
Lesson editing tool bar view 
The lesson editing toolbar (Figure 4 . 1  0) was d isplayed when teachers selected a 
lesson Web page to edit in  the infoPad. lt provided teachers with tools to edit and 
format lesson Web pages within lE (similar to those found in standard text editors). 
Text font and size Bold, Foreground, 
Italic. BaCkground 
Underline colOurs 
Figure 4.10: Lesson editing tool bar view 
Table 
Resources could be added by dragging them from the infoPad and dropping them 
into the lesson page, or by using the four "Add resources" buttons, each 
corresponding to a resource block as described in Section 4.2. 1 .  This enabled 
teachers to reuse resource collections without keeping the infoPad open, switching 
between the resou rce collection view and the lesson view. Figure 4. 1 1  shows a 
lesson Web page being edited in iLessons. 
Coursework editing toolbar view 
Students were able to create resource collections and to use them to create 
Microsoft Word coursework files from within lE by clicking on the "Go to lesson I 
coursework editing" button in the infoPad. A Microsoft Word document opened in 
the lE main window (Figure 4 . 1 2) providing the standard text editing toolbars. 
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The coursework editing toolbar view (Figure 4 . 1 3) provided buttons to save the 
coursework file or open a Microsoft Word coursework file within l E .  
Open coursework 
I . •  1\A.J;.;- -- -�---------·-�-- ---- ------ ·- ·- - --- . . . -- I lii""'J"'· Jm,.fi.i'li- -rr.· ·&;··•"''-''"·--· 'i""'" ...... .,,,,,.".;'hi·P!I"'"'' ·'i"'" ;/···-<.,.... . , .. , ... .. "' . .  ;,a _,] I 
Save ooursework 
Figure 4.13:  Coursework editing toolbar view 
4.3. Resource collection 
Resource collections contained a group of resources created by dropping Web 
page elements or fragments onto a resource collection Ul  block, as described in 
Section 4 .2 . 1 .  When drag and drop was used , data from the source window (the 
"drop source") was selected then dragged to the desired destination (the "drop 
target"), and dropped. The operation eliminated the need for menus and was 
quicker than a copy/paste sequence. The only requirement was that both the drop 
source and drop target had to be open and at least partially visible on the screen 
[Chapell ( 1 996)] . 
4.3. 1 .  Resource types 
Data in drag and drop operations was transferred using IDataObject interface 
pointers provided to the resource collection by the system when drag and drop 
operations completed successfully. The IDataObject interface specified methods 
that enabled data transfer and notification of changes in data [Chapell ( 1 996)] . 
Data transfer methods specified the format of the transferred data and the medium 
through which the data was transferred. In  addition to methods for retrieving and 
storing data, the IDataObject interface specified methods for enumerating 
available formats and managing connections for handling change notifications. 
Table 4 . 1  shows the resource types and the data formats required to create 
resources of each type. 
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Resource type Required data formats Valid page elements 
Text CF _TEXT (unformatted text) Text from Web pages or 
any other source that 
provided the necessary 
formats. 
Media CF _HDROP (image fi le path) Images from Web pages 
CF _DI B  (image bitmap) or any other source that 
CF _HTML (image HTML code)  provided the necessary 
data formats. 
Links CF _UniformResourcelocator Hyperl inks from Web 
(hyperl ink  U RL) pages or from lE's 
address bar or any other 
source that provided the 
necessary data formats. 
Mixed CF _HTML (HTML code) Fragments selected 
from Web pages or any 
other source that 
provided the necessary 
data formats. 
Table 4.1 : Resource types and required data formats 
4.3.2. Resource col lection fi le format 
Resource collections were saved as resource collection files ( . rsc) using structured 
storage. Structured storage saved data into streams, and created nested 
substorages within storages. The file version was saved into a stream called 
"CMTCI PersistFile lmpiFileVersion" to prevent resource collections saved with a 
different file format from being opened. 
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Resources that do not need un 
external flle to be d•splayed do not 
contain an ·attachmanr storage. 
Figure 4.14: Resource collection file format 
The root storage contained substorages for each resource in  the resource 
collection ,  named as the resources that they contained . Each resource 
substorage contained three streams: 
• "description" contained the resource's description .  
• "type" contained the resource's type: Text, med ia, l ink or mixed . 
• "dragdrop" contained the resource's drag and drop data formats . 
Data in the "dragdrop" stream (Figure 4 . 1 5) started with the number of drag and 
drop formats stored in  the stream. After th is, the format name and drag and drop 
data was saved for each format. 
D 
Figure 4.1 5: Drag and drop data stream format 
External image files were necessary to display media resources correctly. Image 
file names and contents were saved in two streams called "ilessons_attfi lename" 
and "ilessons_attdata" created inside an "attachment" substorage nested into the 
resource substorages. This storage was only created when the resource had an 
image fi le associated . 
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4.4. Lesson creation 
Lessons contained a set of lesson Web pages and a navigation zone that 
specified the zones of the I nternet that students could access during lesson 
implementation . The lesson Web page management U l  is described in Section 
4.2. 1 .  Navigation zones are described in Section 4 .5 .  
4.4.1 . Lesson Web page editing 
Web page editing was implemented by reusing the editing features available in the 
software component that l E  util ised to disp lay Web pages, cal led MSHTML.  
MSHTML editing provided the user with: 
• Standard editing functional ity such as caret positioning, keyboard 
navigation , d rag-and-d rop,  and content selection . 
• Copy, cut, delete, and paste operations.  
• M ulti-level u ndo and redo. 
• The abil ity to toggle text between bold , ital ic,  and/or underlined and change 
its typeface, s ize, foreground and background colour. 
• The abil ity to remove formatting. 
• The abil ity to increase or decrease indentation. 
• Text justification (left, centre, right). 
• The abil ity to create ordered and unordered l ists. 
• Creation of hyperl inks and bookmarks. 
• Horizontal l ine insertion .  
• Image insertion. 
• The abil ity to insert a variety of controls such as buttons or text boxes. 
[Tahir (2003 )] 
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Standard editing functions were applied by executing standard MSHTML 
commands, such as Bold , Ital ic, or AbsolutePosition.  Editing functions that were 
not standard had to be created and are described in  Chapter 5. These were: table 
creation,  absolute positioning and text boxes , l inks to other lesson Web pages, 
and resource inclusion 
4.4.2. Importing Web pages from the Internet 
Internet Web pages could be imported as lesson Web pages, modified and 
manipulated as any other lesson Web page. Imported Web pages were saved 
using the M I M E  E ncapsulation of Aggregate HTML Documents (MHTML) fi le 
format. M HTML al lowed the embedding in a single file of the HTML code of a 
Web page and the elements needed to d isplay the Web page correctly, such as 
images. A third-party com ponent was uti l ised to export Web pages to MHTML 
files. 
4.4.3. Lesson file format 
Lesson files ( . les) were actually compressed fi les. A file contain ing lesson and 
navigation zone data as well as lesson Web pages saved as M HTML files were 
contained inside the compressed file. 
Lessons data was saved using structured storage. Structured storage saved data 
into streams, and created nested substorages within storages. The file version 
was saved into a stream called "CMTCI PersistFilelmpiFileVersion" to prevent 
lessons saved with a d ifferent file format from being opened . 
The root storage contained navigation zone substorage and a pages collection 
substorage. The pages collection substorage contained a stream where the fi le 
name of the main lesson Web page was stored . Substorages were created for 
each lesson Web page and were named after the page they contained. Streams 
contained the page description and the page ID used to resolve hyperl inks to 
lesson pages. I n  cases when the main lesson page was an Internet page. a 
stream contained the I nternet page URL. Substorages inside lesson page 
substorages contained a stream with the MHTML file name corresponding to each 
page, which was saved in the compressed file. The navigation zone substorage is 
described in Section 4.5 .3.  
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Figure 4.16: Lesson fi le format 
4.5. Navigation zone 
The navigation zone defined I nternet pages, d irectories and domains that students 
were allowed to access. Navigation zones were part of lessons and were saved in 
the same file as lesson Web pages. Extended URL filtering was selected for 
ilessons because it was fast, simple and accurate. 
Navigation zones defined a default permission that was applied to Web pages 
whose permission could not be resolved from the permissions defined by 
teachers. The defau lt permission could be set to "allowed" or "denied" in the 
lesson properties U l .  Allowed default permission granted ful l  access to the 
Internet; denied default permission blocked access to the Internet. The default 
new lesson permission was "denied". 
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4.5.1 . Defining navigation zones 
Three kinds of permissions were available to define navigation zones: "allowed" ,  
"denied" and "trusted" .  Permissions could b e  set for individual Web pages or page 
elements as well as for d irectories or domains. This allowed teachers to create 
complex navigation zone structures, for example by allowing domains whose 
pages were relevant to a subject, then denying irrelevant directories or pages 
within allowed domains and finally trusting Web pages containing links to useful 
Web pages outside of the allowed domains. 
Allowing zones of the Internet 
Students were granted access to a Web page when allowed . Allowing directories 
or domains granted students access to Web pages within them. 
Denying zones of the Internet 
Student access was blocked to denied Web pages. Denying directories or 
domains blocked access to Web pages contained within them. 
Trusting zones of the Internet 
Trusting a Web page granted student access to the page and to any other page 
linked to the trusted Web page down to a specified level . For example, the 
educational resources for secondary students available in the Met Office Web site 
could be trusted during a lesson about weather forecasts, as all pages linked from 
this page were related to the subject. F igure 4. 1 7  illustrates this principle: trusting 
a page and specifying level 2 allowed access to the trusted page and to any page 
linked from it and up to two l inks in depth. Pages beyond this were blocked. 
Trusted page, level 2 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 
Figure 4.17: Access from a Web page trusted with level 2 
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Directories and domains could also be trusted . Access to pages inside trusted 
directories or domains was granted, as well as to pages outside the d irectory or 
domain u p  to a specified level .  
4.5.2. Structure in  memory 
Navigation zone item pointers were held in a table, tagged by the URL, d irectory or 
domain that they represented (see Figure 4 . 1 8).  Navigation items contained a 
URL, its p ermission, the U RLs of the elements necessary to d isplay the item 
correctly (chi ldren)  a nd the URLs of the items where the item was displayed 
(parents) .  On ly al lowed items had associated chi ldren and parent items. Trusted 
items also contained their assigned trust depth. 
URL A URL 
/ LESSOOPAGE PERMISSION NONE CHILDREN 
NONE PARENTS 
URL B 
ALWWED 
URL C 
NONE 
URL D 
DENIED 
NONE 
NONE 
URL G 
DISPLOOLY 0 
NOOE 
NOOE 
Figure 4.18: Navigation zone memory structure 
4.5.3. File format 
The navigation zone was stored in a substorage inside the lesson file main 
storage, as described in Section 4.4.3. The navigation zone substorage contained 
a stream storing the default permission . Substorages were created for each 
navigation item. Navigation item substorages contained navigation item data in 
two streams: "URL", containing the navigation item URL; and "allowed" containing 
the permission for the given URL.  Two substorages inside each navigation item 
substorage contained streams storing children and parent item URLs. 
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4.5.4. Filtering algorithm 
The ilessons filter monitored every request made from l E  and granted access to 
pages or page elements as s pecified in the navigation zone. Filtering took place in 
three stages: 
Stage I monitored the lE event that was fired each time that a Web page was 
requested . 
Stage 11 monitored HTTP requests by implementing an Asynchronous Pluggable 
Protocol in which events were triggered when HTTP requests were made. 
Stage Ill monitored the l E  event that was fired each time a Web page started 
downloading.  
lt was necessary to use two lE events to detect server-side red irection and to 
update trusting information.  Stage 1 1  was necessary to monitor Web page element 
requests because Stages I and I l l  only captured Web page requests. 
4. 6. Lesson implementation 
ilessons enabled teachers to load lessons remotely into computers grouped by 
class, making lesson Web pages available to students and restricting Internet 
access. ilessons did not rely on any server to provide lesson implementation .  
Lessons were copied to shared network folders named a s  the defined classrooms. 
When ilessons started up, the name of the classroom that the computer belonged 
to was sought in a fi le called "ilessons. ini" and the lesson stored in the folder with 
the same name was loaded . ilessons monitored the classroom folder for changes 
and reloaded the lesson file when changes occurred . 
The ilessons implementation was the same for network and standalone versions.  
However the file structure d id vary. 
ilessons network file structure 
When ilessons was uti l ised in computers over a network, the ilessons file 
structure was shared from a computer that acted as a file server, so that a l l  
computers could access the "ilessons. ini" file and lesson fi les. " ilessons Network 
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Tools" was the main installation folder and contained the admin istration utilities 
(see Figure 4 . 1 9) .  
"i lessons_root" contained files that were accessed by ilessons such as the 
ilessons. in i  file and lesson files for each classroom. The ilessons setup 
application was located in  the "ilessons _root" folder. lt was executed from that 
folder to locate the " ilessons. in i" file where computers were registered . 
A folder existed for each classroom in the " ilessons_root" folder. Classroom 
folders contained up to two lesson files: a default lesson file (default. les) that was 
loaded by ilessons when no lesson was implemented ; and a lesson file being 
implemented (now.les). ilessons sought implemented lesson files first, loading the 
default lesson file if they were not found .  
The "ilessons_root" folder contained a word document that was used as a 
template to create coursework files as described in Section 4. 7 .  
il..es.sons Network Tools 
� GJ r. • • 1 » 
llessons_root !lessons iladml1llg.exe update .ex:e update.urs 
� .. .. ��----------------�, ' G   � _; _1 _.1 _.1 1  
Manaoer.exe 
llessonsJn• s&tup.e�ee ilcwtdoc default Oassroom 1 oas.sroom 2 Classroom N 
� 
r:: f-: ·  0 ..V 
default.les now.les 
Figure 4.19:  ilessons network file structure 
ilessons files could be accessed from any computer in the network. Table 4 . 2  
shows the necessary permissions to prevent students from tampering with the 
system. 
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Resource Admin istrator Teacher Student 
iLessons Network Tools Read, Write, Execute None None 
iLessons root Read, Write, Execute Read , Write Read 
iLessons. ini  file Read , Write Read Read 
setup.exe Read , Write, Execute None None 
Table 4.2: Permissions for the ilessons network file structure 
ilessons standalone file structure 
When iLessons was utilised in a single computer, the iLessons file structure was 
held in the application folder (see Figure 4 .20). The application folder contained 
the administration utilities, as well as files accessed by iLessons such as the 
iLessons.ini file. Classroom folders did not exist and lesson files were stored in a 
"default" classroom folder. lt contained up to two lesson files: a default lesson file 
(default. les) that was loaded by iLessons when no lesson was implemented and a 
lesson file being implemented (now.les). iLessons sought implemented lesson files 
first, loading the default lesson file if the implemented lesson files were not found. 
The application folder contained a word document that was used as a template to 
create coursework files as described in Section 4.7. 
iL.essons Standalone 
ilessons.in i 
� :_J • 
ilcwtdoc default update.exe 
� 
CV CD 
default.leS now.les 
• 
updat&.un; 
Figure 4.20: ilessons standalone file structure 
4.6.2. ilessons INI  file format 
The iLessons 1N l  file was read by iLessons at start up to determine the computer 
classroom or group and validate teacher passwords. The iLessons 1N l  file 
contained information about the classroom or group assigned to each computer 
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and the classrooms or groups available, as wel l as encrypted teacher login data , 
distributed as fol lows: 
BEGIN_ CLI E NT _INFO 
(Client location information here) 
END_CLIENT_I NFO 
BEGIN_ CLASSROOM_IN FO 
(Classroom i nformation here) 
END_CLASS ROOM_I NFO 
BEGIN_USER_INFO 
(Teach er log in  information here) 
END USER I NFO 
BEGIN_CLIENT_INFO I END_CLIENT_INFO 
Rows contained three colu mns  separated by a tab: The computer's MAC address , 
the name of the classroom where the computer was located , and a description of 
the client, which was optional .  For example: 
BEGIN CLIE NT I NFO - -
OOB 1 2 1 230 1 02 Classroom 1 A  
0029F880D840 Classroom 1 A  
OOABA701 05CB Classroom 1 B 
OOOF908 1 A25C Classroom 1 A 
445355400040 Classroom 1 B 
END CLIENT I NFO - -
FCC-CL 1 A-Workstation 1 
FCC-CL 1 A-Workstation2 
FCC-CL 1 B-Workstation1 
FCC-CL 1 A-Workstation3 
FCC-CL 1 B-Workstation2 
If clients could not find their group in  the l ist, they loaded the lesson in the "defau lt" 
classroom folder. ilessons standalone always loaded the lesson in the default 
classroom folder. 
BEGIN_CLASSROOM_INFO I END_CLASSROOM_INFO 
Rows contai ned two columns separated by a tab: The classroom's name and a 
description of the classroom. 
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BEGIN_ CLASSROOM_INFO 
default For cl ients with u nknown location .  
Classroom 1 A Floor 1 Classroom A 
Classroom 1 B 
Classroom 2A 
Classroom 28 
Floor 1 Classroom B 
F loor 2 Classroom A 
Floor 2 Classroom B 
END_CLASS ROOM_INFO 
The "default" classroom entry was compulsory. Classroom entries corresponded 
to folders with the same name stored in the same d irectory as the ilessons. in i  fi le ,  
which contai ned the d efau lt lesson for each classroom as wel l  as the lesson being 
implemented in  each classroom. 
BEGIN_USER_INFO I END_USER_INFO 
Rows contained three columns separated by a tab: The teacher's user name, the 
teacher's password and a description of the user, which was optional. 
BEGIN USER I NFO 
Priscil la CpyntHZ4 H istory teacher. 
Victor H5y34sAr5 M aths teacher. 
END USER I NFO 
Passwords were encrypted by using the cryptography functions avai lable with in 
the Microsoft Windows Operating System, particularly the RSA encryption 
algorithm. The resulting encrypted passwords were modified to contain only 
alphanumeric characters. W hen users logged in, passwords were validated 
encrypting a string using the stored teacher password as key and then decrypting 
it with a n  encryption key generated from the password entered by the user at 
login. If the decrypted string matched the original the password was correct. 
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4. 7. Coursework 
ilessons enabled students to create coursework in M icrosoft Word files from 
within l E  us ing resources collected from the I nternet as described in Section 4.2 .2 .  
An  instal lation of Microsoft Word was required for this feature to be  used . 
4.8. Administration tools 
ilessons provided a set of administration tools to manage classrooms, computer 
location and teacher log in  i nformation . Administration tools were protected by an 
encrypted administrator password . This was achieved using the cryptography 
functions available with in  the Microsoft Windows Operating System, particularly 
the RSA encryption a lgorithm .  
4.8. 1 . Administrator password registration uti l ity. 
The administrator password reg istration util ity saved an encrypted administration 
password in the registry. The administration password protected access to other 
administration tools. 
4.8.2. Teacher management util ity. 
The teacher management util ity appl ication was available in ilessons Standalone 
version only. l t  enabled administrators to create, delete and mod ify teacher user 
names and passwords. Passwords were encrypted and information was stored i n  
the ilessons. in i  fi le .  
4.8.3. ilessons manager 
The ilessons manager was available in ilessons Network vers ion only. This 
enabled the administrator to manage classrooms, computer locations and teacher 
accounts, saving al l  the changes i nto the ilessons. in i  file. 
4.9. Chapter discussion 
ilessons was created to al low teachers to structure the use of the Internet by 
reusing materials readily available on the I nternet to create a set of lesson Web 
pages; to restrict I nternet access to keep students focused ; and to control the user 
of the Internet by selecting lessons and restrictions per classroom, all from with in a 
standard Web browser and without the need of server software. Specifications for 
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the new system were defined after researching the systems described in Chapter 
2, gathering information from the marketing department at the col laborating 
company and receiving feedback from teachers about the first prototype system 
described i n  Chapter 3 .  Students were able to create resource collections and to 
use them to create M icrosoft Word coursework fi les from within l E  using resources 
collected from the I nternet. 
ilessons was requ ired to be intuitive and easy to use, in l ine with software 
applications that teachers might already know how to use. The ilessons U l  was 
created within l E. User input and system output was achieved by using DHTML 
Uls .  Drag and drop was avai lable for resources and lesson Web pages . The two 
main U l  windows were the "ilessons toolbar" and the "infoPad". The infoPad 
provided resource col lection and lesson design functions. The ilessons toolbar 
provided access to lesson design,  assignment design and security functions. 
ilessons enabled teachers to load lessons remotely into computers grouped by 
class, making lesson Web pages available to students and restricting Internet 
access. ilessons d id not rely on any server to provide lesson implementation. 
Lessons were copied to shared network folders named as the defined classrooms 
which were loaded at startup .  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
TESTING O F  THE CITA PROTOTYPE AND I LESSONS 
5. 1. Introduction 
The Computer Aided I nstruction (CAI)  systems described in Chapter 2 provided 
l imited functionality to clients as most tools were Web-based . They d id not provide 
intell igent advice on potential sites, consider student activity or provide content­
specific filtering of Web pages. Their l imitations suggested a need for another 
type of software tool and Chapters 3 a nd 4 d escribed Caught I n  The Act (CITA )  
and ilessons ,  two new systems that were designed and created by the author to 
overcome these l imitations.  
This Chapter describes the testing of the CIT A prototype and ilessons and then 
presents results from the tests, as wel l  as the feedback received from teachers 
and users. The Chapter begins with the testing of the CIT A prototype. Testing 
and results of the server side of the system are described , followed by an 
explanation of the testing of the client s ide and testing of the system as a whole. 
The narrative then moves on to describe the testing of ilessons and the 
components described in Section 4 . 1 .5 :  User I nterface (UI ) ,  resource collection ,  
Web page editing, navigation zone, filtering algorithm, lesson implementation. 
coursework editing and administration tools. 
5.1 .1 . Software testing 
White box testing was performed by the author after each development iteration . 
ensuring that al l logical paths and data structures within the code were correct. 
The product of each iteration was a functional software system although it did not 
contain the fu l l  specification of the system until later stages. After each iteration .  
the software was tested by  the testing team using black box testing methodology 
in two stages: In a first stage, testing was performed grouping system functional ity 
by the U M L  Use Cases implemented or expanded during the iteration. Once that 
the system passed al l  testing cases, a second testing stage was performed by 
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giving users tas ks to complete using the system to test overal l  system usabil ity 
and stabi l ity. 
Three types of user were considered during  this work: students with some 
experience of common computer appl ications;  Administrators with broad 
experience in instal lation ,  u se and maintenance of ICT;  and selected teachers 
l ikely to use the system.  Both systems were tested by  users from each of these 
categories. 
5.2. Testing of the CITA prototype 
Testing of the CITA prototype was d ivided into server side testing and client side 
testing . 
5.2.1 . Server side Testing. 
The CITA server prototype was created using I SAPI filters and extensions so that 
it ran with in M icrosoft Proxy Server 2 .0  (MSPS) and Microsoft I nternet I nformation 
Server ( l iS) .  The CITA server prototype was used by teachers to test the 
efficiency of three filtering methods described in Chapter 3: URL filtering, text 
filtering and combined URL and text filtering .  Feature-based filtering was not 
tested because it could only be appl ied to reduced sets of documents . 
To test these filtering methods, teachers popu lated a Microsoft Access Database 
with allowed and denied U RLs, directories and domains in the case of URL 
filtering; a llowed and denied keywords in the case of text filtering; and both in the 
case of combined U RL and text filtering. The subject chosen for the testing was 
"music scales". This was chosen because it was a famil iar subject for the teachers 
but most students had little knowledge about it. The CIT A server prototype 
successfu l ly loaded the M icrosoft Access Database and mon itored requests made 
to the I nternet through MSPS. 
Students d id not actually test the CIT A server prototype but members of staff of 
the collaborating company p retended to be students to test the system; they tested 
the system indirectly by trying to load Web pages within and outside the specified 
URLs, d irectories and domains, as well as contain ing allowed and denied 
keywords during a 1 5-minute seminar on the subject. While Web pages were 
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always al lowed or blocked accord ing to the information specified by teachers and 
the active filter method , teachers claimed that populating the keyword database 
when using text filtering was a time consuming task. Also, ful l  text filtering was 
effective when blocking access to clearly unrelated Web pages , such as those 
displaying adult content or offering onl ine games, but it proved to be ineffective 
when focusing students' attention on a subject, as unrelated pages could be 
allowed and related pages could be denied if keywords were not selected 
careful ly. U RL filtering was an easy to use method that enabled teachers to 
clearly define access for areas of the Internet, but both teachers and students 
mentioned that although U RL filtering was efficient at focusing the use of the 
Internet when del ivering a seminar or lecture, it was too restrictive to enable 
students to perform their own research. l t  was thought that flexibil ity would 
improve by combin ing ful l  text filtering with U RL filtering, but it was found that 
adding text filtering did not yield any improvement, as students were able to 
access unrelated pages that did not contain any blocked keyword but contained 
allowed keywords.  
The testing of the CITA server prototype was successful ly completed and the 
methodology was proven a lthough filtering was not enforced depending on 
computer location at this stage. This was successful ly achieved later during the 
creation of ilessons, as described in Chapter 4. 
5.2.2. Client side testing. 
The prototype implementation of the CITA cl ient consisted of an application that 
received student activity notifications from the CITA server (see Figure 5. 1 ) . The 
CITA client prototype successfully notified teachers when students tried to access 
blocked pages, but it was found that it d isplayed too many notifications when 
students made mistakes or tried to access to related URLs that were not al lowed 
by the database created by the teacher. 
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Server adclre$s: 11 27.0.0.1 
Notification type: 1 
Source lP: 1 0.0.0.1 7 
Additional data: http://www.games.coml 
Connect 
Figure 5.1 :  Notification client prototype Ul 
A mock version of the ful l  CITA client U l  (Figure 5.2) was created to test the 
concepts with teachers and receive feedback from them before proceeding to 
further development stages. The CITA client U l  was a single window application 
similar to commercial Web browsers in order to make the system more intuitive 
and easy to use. lt was comprised of three main areas: browser tool bar containing 
navigation buttons and an address text field ; navigation window where requested 
pages cou ld be displayed and where lesson Web pages could be edited ; and an 
edit toolbar that could provide tools to edit lesson Web pages in a similar way to 
commercial text editors. User dialogs were implemented as a set of template Web 
pages stored locally. When a d ialog was d isplayed, a template Web page was 
populated with the necessary information. A limitation was that information to 
populate templates was pu lled from the CITA server when d ialog pages were 
loaded, so the CITA server could not notify clients when events took place, such 
as students trying to access blocked pages. Java applets or ActiveX components 
were required to receive real time information from CITA server and display it in 
template Web pages. 
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Browser I edition window Browser toolbar 
Figure 5.2: Model of the CIT A client Ul 
After teachers tested the U l ,  it was found that teachers considered the Ul  and 
overall CITA system to be useful but not intuitive or easy to use, because using 
Web tem plates to d isplay information was too intrusive and only one window was 
available to display all information . Also, although the U l  was designed to 
resemble a commercial Web browser, it was found that teachers considered the 
CITA client U l  as a proprietary application and d id not find it familiar to use. 
5.2.3. CIT A Testing discussion 
The testing of CITA prototype was d ivided in server side and client side. The CITA 
server prototype was created using so that it ran within Microsoft MSPS and l iS .  lt 
was used to test the efficiency of filtering methods: 
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• Ful l  text filtering was effective when blocking access to clearly unrelated 
Web pages but unrelated pages could be  allowed and related pages could 
be denied if keywords were not selected carefully. 
• U RL filtering was efficient at focusing the use of the Internet when 
del ivering a seminar or lecture, but it was too restrictive to enable students 
to perform their own research . 
• Combin ing U RL filtering with text filtering d id not yield any improvement, as 
students were able to access unrelated pages. 
The prototype of the C ITA cl ient consisted of an appl ication that received student 
activity notifications from the C ITA server. lt successfully notified teachers but it 
was found that it d isplayed too many notifications.  A mock version of the ful l  CIT A 
client U l  was created . lt was considered useful but not intu itive or easy to use. 
The author met with the collaborating company a nd the University supervisors to 
discuss these findings and it was decided that the approach taken with CITA was 
not correct: using a standard Web browser was a better solution than creating a 
proprietary appl ication  as teachers and students were already famil iar with the U l  
and also it provided functional ity such a s  Web page browsing and editing and 
HTTP event filtering .  lt was also found that using MSPS as a platform for CIT A 
needed a network i nfrastructure that many schools were not able to afford or to 
migrate to. lt was decided that the system h ad to work using only the standard 
Microsoft Windows network fi le system available. Notifying teachers of attempts to 
access denied content proved to be inefficient and was discarded. 
After these decisions were taken,  the development of CITA d id not proceed any 
further. Instead , ilessons was created to address these issues and feature all the 
functions specified for CITA: resource collection ;  lesson editing; navigation zone; 
lesson implementation ;  and coursework editing. 
5. 3. The testing of iLessons 
After white-box testing was performed by the author and UML Use Case testing 
was performed by testers at the col laborating company, ilessons was installed on 
a test network in  the collaborating company. Staff in the col laborating company 
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were then given tasks to accomplish using ilessons so that usabil ity and black box 
testing cou ld be performed. This included the reuse of materials readily available 
on the World Wide Web (WWW) to create a set of lesson Web pages; to restrict 
Internet access to keep students focused ; and to control the user of the Internet by 
selecting lessons and restrictions per classroom,  as well as to create assignments 
using collected resources. ilessons was then i nstalled i n  a pi lot testing secondary 
school and was tested by network administrators, teachers and students in a real 
teaching environm ent. Structured i nterviews with users were conducted regularly 
by the author to collect feedback. A user feedback questionnaire can be seen in 
Append ix 8 that was used to structure the interviews and assess ilessons. 
5.3.1 . Testing of the Ul 
The U l  described in  Chapter 4 ,  Section 4 .2  was tested by teachers and students 
and considered to be intu itive and easy to use, and in l ine with software 
appl ications that teachers already knew how to use. This was achieved by 
embedding the ilessons U l  within Microsoft I nternet Explorer ( lE)  using explorer 
extensions, allowing the add ition of functional ity while keeping a Ul familiar to the 
user, and reusing functional ity available within  the Web browser. Using DHTML to 
create the U ls  al lowed to create dynamic, adaptive and attractive U ls in a way not 
available through standard Windows U ls, The ilessons design did not impose 
restriction in the number of students using the system simultaneously and it was 
successful ly used by pairs of students working on a single PC. 
Teachers and students found the resource collection and lesson Uls described in 
Chapter 4, Section 4 .2 . 1  intuitive and easy to use, and they successfu lly collected 
resources from Web pages by using drag & drop,  mod ified their details, deleted 
them and managed resource collections. Teachers claimed that collecting 
resources by using d rag a nd drop was effective and easy to use as both the 
resource collection Ul and the Web pages were in the same window; it 
successfully el iminated the need for menus; a nd it was qu icker than a copy/paste 
sequence. However, using d rag and drop to add resources to lesson pages was 
slow and ineffective, because users had to constantly switch between the resource 
collection and lesson views in the infoPad . Also, the infoPad sometimes limited 
the editing area. Buttons were added to the edit toolbar Ul to enable teachers to 
add resources to lesson Web pages without having to d isplay the infoPad. 
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The navigation tool bar described in  Chapter 4 ,  section 4 .2 .2  displayed tools 
depending on the type of user (teacher or student) and the edit toolbar was 
available to teachers only. Teachers granted access to zones of the I nternet using 
the navigation toolbar buttons  and the context menu.  Teachers found the way of 
representing  the permissions  of viewed pages with a square coloured depending 
on the permission was effective and easy to u nderstand , but they found that they 
had to navigate to each page to find out its permission . A button was included that 
showed a l ist of all the W eb pages, directories and domains with an assigned 
permission.  Teachers suggested that colouring the hyperl inks within a page 
depending on their permission would make it easier to grasp which zones of the 
I nternet were al lowed . Al l  teachers found the edit toolbar simi lar to most text 
editors and therefore intu itive and easy to use. l t  was fou nd that when absolute 
position ing was appl ied to elements, page contents could be d istorted when the 
infoPad was closed as the a bsolutely positioned elements did not reposition with 
the rest of the page when the d imensions of the window changed . Teachers found 
it was simpler to use absolute positioning for all elements, or none of them, than to 
use absolute position ing i n  only certain  elements. 
The coursework edit toolbar successful ly enabled students to create, open and 
save Microsoft Word coursework files from within  lE .  
5.3.2. Testing of the resource col lection 
Resource col lections were used by teachers and students to reuse Internet 
resources such as images, text, hyperl inks and HTML content by dragging 
resources from the lE window and dropping them to the resource collection U l .  
Data was successful ly transferred from lE to the resource collection using memory 
pointers. Automatic notifications of changes in l E  data were not supported 
because resources were snapshots of the data being col lected , rather than 
dynamic data containers. 
The drop effect on the resource col lection view was determined by the location of 
the drop point within the U l  a nd the contents of the data being dropped . Dropping 
was only al lowed onto the four  resource block headers when the data being 
dropped was the necessary to create a resource of the type contained in the 
resource block. 
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Resource types 
Resources were grouped i n  four  types depend in g  on the type of data that they 
stored . If Web page elements did not contai n  the required data types, resources 
of the specified type could not be created from a given page element. For 
example, a "hyperl ink" resource could not be created from an image. When 
creating "mixed" resources , HTML code was copied from the data provided by l E .  
External fi les needed to d isplay selected page fragments such a s  images were not 
downloaded . The resou rce's HTML code pointed to the orig inal locations of the 
files instead . 
lt was fou nd during testing that images surrounded by hyperl inks provided data 
corresponding to the hyperl i nk  but not to the image. This prevented users from 
creating media resources from images surrounded by hyperl inks. This problem 
was solved by detecting which Web page element was dragged when creating a 
media resource. If it was a n  image, it was downloaded to a file and drag and drop 
data was created from it. 
Reusing resources 
When users d ragged a resource from the resource collection , the memory pointer 
to the resource was searched and the drag and drop operation was successful ly 
handled by the system,  copying the resource data to the drop target. Using 
standard drag and d rop mechanisms enabled resou rces to be successfully reused 
not only within  ilessons but also by applications that supported drag and drop, 
such as M icrosoft Word .  
Saving and loading resource collections 
Resource collections were saved using structured storage. Resources were 
successful ly saved as substorages containing resource data and external image 
files in the case of resources containing images. 
5.3.3. Testing of the lesson Web page editing 
Web page editing was successfully implemented by reusing the editing features 
available in lE .  Standard editing functions were successful ly implemented by 
executing standard l E  commands, such as Bold or Ital ic. 
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Tables 
lE included the ability to manipulate tables but it did not provide a simple and 
standard way of creating tables or modifying their properties such as background 
and border colour, or merging cells within the table. ACE editor was a JavaScript­
based Web page editor that a llowed editing Web pages from a host Web page. lt 
included advanced table creation and manipulation functions that were embedded 
into ilessons to provide support for table editing. A licence of ACE editor that 
allowed reusing its JavaScript code was purchased. 
The ACE editor table creation Ul (Figure 5.3) was displayed when teachers clicked 
on the "Table" button in the editing view of the ilessons toolbar. Teachers claimed 
during testing that media resources cou ld not be used as table or cell 
backgrounds, so the Ul and u nderlying JavaScript code were modified to support 
media resources as table and cel l  backgrounds. 
Create Table 
Rows: m- Columns: r 
Width : I loO I percent :::::1 Height: r r-1 p.,....ixe..,...ls_:::::t....,· 
Background Color: 
_j .  
Color : r-
Background Image Resource or URL: 
I Insert URL . . .  :::::J 
Border Size: ro­
Border Calor: 
Alignment: I 
•• • • ,� ;>m • � a m •:• ���  • �== ••�,a \:$ "" • --� . • • 
"' 
Color : r-
Cell Padding: ro- Cell Spacing: ro--
Figure 5.3: Table creation Ul 
If teachers clicked on the "Table" button after positioning the cursor inside a table, 
then the table and cell man ipulation Ul (Figure 5.4) was displayed. 
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create Tab!• �H � · �  �·· f:dit I•illm Edit Cell 
Cell Background Color : 
_j 
Color : r-
Background Image Resource or URL: 
J Insert URL. , ,  :::::J 
Cell Width : l Jpixels :::::J Cell Height : l Jpixels � 
Alignment : :::::J Vertical Alignment : J ::::J 
Wrap Text : P' 
Insert Row: Above &elow 
Insert Col: to the Left to the Right I 
Delete: Delete Row I Delete Column I Delete Cell 
Span: J2 Col Span I Row Span 
Figure 5.4: Cell manipulation Ul 
Absolute positioning, text boxes and editing glyphs 
Elements in Web pages were positioned by default following the flow of the page 
text. Absolute position ing enabled teachers to position images and tables freely 
anywhere in a lesson Web page, but it was found during testing that absolute 
position ing was not a useful feature if text cou ld not be positioned freely as other 
elements. A "text box" tool was successful ly created to enable teachers to position 
text blocks anywhere in the lesson Web page (Figure 5.5). When teachers clicked 
on the "text box" button in the edit toolbar, an absolutely positioned layer was 
created in the lesson Web page. Layers could contain any HTML code and be 
absolutely positioned, so text could be written in them. Text boxes were 
transparent and displayed a dashed border around them in editing mode. The 
border was removed when teachers finished editing the page. 
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Figure 5.5: Text block created with the "text box" tool 
Using absolute positioning enabled teachers to position images, tables and text 
boxes anywhere in the lesson Web page, but the elements' HTML code was 
invisible and remained in the original position . Teachers found this very confusing 
because absolutely positioned elements could be accidentally deleted when text 
surrounding the invisible code defin ing absolutely positioned elements was 
removed , even if the elements were in a d ifferent location within the page. This 
issue was solved by adding editing glyphs. Editing glyphs were images that 
represented HTML tags formatting a Web page [Tahir (2003)] . Editing glyphs 
gave users visual clues about the structure of a page by marking with a small icon 
the position where the HTML code defining absolutely positioned elements was 
placed (Figure 5.6). If a glyph was deleted the element that it represented was 
also deleted. Glyphs were moved to the top of the page to facilitate the editing of 
non-absolutely positioned content without deleting absolutely positioned elements 
accidentally. Editing glyphs were created for absolutely positioned images, tables 
and text boxes. 
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Figure 5.6: Absolutely positioned elements and editing glyphs 
Adding links to other lesson Web pages 
Hyperlinks to other  lesson Web pages within the lesson could be successfully 
added to lesson Web pages. Lesson Web page objects implemented the 
necessary drag and drop functions to provide a hyperlink pointing to the lesson 
Web page file that they represented . When users dragged and dropped lesson 
pages from the lesson U l  the lesson page was searched in memory and the 
hyperl ink information was passed to the operating system. The operating system 
then handled the standard d rag and drop operation . 
Hyperlinks to lesson Web pages did not point to the lesson Web page file directly 
because it could change each time that the lesson was loaded . Instead, a custom 
addressing protocol was created . Lesson Web page hyperlinks had the format 
"ilessons:value". Three kinds of values were defined : 
• 
• 
"main": The ilessons:main address was resolved to the path of the lesson 
main page. 
"block": The ilessons:block address was resolved to the path of the 
iLessons blocking page. 
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• �pag��id}: Each lesson Web page was assigned a constant and unique 
1dent1f1er (UID) .  Hyperl inks containing an ilessons{pageuid} address were 
resolved to the path of the lesson Web page with a matching page U ID .  
Lesson Web page names were not used because they could be modified by 
teachers. 
Adding resources 
Resources could be successfully added to lesson Web pages by using drag and 
drop (Figure 5.7). Resources could also be added by using the "Add resource" 
buttons in the editing view of the iLessons created after feedback was received 
from teachers as described in Section 5 .3. 1 .  
•�net, ,, ,A;iJ 
douds logo 
cirrus photo 
nimbostratus pho 
eltocumulus photo 
Figure 5. 7: Adding a resource to a lesson Web page 
Importing Web pages 
A third-party component was util ised to import Web pages into files that could be 
used as lesson Web pages. Teachers found this function useful because network 
traffic was reduced by storing relevant pages locally in the lesson file. 
Saving lessons 
Lesson Web pages and navigation zone data were saved in compressed files 
changed to the ". les" extension and using structured storage. Saving lessons as 
single files allowed teachers to carry them using removable data storage such as 
USB flash memory cards and share them with other teachers by email or other 
means. 
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5.3 .4. Testing of the navigation zone and filtering algorithm 
Extended U RL filtering proved to be a fast, s imple and accurate filtering method. 
ilessons enabled teachers to successfu lly create complex navigation zone 
structures by a llowing ,  denying or trusting domains, directories, Web pages and 
Web page elements. 
Allowing zones of the Internet 
When Web pages were al lowed , external components such as images, applets or 
video streams were allowed to display the page correctly when requested by a 
student. l t  was necessary to retrieve the URLs of the elements needed to display 
the page correctly. A parser was created that retrieved the tags of the elements to 
be retrieved and the attributes of the elements where relevant URLs were located 
from a text resource. Table 5. 1 shows the tags of external elements and the 
attributes that contained U RLs to be al lowed to display the element correctly. 
Denying zones of the Internet 
When Web pages , d irectories or domains were denied , student access to them 
was successful ly blocked . 
Element tag Attributes Description 
APPLET codebase , code Applet source code. 
BGSOUN D  src Background sound file. 
BODY background Page background image. 
EMBED src, code, codebase Object source code files. 
IMG lowsrc, src,  dynsrc Image fi le. 
LAYER background, src Layer background image. 
L INK href Linked file, usually CSS. 
OBJECT code, codebase, data, usemap Object source code files. 
SCRIPT src Script source code file. 
TABLE background Table background image. 
TO background Cell background image. 
TH backg round Header background image. 
TR background Row background image. 
Table 5.1 : External elements retrieved by the parser 
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Trusting zones of the Internet 
URL filtering was extended with a new kind of permrssron cal led "trusted". 
Trusting a Web page granted student access to the page and to any other page 
linked to the trusted Web page down to a specified level . I n  order to support 
trusting, two new permission types were added : "cached" and "display only". 
These permission types were used internally by the navigation zone and they were 
not avai lable to users .  
"Cached" permission was assigned to pages navigated from a trusted page, 
directory or  domain ,  or to pages navigated from another cached page. Cached 
pages were effectively trusted pages and their trust level was one level less than 
the trusted or cached page where the navigation started . Cached pages cou ld 
change from one session to another and they were not saved in lesson files. 
"Display only" permissions  were assigned to pages navigated from a trusted or 
cached page when navigating to any other Web page from them was not allowed . 
They were effectively cached pages with zero trust level . 
Frames 
Navigation zone permissions  were based in  Un iform Resource Locators (URLs) 
because they identified single Web resources un iquely and permissions could be 
set unambiguously. Web pages containing frames did not comply with th is 
standard . U RLs of pages contain ing frames identified the frame set uniquely, but 
URLs did not change whe n  navigation within a frameset occurred. This supposed 
a lim itation in handl ing framesets: it was fou nd during testing that if teachers 
allowed Web pages conta in ing frames after having navigated to other frames from 
the orig inal frame, the al lowed frames were not the same as the original frames 
contained in the frameset. This led to allowed frame pages being unreachable as 
frame pages needed to n avigate to the al lowed frame pages were not allowed . 
Teachers were advised to a llow the directories where frames were stored or to use 
trust permissions to grant access to frames within a frameset. 
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ilessons fi ltering algorithm 
The ilessons filterin g  algorithm was d ivided i n  three stages. Stages 1 and 1 1 1  
occurred within l E  browser events and Stage 1 1  took place when HTTP requests 
sent by l E  were captured . 
a) Filtering stage I 
Filtering stage I (Figu re 5 .8)  was triggered when a Web page was requested from 
lE. The fol lowing steps were successful ly performed: 
1 )  ilessons: requests were processed and resolved to lesson Web page fi le 
paths. l E  navigated to the req uested lesson Web page. 
2) Request U RLs were stored to be compared with request URLs in stage I l l  
to detect server-side red irections. 
3) The teacher login window was displayed when it was detected that the 
navigation occurred because an l E  window was opened by another 
appl ication to d isplay a Web page. This gave users the chance to log in as 
teachers before the Web page was blocked . 
4) Expl icitly den ied pages were blocked . 
b) Filtering stage 11 
Stage 1 1  (Figure 5 .9)  was triggered when HTTP requests were made by lE .  The 
fol lowing steps were successful ly performed: 
1 )  "Cached" permissions were added to request URLs i n  the navigation zone if 
request referrers were trusted or cached to a valid level, as specified in 
"Trusting zones of the I nternet" in this Section. 
2) Expl icitly denied elements were blocked . 
Step 2 was d ifferent to Step 4 in Filtering stage I because Stage I only blocked 
expl icitly denied Web pages and Stage 1 1  blocked Web page elements that cou ld 
not be detected by monitoring lE  events. 
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Figure 5.8: ilessons filtering algorithm, stage 1 
No 
GetURL 
permission 
Get •elerrer 
petmls!!ion Yes+ 
No 
Figure 5.9: ilessons filtering algorithm, stage 11 
1 1 0 
c) Filtering stage Ill 
Stage I l l  (F igure 5 . 1 0) was triggered when l E  started down loading Web pages. 
The fol lowin g  steps were successful ly performed : 
1 )  The lesson main page was d isplayed the first time that l E  was opened and 
ilessons was started .  
2) The navigation zon e  resolved Web pag e  permissions and Web pages were 
blocked if their permission was denied . 
3) Server-side redirections were detected by comparing the URL stored at 
stag e  I with the URL provided by lE  i n  this stage. If red irections occurred 
the trust information was u pdated to include final URLs. 
Step 1 was d ifferent to step 4 in stage I and step 2 in  stage 1 1  because stage I only 
blocked expl icitly denied Web pages and stag e  1 1  blocked Web page elements that 
could not be detected by catching l E  events. Stage I l l  d id not check expl icitly set 
Web page permissions only, but resolved W eb page permissions depend ing on 
permissions set to d i rectories and domains where pages were contained . 
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Figure 5. 1 0: ilessons filtering algorithm, stage Il l 
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Resolving permissions 
Different permissions  could affect Web pages or page elements . If Web pages or 
page elements were assigned permissions and the directories and domains 
containing Web pages or elements were assigned d ifferent permissions, 
ambiguities could arise when determining which permission to apply. An algorithm 
to resolve Web page and page element permissions was created (Figure 5 . 1 1  ) . 
Yas 
Yas 
No 
Extract next 
tlireetnry 
No 
Extract next 
domain 
No 
No 
y .� "" � ) 
Return directory 
perrnissioo 
d ge element permissions Figure 5.1 1 :  Algorithm to resolve Web page an pa 
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The algorithm first searched the permission for the Web page or 1 page e ement 
U RLs. If permission was not found,  permission for the directories containing the 
Web page or page element was searched from the closest d i rectory to the most 
general .  If permission was not found,  permission for the domains containing the 
Web page or page element was searched from the closest domain to the most 
general .  If permissions were not found , i t  was checked that the U RL was a 
coursework fi le  U RL .  I f  the U RL was not a coursework fi le U RL,  the default 
permission was appl ied . 
5.3.5. Testing of lesson implementation 
Teachers were able to load lessons remotely into computers grouped by 
classroom ,  m aking l esson Web pages avai lable to students and restricting I nternet 
access without relying on any server. Lessons were successfully copied to 
network folders named as the defined classrooms. When ilessons started up the 
lesson stored in the folder corresponding to the classroom where computers were 
located was loaded . 
ilessons monitored the c lassroom folder for changes and reloaded the lesson file 
when changes occurred by using a system function to automatically receive 
notification from the operating system when changes to classroom folders were 
made. lt was fou nd d u ring testing that this method was unrel iable when 
monitoring network folders in other operating systems than Microsoft Windows XP. 
As many edu cational esta bl ishments u sed d ifferent versions of Microsoft 
Windows, a hybrid method was developed: If the operating system was not 
Microsoft Windows XP or a latter version, the folder details were polled every 1 0  
seconds. Otherwise, the system function was used . ilessons successfu lly 
monitored classroom folder changes using this method. 
5.3.6. Testing of coursework editing 
Students were able to create coursework in M icrosoft Word fi les from within l E  
using resources collected from the I nternet. M icrosoft Word was requ ired to be 
instal led to make this feature available. Registry settings were modified when 
ilessons was instal led to force l E  to d isplay the coursework file in the browser 
window, instead of opening it in a Microsoft Word window. Coursework files were 
successful ly generated from a Microsoft Word template fi le stored in a network 
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folder. When students created a new coursework fi le ,  the template was copied 
into the student's computer. This enabled edu cational establ ishments to provid e  
customised coursework templates .  
5.3.7. Testing the administration tools 
The administrator password registration util ity successful ly saved an encrypted 
administration password i n  the registry and verified the current administrator 
password . 
The teacher management uti l ity application successfully created , deleted and 
modified teacher user d ata . The teacher m anagement util ity enforced teacher 
passwords to be at least e ight characters long and contain  both upper and lower 
case characters and also numbers .  Adm inistrators that tested the teacher 
management util ity pointed out that passwords  created i n  this way were too 
complicated to remember for most teachers ,  so this requirement was not included 
in the final  version. 
A first version of ilesson s  manager was e nabled administrators to manage 
classrooms, computer locations and teacher a ccou nts, saving all the changes into 
the ilessons. in i  fi le.  This version was tested by administrators, who did not find it 
intuitive or easy to use. Administrators requested several features to make the 
system easier to use, such as:  
• Sorting of teacher u sers, computers and classrooms by name 
• The abil ity to add computers from a Windows network domain 
• The abi l ity to l icense batches of computers 
• The abi l ity to relocate computers visually by using drag & drop. 
A new version of ilessons  manager was created that successfully featured the 
requests made by systems administrators. 
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5.4. Chapter discussion 
This chapter described how the C ITA prototype and ilessons were tested by final 
users and members of staff in the col laborating company, and the outcomes of the 
testing . 
Testing of the C ITA prototype was d ivided into server side testing and client side 
testing. The CIT A server prototype was used by teachers to test the efficiency of 
three filtering methods d escribed in Chapter 3: URL filtering ,  text filtering and 
combined U RL a nd text fi ltering. W hile Web pages were a lways allowed or 
blocked accord ing to the information specified by teachers and the active fi lter 
method, teachers claimed that populating the keyword database when using text 
filtering was a time consuming task. Also, ful l  text filtering was effective when 
blocking access to clearly unrelated Web pages, such as those displaying adu lt 
content or offering onl ine games, but it proved to be ineffective when focusing 
students' attention on a subject, as unrelated pages could be al lowed and related 
pages cou ld be denied if keywords were not selected carefully. Both teachers and 
students mentioned that a lthoug h  URL filtering was efficient at focusing the user of 
the Internet when del ivering a seminar or lecture, it was too restrictive to enable 
students to perform their own research . lt was thought that flexibil ity would 
improve by combining ful l  text filtering with URL filtering, but it  was found that 
adding text filtering d id not yield improvement, as students were able to access 
unrelated pages that d id not contain any blocked keyword but contained allowed 
keywords. 
The prototype implementation of the CIT A client consisted on an application that 
received student activity notifications from the C ITA server. The CITA cl ient 
prototype successfu lly notified teachers when students tried to access blocked 
pages, but it was found  that it d isplayed too many notifications when students 
made mistakes or tried to access to related URLs that were not allowed by the 
database created by the teacher. A mock version of the ful l  CITA client Ul was 
created to test the concepts with teachers a nd receive feedback before proceeding 
to further development stages. Teachers considered the U l  and overall CITA 
system to be useful but not intu itive or easy to use, because using Web templates 
to d isplay information was too intrusive and only one window was available to 
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display al l  information . Also, although the U l  was designed to resemble a 
commercial Web browser, it was found that tea chers considered the CITA client U l  
as a proprietary application  and d id not find it famil iar. l t  was decided that the 
approach taken with C ITA was not correct and the development of CITA did not 
proceed any further. I nstead ,  ilessons was c reated to address the issues raised 
in CITA and feature all the functions specified for C ITA: resource collection ;  lesson 
editing; navigation zone; lesson implementation ;  and coursework editing. 
ilessons accompl ished its goals by us ing Explorer Extensions to reuse 
functional ity avai lable withi n  l E  to provide teachers and students with tools to 
• Gather resources from the World Wide Web such as text or images: A 
resource collection tool was successful ly  tested . 
• Create lesson Web pages: A lesson Web page editing tool was successfu l ly 
tested . The tool enabled teachers to use resource collections to 
successful ly assist them in creating educational content. 
• Define student access to zones of the Internet: A navigation zone tool was 
successfu l ly tested to enable teachers to specify zones of the I nternet that 
students cou ld  access during a lesson.  The navigation zone was attached 
to a set of lesson Web pages. 
• Load lesson Web pages into student computers and enforce access 
restrictions to defined zones of the Internet: A lesson implementation tool 
was successful ly tested . 
• Create assignments using collected resources: A coursework editing tool 
was successful ly tested . 
Local Educational Authority advisors from the UK Department for Education and 
Skil ls investigated and tria l led ilessons and strongly supported the new systems. 
ilessons was asserted as an easy-to-use, novel and effective tool to del iver 
guided learning using the I nternet in a classroom but it lacked flexibil ity, 
adaptabi l ity and col laboration faci l ities. During a lesson, students were able to 
access the supporting material created or trusted by the teacher, but further 
access to the I nternet was blocked. 
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Feedback from teachers using ilessons suggested that while al lowing and 
denying s pecific areas of the I nternet was an effective way of controll ing the 
misuse of the I nternet d u ring a lesson and of focusing their attention ,  students 
were not able to use the I nternet to carry out their own research . Research moved 
on to the creation of a n ew model of an i ntel ligent system to provide a less 
restrictive filtering mechanism based on the relevance of WWW pages to a 
subject, and to consider ind ividual student learning styles, using ilessons as a 
platform. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE NEW INTELLIGENT AGENT SYSTEMS 
After creating ilessons a nd receiving feedback from teachers ,  the research on 
software systems to assist in  using the I nternet moved on to the creation of new 
intell igent agent systems to provide less restrictive filtering based on the relevance 
of Web pages to a subject, a nd to consider individual student learning styles, using 
ilessons as a platform. 
This Chapter describes the creation of a new model of a collaborative agent 
system. The new system recommended Web pages from the I nternet to students 
based on page contents, students' learning style and activity. This Chapter also 
introduces two inte l l igent agent systems used to record user activity and page 
structure information from u sers while navigating the I nternet. The experimental 
results are described in Chapter 8. The experiment was designed to find patterns 
in the way users interacted with standard Web browsers that predicted a user's 
learning style .  
6. 1 .  Document classification and filtering 
Document classification algorithms described in  Chapter 2,  Section 2.4 .5 could be 
used to filter document col lections such as the Internet more effectively by 
granting access only to d ocuments classified as relevant to a subject. During 
training, teachers defined page categories, such as "relevant" and " irrelevant", and 
specified example Web pages for each category using the document filter (see 
Figure 6 . 1  ) . Terms from Web pages text were extracted using a feature extraction 
algorithm and a document classification algorithm generated a classification 
pattern from the train ing set. Teachers cou ld also create lesson Web pages using 
a content editing subsystem simi lar to ilessons. 
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Con toot 
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Lesson 
Lesson 
WEib Pages 
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Document C 
Figure 6.1 : Training of the content-based filtering system 
The classification pattern was loaded into student systems during a lesson. When 
students requested Web pages a feature extraction algorithm extracted page 
terms and a document classification algorithm returned the l ikelihood that the page 
belonged to each category (such as "relevant" or " irrelevant" using the 
classification pattern created by the teacher (see Figure 6.2) .  Access to pages was 
granted by the document filter based on the l i kel ihood of it belong to a certain 
category (such as "relevant") within a predefined threshold . Students could also 
access lesson Web pages created by teachers. 
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Figure 6.2: Content-based filtering system being used by students 
Yang & Pedersen (1 997) found that the b est feature selection algorithms for 
document categorisation were IG and 'l. Term scores calculated using IG,  / and 
DF were strongly correlated . This suggested that DF was sim pler and could be 
used instead of IG  or x2 when the computation of these measures was too time 
consuming.  Based on these findings, DF was selected as the feature extraction 
algorithm for the model of the new intell igent system .  
Yang & Liu ( 1 999) found that the best text document classification algorithms were 
SVM and kNN, both described in Section 9 .5 1 2.5 .  Based on these findings, kNN 
was selected as the document classification algorithm for the new intell igent 
system. Yang & Liu ( 1 999) reported that 20 documents had to be rated in each 
category to reach 60% of accuracy. 
6.1 . 1 . Enhancements to document classification algorithms 
Document classification a lgorithms were enhanced using URL filtering, semantic 
networks and col laborative agents to create new intel l igent filtering models that 
also assisted users in researching using the I nternet. 
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Enhancements using U RL filtering 
A drawback of using content-based document filtering was that feature extraction 
and document classification  had to be performed each time a document was 
requested , which was processor-intensive. U RL filtering was combined with 
document classification to store the category of retrieved documents in a URL 
database. When documents were requested , the U RL database was queried first, 
and if a classification was fou nd ,  content-based classification was not performed . 
During train ing, teachers defined page categories , such as " relevant" and 
"irrelevant", a nd provided training Web pages for each category using the 
document filter (see Figure 6 .3) .  Terms from Web pages text were extracted using 
a feature extraction algorithm and a document classification algorithm generated a 
classification pattern from the training set. Categories of retrieved documents 
were automatical ly stored i n  a U RL database using a database engine. Teachers 
could also create lesson Web pages using a content ed iting subsystem similar to 
ilessons. 
f 
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" lt h d with a URL database. Figure 6.3: Training of a content-based f1 er en ance 
. . tt d U RL database were loaded into student systems The classtficatton pa ern a n  
d w b a es the URL database was during a lesson.  When students requeste e P g • 
. d t b engine (see Figure 6.4 ). If searched for each Web page category us1ng a a a ase 
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an entry was found , the category stored in the databa . se was used to f1lter the Web 
page. Otherwise, a feature extraction algorithm extracted t page erms and a 
document classification a lgorithm returned the l i kel ihood th t th a e page belonged to 
each category (such as "relevant" or "irrelevant") using the cla ·f· t· SSI ICa IOn pattern 
created by a teacher. Access was granted by the document filter to pages likely to 
belong �o a certain  category (such as "relevant") within  a threshold and Web pages 
categones were stored in the U RL database Students cou ld a l  1 
Web pages created by teachers .  
Student 
Lesson 
Web Pages 
System 
· so access esson 
Document Z 
URL Database Classification Pattern 
Figure 6.4: Content-based filtering enhanced with URL filtering being used by students 
Enhancements using semantic networks 
Semantic networks were a g raph ic notation for representing knowledge in patterns 
of interconnected nodes and arcs [Sowa (200 1 )] . Semantic networks could be 
used either to represent knowledge or to support automated systems for reason ing 
about knowledge. Document classification algorithms were enhanced by using a 
semantic network of related documents to recommend related pages to users. 
During training, teachers defined page categories, such as "releva
nt" and 
"irrelevant" , and provided training Web pages for each catego
ry using the 
document filter (see Figure 6 .5). Terms from the text on W
eb pages were 
extracted using a feature extraction algorithm.  A document clas
sification algorithm 
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then generated a classification pattern from the train ing set R 1 t '  . . e a IOnShlpS 
between related documents were determined by a semant· t k · 1c ne  war engme and 
stored i n  a semantic network. Teachers could also create lesson Web pages 
using a content ed iting subsystem similar to ilessons. 
Teacher 
Content 
Ediuon 
lesson 
Web Pages 
System 
Document C 
Semantic Net Clm;H>ification Pattern 
Figure 6.5: Training of a content-based filter enhanced with a semantic network. 
The classification pattern and semantic network were loaded i nto student systems 
during a lesson.  W hen students requested Web pages (see Figure 6.6), a feature 
extraction algorithm extracted page terms and a document classification algorithm 
returned the l ikel ihood that the page belonged to each category using the 
classification pattern created by a teacher. Access was granted by the document 
filter to pages that were l i kely to belong to a selected category (for example, the 
"relevant" category) with i n  a predefined threshold . Relationships between 
documents were included in the semantic network by the semantic network engine 
and a l ist of related pages was shown to the user. Students could also access 
lesson Web pages created by teachers .  
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Figure 6.6: Content-based filtering enhanced with a semantic network being used by 
students 
Enhancements using collaborative agents 
Autonomous software agents were util ised to analyse and react to user behaviour. 
Agents assisted users by recommending Web s ites or assessing the relevance of 
a page. Agents could also perform pre-emptive analysis of outgoing hyperl inks, or 
use network idle time to conduct searches based on user behaviour. Agents d id 
not need to be trained and they made search and navigation through documents 
more effective, although their learn ing curve was slow. 
Agent-mediated col laborative document fi ltering involved a group of user agents 
communicating between themselves. User agents compared user interests in 
order to enhance overal l  g roup performance. Green et al. (1 998) and Papaspyrou 
et al. (1 999) describe such systems. In a simi lar way, collaborative agents could 
improve group performance by sharing and upgrad ing content-based filtering 
patterns between users i n  a research group .  
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a) Content based filtering enhanced with URL �·lt . '1 ermg and collaborative 
agents 
Document classification algorithms enhanced with URL f"lt . . 
. 
1 enng were combined 
w1th a system of collaborative agents (see Figure 6 7) c 11 b · · · o a orat1ve agents 
broadcasted new U RL d atabase entries and updated the U RL database with 
entries received from other  agents I n  this way h d · ' eac ocument was classified 
only once within the research group. 
Student 
Lesson 
Web Pages 
Other Systems 
System 
URL Database Classification Pattern 
Document X 
'"" 
u 
Document Z 
Figure 6.7: Content-based filtering enhanced with URL filtering and agents. 
b) Content based filtering enhanced by semantic networks and 
collaborative agents 
Document classification algorithms enhanced with semantic networks descr
ibed in 
page 1 23 were combined with a system of collaborative agents (see F
igure 6 .8). 
Collaborative agents broadcasted semantic network updates;
 updated the 
semantic network with entries received from other agents an
d recommended 
students related pages found by peers. 
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Figure 6.8: Content-based filtering enhanced with semantic networks and agents. 
6.2. A new collaborative agent system model 
Devedzi6 (2003) stated that "Next-generation Web-based educational applications 
should exhibit more theory and content-oriented intelligence and adaptability, pay 
more attention to interoperability, reusability, and knowledge sharing issues, and 
look more closely to general trends in Web developmenf'. Subject-specific filtering 
using document categorisation was flexible enough to enable students to use the 
Internet as a research tool while keeping them focused on a subject, but the model 
lacked adaptabi l ity to meet student learning styles and d id not provide any 
col laboration faci l ities. The research moved on to the creation of a model of a new 
col laborative agent system that adapted to users depending on their learning style 
and enabled them to col laborate by automatically recommend ing relevant and 
suitable pages fou nd by other students. 
CAI systems described in Section 2.4.5 used content-based document 
classification and agents to assist users in navigating the I nternet by providing 
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page ratings, suggesting query words and compil ing information from interesting 
pages. None of these systems provided I nternet access control based on the 
relevance of page contents to a subject. CAI systems described in Section 2.4.5 
provided intell igent content adaptation based on learning style and previous 
knowledge .  These systems worked with Web-based adaptive material created 
with proprietary tools .  The systems assessed students' learn ing styles through 
questionnaires or colour tests in  the case of CITS [Razek et al. (2003)] .  iWeaver 
[Wolf (2002)] , TANGOW [Paredes et al. (1 999)] and CITS dynamically adapted to 
preferences by monitoring u ser feedback and navigation patterns. None of these 
systems used Web pages readily available on the Internet, or inferred students' 
learning styles by analysing the way users navigate and interact with standard 
Web browsers. 
In the research presented i n  this thesis a new model of collaborative agent system 
was designed (Figure 6 .9) .  The new system filtered and recommended Web 
pages from the I nternet to students based on three d ifferent d imensions: 
• Page relevancy, based on contents. 
• Page layout based on  student learning style.  
• User activity (active or inactive) .  
When students requested Web pages, page contents were retrieved by a 
document filter and access to the page was granted if it matched a subject 
relevance pattern withi n  a threshold as described in Sections 6 . 1 .2 and 6 . 1 .3 .  
Relevant Web pages' structure was compared with a document learning style 
pattern to find the su itabi l ity of the page for each d imension of learning style and 
this information was shared  with other systems in the group by a collaborative 
agent. A U l  agent determined user dimensions of learning style and activity by 
monitoring the way in which the user interacted with Web pages. To encourage 
users to join the learning experience after periods of inactivity, pages found by 
other students that suited their learning style were recommended to them by a 
recommender agent. 
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Figure 6.9: Model of the new collaborative agent system 
The new model of col laborative agent system enabled students to use the I nternet 
to freely i nvestigate a subject. Teachers tra ined the system by ranking a set of 
Web pages with a relevancy rating for a subject. The most significant features to 
determine whether a page is relevant or not were automatical ly selected using OF 
(described in  Section 9 .5 1 2 .5), and kNN (described in  Section 9.51 2.5) was used 
to determine the relevan ce of new pages based on their contents. 
The Felder-Silverman d imensions of learning style model was a wel l-accepted 
model used in several adaptive hypermedia appl ications such as LSAS [LSAS 
(n.d . )] ,  CS388 (Carver et al. ( 1 999)] and Tangow (Paredes et al. (2002)] . lt was 
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selected because it provided four  dimensions of learning style that could be 
measured from data obtained from the computer systems such as timings, actions, 
locations, etc. 
Rules to infer  user learning style and determine the suitabil ity of web pages for 
each learning style cou ld also be used to enhance the distance-learning WBT 
systems described i n  Chapter 2 to provide adaptation based on learning style 
without the need of questionnaires. 
6.3. The new intelligent agent systems 
In order to automatically d etermine the learning style of a student, patterns needed 
to be found in the way users with different learning styles interacted with a 
standard Web browser. lt was also necessary to find patterns in the layout and 
elements of Web pages that were easier to u nderstand by students depending on 
their learning style. 
Two new intelligent agent systems were created to record user activity and Web 
page structure while using Web browsers. Data was then analysed to find rules to 
determine student learning style and the suitability of Web pages for each learning 
style depending on their layout and contents. 
6.3.1 . Solstice: A Web browser agent 
Solstice was a browser agent prototype created by the author to test the ability to 
retrieve user activity and document layout information from a standard Web 
browser such as I nternet Explorer ( lE) .  
The Solstice U l  was bu i lt on the same technology as the ilessons Ul using 
Microsoft Visual C++ 6 .0  and Explorer Extensions. lt consisted of an explorer 
toolbar displaying a DHTML U l  (Figure 6 . 1  0). 
Solstice I Not interesting ::!] Rate J Show information 
Figure 6.10: Solstice Ul 
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Users could rate the page being d isplayed as  "interesting" or " not interesting" by 
selecting an  option in  the d rop-down l ist and cl icking on the "rate" button. Solstice 
displayed recorded i nformation when users cl icked on the "Show information" 
button .  
User activity d ata collected by Solstice was: T iming of navigation events; scrol l ing 
activity; and page rating.  Page structure d ata col lected by solstice was :  Page 
terms and Outgoing hyperl i n ks .  
6.3.2. The intel l igent agent system: BUCAgent 
A new intell igent agent system cal led BUCAgent (Browser User and Contents 
Agent) was created by the author using M icrosoft Visual C++ 6.0 and Explorer 
Extensions to record U l  activity information that could be u sed to find rules that 
helped to i nfer u sers' d i mensions of learn ing style, as well as document structure 
features and user ratings that could be used to infer the su itabi l ity of documents 
for each learning style (Figure 6 . 1 1 ) . 
Student 
User Data 
\tJ 
Document C 
.---------, 
Other Users' Data 
Pagoo aata ] EJ I VIAD I G 
Figure 6.1 1 :  Model of BUCAgent 
. f 1 . style·  monitored U l  activity; and A user agent stored user d imensions o earn ing  . 
t d b sers using a document analys1s analysed the Web pages visited and ra e Y u 1 31 
engine . User agents could be saved into a file and imported into a database to be 
combined with data from other users. Data was analysed to create rules that 
could infer user learning styles from the way users utilised the Web browser, and 
find the suitability of pages for each d imension of learning style. 
The M icrosoft Access d atabase system was selected to save the information 
col lected by BUCAgent, because easy access from Microsoft Visual C++ code 
was provided and this was available for the research . 
The BUCAgent U l  (Figu re 6 . 1 2) was built using Explorer Extensions because it 
could be integrated with ilessons and it was easy to retrieve user activity and 
page information . The U l  consisted of an explorer toolbar d isplaying a DHTML U l .  
!,.9.1Q .... CI!l!�.... I User not foaclecl. I "d' r1 
Figure 6.1 2: The BUCAgent Ul 
Two l inks, "Load . . .  " and "New . . .  " enabled researchers to load user agents 
previously saved to a file and to create new user agents. A lit bulb and switched 
off bulb buttons were util ised by users to rate pages as "easy to understand" or 
"difficult to understand". 
When researchers created new user agents, a user profile window (Figure 6 . 1 3 ) 
was displayed so that users cou ld enter their name and dimensions of learning 
style. This information was added to the new user agent, and was imported to the 
database with the rest of the information recorded by the agent. "AR" meant 
"Active/Reflective"; "SI" meant "Sensing/Intuitive"; "W' meant "VisuaiNerbal" and 
"SG" meant "Sequential/Global" . 
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w Fi1 SG r 
cuu1t1 Y!e[ Cancel 
Figure 6.13: User profile creation Ul 
Scores were taken from ILS questionnaire [Felder & Spurlin (2005)]. A negative 
number was used for the first element of each d imension pair, and a positive 
element for the second . For example, in  Figure 6. 1 3  it can be seen that W is 
equal to -1 1 ,  which meant that the user was "visual" with a score of 1 1 ;  SG is 
equal to 5, which meant that the user was "global" with a score of 5. In itials were 
used instead of d imension names to prevent users from knowing their d imensions 
of learning style as it was thought that this cou ld bias their behaviour. When a 
user agent was loaded , the user name was d isplayed in the BUCAgent Ul (Figure 
6. 14). 
Jorge I �- " 
Figure 6.14: BUCAgent Ul with user profile loaded 
User agent information was imported into five tables in a Microsoft Access 
database using a database importer created by the author: 
A "users" table contained user names and d imensions of learning styles. 
A "userAnalysis" table contained user activity data retrieved by BUCAgent while 
users interacted with Web pages. Each entry l inked with an entry in the 
"documentAnalysis" table, representing the pages that users interacted with. 
A "documentAnalysis" table contained Web page data recorded by
 BUCAgent. If 
data for the same URL was entered twice, it was compared t
o check that the 
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docu�ent h ad not changed, and only u n ique documents were imported. 
Relational  data was updated so that d ifferent u ser act1·v1·ty d t a a recorded from the 
same page pointed to a u n ique record in this table. 
A "userRatin gs" table contained u ser ratings for Web pages stored in 
"documentAnalysis". 
A "dataObjectAnalysis" tab le contained user cl ipboard activity data recorded by 
BUCAgent. 
For a detailed descri ption of the tables and their relationships, see Appendix c .  
6.4. Chapter discussion 
Allowing and denying s pecific areas of the I nternet was a n  effective way of 
control l ing the m isuse of the I nternet during a lesson and of focusing attention, but 
students were not able to u se the I nternet to carry out their own research . 
Research moved on to investigate subject-specific filtering using document 
categorisation. A number of feature extraction and document classification 
algorithms were considered , and OF and kNN were selected . Content-based 
document filtering was flexible enough to enable students to use the I nternet as a 
research tool whi le keeping them focused o n  a subject, but the system lacked 
adaptabil ity to meet student learn ing styles a nd did not provide any collaboration 
facilities. 
A number of learn ing style models were considered , and the Felder-Silverman 
dimensions of learning style model was selected because it provided four 
dimensions of learning style that might be measured from data obtained from the 
computer systems. CAI systems providing content adaptation based on user 
learning styles were d escribed , but none of them provided content-based 
document filtering .  These systems worked with Web-based adaptive material 
created with proprietary tools.  The systems assessed students' learning styles 
through questionnaires a nd some adapted dynamically to preferences by 
monitoring user feedback and navigation patterns, but none of these systems used 
Web pages readi ly avai lable on the I nternet, or inferred students' learning styles 
by analysing the way users navigate and interact with standard Web browsers . 
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A model of a new collaborative agent system to provide a less restrictive filtering 
mechanism based on the rel evance of I nternet pages to a subject, and to consider 
individual student learn ing styles was created using ilessons as a base platform 
within I nternet Explorer. I n  order to automatically determine the learning style of a 
student, patterns needed to be found in  the way users with d ifferent learning styles 
interacted with a standard W eb browser. lt was also necessary to find patterns in 
the layout and elements of Web pages that were easier to understand by students 
depending on their learn in g  style. These patterns could also be used to enhance 
distance-learn ing W BT systems described in  Chapter 2 .  Two new intell igent agent 
systems were created to record user activity while using Web browsers and Web 
page structure. Data could  then be analysed to find patterns to determine student 
learning style and the su itabi l ity of Web pages for each learn ing style depending 
on the page layout and content. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
TESTING OF THE NEW INTELLIGENT AGENT SYSTEMS 
This Chapter describes the testing and results of the two new intel l igent agent 
systems described in C ha pter 6: Solstice and BUCAgent. The new intell igent 
agent systems were used to record user activity and page structure information 
from users whi le n avigating the I nternet. This i nformation was then used to find 
rules to predict user learn i ng style .  The experimental results are described in 
Chapter 8. 
7. 1. Testing of Solstice 
Solstice was created using Explorer Extensions and integrated with ilessons. A 
model of the Solstice system can be seen i n  Figure 7. 1 .  
Figure 7. 1 :  Model of Solstice 
An I nternet Explorer  ( lE )  a gent successfu lly monitored navigation events raised by 
lE and page i nformation was retrieved by a page usage analyser. The page 
t. 'ded by the user through the User usage analyser also stored page ra mgs prov1 
Interface (U I ) ,  and recorded the timing of navigation and scrol l ing events. w
_
eb 
h · th ·nformation retrieved by Solst1ce pages were generated (Figure 7.2) s ow1ng e I 
. . k' th "Show information" button. when users requested 1t by chc mg on e 
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Timed events · Performance clock frequency: 3579545 
Timed events • BeforeNavigate Q: 22344504316 
Timed event• · Navigate Complete O: 22344864162 (llBN 359846) 
Timed events · DocumentComplete Q: 22345703492 (liNC 839330) 
Scrolling activity: 
'!irn!.��-��·�ILii.t._'i_: 
Show inlonnlllion J 
Figure 7.2: Solstice displaying data collected from page 
7.1 .1 . Testing of user and page data recording 
-
.:J 
Solstice was entirely created and tested by the author. White box testing was 
performed over each of the three main modules: lE  Agent, User Interface and 
Page Usage Analyser, ensuring that all logical paths and data structures with in the 
code were correct. Once that Solstice passed white box testing, black box testing 
was performed by navigating to simple pages; pages that were redirected to other 
pages; and pages contain ing frames. The author then checked that the 
information retrieved by Solstice was correct. 
Timing of navigation events 
The time when the navigation process started, the page download started and the 
navigation process finished was correctly measured using the operating system's 
high precision clock. 
Scrolling activity 
When Scroll events were received, the x and y scroll coordinates w
ere correctly 
captured as well as the scroll ing d istance since the previous Sc
rol l  event. The 
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time in which the scroll took place was correctly recorded using the system's high 
precision clock. 
Page rating 
The page rating g iven by the user was correctly recorded as " interesting", "not 
interesting" or "not rated". 
Page structure data 
Terms found in pages and the outgoing hyperlinks from pages were correctly 
recorded and counted (Figu re 7 . 3) . 
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Figure 7.3: Solstice displaying data collected from page 
7.2. Testing of BUCAgent 
-
BUCAgent was implemented as a m ulti-agent system (Figure 7.4) 
based on 
technology created in iLessons and Solstice. BUCAgent comp
rised two types of 
agent: 
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• l E  agents were created for each l E  . Window and monitored lE  events 
retrieving page and u ser activity data. 
, 
• A single u ser agent was created in  the system Th 
. 
· e user agent kept the 
user p rofile a nd recorded user activity information a d d . n ocument contents analys1s from l E  agents .  
!ntemet Exu!orer Aaent SyR\\lill (Orm O< rntm< can exis: in the !>ys!em) 
L. _ _ _ _  _ 
User Aqent System 
(Orw on<J can ex 1st in the system) 
Figure 7.4: Model of BUCAgent 
White box testing was performed over each of the BUCAgent modules shown in 
Figure 7 .4 : 
An lE Hook monitored the events fired by l E  when users navigated to a Web page, 
and signalled the l E  Agent when l E  started a nd fin ished navigating to a page. 
Information was successfully retrieved about how users navigated to each page: 
By typing a URL in the address bar, by cl icking on a l ink in  the previous page, or 
by using the back and forward buttons. This was tested by navigating to simple 
pages; pages that were redirected to other pages; and pages contain ing frames 
and checking the values returned by the l E  agent. As explained in Chapter 5, 
Section 5.3.4, pages contain ing frames did not p rovide a U RL for each 
combination of frame contents, so only navigation events on the main frame of 
pages contain ing frames was monitored . 
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When Web pages were loaded , l E  Agents created User Activity Analysers and 
Document Contents Analysers .  User Activity Analysers monitored U l  events and 
recorded parameters such as mouse movem ents and scroll activity. Document 
Contents Analysers successfu lly recorded i nformation such as the number and 
position of tables, or the a rea of the images contained i n  the page. If users rated 
Web pages, the U l  passed this i nformation to the l E  agent, which successfu lly 
included it into the document content analysis. Detai ls about the testing of the 
User Activity and Document Contents Analysers are described in Sections 7 .2 . 1  
and 7.2.2. 
When new pages were loaded or lE windows hosting lE agents were closed, User 
Activity and Document Content analysis were sent to the User Agent. The User 
Agent saved into a file at the end of the session in a predetermined directory in the 
computer hard d isk. D ata was saved into the fi le by using Structured Storage 
functions. Structured storage allowed data to be saved into streams, and created 
nested substorages with in  storages. Data was saved in a single stream: User 
Agent data such as user name and d imensions of learning style was saved first, 
followed by the user activity data for each page visited , coupled with contents data 
from the page. 
lE agents and U ls  commun icated with the U ser Agent by a User Agent Storage 
that successful ly control led the creation, load and un load of user agents in the 
system. The User Agent Storage and User Agent were tested by saving User 
Agent files and loading them and then checking that the data in  memory was the 
same. 
7.2.1 . Testing of the user activity data collection 
Ul interaction parameters recorded by the agent were: time when the parameters 
. . • 1 1 '  r 't . f back where recorded ; time viewing a page; mouse act1v1ty, sera 1ng ac lVI y, use o 
and forward buttons; and cl ipboard activity. The successful recording of these 
parameters was tested by navigating to d ifferent kinds of pages, performing a 
number of actions such as moving the mouse at d ifferent speeds and scroll ing up 
and down, and checking that the values were as expected . 
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Time 
The time when users n avigated to a page and when the agent started to record 
user activity were correctly recorded using the operating system's high precision 
clock, as wel l  as the time that users spent viewing each page. 
Mouse activity 
Mouse movement events were captured. Total mouse movement distance with in  
a page (dm) was record ed relative to the size of the lE  window (see Equation 7 . 1  ) , 
because d istance in pixels could vary depending on the size of the window or 
screen resolution. �x a n d  1'1y were the mouse d istance in  pixels recorded in each 
mouse movement event. Ww and Hw were the window's width and height in pixels .  
Equation 7.1 : Mouse distance relative to window size ( dm) 
The amount of movement in  the X and Y axis (dx and dy) were recorded as 
normalised values using E quation 7.2 and Equation 7 .3 .  This was a measurement 
of how the total d istance was distributed i n  the X a nd Y axis. 
Equation 7.2: Normalised d istance in the X axis (dx) 
Equation  7.3: Normalised distance in the Y axis (dy) 
Average mouse speed (sm) was first calcu lated using Equation 7.4. This speed 
·t t ded to zero when the user did not measurement was not adequate because 1 en 
. t · ·ng an accurate indication of the move the mouse for long periods of t1me, no QIVJ 
average mouse speed . 
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dm s = ­m t 
Equation 7.4: First mouse speed equation 
Average instant mouse speed (s;m) was u sed instead . I nstant speed was 
calculated by measuring the mouse d istance and the elapsed time between two 
mouse movement events, as i l lustrated in  Equation 7.5 .  �x and �y were the 
mouse distance in pixels recorded in each mouse movement event for the x and y 
axis. Ww and Hw were the window's width and height in pixels. �t was the time 
taken to cover the measured distance between two consecutive mouse movement 
events. N was the total number of mouse movement events captured . �d was the 
normalised d istance as d escribed previously. 
i=l S;m = �-------
n 
n !1d L:-
i=I /1! 
n 
Equation 7.5: Average instant mouse speed 
S;m was not affected by periods of inactivity, and model led mouse usage more 
accurately than average mouse speed : Figure 7 .5  shows that when fast mouse 
movements are captured ,  sm remains more or less constant, while Sim increases 
with speed . 
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Figure 7.5: Fast mouse movement measures 
Figure 7.6 shows the effect of 35 seconds of i nactivity on both measurements. 
While Sm decreases, Sim remains constant. 
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Figure 7.6: Slow mouse movement measu
res 
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Figure 7 .  7 shows both measures in a pattern of f t . as mouse movements followed by penods of slow mouse movements s· takes 1 t· 
speed patterns than sm. 
. ,m ess lme to show the changes in 
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Figure 7.7: Mouse movement measures of fast and slow intervals 
Scrolling activity 
Scroll events were captured in each page. Only vertical scroll ing was recorded 
because most pages were rendered to fit in the width of the lE window. Scrolling 
distance (ds) was recorded relative to the s ize of the lE window (see Equation 7.6). 
IJ.Ys was the scroll d istance in pixels recorded in each Scrol l  event. Hw was the 
window's height in pixels. 
Equation 7.6: Scroll distance relative to window size (ds) 
Average instant scrol l ing speed (s;s) was used instead of average scrolling speed 
for the same reasons described for sm and Sim· S;s was calculated by measu ring 
the scroll ing distance and time elapsed between two Scroll events, as il lustrated in 
Equation 7. 7. IJ.y5 was the scroll d istance in pixels recorded in each scrol l event 
for the y axis. Hw was the window's height in p ixels. IJ.t was the time taken to 
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cover the measured d istan ce between two consecutive scrol l  events. N was the 
total number of scrol l  events captured . 
Equatio n  7.7: Average instant scroll speed (s;s) 
Changes in scroll i ng  d i rection , cal led "scrol l  peaks" were successfu lly recorded .  
Scroll peaks were a n  ind icator of whether the u ser scrolled d own to the bottom of 
the page once, or scrol led u p  and down looking for information .  
Use of back and forward buttons 
In a first approach, use of back a nd forward buttons was successfully recorded in 
a vector of characters . N avigations performed by entering a URL or clicking on a 
link were represented with the character "N", navigations performed by clicking on 
the "back" button were represented with the character "8" and navigations 
performed by clicking the "forward" button were represented by the character "F" .  
Vectors from each lE window were concatenated when the user agent was 
unloaded to form a s ingle string that was then concatenated with a string from 
previous navigations in the u ser profile.  
This option was d ismissed because no meaningful information could be extracted 
from it and there was no  rel iable means of capturing "back" and "forward" 
navigation events . I nstead,  the way pages were entered and left was recorded. 
Three different ways of e ntering or leaving a page were defined :  typing the URL in  
the address bar; c l ickin g  on a hyperl ink; or p ressing the back I forward buttons. 
Back 1 forward events were not captured , but detected by d iscarding the other two 
options. 
Clipboard activity 
Copy, Cut and Drag and  Drop events were successfu lly captured . When us
ers 
cut, copied or d ragged fragments of Web pages, these fragments were a
nalysed 
in the same way as documents. Also, the number of times th
at clipboard 
operations took place were recorded . 
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7.2.2. Testing of the page structure data collection 
Recorded page structure parameters were: length of page text; number and area 
of images; ratio of text to images, presence and location of element . s, presence 
and location of special characters and keywords .  The HTML code of each page 
was also saved so that additional information about elements, characters of 
keywords could be queried if needed . The successful recording of these 
parameters was tested by n avigating to d ifferent kinds of pages and checking that 
the values were as expected by comparing them with the HTML code of each 
page. 
Length of page text 
The text length of pages i n  characters was correctly recorded in memory while the 
User Agent was active . Page lengths were saved into a fi le with the rest of User 
Agent data when the User Agent was unloaded . 
Images area 
The area of al l  the images in  each page was correctly calcu lated in pixels and 
recorded in memory whi le the User Agent was active. I mage areas were saved 
into a file with the rest of User Agent data when the User Agent was unloaded . 
Number and location of e lements 
The number and location of images, tables, l ists, sound fi les, video fi les, 
animations and ActiveX components was successfu l ly recorded in memory while 
the User Agent was active and into a file when the User Agent was unloaded. 
Page height was d ivided in  three parts: top ,  middle and bottom, and the number of 
elements in each part of the page was recorded as an array of three integers. 
Number of special characters and keywords 
The number of question marks, excla mation marks and keywords such as: 
"example", "figure", "question" and "diagram" was correctly recorded in memory 
while the User Agent was active and into a fi le when the User Agent was 
unloaded. 
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7.2.3. Testing of the d atabase importer 
An application was created by the author to i mport d t f a a rom u ser agent files into a 
database, so that data could be a nalysed usin d t · · . . . . g a a a m rnmg engrne. The applrcatron U l  (Frgure 7 .8)  was a single d ialog that all d . owe users to specrfy paths 
to user agent files. A folder path could also be ente d t · . . . . re o rmport al l user agent fries found 1 n  the specrfred folder. The appli cation showed d t ·1 d · � . e ar e rn .ormatron of 
the import process. 
Figure 7.8: Database importer Ul 
The database importer was tested by importing a User Agent file into the database 
and then checking that the values in the d atabase were the same as the values 
stored in the fi le. Once that this was tested , several files were imported to check 
that records were not d u pl icated . For example, if two users accessed the same 
page and the page contents were identical ,  only one record was created for the 
page. 
7. 3 Chapter discussion 
This Chapter described the testing and results of the two new intelligent agent 
systems described in Chapter 6: Solstice a nd BUCAgent. 
Solstice was created u sing Explorer Exte nsions and i ntegrated with ilessons . 
Solstice successfu lly n avigation events raised from l E  and page information ,  event 
timings and user ratings were retrieved . Web pages were generated showing the 
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7.2.3. Testing of the database importer 
An application was created by the a uthor  to import data from . . user agent f1les 1nto a 
database, so that data could be analysed using a data m · · · m1ng eng1ne. The 
application Ul (Figure 7 .8) was a single d ia log that allowed user t ·ty s o spec1 paths 
to user agent files. A folder path cou ld a lso be entered to import al l  user agent 
files found in the specified folder. The application showed detailed information of 
the import process . 
... .:_.� Bt I( A I het Aqt•nt Import tool � � ts�'tl,�'b 
lG:\PhD\EMPelimenl\users\Stage 1 \M arline Ashmore.ua 
Import 
Figure 7.8: Database importer Ul 
.:.1 
Ellil I 
The database importer was tested by importing a User Agent file into the database 
and then checking that the values in the database were the same as the values 
stored in the file. Once that this was tested, several files were imported to check 
that records were not d upl icated. For example, if two users accessed the same 
page and the page contents were identical ,  only one record was created for the 
page. 
7.3 Chapter discussion 
This Chapter described the testing and resu lts of the two new intelligent agent 
systems described in Chapter 6: Solstice and BUCAgent. 
Solstice was created using Explorer Exte nsions and integrated with ilessons. 
Solstice successfully navigation events raised from lE and page information ,  eve
nt 
timings and user ratings were retrieved . Web pages were generated sho
wing the 
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information retrieved by Solstice . Solstice was entirely created and tested by the 
author. White box testin g  was performed over each of the three main modules: 
Internet Agent, U ser I nterface and Page U sage Analyser. Once that white box 
testing was passed , black box testing was performed by navigating to d ifferent 
kinds of pages and checki n g  that the i nformation retrieved by Solstice was correct. 
BUCAgent was implemented as a multi-agent system based on technology 
created in ilessons  and  Solstice. BUCAgent comprised two types of agent: l E  
Agents and a single User Agent. Wh ite box testing was performed over each of 
the BUCAgent modules. Each module was tested by navigating to a number of 
different pages a nd performing a number of actions ,  checking that the values 
recorded by BUCAgent were as expected . The User Agent Storage and User 
Agent were tested by saving User Agent fi les and loading them, checking that the 
data in memory was the same. 
An appl ication to import d ata from user agent fi les into a database was tested by 
importing a User Agent fi l e  into the database and then checking that the values in 
the database were the same as the values stored in the fi le. Once that this was 
tested, several fi les were imported to check that records were not dupl icated . 
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CHAPTER E IGHT 
EXPERIM ENT AND RESULTS 
WBT systems described i n  Chapter 6 ,  Section 2 .5 . 1 provided intell igent content 
adaptation based on learning style and p revious knowledge. These systems 
worked with Web-based adaptive material created with proprietary tools.  The 
systems assessed students' learning styles through questionnaires, and 
dynamically adapted to p references by monitoring user feedback and navigation 
patterns. None of these systems used Web pages readi ly available on the 
Internet, or i nferred stud ents' learn ing styles by analysing the way users navigate 
and interact with standard Web browsers .  
A new model of  col laborative agent system described in Chapter 6,  Section 6 . 3  
took a new approach to the use of learning styles i n  WBT systems: The 
col laborative agent fi ltered a nd recommended readily avai lable pages from the 
Internet to students based on student learn ing style ,  page relevance and student 
activity, automatical ly i nferring their Felder-Silverman d imensions of learning style 
described in Chapter 6 ,  Section 6 .2 by the way users interacted with a standard 
Web browser User I nterface (U I ) .  Proprietary tools or questionnaires were not 
needed . Rules were searched to automatical ly determine the learn ing style of 
stu dents by analysing the way students with d ifferent learn ing styles interacted 
with standard Web browsers. Rules to determine the Active/Reflective, 
Sensing/Intuitive a nd VisuaiNerbal d imensions of learn ing style were successfully 
found .  Rules for the layout and elements of Web pages were also investigated to 
determine which layouts students found easier to understand,  so that suitable Web 
pages could be recommended to students based on their learning style, but rules 
were not found due to a lack of data from the experiment. 
BUCAgent, described in Chapter 6, was uti l ised in a controlled environment to 
retrieve U l  activity and document structure data while volunteers completed an 
experiment task. This C hapter describes how the experiment to retrieve data was 
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designed and impleme nted , how the d ata was cleaned and 1 ana ysed , and what 
the results of the a nalysis were .  
8. 1. Experiment design 
The experiment was designed to retrieve u ser d imensions of learn ing style ,  U l  
activity data and Web page structure data. Col lected data was analysed using the 
PolyAnalyst data mini ng engine to find rules to predict user d imensions of learning 
style and the suitabi l ity of Web pages for each d imension of learning style. 
Data retrieval and recording  was performed by BUCAgent described in Chapter 6.  
Data was saved i nto files that could  be imported into a Microsoft Access Database 
using the database importer d escribed in Chapter 7, Section 7 .2 .3 .  Data clean ing 
was performed in the d atabase and was then imported into a data mining engine 
called PolyAnalyst, where it was analysed . 
The experiment was designed to be implemented in  three stages: 
a) Stage 1: Population sampling 
During Stage I ,  volunteers were requested to complete the I ndex of Learning 
Styles (ILS) questionna ire [Felder & Spu rl i n  (2005)] a nd results were entered into 
a Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet so that their d imensions of learning style were 
known before the experiment. I nformation a bout the results was not given to the 
volunteers at this stage, a s  it was suspected that knowledge about dimensions of 
learning style could b ias user behaviour  during the second stage of the 
experiment. 
b) Stage 11: Data retrieval 
During Stage 1 1 ,  volunteers investigated a subject for 1 5  m inutes using I nternet 
Explorer ( lE)  and BUCAgent embedded with in it. Volunteers were asked to 
optionally rate pages us ing the agent's U l  depending on how easy they were to 
understand . lt was emphasised that this was optiona l  as  user behaviour could 
have been biased if they were given the task to rate each page that they v isited. 
Volunteers were g iven a briefing sheet at the beginn ing of the ex
periment, 
outl ining what knowledge they were expected to gain during the ac
tivity. A copy of 
the briefing sheet is i n  Appendix D. The subject was "Plate tecto
nics: What they 
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are, d ifferent types, their effects on the landscape" Th" . · IS subject was selected 
because al l  the volunteers were l i kely to have · · 1  1 . . 
s 1m1 ar evels of background 
knowledge and mot1vat1o n  towards it and a lso becaus 
. . . 
' e pages on the subject 
could be found d 1splay1ng JUst text, text and images or text · · . • Images and 1nteract1ve 
elements, as wel l  as  varied layouts. 
After volunteers fin ished i nvestigating, a d ebriefing sheet was handed to them 
containing the results of the I LS questionnaire completed in  Stage 1 ,  as wel l  as a 
description of the d imensions of learn ing style .  
c) Stage Ill: Rule creation 
Data from volunteers was imported i nto a d atabase, cleaned and imported into 
PolyAnalyst to seek rules to automatical ly d etermine the learn ing style of users by 
the way they interacted with standard Web browsers. Rules were also sought in 
the layout and elements of Web pages so that suitable Web pages could be 
recommended to stud ents based on their learn ing style .  
8.2. Implementation 
The experiment took p lace from the 27th of October to the 1 5th of December 2004 . 
67 people volunteered included staff from the U n iversity of Portsmouth and the 
collaborating company, fel low researchers and friends. The experiment was 
performed in two stages as described in the previous Section .  
a) Stage 1: Population sampling 
The original version of the I LS questionna i re avai lable on the World Wide Web 
0/VWW) was unsuitable for the experiment because i nformation about dimensions 
of learning style was provided to volunteers and server-side code was requ ired to 
calculate the questionnaire resu lts, a lso an active I nternet connection was needed . 
A version of the I LS q uestionnaire was created using JavaScript to calculate 
questionnaire results i n  a Web browser, so that it could be executed locally or sent 
by e-mai l .  The questionnaire was also u ploaded to a Web server as a back up.  
Questionnaire results were d isplayed at the bottom of the page using "AR" for 
"Active/Reflective" ,  "SI" for "Sensing/I ntuitive", "VV" for "VisuaiNerbal", and "SG" 
for "Sequential/Global". This was so that clues were not g iven to volunteers about 
their dimensions of learn ing styles, as described in Section 8. 1 a. 
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The JavaScript version was sent by email to 91 potent1'a l  vol t T . un  eers. he ema11 
described the nature of the research and the experiment stages v 1 t . o un eers were 
requested to complete the I LS questionnaire and send the results to the 
researcher by emai l .  The add ress of the ILS questionnaire in the Web server was 
also given. 67 volunteers completed the I LS questionn aire and results were 
entered into an Excel spreadsheet. Data statistics a re described in Section 8 .4 . 1 
b) Stage 11: Data retrieval 
The data retrieval stage took place i n  a U niversity of Portsmouth laboratory and in  
the collaborating company. Both sites were quiet, free of d istractions,  and 
provided h igh speed broadband I nternet con nections. Tests run at the University 
were performed u sing a l aptop computer equipped with a mouse. Tests run at the 
collaborating com pa ny were performed us ing a desktop computer equipped with a 
mouse. Both systems were configured using the same screen resolution and 
appearance settings. 
20 volunteers from the p revious stage vol unteered to take part in further stages. 
BUCAgent was loaded i nto I nternet Explorer  on both computers .  Volunteers were 
given a briefing sheet and  questions  were answered before each test. A user 
profile was created in B UCAgent contain ing the d imensions of learning style which 
had been derived from a nswers to the ILS q uestionnaire. 
Volunteers were g iven freedom to decide how to approach the experiment task. 
Most volunteers read through the task sheet before starting to browse the I nternet 
and others preferred to start browsing whi le reading it. Some volunteers took 
notes on paper, others u sed the cl ipboard and d rag and d rop to take notes, and 
some did not take notes at a l l .  
Volunteer actions and the computer screen were recorded using a d ig ita l video
 
camera. A frame from the video capture can be seen in Figure 8 . 1 .  I n  s
ome 
cases volunteers were observed while performing the experiment and no
tes were 
taken on user interface i nteraction.  After 1 5  minutes ,  volunteers were ask
ed to 
· · · · 1 d d saving d ata into user fi les . f1msh their activity and the user agent was u n oa e • 
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Figure 8.1 :  Volunteer carrying out experiment task 
c) Stage Ill: Rule creation 
The rule creation stage took place at the U niversity of Portsmouth . Data from 
volunteers was saved into files, transferred into a database, cleaned and imported 
into the PolyAnalyst d ata min ing engine. Rules were successful ly found by the 
data mining engine. 
8.3. The data mining process 
The data mining process was designed as a series of phases during the three 
stages of the experiment (Figure 8.2). Data collection encompassed Stages I and 
11 of the experiment and consisted of gathering data from vol unteers and importing 
it into a database using the I LS question naire and BUCAgent. Data cleaning 
consisted of removing inconsistent and erroneous data from the database, as wel l  
as transforming data so that it  cou ld be manipulated by PolyAnalyst to improve the 
data mining accuracy. 
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Data Collection 
Data Cleaning 
Data Exploration 
(Search for rules) 
} Stage• 1 & 1 1 
Stages JU 
Figure 8.2: The data mining process 
PolyAnalyst's data min ing algorithms were ru n during the data exploration phase, 
providing a set of rules as a result that were analysed during the rule analysis 
phase to verify that the rules found were accurate and significant. The process 
from data cleaning to ru le analysis was repeated based on the findings of previous 
iterations in order to improve the accuracy and significance of ru les. 
8.4. Preliminary statistics and data preparation 
8.4. 1 . ILS questionna i re 
The distribution of d imensions of learn ing style over the in itial 67 volunteers can be 
seen in the first column of Table 8. 1 .  Response data for I LS  was col lected from a 
number of stud ies performed across a wid e  range of discip l ines fFelder & Spurl in 
(2005)] .  The average d istribution of d imensions of learning style from these 
studies can be seen in the second colu m n  of Table 8. 1 .  lt can be seen that the 
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distribution of d ime ns ions  of learning styles i n  th 1 
. . 
e vo u nteer population was simi lar 
to fmdmgs of other stud ies,  apart from the "Seq t· I/GI , . . 
. 
uen la obal d imension. 75% of 
other stud1es were performed i n  Engineering F lt' .. 
. . 
acu les, where Sequentia l "  
learnmg skil ls were favou red [Felder & Spurl in  (2005)] . , wh1le the sample 
population in th is research came from more d ivers b k . 
. . 
e ac grounds.  Th1s caused the 
statistics to skew towards the opposite d i mens·10 th · n as e proportion of "Global" 
learners grew. 
This Other 
study studies 
57% 60% 
43% 40% 
52% 65% 
48% 35% 
76% 77% 
24% 23% 
34% 60% 
66% 40% 
Table 8.1 : Distribution of dimensions of learning style over sample population 
8.4.2. Data cleaning and transformation 
Data retrieved from vol unteers was imported i nto a database comp
osed of five 
tables as described i n  Chapter 6 and Append ix C.  Data importe
d into tables was 
cleaned to improve the d ata min ing accuracy and transformed in
to two SOL views 
to be imported to the d ata min ing engine: 
A view cal led UserData conta ined user  d imensions o
f learn ing style as wel l  as 
user activity parameter averages as recorded by ag
ents for each user, so that 
rules could be found to predict user learn ing style fr
om the averages of monitored 
parameters. 
A view cal led DocumentData conta ined ave
rage ratings g iven by users to 
documents for each d i mension of learn i ng st
yle ,  as wel l  as document layou
t 
parameters, so that rules cou ld be found  to pr
edict document suitabi l ity for ea
ch 
d imension of learn ing style. 1 55 
Data cleaning i n  the document analysis table 
Document entries were removed when they contai ned U RL fr t ·d · · agmen 1 ent1f1ers · 
belonged to non-http tra nsactions;  were d up licates; or  belonged to pag� 
redirections. When document entries were removed , associated entries in the 
user activity table were a lso removed . I n  case of U RL fragment identifiers or 
dupl icates, user activity e ntries were modified to point to the right entry in the 
document analysis table. 
a) URL fragment identifiers 
Document entries i n  the  document a na lysis table that contained fragment 
identifiers were removed , as  they represented d ifferent sections of a same page. 
Fragment identifiers (Fig u re 8 .3 )  were located at the end of U RLs and started with 
a '#' character. Fragment identifiers were u sed to point to sections of a Web page 
and enabled Web developers to create hyperl i nks within pages.  
http://www .domain .com/page.html#section 
Figure 8.3: URL fragment identifier 
A single entry representin g  the page was left, and user activity entries associated 
to document entries contain ing U RL fragment identifiers were modified to point to 
remaining the entry. 
b) Duplicates 
Duplicate entries in the document analys is table were removed . User activity 
entries were modified to point to un ique entries. As contents of the same page 
could vary over time, on ly entries that had exactly the same URL and attributes 
were removed. Entries that had the same URL but d ifferent attributes were left, as 
they represented the same page at d ifferent moments. 
c) Non-http requests 
· ts were removed as well as Document entries not representing http reques ' 
. t · ere pages retrieved using the associated user activity entnes. Non-http en nes w 
· an appl ication or DLL in  a "res" protocol to d isplay pages stored as resources In  
" , t 1 They were for exam
ple, error 
local machine instead of the HTTP pro oco · ' 
pages displayed by I nternet Explorer when a page was not 
found . 
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d) Redirections 
Document entries represe nting red irection pages were removed R d. t· . e 1rec 1on 
pages were identified because all their recorded parameters were zero. Related 
user activity entries were also removed . 
Data cleaning in  the user activity analysis table 
User activity entries that contained zero mouse d istance or time spent on page 
were removed . W hen the scrol l ing d istance was zero , the u ser activity entry was 
not removed but scroll i ng  parameters were not taken into account when 
calculating average scroll i ng  val ues. 
Time values were converted to seconds by d ividing them by the frequency of the 
high precision system clock, so that time values were easier to read and interpret. 
8.4.3. Data mining 
Once data were retrieved , cleaned a nd transformed , it was imported into 
PolyAnalyst in order to generate rules to predict user learning style from the way 
users with d ifferent learn ing  styles interacted with a standard Web browser, as well 
as rules to predict the su itabil ity of pages to each learn ing style from the layout 
and elements of Web pages. 
PolyAnalyst 4 .6 was a versatile suite of data mining tools .  lt was selected to 
perform the data min ing because it provided tools for data importing, cleaning,  
manipulation ,  visual ization ,  model ing,  scoring ,  and reporting  [PolyAnalyst (n .d . )] 
and it was avai lable for the research. PolyAnalyst provided algorithms for general 
statistical analysis; association rules; c lassification rules ; predictive analysis and 
text analysis. Also ,  the "Classify" tool cou ld  be used to transform algorithm output 
into rules to split a dataset in two groups,  such as "Active" and "Reflective" or 
"suitable" and "unsuitable" ,  by calculatin g  a threshold value for the output using a 
genetic algorithm.  A n umber of classification algorithms and accuracy measure
s 
were considered . 
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Classification algorithms 
Two algorithms were selected : "Linear Regression" and "F ind L " Th aws . e output 
of these algorithms was a h u man-readable model that cou ld be d t d . use o pre 1ct a 
continuous target variable from a set of i nput attributes. 
a) Linear regression 
"Linear Regression" was a well known method of statistical p rediction . I n  the case 
of dependence of y on x, "L inear Regression" could be considered as the process 
of drawing a l ine i n  the p lane (x, y) ,  such that the sum of the squares of the 
distance between this l i ne  and each data point was min imized . lt provided good 
models of l inear functions ,  but p roduced models of nonl inear functions that were 
accurate only at parts of the function and inaccurate at p redicting other parts. 
PolyAnalyst's multi-para m etric stepwise l inear regression could work with any 
number of attributes . 
b) Find Laws 
The "Find Laws" a lgorithm generated com plex symbol ic ru les that represented 
nonlinear dependencies . "Find Laws" was computational ly intensive and could 
take extended periods of t ime to solve a p roblem. The number of attributes used 
in "Find Laws" had to be m in im ised by us ing "Linear Regression" beforehand and 
then running "Find Laws" including only the attributes fou nd to be relevant. 
Accuracy measures 
PolyAnalyst provided statistical indicators to assess the qua l ity of rules, such as 
standard error, r-squared , standard deviation and sign ificance index. When 
"Classify" was uti l ised , the statistical ind icators of ru les found by the underlying 
algorithm were provided ,  as wel l  as the classification p robabil ity, classification 
efficiency and p-value of the classification ru le incorporating the threshold. 
Standard Deviation (cr, s or stdev) was a measure of the degree of d ispersion of 
data from its mean value .  A large standard deviation ind icated that data points 
were far from the mean a nd a smal l  standard deviation indicated that they were 
clustered closely around the mean [Jordan & Smith (2002)] .  The standard 
deviation for a g iven population can be seen in  Equation 8 . 1 . The standard 
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deviation for a sample of values from a larger 1 • popu atlon can be seen in Equation 8.2 . The square of the standard deviation was cal l  d d.  . 
(j ""  ....:...i= ..:...l ---
N 
Equation 8.1 : Standard deviation 
e tspersJOn. 
Equation 8.2: Standard deviation for a 
sample from a larger population 
Standard Error (stderr) was the standard d eviation of th d . t d e pre 1c e values of a 
target variable with respect to the real values of the targ t · bl f e vana e or each 
sample. Let N be the n um ber of data samples and let p; and P; be the pred icted 
and real values for the target variables i n  each sample. The standard error is 
defined in Equation 8.3.  
stderr "" ....:...i=-=--1 ....,-------,--(N- 1) 
Equation 8.3: Standard Error 
PolyAnalyst approximated a normal ised value of the standard error that was 
usually in the interval [0 . . .  1 ]  by divid ing the standard error by the dispersion . 
R-Squared (RSq)  was equal  to 1 - �. where r was the standard error. Its values 
also lay in the interval [0, 1 ]  , but in  contrast with the standard error, it was equal to 
1 in the case of an absolutely accurate model. 
Significance Index (S i n )  was evaluated by PolyAnalyst by comparing the standard 
deviation for the target variable to standard deviations obtained for artificially 
generated randomised d ata with the same distribution of values of independent 
and dependent variables . This procedu re was ca l led randomised testing. 
Randomised datasets were generated using a random permutation of the values 
of the target attribute between d ifferent records. If the standard deviation of the 
results of the rule obtained from the rea l  data (Sreal ) was similar to the standard 
deviations obtained from randomised data sets (Srand), it cou ld be concluded that 
the rule was not significant and had no predicting power. The significance index 
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expressed the d egree of d ifference betwee n  s d s . real a n  rand . and Jt was calculated according to Equation 8 .4 .  
SI = Sreal - Srand 
a rand 
Equation 8.4: Sign ificance Index 
For this work a rule was considered sign ificant only when its significance index 
was greater than three. 
Classification Probability (Rule) was the percentage of correctly classified records 
using a classification rule .  Let NcorrectA and NcorrectB be the number of correctly 
classified records for classes A and B, and  let NA and  N8 be the total number of 
records of class A and B .  The classification probabi l ity of the classification ru le 
was calculated as seen i n  Equation 8 .5. 
cp = I 00 X N correctA + N correctB 
N A + Na 
Equation 8.5: Classification probabil ity 
The percentage of u sers of each d imension in  the test dataset determined the 
minimum accuracy requ ired by the fou n d  rules. For exa m ple, a na"ive pred iction 
rule that considered every u ser as Active would have an accuracy of 80% if 80% 
of the users in  the test d ataset were Active. Any a lgorithm that claims to learn 
detail about al l  the i nputs must a lways do  better than the na·ive pred iction 
[Adriaans & Zantinge ( 1 996)] .  
Classification Efficiency (ce) provides a measure of the accuracy of a classification 
rule with respect to a n a"ive prediction Let NcorrectA and NcorrectB be the number of 
correctly classified records for classes A and B ,  and let NA a nd Ns be the total 
number of records of class A and B .  The classification efficiency o f  the 
classification rule was calculated as seen i n  Equation 8.6.  
ce = lOO x  
. (N N ) rmn A •  a 
N + N 8 - max(NA , N8 )  correctA correct 
Equation 8.6: Classification Efficiency 
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If 90% of record s  i n  a d ata set were from class A and 1 0% were from class B ,  a 
na'ive classification rule  that classified a l l  record s  as "class A" wou ld have a 
classification probabi l ity of 90%, but a classification efficiency of 0% (see Equation 8.7,  cenaive) . A classification rule that classified a l l  records correctly regard less of 
their class had a classification efficiency of 1 00% (see Equation 8 7 ce ) · , accurate . 
90 + 0 - 90 cenaive = 1 00 x  = 0% 1 0  
90 + 1 0 - 90 ce accurate = 1 00 X = I 00'% 1 0  
Equation 8.7: Classification efficiency for na'ive and accurate classification rules 
The p-value (PVal )  indicates the probabil ity that the result obtained in a statistical 
test was due to chance rather than a true relationship between measures. The 
closer p-value was to zero ,  the more s ignificant the reported dependence was. 
The p-value was calcu lated as the probabi l ity that a variable would assume a 
value greater than or equa l  to the observed value strictly by chance. 
The F-Ratio (Equation 8 .8 )  was u sed to determine to what extent independent 
attributes in a l inear regression influenced the target variable. Greater values of F­
Ratio (above 3)  indicated that the presence of the independent attribute in the 
linear regression was i mportant to determine the target variable. F-Ratio was 
calculated as the squared d ivision of the term's regression coefficient by the 
standard deviation of the reg ression coefficient. 
8.5. Experiment results 
8.5. 1 . First exploration 
F - Ratio = [
RC term ] 2 
(} RCrerm 
Equation 8.8 :  F-Ratio 
. 1 d th use of the algorithm "Classify" A first exploration of the retrieved data �nvo ve e . 
. . th "L'near Regression" underlying to find rules to predict user learn ing style us tng e 1 
algorithm.  The input para meters were: 
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• Average tim e  on page 
• Average mouse d i stance 
• Average mouse s peed 
• Average mouse move ment i n  the X axis 
• Average mouse movement i n  the Y axis 
• Average scroll d i stance 
• Average scroll speed 
• Average n umber of changes i n  scroll d i rection 
• Average d ocument length 
• Average image a rea 
The detailed rules can be seen i n  Appendix F Statistical i nd icators can be seen in  
Table 8.2. AR1 cou ld classify u sers accurately. 8 1 1 , VV1 and SG were accurate 
to some degree but thei r  ce was low. The statistical indicators of underlying l inear 
regressions showed that AR 1 was s ignificant, but only sl ightly above of the 
minimum significance index threshold , which was set to 3 .  
" Classify" Linear Regression 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR1 1 00% 1 00% 2 .50E-05 0 .4038 0.837 0. 1 898 3. 379 
8 1 1  65% 30% 9.80E-01 0 .9367 0. 1 22 5  0 .4805 - 1 . 1 67 
VV1 80% 20% 8 .06E-0 1  0 .9557 0.08657 0.4246 - 1 . 0 1  
SG 1 75% 38% 7.92E-06 0 .98 1 4  0.03685 0.4933 -1 .28 
" . " " . Table 8.2: Statistica l  indicators for f1rst set of rules usmg Class1fy and Lmear 
Regression" (AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensing/lntuitiv�� �=Visu�Jiyerb�l ;  _ 
SG=Sequentiai/Giobal; cp=Ciassification Probability; ce=Ciass•f•catlon Eff•�•�nc�, PV_:' l-P-
Value; StdErr=Standard Error; RSq=R-Squared; StdDev=Standard DevJatJon, Sin­
Significance Index) 
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"Find Laws" was better than "Linear Regres · " . . . . 
Slon at flndmg non-l inear 
dependencies 1n d ata. More accurate and  significa t 1 
" . " 
. 
n ru es were sought using 
F1nd Laws and b1nary values as input such as 1 � "A · , ' 10r ct1ve and o for 
"Reflective" . Rules were only found  for Active/R fl t· e ec 1ve (AR2) and 
Sensing/Intuitive (S I2) .  
Find Laws 
Rule StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR2 1 .00E-05 1 4 .58E-06 > 1 00 
S l2  5.49E-05 1 2 .75E-05 2 .6 1 2  
�able 8.3 :  �tatistical indicators for first set of rules using "Find Laws" 
(AR=Actlve/Reflect•ve; S I=Sensing/lntuitive; StdErr=Standard Error; RSq=R-Squared· 
StdDev=Standard Deviation; Sin= Significance Index) 
' 
AR2 and 812 were accurate with a sta ndard error near to zero. AR2 was 
significant but not S l2 ,  as its S i n  was less than 3.  
8.5.2. Second exploration 
The dataset was transformed and enhanced to seek more a ccurate and sign ificant 
rules. The "Average tim e  on page" , "average document length" and "average 
image area" were imported as integers in the previous exploration , and other 
attributes were imported as decimal numbers.  This was incorrect because 
"average document length" and "average image area" contained decimals that 
were lost in the conversion to integer. Al l  attributes were imported as decimal 
numbers for the second exploration .  
A new attribute called "Average count o f  visited documents per domain" was 
added . lt was expected that "Global" users navigated to many pages of d ifferent 
sites while they grasped general information about concepts , while "Sequentia
l "  
users would navigate to more pages withi n  a site, retrieving detailed infor
mation 
about a concept at a time.  This would result in a lower count for "Glo
bal" users 
and h igher for "Sequential" users. 
"Classify" was used with "Linear Regression" to perform a prel i
minary exploration 
of the dataset. Results can be seen in Table 8 .4. 
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Classify linear Regression 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR3 1 00% 1 00% 2 .58E-05 0 .2876 0 .91 73 0. 1 352 3.569 
Sl3 80% 60% 3 . 1 9E-01 0 .88 1 5 0 .2229 0 .4522 -0.9254 
VV2 90% 60% -4.90E-03 0 .776 1  0 .3977 0 .3448 0 .09402 
SG2 75% 38% 7 .92E-06 0 .98 1 4  0 .03685 0 .4933 -1 .359 
Table 8.4: Statistical tnd1cators for second set of rules using "Classify" and "L' 
R . " (AR-A . I . . mear egress1on - ctlve Reflective; SI=Sensmgllntuitive; W=Visuai/Verbal ·  
SG=Sequentiai/Giobal; cp=Ciassification Probabi lity; ce=Ciassification Efficiency; PVai=P­
Value; StdErr=Standard Error; RSq=R-Squared ;  StdDev=Standard Deviation · Sin= 
Significance Index) 
'
A general improvement could  be seen i n  classification probabil ity, efficiency and 
significance for AR3, S l 3  and VV2, a lthough 8 1 3  and VV2 were sti l l  not effective or 
significant enough .  S G 2  statistical i nd icators remained as in the previous 
exploration . 
"Classify" was run with "Find Laws" over the dataset to seek more accurate and 
significant rules. As it can be seen in  Table 8 .5 ,  AR4 showed no improvement 
with respect to AR2 in Table 8.3 .  Sl4 showed a simi lar sign ificance index but 
worse standard error, r-squared and standard d eviation with respect to S l2  (Table 
8.3) . Neither S l2  nor S l 4  are significant enough and could be due to random 
fluctuations, so the lack of improvement was not due to a decl ine in data qual ity. 
Classify Find Laws 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR4 1 00% 1 00% 2 .58E-05 1 .00E-05 1 4 .58E-06 
> 1 00 
S l4 80% 60% 3 . 1 9E-01 0 .7367 0 .4573 0 .36
83 2.636 
Table 8.5: Statistical indicators for second set 
of rules using "Find :aws" . 
(AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensing/lntuitive; StdErr�St��
dard Error; RSq-R-Squared , 
StdDev=Standard Deviation; Sin= S1gmf1c
ance Index) 
8.5.3. Third exploration 
The dataset was enhanced with information deri
ved from attributes in the 
database to seek more accurate and significant rules. 
"Average document length" 
d b they were not believ
ed to 
and "average image a rea" were remove ecause
 . 
. . . d '  · of learning style as u
sers d1d 
prov1de useful i nformatio n  to pred1ct user 1mens1o
ns 
Attrl
.butes to model d ifferences in 
the behaviour of 
not have any control over  them. 
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users depending on  the length a nd images of document . . . s were generated by measunng and averagm g  ratios between u ser  activity attrib t d . . u es, ocument length and rmage area. The fol lowrng attributes were added: 
• Average of image a rea to time on page 
• Average of document length to time o n  page 
• Average of i mage a rea to mouse d istan ce 
• Average of document l ength to mouse d istance 
• Average of image a rea to scrol l  d ista nce 
• Average of document length to scrol l  d istance 
• Average of image a rea to scrol l  peaks 
• Average of d ocum ent length to scrol l  peaks 
Also, "Average of scro l l  peaks to t ime on page" was added to model the 
relationship  between the changes in the d irection of scrol l ing and the time spent in 
a document. "Average count of visited documents per domain" was removed from 
the dataset because it d id not prove to be relevant to find rules for the 
"Sequential/Global" d im ension of learning style ,  as SG2's statistical indicators 
(Table 8.4) d id not improve over SG 1 (Table 8 .2) .  
"Classify" was run with "Linear Regression "  to perform a p rel iminary exploration of 
the dataset. Results can be seen i n  Table 8 .6 .  
Classify Linear Regression 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR5 1 00% 1 00% 2.58E-05 0 .26 1 4  0.931 7 0. 1 229 0.3293 
Sl5 80% 60% 3. 1 9E-0 1 0 .8289 0.3 1 29 0.4252 -0.9782 
W3 1 00% 1 00 %  6 .44E-05 0.4291  0 .81 59 0. 1 906 0.4304 
SG3 70% 25% 7.43E-01 0 . 9095 0 . 1 728 0.4572 - 1 .26 1 
Table 8.6: Statistical indicators for third set of rules using "Ciassi!Y" and "Lin�ar 
Regression" (AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensing/lntuitiv� : W,=VJsu�IJYerb�l ,  -p SG=Sequentiai/Giobal; cp=Ciassification Probability; ce=Ciass1fJcat1on Eff1� 1�ncy, PV_a l- -
Value; StdErr=Standard Error; RSq=R-Squared; StdDev=Standard DevJatJon; Sin­
Significance Index) 
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There was a d ro p  in  the s ignificance index of AR5· S i n  fo AR5  r was 0.3293 
compared with 3 .569 for AR3 (Table 8 .4 )  or 3 .379 for AR1 {Table 8 _2). 
Classification statistical i nd icators remained the same as in  previous explorations, 
but there was an improvement in the l inear regression statistical ind icators: 
Standard error was 0 .26 1 4  for AR5, 0 .2876 for AR3 {Table 8 .4) and 0.4038 for 
AR1 (Table 8.2).  This explained the d rop i n  S i n :  The i ntrodu ction of new attributes 
enabled the finding of a more accurate ru le  for AR, but this resu lted in over fitt ing, 
and while AR5 was more accurate than A R3 or AR1 , it rep resent a less generic 
model . The same issue occurs in VV3: "Class ify" reports a n  accurate ru le, with 
1 00% classification probabi l ity and efficiency, but not s ignificant enough (S in  = 
0.4304) due to over fitt ing .  S l5  and SG3 showed no improvement compared to 
previous rules. 
"Classify" was run with "Find Laws" over the dataset to seek more accurate and 
significant ru les. Rules for Active/Reflective a nd VisuaiNerbal were found . 
Results can be seen in  Table 8 .7 .  
Classify Find Laws 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR6 1 00% 1 00% 2 .58E-05 3. 78E-05 1 1 . 73E-05 6 . 9 1 5 
VV4 1 00% 1 00% 6.44E-05 3 .56E-04 1 1 . 54E-04 4.891 
Table 8.7: Statistical indicators for second set of rules using "Find Laws". . 
. 
(AR=Active/Reflective; W=VisuaiNerbal; cp=Ciassification Probabil ity; ce=C�ass•f•cat•on 
Efficiency; PVai=P-Value; StdErr=Standard Error; RSq=R-Squared; StdDev-Standard 
Deviation; Sin= Significance Index) 
As in the rules found using "Classify" and  "Linear Regression", there was a 
significant drop in the Significance index of AR6 (S i n  = 6 .9 1 5) compared with AR2 
(Table 8.3) (Si n  > 1 00 )  and AR4 (Table 8.5) (S i n  > 1 00)  due to the reasons 
described above a lthough it was significa nt .  No significant rule was found for 
. .f. t le was found to determine the Sensing/Intuitive, but a n  accurate and s 1gm Jean ru 
VisuaiNerbal d imension  of learn ing style ,  which was not achieved in pr
evious 
. . F th le was based entirely on the explorations.  As it can be seen 1n Append iX , e ru . 
derived attributes introdu ced in  this exploration .  This was the reason w
hy prevtous 
explorations fai led to find  rules for this d i mension . 
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8.5.4. Fourth exploration 
A new exploration was performed includ ing derived attrib t d '  u es 1scussed above as 
well as the attributes rem oved i n  the th ird exploration ·  "ave d  rage ocument length" ,  
"average image a rea" a nd "average cou nt of vis ited docu t d . men s per omam". 
"Classify" was run with "L inear  Regression" to perform a prel iminary exploration of 
the dataset. Results can be seen in Table 8 .8 .  
The accuracy of AR7 a n d  VV5 improved with respect to AR5 and VV3 (both i n  
Table 8.6) and remained constant for 8 16  a n d  SG4. Significance indexes 
increased compared with the previous exploration ,  but ru les were sti l l  over fitted to 
the data. 
Classify Linear Regression 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR7 1 00% 1 00% 2.58E-05 0 .261 4  0 .93 1 7 0 . 1 229 0 .3293 
Sl6 80% 60% 3 . 1 9E-0 1 0 . 8289 0 .3 1 29 0.4252 -0 .9782 
VV5 1 00% 1 00 %  6.44E-05 0 .429 1 0 .8 1 59 0 . 1 906 0.4304 
SG4 70% 25% 7 .43E-0 1 0 .9095 0 . 1 728 0 .4572 - 1 .26 1 
Table 8.8: Statistical indicators for fourth set of rules using "Classify" and "Linear 
Regression" (AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensing/lntuitive; W=Visuai/Verbal ; 
SG=Sequential/Giobal; cp=Ciassification Probabil ity; ce=Ciassification Efficiency; PVai=P­
Value; StdErr=Standard Error; RSq=R-Squared; StdDev=Standard Deviation; Sin= 
Significance Index) 
"Classify" was run with "Find Laws" over the dataset to search for more accu rate 
and significant ru les. Ru les were sought us ing the attributes selected by "Classify" 
and "Linear Regression" instead of the whole set of attributes, in order to optimise 
the computing time u s ed for the search .  Accurate and sign ificant ru les for 
Active/Reflective and VisuaiNerbal were found .  Resu lts can be seen in Table 8.9. 
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Rule 
AR8 
VV6 
Classify Find laws 
cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
1 00% 1 00 %  2 .58E-05 8 .22E-06 1 3.77E-06 > 1 00 
1 00% 1 00 %  6 .44E-05 4 .74 E-03 1 2 .05E-03 6 .489 
Table 8.9. Statistical md 1cators for second set of rule · "F"  s usmg md Laws" 
{AR=Active/Reflective; VV=Visuai/Verbal ;  cp=Ciassification p b b" l "t . _ . . . ro a 1 1 y, ce-Ciass1f1cat1on 
Efficiency; PVai=P-Value; StdErr=Standard Error· RSq-R s d StdD , - - quare ; ev=Standard 
Deviation ;  Sin= Significance Index) 
Using only attributes fou nd relevant by "Linear Regression" as input for "Find 
Laws" enabled the find ing  of AR8, the most accurate and significant ru le for 
Active/Reflective so far. VV6 was less accurate than VV4 (Table 8.7) ,  but more 
significant. 
8.5.5. Further data cleaning and enrichment 
The research moved on  to analyse the d ata collected by the agent and see if more 
data cleaning and transformation could be performed. 
DataObjectAnalysis 
The DataObjectAnalysis table was d iscarded because no attributes that helped to 
determine user learn ing style were selected by previous explorations from the data 
contained in the table. 
DocumentAnalysis 
Data about the number of Web page elements such as images and t
ables and 
their position within the page was stored as  three values, indicating
 the number of 
elements in the top ,  middle and bottom third s  of each page .  l t  w
as thought that 
such detail would make it d ifficult for PolyAnalyst to find us
eful patterns. Top , 
middle and bottom fie lds were consol idated in a sing
le field that provided 
information about the n umber of elements in the page. 
User Activity Analysis 
In previous data clean ing ,  user activity e ntries that c
ontained zero mouse distance 
· Th
. eh was not correct because or t1me spent on page were removed . IS appro
a 
analysis of data and video feeds showed many 
instances in which users spent 
. · th mouse for example, by u
sing 
large amounts of time i n  a page Without movmg 
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the "back" or "forwa rd "  b uttons  to n avigate to a page E t · . · n nes correspondmg to 
user activity that lasted less than ten seconds were remov d · t . e Ins ead . Th1s was 
done because in many cases users uti l ised the back button to n · t t avrga e o a page,  
spend a few seconds identifying i t  and then n avigated again  away from the page.  
These interactions  were n ot considered to be relevant and were d iscarded. 
The way that the time spent by u sers viewing pages was measured did not take 
into account that users could use more than one I nternet Explorer window at the 
same time. If users n avigated to a page a nd then minimised the window where 
the page was displayed , the system measu red the time spent in the page 
regardless of the fact that u sers m ig ht not be viewing it. I n  order to minimise the 
bias produced by this,  the average time spent in viewing pages was calculated for 
each user, and then the t ime s pent on  each page was d ivid ed by this average. I n  
this way the information p rovided a bout the time spent in  each page was relative 
to the average time spent and minimised the effect of h aving several windows 
open at the same time: when u sers navigated to a page and stayed briefly in it, the 
time was less tha n  average and therefore the relative time spent in the page was 
less than 1 .  When users spent a long t ime in a page the time spent was more 
than average and therefore the relative time spent in  the page was more than 1 .  If 
users opened several windows the average time spent viewing pages increased , 
so the relative time spent was h igh as wel l  but in  l ine with the rest of relative 
times. A new attribute "Average of relative time on  page" was added. 
There were cases in  wh ich users opened a page in  a new window and did n ot 
close it until the end of the session .  These pages were identified with pop-up 
advertising windows or Google l istings a nd were removed from the database. 
There was an error calculating ratios derived from scrol l  d istance, such as "Ratio 
of document length by scrol l  d ista nce" .  I n  previous explorations, o nly e
ntri�s 
taken into account to avo1d whose scroll d istance was more than zero were 
. t taken into account when "divided by zero" errors . Other entnes were no . . . t f ten entries contained scrol l ing calculating the averages.  For example ,  1f  f1ve ou o 
. . . . th m of data by five , instead of Information the average was calcu lated d 1v1d1ng e su , 
. d they did not take into account ten .  Averages collected i n  this way were b1ase as 
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situations in  which users d id not scroll ,  reg a rd less of the length of the page.  This 
was corrected by us ing the total amount of entries i n  the average . 
Two users spent a larger  amount of t ime than a l lowed n avigating the I nternet. 
Video footage  and question ing showed that they were comparatively tired and 
bored after the first fiftee n  minutes using the I nternet and their user interface 
activity was reduced . E ntry time stamps for these users were examined and 
entries created after more than 1 5  minutes were deleted. 
Data enrichment 
Data was enriched with attributes not u sed in p revious explorations as wel l  as new 
attributes derived from the attributes recorded by B U CAgent.  
a) Document attributes 
Document attributes were not included i n  previou s  explorations because it was 
believed that document attributes were not relevant to d etermine user dimensions 
of learning style as users did not have control over  the layout and contents of the 
page that they visited . lt was thought that whi le this premise was true ,  document 
attributes cou ld provide i nformation that could be compared with other attributes 
derived from document a nd user attributes such as "Average  of image area to time 
on page" or "Average of document length to Mouse d istance" when the data 
mining engine sought for rules. The fol lowing document attributes were included: 
• Average of num ber of images 
• Average of number of tables 
• Average of number of l ists 
• Average of numbe r  of objects 
b) Document ratios 
. . b � d not only in  the number of lt was thought that u seful mformat1on could e .oun 
. t" f ppearance depending on the elements in a document, but a lso 1n the ra 10 o a 
document length . The following ratios were added : 
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• Average of a rea of i mages to document length 
• Average of n umber of images to document length 
• Average of numbe r  of tables to document length 
• Average of number of l i sts to document length 
• Average of numbe r  of objects to d ocument length 
c) Ratios to user attributes 
Only the ratios of the d ocument attributes "Average of document length" and 
"Average of images a rea" to u ser  activity attributes were included in previous 
explorations to see if they provided relevant information to generate ru les. As 
these ratios proved to b e  relevant, it was decided to enrich the data with similar 
ratios using other  document attributes .  The fol lowing types of ratio between 
document and user activity attributes were added , and can be seen in Appendix F:  
• Ratios to time on  page 
• Ratios to mouse d istance 
• Ratios to mouse s peed 
• Ratios to mouse movement i n  the X axis 
• Ratios to mouse movement i n  the Y axis 
• Ratios to scrol l  d i stance 
• Ratios to scrol l  s peed 
• Ratios to numbe r  of scrol l  peaks 
8.5.6. Fifth exploration 
. , f d rules that cou ld predict "Classify" was used with "Linear Regression to In new 
P I A lyst was used to specify the the learning style of new users accurately. o Y na 
minimum F-Ratio cal led the "critical F-Ratio" of the attrib
utes used to create the 
' . f 8 4 3 were used for regression model .  F-Ratios, as described In Sec 10n 
· · ' 
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measuring the importance of incl uding attributes into a model. 
influenced the target variable strongly had h igher F f 
Attributes that 
. . . . 
-ra 10 values. Setting a h igh 
Cnt1cal F-Rat1o resulted 1 n  more significant but less . . accurate rules. Cntlcal F-
Ratios were set to include  only s ignificant  attributes int 
. . 
o any generated rule and 
prevent over f1tt1ng .  A n u m ber of critical F- Ratios were te t d f s e or each rule to find 
which ones provided accurate rules with maximum signific · d . a nce In ex. Opt1mal 
critical F-Ratios for each rule can be seen in Table 8 . 1  o.  
Rule 
I 
AR9 517 W7 SGS 
lfc�rffiiti�c�ai�FCi-RRt----1�4�---r--�5�---+----�3�--�--�1
�---� 
Table 8.10: Optimal min im�m F-Ratios (AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensing/lntuitive; 
W=V•suaiNerbal ;  SG=Sequentiai/Giobal) 
Table 8. 1 1  shows the statistical ind icators for the rules fou nd using "Classify" with 
"Linear Regression "  and o ptimal critical F-Values .  
Classify Linear Regression 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR9 1 00% 1 00 %  6 .44E-05 0 .4992 0 . 7508 2.22E-0 1 1 2.27 
SI? 1 00% 1 00% 7.92E-06 0 .2973 0 .9 1 1 6  1 .49E-01 5. 1 07 
VV7 1 00% 1 00% 2. 06E-04 7 .54E-07 1 3.09E-07 1 .58 
SG5 1 00% 1 00% 7.92E-06 1 .45E-06 1 7.28E-07 0 
Table 8. 1 1 :  Statistical indicators for fifth set of rules using "Find Laws" 
(AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensing/lntuitive; W=Visuai/Verbal; SG=Sequentiai/Giobal ; 
cp=Ciassification Probability; ce=Ciassification Efficiency; PVai=P-Value; StdErr=Standard 
Error; RSq=R-Squared; StdDev=Standard Deviation; Sin= Significance Index) 
Accurate rules were fou nd for al l  the d imensions of learn ing style,  but only AR9 
and 817 were sign ificant enough.  "Classify" was run with "F ind Laws" using only 
the attributes selected by "Linear Regression" ,  but no sign ificant rules were found 
for any of the d imensions of learning style .  
8.5.7. Visualisation of rules 
Scatter graphs were plotted to visualise u sers clustered by their Active/Re
flective 
dimension of learn ing style using the three attributes that compose A
R9: Amount 
of mouse movement i n  the Y axis; ratio of document length to time 
spent on page; 
and ratio of images a rea to document length and scroll d istance. 
Figure 8.4 shows 
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a 3-D scatter graph showing user data points against the th tt ·b ree a n utes used by 
AR9. 
Reflectives (Y) 
Actives (Y) X[D.3767,0.602] Y[3673,4.129 .. 004] Z[16,02,1181] 
Figure 8.4: Clusters of Active (red) and Reflective (blue) users visualised by plotting data 
points against "amount of m ouse movement in the Y axis" (X), "ratio of document length to 
time spent on page" (Y); and "ratio of images area to document length and scroll distance" 
(Z) as used by AR9 (Table 8.1 1 )  
Figure 8.5, Figure 8 .6  and F ig u re 8 .7  show projections of the 3-D scatter g raph as 
2-D scatter graphs using two attributes. 
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Figure 8.6: Clusters of Active (red) and Reflective (blue) users visualised by plotting data 
points against "Amount of mouse movement in the Y axis" (X) and "ratio of images area to 
document length and scroll distance" (Y) as used by AR9 (Table 8.1 1 )  
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Figure 8.8 shows a 3-0 scatter g raph showing user data po· t · In  s aga1nst the three attributes used by AR9. 
Figure 8.8: Clusters of Sensing (orange) and Intuitive (green) users visualised by plotting 
data points against "average of time spent on page" (X), "average of scroll speed" (Y); and 
"ratio of images area to time spent on page" (Z) as used by Sl7 (Table 8.1 1 )  
Figure 8.9, F igure 8. 1 0  a n d  F igure 8. 1 1  show projections of the 3-D scatter graph 
as 2-D scatter g raphs us ing two attributes .  
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Figure 8.10: Clusters of Sensing (orange) and Intuitive (green) users visualised by plotting 
data points against "average of time spent on page" (X) and "ratio of images area to time 
spent on page" (Y) as used by Sl7 (Table 8.1 1 )  
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8.5.8. Sixth exploration 
After observing scatter g raphs created by plotting user d ata points against the attributes used by rules to predict user learning style, it was found that simple rules could be generated by observing the maximu m  and minimum value of each attribute for each dimension of learning style. For example, in Figure 8 . 1 2  two thresholds, A and B ,  cou ld be defined in  the X axis , corresponding to " ratio of document length to time spent on page" . All user data points with a ratio less than 
A were Active; all user d ata points with a ratio more than 8 were Reflective; Six 
Active data points between A and B were Active and two Reflective . A 
probabilistic rule could be inferred from this observation: New data points with a 
ratio of document length to time spent on  page less than A have a probabil ity of 
being Active equal to 1 .  If the ratio is more than 8 the probability was equal to 0 ,  
and if the ratio was between A and 8 the p robability was 6/8 . 
• 
. t 1 ngth to time spent on page) to Figure 8.12: Thresholds in  the X axis (ratio of documen e 
. 
create a simple rule to predict Active/Reflective users 
. , to find the most significant PolyAnalyst was used to run "linear Regression 
. . � h d imension of learmng style . attributes. Two linear regressions were run or eac 
. bl (True as Active and False as One using a 8oolean value as target vana e 
. d 0 . I e ( 1  as an extreme Acttve an as Receptive) and another using a contmuous va u 
h fi t . The selected attributes for t e trs an extreme Reflective) as a target vanable .  
. . T cant to determine whether a user linear regression were attnbutes that were SIQnl 1
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belonged to one d imensio n  of learning style or another, whi le the second set of 
attributes were sign ificant to determine the users' degree of belonging to a 
dimension of learn i ng style and could be compared with the I LS question naire 
scores. Both sets of attributes could be u sed to create probabil istic models and 
compare their accuracy. 
The most significant parameters for each d imension  (the attributes selected by 
Poly Analyst in the l inear regression)  were used to create a probabil ity model for 
each dimension of learn i ng  style that cou ld  predict the dimensions of learn ing style 
of users, by averaging the probabil ity returned from each of the thresholds. 
Microsoft Excel was u sed to automatical ly calculate the thresholds and 
probabilities for each attribute and dimension of learning style and generate rules 
that returned a value between 0 and 1 that indicated the average probabil ity of 
belonging to a d imension of learn ing style .  A threshold of 0.5 was set to create a 
second group of rules that returned a Boolean value that represented whether 
users belonged to a d imension of learning style .  Final ly, two new sets of rules 
were created from the previous sets by weighing each parameter by their F-ratio. 
Rule names and their d escription  can be seen in Table 8. 1 2. 
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Rule names Abbreviation 
PAR1 , PSI 1 , PVV1 , PXX 1  
PSG1 
PAR1W, PS1 1 W ,  
PVV1W, PSG 1 W  
PAR18 ,  PS I 1 B , 
PVV1 8 ,  PSG 1 B  
PAR1WB, PSI 1 WB ,  
PVV1WB, PSG 1 WB 
PAR2, PSI2, PVV2, 
PSG2 
PAR2W, PS12W ,  
PVV2W, PSG2W 
PAR2B, PSI2B, 
PW2B, PSG2B 
PAR2WB, PSI2WB, 
PVV2WB, PSG2WB 
PXX 1 W  
PXX 1 B 
PXX1 W B  
PXX2 
PXX2W 
PXX2B 
PXX2WB 
Description 
Rules that return a continuous value 
between 0 and 1 us ing attributes from 
the l inear regression that returned a 
continuous value,  without weighing. 
Rules that return a continuous value 
between 0 and 1 us ing attributes from 
the l i near  regression that returned a 
continuous value, weighed by F-ratio. 
R ules that return a Boolean value 
us ing attributes from the l inear 
regression that retu rned a continuous 
value ,  without weighing.  
Ru les that return a Boolean value 
u sing  attributes from the l inear 
reg ression that retu rned a continuous 
value ,  weighed by F-ratio. 
Rules that return a continuous value 
between 0 a nd 1 using attributes from 
the l inear regression that returned a 
Boolean value,  without weighing. 
Ru les that return a continuous va lue 
between 0 a nd 1 u sing attributes from 
the l inear regression that returned a 
Boolean value, weighed by F-ratio. 
Rules that return a Boolean value 
u sing attributes from the l inear 
reg ression that returned a Boolean 
value ,  without weighing .  
Rules that return a Boolean value 
using attributes from the l inea
r 
reg ression that returned a Boole
an 
value,  weighed by F-ratio. 
Table 8.12 :  Rule names and descnp
tlon 
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As it can be seen i n  Table 8 . 1 3 ,  none of the PXX1 a d p 
. . 
n XX1 W  rules are accurate. 
ThiS IS because these ru les return a continuous val th t ue  a can be compared to the 
exact value of the u ser' s  d i mensions of l ea rn ing st 1 lt · . Y e.  IS not poss1ble to find 
rules that predict the exact value of users ' d imension f 1 · 
. . 
s 0 earnmg style because 
the ILS questionnaire res ults u sed as tra in ing  d ata repres t t d e n  a en ency to one of 
the extremes of each d imension of learn ing  style I LS que t· · · s 1onna1re results do not 
represent an absolute a n d  d efin itive measure of the exact val f th d. · ue o e 1mens1ons 
of learning style for each u ser. 
PXX1 PXX1W PXX1 B PXX1WB 
stderr stderr cp ce cp ce 
AR 68.96% 66.47% 85% 57 . 1 4% 80% 42 .86% 
51 97.77% 99. 1 2% 65% 0% 65% 0% 
w 1 01 .28% 1 1 0 .61 % 80% 20% 75% 0% 
SG 1 08.70% 1 83 . 30% 80% 55.56% 50% -1 1 . 1 1 % 
Table 8.1 3: Statistical indicators for probabil istic rules using attributes from a l inear 
regression that returned continuous values, using data from 20 volunteers 
(AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensingllntuitive; W=Visuai/Verbal ; SG=Sequentiai/Giobal; 
cp=Ciassification Probabi lity; ce=Ciassification Efficiency; StdErr=Standard Error) 
PXX1 B and PXX1WB present better resu lts , with cp ranging from 85% (PAR1 B )  to 
50% (PSG 1 W8), but the ir  ce is not h igh e nough.  lt must be observed that the best 
rules in these two g ro u ps belon g  to the A R  d imension of learn ing style, in l in
e with 
previous findings. lt can also be noted that weigh ing the attribu
tes used to 
generate the pred iction  using their F-Ratio d id not improve the 
ru les , as PXX1 
rules were more accurate than PXX 1 W  a nd PXX1 8 rules were
 more accurate than 
PXX1 WB. 
PXX2 and PXX2W had a h igh standard error (see Ta
ble 8 . 1 4) because of the 
reasons described for PXX1 and PXX 1 W .  The cp o
f PXX28 and PXX2W8 was 
generally less than PXX1 8 and PXX1 W B ,  but their c
e improved with respect to 
previous groups.  Th is  means that ru les were less 
accurate but more significant. 
PAR2B has a cp = 9o% and ce = 7 1 .43%, which
 made this rule accurate and 
significant enough ,  as its ce was more than the 
minimum required based on the
 
na·ive prediction for AR. These groups of rules f
ol low the same trends as the 
rest 
of rules: rules to pred ict the AR d imension of lear
n ing style are the most ac
curate ; 
. t · ve the accuracy of rules . and weighing attributes by their F-Rat1o does no Jmpro 1 8o 
PXX2 PXX2W PXX2B PXX2WB 
stderr stderr cp ce cp ce 
AR 68.22% 1 1 4 .72% 90% 7 1 .43% 80% 42.86% 
SI 98.27% 1 07 .8 1 % 55% -28 .57% 60% -1 4.29% 
vv 10 1 .23% 1 06 .76% 85% 40% 80% 20% 
SG 1 27.64% 1 58 .50% 50% -1 1 . 1 1 % 60% 1 1 % 
Table 8.14: S!atistical i ndicators for probabil istic rules using attributes from linear 
regression that returned Boolean values, using data from 20 volunteers 
(AR=Active/Reflective; SI=Sensing/lntuitive; W=Visuai/Verbal; SG=Sequentiai/Giobal ·  
cp=Ciassification Probabil ity; ce=Ciassification Efficiency; StdErr=Standard Error) ' 
8.5.9. Further data acquisition and clea n i ng 
20 records were used to create the rules d escribed previously. I n  order to improve 
the statistical sign ifican ce and accura cy of the rules,  a second round of 
experiments took place i n  the U n iversity of Portsmouth and at the Director of 
Studies' house. The research laptop u se d  i n  p revious experiments was set up in 
one room, and two desktop computers were set up in  separate rooms. 33 new 
volunteers completed the I LS questionna i re a n d  carried out the same experiment 
task. The distribution of d imensions of learn ing style from the I LS questionnaire,  
incorporating the new volunteers , can be seen in Table 8 . 1 5.  
Data recorded by the u ser agent whi le volunteers carried out
 the experiment task 
was imported into a d atabase along d ata record ed from 
users in previous stages 
and cleaned as descri bed in Sections 8 .4 .2  a n d  8 .5 .5.  
1 8 1 
This study This study Other 
(20 vol unteers) (53 volunteers) Studies 
57% 59% 60% 
43% 4 1 % 40% 
52% 56% 65% 
48% 44% 35% 
76% 77% 77% 
24% 23% 23% 
"'.�iqL,teritiaf 34% 40% 60% 
Global 66% 60% 40% 
Table 8.15: Distribution of d.imensions of learning style over sample population, coompared wtth previous sample and other studies. 
8.5.1 0. Seventh exploration 
Cleaned data was imported i nto PolyAnalyst to find accurate and sign ificant ru les 
to predict user learn ing  style .  "Classify" was used with "L inear Regression" to find 
significant ru les that could accurately predict the learn ing style of new users .  
Although accurate rules were found , they were not sign ificant enough,  as  i t  can be 
seen in Table 8. 1 6 . The best critical F-Ratio was sought for each rule in  order to 
increase their sign ifican ce, but no  significant increase was achieved by modifying 
the critical F-Ratio. 
Classify Linear Regression 
Rule cp ce PVal StdErr RSq StdDev Sin 
AR1 0  96.2% 88.2% 1 .88E- 1 1 0 .560 1 0.6863 0.264 0.3522 
SIB 73.6% 43.2% 0 .3641 0 .8737 0 .2367 0.4409 - 1 . 1 09 
WB 98. 1 %  9 1 .7% 1 .84E-09 0. 5 1 56 0 .7341 0. 2 1 79 
0. 1 1 23 
SG6 94.3% 87 . 5% 8 .90E-1 3 0 . 54 1 5 0. 7068 0.2721 
1 .003 
· "Cl tfy" and "Lmear Table 8.16: Statistical i ndicators for seventh set 0! rules ��'"� :5.5 INerba l · 
Regression" (AR=Active/Reflective; SI=S��smg/�twttv� � vv. Vts�cienc . 'pvai=P-
SG=Sequentiai/Giobal ;  cp=Ciassification Probablllt�; ce-
C ia:;;:����
d
n 
�eviation�'sln= 
Value; StdErr=Standard Error; RSq=R-Sq
uared, StdDev 
Significance Index) 
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"Classify" was u sed with "Find Laws" to fin d  non-f in 1 . . . . ea
r ru es for Active/Reflective 
No srgmfrcant rules were found for any of the dimens·  f 1 . 
· 
rons o earnrng style. 
A number of attributes that a ppeared in AR 1 o also a p  d · . . . peare rn  AR9 and other AR 
rules, whrch rmphed that these attributes m ight be ind icat· f th · . rve o e d rmensron of 
learning style of the vol unteers , as they continued to appear even when the 
number of volunteers had grown . These attributes were: 
• Average of scro l l  s peed 
• Average of n um ber  of images to mouse s peed 
• Average of document length to scro l l  d istance 
• Average of number of images to scrol l  d istance 
• Average of document length to scrol l  s peed 
Probabil istic ru les were created as described in section 8 .5 .8 .  The rules were 
named fol lowing the scheme d escribed previously. Statistical indicators of 
accuracy can be seen i n  Table 8 . 1 7and Table 8 . 1 8. 
PXX3 PXX3W PXX38 PXX3WB 
stderr stderr cp ce cp ce 
AR 1 46.40% 1 45 .2 1 % 75.47% 23.53% 8 1 . 1 3  4 1 . 1 8% 
SI 1 32 . 1 1 % 1 32 . 1 8% 52.83% 3 .85% 54 .72% 7.69% 
w 1 61 .93% 1 60 .54% 8 1 . 1 3% 1 6.67% 83.02% 25% 
SG 1 1 8.79% 1 1 9 .78% 58.49% 8 .33% 56 .60% 4. 1 7% 
Table 8.1 7: Statistical indicators for probabilistic rules using attributes from
 a l inear 
regression that returned continuous values, using data from 50 volun
teers 
PXX3, PXX3W, PXX4 and PXX4W were not accurate because of t
he same 
reasons described for PXX1 , PXX1 W ,  PXX2 and PXX2W above. A
lso, although 
some of the PXX3B, PXX3WB, PXX4B a nd PXX4WB rules were 
accurate, none of 
the rules had good classification efficiency. 
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PXX4 PXX4W PXX48 PXX4WB 
stderr stderr cp ce cp ce 
AR 1 39 . 1 1 %  1 35 .62% 67% 0% 7 1 .70% 1 1 .76% 
SI 1 69 .3% 1 95 .6% 54 .72% 7 .69% 60 .38% 1 9 .23% 
w 1 56.9% 1 52 .8% 79.25% 8 .33% 67.92% -41 .67% 
SG 1 1 4 .8% 1 1 4 .3% 54.72% 0% 50 .94% -8 .33% 
Table 8.1 8: S!atlstical indicators for probabil istic rules using attributes from linear 
regresston that returned Boolean values, using data from 53 volunteers 
Probabil istic ru les created using attributes from a l inear regression that returned 
continuous val ues (PXX48 and PXX4WB )  were more a ccurate and efficient than 
probabil istic rules created using attributes from a l inear regression that returned 
Boolean values (PXX38 and PXX3WB).  Th is  is a d ifferent case than  the previous 
exploration, in which probabi l istic rules created using attributes from a l inear 
regression that returned Boolean values had better cp and ce. 
B. 6. Chapter discussion 
An experiment was d es ig ned u sing the intell igent agent system described in 
Chapter 6. The aim of the experi ment was to collect data from users and analyse 
it to find rules that enabled a prediction of u ser d imensions of learning style from 
recorded U l  activity, as  wel l  a s  to rate the su itabi l ity of Web pages for ea
ch 
dimension of learn ing style. 
Data from 20 vol unteers was collected and analysed . The a
nalysis yielded 
significant results and rules to determine the Active/Reflective,
 Sensing/I ntu itive 
and VisuaiNerbal d imensions of learn ing  style, but furt
her a n alysis using data 
collected from 50 u sers were not more significant. l
t was found that certain 
parameters remained as part of the best rules found 
using 20 and then 50 users. 
In particul ar, "Average of scroll s peed" ,  "Average of 
num ber of images to mouse 
d . t " "Average of number of speed", "Average of document length to scrol l  IS a
nce , 
images to scrol l  d istance" and "Average of documen
t length to scroll speed" were 
found in the most s ign ificant and accurate rules
 created to determine whethe
r 
users were Active or Reflective. 
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The way that the time s pent by u sers o n  d ocuments . was measured did not take 
into account whether users were viewin g  the document 0 ·f th d . r I e ocument wmdow 
was minimised or h idden u nder other windows Although tt · a n  a empt was made to 
correct this issue by calculating a "relative time" based on  th . e average t1me that 
users spent viewing documents (see Section 8 5 5) it is thou ht th t t· · · • g a ra 10s where 
time on page was u sed a re biased by th is flaw That said most of th 1 · • e vo u nteers 
recorded on video used a single window to carry out the task. 
Some of the second round  of experiments was performed in  the Director of 
Studies' house, as d escribed i n  Section 8 .5 .9 .  Two of the sites where computers 
were installed to perform the experiment were not isolated from the rest of the 
house and were noisy, so several volu nteers were d istracted while performing the 
experiment. This coul d  h ave led to biased data for these volunteers . More 
volunteers need to perform the experiment in a control led envi ronment, ideally in a 
dedicated room with a researcher observing them and taking notes on their 
behaviour, or a lternatively being recorded with a d ig ital video camera .  
More volunteers were a lso needed to val idate the ru les. W hen a model was bui lt 
from training data, the error on  the tra in ing data was a n  optimistic estimate of the 
error rates the model  achieved on  new d ata [Han & Kamber (2001 )] . If sign ificant 
rules were fou nd ,  they need val id ation using the holdout method : volunteer 
records split in two datasets. One dataset can be used to generate rules and the 
other dataset can be u sed to val idate the accuracy of the rules on new volunteers. 
Some volunteers were surprised that q uestions about the investigated subject 
were not asked at the end of the activity. Questions were not asked because the 
outcome of the experiment was not to measure the vol unteer's knowledge ga in
,  
but the way the knowledge had been acqu i red . Several volunteers stated tha
t if 
they had been warned that questions wou ld  be asked after the invest
igation , the 
overal l  motivation of the volunteers might have improved and bee
n made more 
homogeneous .  Some volunteers stated that they got bored whi le 
investigating. 
lt was described in Section 8.4.3 that "Classify" calculated a 
threshold value for the 
t f lgorithms that returned a output using a genetic algorithm ,  so that outpu rom a 
numerical value cou ld  be transformed into rules to spl it a 
dataset in two groups, 
such as "Active" and "Reflective" . O utput of probabi
l istic ru les described
1 
�� 
Sections 8.5.8 and 8 . 5 . 1 0 was u sed i n  a s im ilar way sp l "tt· . • I tng users 1nto two 
groups using a thresho ld  of 0 .5 because the output of the 1 ru es was a value 
between 0 and 1 .  Genetic algorithms such as  the one u sed by "Classify" could be 
used to find thresholds that make the probabi l istic ru les most accurate and 
significant. 
Rules to determine which document attrib utes were more appropriate for each 
dimension of learn ing style cou ld not be found  because only 30% of the pages 
visited were rated by at least one u ser. The experiment should have been spl it 
into two separate experiments: a n  experi ment s imi lar  to the one described i n  this 
Chapter, without asking  vol unteers to rate Web pages a nd a second experiment 
where volunteers were asked to rate h ow easy to u nderstand a set of predefined 
Web pages were. These pages could be l ive samples from the I nternet, or pages 
constructed using the same contents but d ifferent layouts. All pages could be 
related to the same subject. 
The fact that certain  parameters appeared constantly throughout the d ifferent sets 
of rules for each d imension of learn ing  style demonstrated the fact that user 
interaction with User I nterfaces cou ld  be u sed to classify users in  a number of 
behavioural groups, such as the d imensions of learning style used in  th is research 
or other learning style or  larger scale psycholog ical models. This cou ld help to 
create systems that assist users in  a n um ber of tasks such as retrieving 
information from the WWW in the way that suits more their  learn ing style, or in a 
bigger scale, their th inking  style .  
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CHAPTER N I N E  
DISCUSSION A N D  CONCLUSION 
This chapter describes the con clusions and  recommendat·10 lt· f ns resu 1ng rom the 
research presented i n  th is  thesis .  
Existing Web-Based Tea ch ing  (WBT) systems provide tools to develop Web­
based courses; del iver them on the Web; test u ser knowledge; track user activity; 
filter access to the I nternet; and a l low col laboration  between peers . WBT systems 
provided limited functional ity from the client side, so students could  lose 
concentration and n avigate to un related Web s ites . They did not provide 
intelligent advice on potentia l  s ites , consider student activity or provide content­
specific filtering of Web pages. Most of these systems were designed for d istance 
learning, and not to u se the I nternet as  a n  edu cation tool with in classrooms. 
9. 1. The first prototype filter 
A system called "Caught I n  The Act" (C ITA) was designed to overcome these 
l imitations. Specifications  were defin ed after researching existing systems and 
gathering information from teachers a nd the marketing department at the 
collaborating company. C ITA was divided between a server a nd a client. The 
server side, cal led C ITA server, cons isted of a Web server that stored and 
delivered Web lesson s  to c lients and  a proxy server that filtered client requests 
depend ing on the lesson being taught at the cl ient location . Lessons could be 
accessed using a standard Web browser and filtering was done by the server 
depending on the computer location . The client side, called CITA client, was a 
single window proprietary appl ication where Web pages were displayed in the 
same way as a standard Web browser. This a lso enabled teachers to ed it lesson 
Web pages within the browsing area ; g rant  access to a reas of the I nternet; p
ublish 
lessons on a Web server· a nd monitor student activity. ' 
. t st filter that was created The CIT A server prototype consisted of a cl 1en reque 
. . p s rver 2 0 This enabled usmg ISAPI filters and extensions for M 1crosoft roxy e · · 1 87 
the reuse of an existin g  proxy server. I nternet pe · . rmrssrons were stored in a 
Microsoft Access database.  This a llowed the u se of the t t C pro o ype IT A server as 
a test bed for testing fi ltering m ethods .  A C IT A cl ient prot t . o ype recerved student 
activity notifications from the server. After the prototype pas d ·t t . se unr  ests earned 
out by the author, it was i nstal led on  a test n etwork in  the col lab t' ora rng company 
and tested by staff and teachers .  Testers accessed the I nternet using standard 
Web browsers and the C ITA server prototype filtered cl ient access using a number 
of filtering methods and blocked the I nternet access when necessary. 
Four filtering methods were considered for the cl ient req uest filter: URL filtering; 
full text filtering; feature-based filtering ;  a n d  U RL filterin g  combined with ful l  text 
filtering . Feature based filtering was n ot tested because it required testers to 
extract document features manual ly and  it cou ld  on ly be applied to reduced sets of 
documents. Ful l  text filtering proved to be effective when blocking access to 
clearly unrelated Web pages but unre lated pages cou ld be allowed and related 
pages could be blocked if keywords were n ot selected careful ly. URL filtering 
proved to be easy to u se and e nabled teachers to define access for areas of the 
Internet. The CITA cl ient prototype successfu l ly notified teachers when students 
tried to access blocked a reas of the i nternet, but it flooded the client with alerts of 
access attempts to blocked pages. 
A mock version of the CITA cl ient was designed to look simi lar to standard Web 
browsers and use local ly stored Web page templates to d isplay information. 
However, redeveloping existing technology in a proprietary software package was 
an ineffective way of develop ing the C ITA cl ient. A lso,  a l imitation of using 
template Web pages to d is play i nformation was that information to populate 
the 
templates was pul led from the CIT A server when the templates we
re loaded · 
Templates could not be u sed to notify teachers i n  real  t ime when stu
dents did not 
I t ActiveX components were behave according to the lesson .  Java app e s or 
. . . . th C ITA server and display it from requrred to receive rea l  trm e  r nformatron from e 
template Web pages. 
. t e fi ltering was not enforced
 
The methodology was proven a lthough  at th rs s ag . 
. . manual ly stored in a Mrcrosoft depending on computer location .  Permrssrons were . 
W b ages to save them rnto
 
Access Database there were no tool s  to edit lesson 
e P ' 
' 
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single files or to pub l ish them on  a Web server. Management of users 
classrooms or computers were not provided . F u nctions . ' were not provided to add 
mod ify or delete teacher  log in i nformatio n .  A lso the CITA 
' 
• server prototype ran 
from a Web server and  a proxy server, which invo lved the need to establ ish and 
maintain a network i nfrastructure that was n ot avai lable ·1 n  h 1 many se oo s and 
colleges. The knowledge gained from the feedback received from the CITA 
design and from test ing the CIT A prototype suggested a n eed for another type of 
software tool that provided structured , focused and control led access to the 
Internet in an i ntuitive a nd non-intrusive way, relying on a min imal network 
infrastructure. The i mplementation of C ITA d id  not proceed any further as it was 
not considered the best design to achieve the goals and the research moved on to 
create a system cal led ilessons,  which achieved the goals set for CIT A. 
9.2. iLessons 
A novel set of tools cal led ilesson s  was c reated to overcome the l imitations of the 
CITA design .  ilessons  provided tools  that enabled teachers to: gather resources 
from the Internet such as text or images (resource collection) ;  create lesson Web 
pages (lesson editing) ;  d efine  stu dent a ccess to zones of the I nternet (navigation 
zone); and load lesson Web pages i nto student computers and enforce access 
restrictions to d efined zones of the I nternet ( lesson implementation) .  ilessons also 
provided students with tools  to create resource col lections  and create coursework 
using col lected resources (coursework ed iting) .  The ilessons User I nterface (U I ) 
was created within  M icrosoft I nternet Explorer ( lE) us ing Explorer Extensions. 
Interaction with users was achieved by u sing D yn amic HTML (DHTML) pages that 
provided dynamic, adaptive and attractive U l s .  D rag and  drop was avai lable t
o 
manage resources col lections a nd ed it lesson Web pages. Drag and 
drop 
eliminated the need for menus and was qu icker than a copy/paste 
sequence. 
· t ·t· nd easy to use Teachers and students considered ilessons to be 1n Ul IVe a 
because it was embedded into l E ,  a standard Web browser  that th
ey were fami l iar 
with . lE was selected because it was widely u sed in edu catio
nal establ ishments 
. . . . red Versions of ilessons and 1ts continuity and backward-compatibi l ity was ensu · 
F. f could  be also created . for other Web browsers such as Netscape or  1 re ox 
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ilessons enabled teachers to load lessons remotely t . o n  o computers grouped by 
classroom, makrng lesson Web pages avai lable to student d . . s a n  restnctlng I nternet 
access. ilessons  d id n ot rely o n  a server to provide 1 . . esson rmplementatron . 
Lessons were copied to n etwork folders with the same name th 1 as e c assrooms 
where computers were l ocated ,  and  the student computers loaded the correct 
lesson at start-up. 
Teachers and students u sed i lessons to reuse I nternet resources such as images, 
text, hyperl inks and HTML content. Testers claimed that collecting resources by 
using drag and d rop was effective a n d  easy to use,  but u sing drag and drop to 
reuse resources wh i le  ed itin g  lesson pages was s low and  ineffective. This was 
because users had to constantly switch between the resource collection and the 
lesson views in the i nfoPad a nd the i nfoPad sometimes l imited the editing area . 
Buttons were added to the ed it toolbar Ut  to enable teachers to use resources in 
lesson Web pages without having to d is play the info Pad . 
Web page ed iting was  implemented by reus ing the ed it ing features available in l E .  
Standard editing fun ction s  were appl ied by executing standard commands,  such 
as "Bold" or " Ital ic" . Ed iti ng  functions that were not standard were created. 
Internet Web pages were imported us ing a third-party com ponent. 
The navigation zone d efined I nternet pages, d i rectories and domains that students 
were allowed to access.  The n avigation zone was part of the lesson and was 
saved in the same file .  Three k inds of perm issions were available to define 
navigation zones :  "al lowed", "denied" a n d  "trusted". Trusting a Web page granted 
students access to the page and to any  other page l inked to the trusted Web page 
to a specified level . Th is e na bled teachers to create complex navigation zone 
structures. URL filterin g  was selected for ilessons  because it was a fast , 
simple 
and accurate filtering method .  The ilessons filter mon itored every requ
est made 
1 ents as specified in the from l E  and granted acces s  to pages or page e em 
. . rf d by mon itoring l E  navigation navrgation zone. F iltering was mamly pe orme . . t d t u pdate trusting information events but raw HTTP requests were a lso monr ore 0 
navigated to a page inside a and filter Web page e lement req ue sts. W hen users 
N t h aving ind ividual URLs for frameset, the main frame URL remained the same. 0 . 
a n  al lowed frame within a fra
meset betng 
each set of frames could lead to 
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unreachable if other pages i n  the same frame preced in g  th 1 1  e a owed frame were not allowed as wel l .  Teachers were advised to a l low the d ·1 t · rec ones where frames were stored or to u se trusting to g rant access to frames with in a frameset. 
9.3. The new intelligent agent systems 
Research moved on to p rovide less restrictive filtering so that the I nternet could be 
used by students a s  a research tool whi le  restricting a ccess to a subject area. 
Content-based document  fil tering cou ld  be u sed to gra nt access to documents 
classified as relevant to a subject, rather than to a l ist of U RLs created by the 
teacher. Teachers provided tra in ing Web pages related to a subject. Terms from 
these pages were extracted us ing a feature extraction algorithm and a document 
classification algorithm generated a classification pattern from the tra in ing set. 
When students requested Web pages,  the feature extraction algorithm extracted 
page terms and the document classification  algorithm returned the l ikel ihood that 
the page belonged to a subject. Access was gra nted to pages l ikely to belong to a 
certain subject withi n  a specified threshold . 
Other research work u ti l ised content-based document fi ltering methods to assess 
the suitabil ity and rel evance of Web pages and to recommend new pages. 
Intell igent document filtering a lgorithms a nd feature extraction algorithms were 
investigated. After considering assessments made by other researchers ,  
Document Frequency a n d  k-Nearest N eighbour were selected a s  the feature 
extraction a lgorithm and the d ocument classification a lgorithm for the model of a 
new intel l igent system.  N ew enhanced models of i ntel l igent document 
classification algorithms were created to assist users in researching using the 
Internet. The models were created by combin ing intell igent document 
· 
· 
· 
· · · · tic networks and col laborative class1f1cat1on algonthms w1th U RL f1ltenng ,  sema n  
agents: URL filtering was combined with document classification to store the score 
t I Tcation a lgorithm i n  a URL of retrieved documents given by the d ocumen c asst  1 
h 1 ·thm Semantic Networks of database, enhancing the performance of t e a gon · 
related documents were used to recommend related pages to users . 
These two 
enhancements were combined i n  a new model of a system of col l
aborative agents 
t. network updates from other that received new U RL database entries or sema n  tc 
users and recommended related pages fou nd by peers . 
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Subject-specific filterin g  us ing document categorisation was flexible enough to enable students to use the I nternet as a research tool wh'l le k · th eepmg em focused 
on a subject, but the model  l acked adaptabi l ity to meet student 1 · 1 earnmg sty es and 
did not provide any  col laboration faci l ities A n umber of research . · ers exammed 
and developed adaptive computer-based educational e nvironments that uti l ised 
learning styles to model  u sers and adapted educationa l  content to match user 
learning style .  Existin g  systems provided  intel l igent content adaptation based on 
learning style and previous knowledge.  T hese system s  worked with Web-based 
adaptive materia l  created with proprietary tools, but none of these systems used 
Web pages read ily avai lable on the I nternet, or inferred students' learn ing styles 
by analysing the way u sers n avigate a n d  interact with standard Web browsers. 
The research moved o n  to the creation of a new mode l  of a col laborative agent 
system that filtered and  recommended Web pages to students based on three 
different dimensions :  page relevancy ,  based on contents ; page layout based on 
student learning style ;  and  user activity (active or inactive). The new model 
enabled students to u se the I nternet to freely investigate a subject using intel l igent 
document classificatio n  to fi lter i rrelevant  Web pages. A U l  agent determined user 
learning style and activity by monitori ng  the way i n  which the user interacted with 
Web pages. To encourage users to jo in the learn ing experience after periods of 
inactivity, pages fou nd by oth er stud ents that suited their learning style were 
recommended to the m  by a recommender agent. Four models of learning style 
were considered :  Field dependency [Messick ( 1 976)] ;  Felder and Silverman 
[Felder & Silverma n  ( 1 988)] ;  Honey a n d  Mumford [Honey & Mumford ( 1 986)]; and 
Dunn  and Dunn [Du n n  (2000)] .  The Felder-Silverman d imensions of learn ing style 
model was a wel l -accepted model a nd it was selected because it provided four 
dimensions of learning  style that might be measured from data obtained from the 
user interaction with the computer. 
. t 1 f tudents patterns needed In order to automatical ly determine the learning s Y e o s ' . . . t 1 · ng styles interacted wtth a to be found in  the way users w1th d rfferen earm 
t f d patterns in  the layout and standard Web browser. l t  was also n ecessary o m 
. d t d by students depending on elements of Web pages that were eas1er to un ers an  
b u sed to enhance d istance­their learning style .  These patterns cou ld also e 
. . T n ew intel l igent agent systems learning WBT system s  descnbed m C h apter 2 .  wo 
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were created to record Web page structure a nd user act· ·t h " l  . lVI y w 1 e usmg Web browsers: Solstice and  B UCAgent. Recorded data was then analysed to create 
rules that could i nfer u ser learn i ng styles from the way users util ised the Web 
browser, and the su itab i l ity of pages for each d i me nsion of learning style could be 
found . Solstice was a first prototype created to test the abi l ity to retrieve user 
activity and document layout i nformation from a standard Web browser such as lE .  
This used the same tec hnology as ilessons so  that it cou ld be fully integrated with 
it. Information about Web pages and u ser activity was shown in a dynamically 
generated Web page withi n  l E .  B U CAgent (Browser User and Contents Agent) 
was then created to i ntegrate with ilessons and record U l  activity information that 
could be used to find  rules that h elped to i nfer the users' dimensions of learn ing 
style, as well as document structure features that cou ld be used to infer the 
suitabi l ity of docum ents for each learn ing  style. B U CAgent was successfully 
implemented as a m ulti-agent system comprising two types of agent: I E agents 
monitored l E  events, retrieving page and  u ser activity data while a single user 
agent per system kept the u ser's d imensions of learn ing  style and stored user 
activity information a nd document contents a nalysis from l E  agents . User agents 
were saved i nto a fi l e  and imported i nto a M icrosoft Access database to be 
combined with data from other u sers . 
9.4. Experiment and results 
BUCAgent was uti l ised in  a control led environment to retrieve U l  activity and 
document structure d ata while volunteers completed a research task. Collected 
· · · · t fin d  rules to pred ict user data was analysed u s1ng a data m m mg engme o 
· ·t b " l "t f Web pages for each d imension dimensions of learn ing  style and the su 1  a 1 1 Y o 
of learning style .  
. . t trieve user dimensions of An experiment was des1gned 1n three stages o re 
t cture data During Stage I ,  learning style ,  U l  activity data and W e b  page s ru · . . St I ( I LS)  questionnaire [Felder & volunteers completed the I ndex of Learn ing Y es . . tyle were known . Dunng Spurlin (2005)] so that their d imensions  of learn ing s 
. " 
. . What they are,  d ifferent types Stage 1 1 ,  volunteers i nvestigated P late tectomcs .  
d h I d , for 1 5  minutes using l E  a
nd B UCAgent an their effects o n  t e an scape 
b s During Stage I l l ,  embedded within the browser and optionally rated We page · 
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data from volunteers was  imported i nto a databas 1 . . . . e ,  c eaned and used in  a data mimng eng1ne to 1dent1fy rules that can be u sed t t . . o au  omatlcal ly determine the 
1earn1ng style of users by the way they i nteracted with t d s an ard Web browsers.  
Patterns were also searched in  the layout and content f w b s 0 e pages and the 
ratings given by vol unteers of each d imension of learning style so that Web pages 
with the most suitab le  layout for each d imension of learn ing style could be 
recommended to students based o n  the i r  learn ing style.  
The I LS questionnaire was sent by emai l  to N inety one potential volunteers .  Sixty 
seven volunteers completed the questionna i re and twenty completed the research 
task. The distribution of d i mens ions of learning styles in the volunteer population 
was similar to find ings of other  stud ies ,  apart from the "Sequential/Global" 
dimension of learn ing  style. For th is  reason "Sequential/Global" was not 
considered further. 
Data was imported i nto a d ata min ing eng ine called "PolyAnalyst" to find ru les to 
predict user learn ing style from the way users with d ifferent learn ing styles 
interacted w ith a standard Web browser, as well as ru les to predict the su itabi l ity of 
pages to each learn ing  style from the layout and e lements of Web pages. Two 
algorithms were selected : "Linear Regression" and "F ind Laws". The output of 
these algorithms was a human-readable model that cou ld be used to predict a 
continuous target variable from a set of i nput attributes .  Also, the "Classify" tool 
could be used to transform a lgorithm output into ru les to split a dataset in two 
groups,  such as "Active" and "Reflective" .  Four explorations were performed using 
these algorithms in  a n  iterative way, fin e  tun ing the d ata and adding and removing 
attributes in  order to find  progressively accurate and s ignificant ru les. Accu
rate 
and significant rules were found for the "Active/Reflective" and the "Visu
aiNerbal" 
dimensions of learn ing  style. 
Data was analysed a n d  further clean ing  and transformation w
as performed. Data 
t. re removed and document tables found irrelevant  in previous explora 1ons we 
. n ingful attributes. Also, the structure data was tran sformed to prov1de more mea 
measurement of tim e  was tran sformed to correct bias 
produced by volunteers 
using more than one l E  window at the same time. Ratio
s where t ime on page was 
1 t used a single window. A used were biased by this flaw,  althoug h  most vo un  eers 
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new exploration was performed and accurate a nd s ign 'f t 1 I lean ru es were found for 
the "Active/Reflective" a n d  "Sen sing/I ntu itive" d imensions f 1 · o earn1ng style. 
After plotting scatter g raphs us ing the most significant attr·rb t f d . u es oun r n  each 
rule, it was found that s impl e  rules cou ld be generated by obse · th . rv1ng e maxrmum 
and minimum value of each attribute for each d imension of 1 • earnrng style .  
Microsoft Excel was u sed to automatical ly  calculate sets of rules that returned a 
value between 0 and 1 that indicated the average probabi l ity of belonging to a 
dimension of learn i ng  style and ru les that returned a Boolean value that 
represented whether u sers belonged to a d imension of learning style.  None of the 
rules that returned a ve rage probabi l ities were accurate because it was not 
possible to find rules that predicted the exact value  of users' dimensions of 
learning style ,  as I LS  question naire res ults did not represent an absolute and 
definitive measure of the exact value of the dimensions of learn ing style for each 
user. Rules that returned Boolean values presented more accu rate resu lts , and 
an accurate and s ignificant ru le  to determine "Active/Reflective" was found . 
In order to improve the statistical s ign ificance and accuracy of the rules, a second 
round of experiments was performed . D ata from 53 volunteers was uti l ised to find 
accurate and sign ificant ru les to predict u ser learn ing style .  A number of attributes 
that appeared in p reviou s  Active/Reflective rules a lso a ppeared in this exploration ,  
which implied that these attributes m ay be ind icative of the d imension o f  learn ing 
style of the volu nteers ,  as they continue to appear even when the number of 
volunteers grows. Th is proved that there were parameters in  the way that users 
interacted with the I nternet that could  be measured to c lassify users i n  a number o
f 
behavioural g roups, such as  d ifferent learn ing style models or large
r scale 
psychological models .  Systems cou ld then adapt the ir  behaviour to
 suit the 
behavioural traits of the u ser. 
9.5. Resolution of Research Aims and Objectives 
a) Investigate existing Web Based Teaching (WBT) 
systems. 
Commercial WBT systems were investigated and review
ed in Chapter 2 · New 
t. tent depending on stude
nt 
intelligent agent systems that provided adap 1ve co n  . . 
Related technologies were revJe
wed Jn 
learning style were reviewed i n  Chapter 6 .  
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Chapter 2 ,  includ ing computer hardware, computer netw k . o r  s ,  operatmg systems 
proxy servers and Web browsers .  ' 
b) Design and implement new User Interfaces to assist teachers. 
Ul strategies were investigated a nd n ew U l s  were created to assist teachers and 
students taking into account the l im itations of exist ing systems and feedback from 
teachers. The U ls  were e mbedded i nto a standard Web browser and used 
DHTML and drag & d ro p  technology, which made them i ntuitive and easy to use. 
c) Create a novel WBT system. 
The CIT A server prototype described i n  C hapter 3 cons isted of a client request for 
Microsoft Proxy Server 2 .0 .  Areas of the I n tern et a llowed during lessons were 
stored in a M icrosoft Access d atabase . This a l lowed u sing the prototype CIT A 
server as a test bed to test fi ltering m ethods .  The CIT A cl ient prototype received 
student activity notifications  from the server. 
ilessons was described in Chapter 4 a nd enabled teachers to collect resources 
from the I nternet and reuse them i n  Web-based lessons using drag & d rop; to 
define access to zon es of the I nternet by navigating to s elected sites; and to load 
lessons and filter relevant Web pages i n  student computers grouped by 
classroom. lt enabled stu dents to create cou rsework using resources collected 
from the Internet. 
d) Investigate filtering methods and intelligent document classification. 
Models of existing fi ltering methods were created in  Chapter 2. Models of new 
intell igent filtering methods using supervised mach ine  learning algorithms were 
defined in Chapter 6 and enhanced u sing existing fi l tering methods. Document 
filtering based on learning styles was investigated . 
e) Investigate learning style models. 
Models of learning style were identified and i nvestigated in C
hapter 6· WBT 
systems that took into account learn ing styles to adapt their
 behaviour to users 
f th u sed intell igent methods to were investigated and it was fou nd that none o ese 
automatically determine users learn i ng style .  
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� Define user behaviour and document parameter.s t d t · o e ermme user 
teaming style. 
User behaviour parameters that cou ld  h el p  to d etermine u ser  lear · t 1 n rng s y es were 
identified. Some para meters could  be recorded us ing d ifferent methods .  Methods 
were i nvestigated and  the most appropriate methods were identified . 
g) Design and implement a new and intelligent student agent. 
Solstice and BUCAgent were described i n  Chapter 6 .  Solstice was a first 
prototype created to test the abi l ity to retrieve user activity and document layout 
information from a standard Web browse r  such as l E  us ing the same technology 
as ilessons .  BUCAge nt was created to i ntegrate with ilessons and record U l  
activity information that could b e  used b y  to find ru les that helped to infer users' 
dimensions of learn i ng  style, as well a s  d ocument structure features that could be 
used to infer the su itabi l ity of documents for each learn ing  style .  
h) Find ways to infer student learning style from student behaviour 
Data mining algorithms were appl ied to data recorded by the new intel l igent 
student agent to find  rules to i nfer student learn ing  style.  Resu lts were compared 
to find the most a ccurate and s ignificant ru les. A new method based on 
probabi l ities and thresholds was created and rules were created using this 
method. 
9.6. Key research successes and contribution 
Research into W BT and learning styles has been u ndertaken . A WBT system that 
t ted The research could be used for further research and developmen was crea · 
work brought the fol lowing successes :  
Main systems created :  
• CITA prototype: A cl ient/server system u se d for test
ing filtering methods 
and Ul designs .  
that e nabled teachers to focus, • ilessons: A Web browser-based system 
t from a standard Web browser. structure and control the use of the I nterne 
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• Solstice: A prototype of a n  inte l l igent age t t . . n sys em that recorded user act1vrty and page layout d ata whi le u sers browsed th w . e orld Wrde Web (WWW). 
• BUCAgent: An intell igent agent system that recorded t· · user ac tvtty and page 
layout data whi le users browsed the WWW Data d � . · was use .or creat1ng 
rules to infer u ser learn ing style a n d  s uitable pages from their behaviour. 
New methods :  
• Resource col lection from the Web browser enabled u sers to compile and 
share resources from the WWW u sing d rag & d rop from a standard Web 
browser. 
• Page editing from the Web browser enabled teachers to create and share 
lesson Web pages and u se col lected resources from a standard Web 
browser. 
• Page filtering from the Web browser enabled teachers to focus and control 
the use of the I nternet by stud ents from a sta ndard Web browser without 
the need of server software.  
• New and enhanced Web page filtering models to enable students to use the 
Internet as a research tool while keeping them focused into a subject and to 
assist them by sharin g  the m ost su itable pages found by other students 
based on learning  style. 
• Methods to capture user behaviou r  learn ing styles to create a database that 
could be m ined to find  relationsh ip  between u ser behaviour and learnin
g 
style. 
• Rules to infer student learn ing  style from student behaviour so that new 
system s  cou ld  automatical ly d etect u sers' learn ing style and react 
accordingly. 
f f a method to infer student The key contribution to knowledge was the crea ron ° 
. . . 'th a standard Web browser learning styles from their behaviour whr le rnteractrng wr 
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and the WWW, and the rules a nd knowledge res ulting f th . . rom e appl ication of this 
method. 
9. 7. Improvements to this research 
Some experiments d u ring  the second experiment row were pert d · orme 1n  a house 
and two of the sites where computers were instal led were no· d 1sy an several 
volunteers were d istracted whi le performing the experi me nt. Th is cou ld have led 
to biased data for these vol unteers. Volu nteers were needed to perform the 
experiment in a control led envi ronment. A second g roup of volunteers was also 
needed to val idate the ru les us ing the holdout method by spl itting data from 
volunteers in  a generation  dataset and a val idation d ataset. 
Using an extended sample  population would enable more accurate and significant 
rules to be found for the visua l/verbal d imens ion  of learn ing  style.  Other research 
programmes being u ndertaken at the U n ivers ity of Portsmouth use incentives such 
as prize draws to attract vol unteers . Th is  approach could have been used to 
obtain volunteers for th is research but it was not possib le due to funding and time 
constraints. 
Rules to determine which document attributes were more appropriate for each 
dimension of learn ing  style could n ot be found becau se rating pages was a 
secondary requireme nt in  the experiment task and on ly 30% of the pages visited 
were rated by at least one u ser. A second experi ment was needed where 
volunteers were asked to rate a set of predefined Web pages on how easy they 
were to understand . These pages could be l ive samples from the Internet, or 
pages constructed us ing identical  contents d isplayed us ing d ifferent layouts. 
"Classify" calculated a threshold value  for the output u sing a genetic alg
orithm,  so 
that output from algorith ms that returned a numerical value could b
e transformed 
h "Active" and " Reflective" into rules to spl it a dataset i n  two g roups , sue as  
· 
. · .1 way spl itting users into two Output of probabi l istic rules was used 1 n  a s 1ml  a r  • 
t t of the rules was a value groups using a threshold of 0.5 because the ou pu  
sed by  "Classify" cou ld be between 0 and 1 .  Genetic algorithms such as the one u 
T f les most accurate and used to find thresholds that make the probabl IS IC ru 
significant. 
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9.8. Suggestions for future work 
User navigation plots could  be recorded from volunteers a nd patterns could be 
found to determine the seque ntia l/global  d im ension of learn ing style .  
A new experiment cou ld  be des igned to find the characteri stics of documents that 
make them suitable for each learn ing  style .  Volunteers could navigate a series of 
prearranged Web pages conta in ing  the same information ,  but d isplayed in  
different ways. Ratings  for these pages could be obta ined from the volunteers and 
rules could be i nferred to rate the suitabi l ity of n ew pages for each l earn ing style.  
The experiment described in Chapter 8 to record user i nterface activity data and to 
create rules to infer u ser d imensions of learn ing  style from the col lected data could 
be extended to include other models such as H oney and  Mumford , described in 
Chapter 6. Comparative analysis cou l d  then be carried out between d ifferent 
learning style models .  
9.9. Thesis Conclusion 
Research was undertaken i n  the area of W BT to create new and intel l igent 
software tools and m ethods to assist teachers and students in  using the I nternet. 
New WBT systems were developed a s  a resu lt of this research, and ilessons is 
being marketed as a commercial product. New inte l l igent agent systems were 
created. Data collected by a new intel l igent agent system was analysed and ru les 
were created from it to predict the Active/Reflective, Sensing/I ntuitive and 
VisuaiNerbal d imensions of learn ing style.  The new W BT systems were designed 
in collaboration with Counterpoint MTC Ltd, who now markets the new systems. 
BUCAgent could be marketed as part of ilessons if further research on su itabil ity 
of documents for each d imension of learn ing style was u ndertaken.  
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APP E N DIX A 
!LESSONS USE R I NTERFAC E S OFTWARE D ESIGN 
ilessons User Interface (U I )  classes were loaded by I nternet Explorer to 
display the ilessons U l .  U l s  were d isplayed as HTML pages embedded within 
the ilessons tool bar and the infoPad . 
ilessons Ul  classes were organised h iera rchical ly and com mon functional ity 
was implemented in parent classes (F igure A . 1  ). The generic functional ity 
necessary to implement an Explorer  Extension was implemented in 
CCoBrowserExtension. CCoToolband implemented functional ity specific to 
the ilessons toolbar and CColnfoPad implemented functional ity specific to the 
ilessons infoPad . 
I 
m vif:ow'> I 
I 
r--� I - - - - - - - - - - - - 1l ...,__,._,l��.:.IBr�!"'•nsior�l� 1: 
std::map •U&M" 1 r--------K- - - - - - - - J  
0 IRw..ourr.::eCoiUI 
Figure A.1 : U l  class diagram 
2 1 0  
CCoBrowserExtension ,  CCoToolband and CColnfoPad stored pointers to 
classes that implemented l nfoPad or toolbar U t  views: CCoResou rceCoiU I for 
the resource collection ;  CCoLessonU I  for the lesson view· ' 
ccoTBNavigationUI for the teacher/student toolbar; and CCoTBEd itionUI for 
the edition tool bar. 
Functionality was exposed to the U l  by classes named with the "UI" suffix so 
that different U l  views could be added to the same extension without 
overloading the extension class with methods. Ul classes followed the same 
hierarchy structure than extension classes (Figure A.2) .  Generic functionality 
was implemented by CCoBrowserExtUI .  CCoToolbandUI  and CColnfoPadUI 
provided specialised functiona lity and  the U l  c lasses added specific 
functionality to each view. The left branch of Figure A.2 shows interfaces 
implemented by the extension classes. The right branch shows Ul classes. 
Interfaces with the U l  suffix were accessed by the HTML U l .  Interfaces with 
the Ul i  suffix were accessed by extension classes to control the HTML Uls.  
qinterfaoo. 
IRe&ourceCoiUl 
(tinterface� 
lftcsourccCoiUii 
«intetface» 
llesSOilUI 
« imerface» 
ll.es$onUii 
Figure A.2: Interface hierarchy 
«itl1erfaceh 
lTBNavlgatlonUI 
{(intlfffacea 
rTBNavlgalionUii 
«mterface» 
ITBEdltlonUI 
«Interface,. 
JTBEditionUii 
2 1 1 
APPE N DIX B 
ILESSONS U S E R  FEEDBACK QU ESTIONNAIRE 
1 .  Did you experience any problems with the ilessons down load? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
If Yes, what problems? 
2 .  Have you installed i lessons s ince down loading the software? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
If No, why not? 
3. Have you used ilessons? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
If Yes, which features h ave you used: 
0 Allow or deny web pages 
D Collect resou rces 
D Building a lesson web page 
D Implement a lesson 
D Preview a lesson as a student 
If No, why not? 
4. In overall, how easy did you find i lessons to use? 
0 very easy 
0 easy 
0 quite d ifficult 
0 difficult . . . . . ? If you found ilessons qu rte d rffrcult o r  d rffrcult to use, why · · 
5. Would you consider buying ilessons? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
If No, why not? 
6. Did you use the tutorials? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
I f  No, any particu lar  reason why not? . 
If yes, how helpful d i d  you find the tutonals? 
D not helpful 
D slightly helpful 
D helpful 
D very helpful r htl helpful why? If you found the tutorials not he lpfu l  or only s rg Y ' 2 1 2  
APP E N D IX C 
EXPERIM E NTAL SYSTEM DATABAS E DESIGN 
Table definitions 
Users table 
userGUID 
username 
active Reflective 
sensitive Intuitive 
visuaiVerbal 
sequentiaiGiobal 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Num ber 
Number 
UserRatings table 
use riD 
documented 
rating 
Number 
Number 
Yes/No 
UserActivityAnalysis  table 
analysis ID 
user!D 
dataObjectiD 
documented 
timestamp 
timespent 
mouseDistance 
mouse Speed 
mouseXFactor 
mouseYFactor 
scroiiYD istance 
scrollYSpeed 
scroiiYPeaks 
navigation l n 
navigationOut 
AutoNumber 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
Number 
Number 
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OocumentAnalysis  table 
documented 
url 
documentlength 
imagesArea 
images Top 
imagesMiddle 
images Bottom 
tables Top 
TablesMiddle 
tables Bottom 
bulletlists Top 
bulletlistsMidd le 
bulletlistsBottom 
numberlistsTop 
numberlistsMiddle 
numberlistsBottom 
objects Top 
objectsMidd le 
objects Bottom 
countQuestionMarks 
countExclamationMarks 
countExample 
countFigure 
countQuestion 
countDiagram 
countFact 
countPrevious 
countNext 
AutoNumber 
Memo 
N umber 
N umber 
N umber 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
Number 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
Number 
N umber 
N umber 
N umber 
Number 
Number 
N umber 
N umber 
N umber 
DataObjectAnalysis  table 
dataObjectiD 
textlenght 
numCopies 
numDragDrops 
countlmages 
countT abies 
countBulletlists 
countNumberlists 
countObjects 
countQuestionMarks 
countExclamationMarks 
countExample 
countFigure 
countQuestion 
countDiagram 
countFact 
countPrevious 
countNext 
AutoNumber 
Number 
Nu mber 
N umber 
N umber 
Number 
N umber 
N umber 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
N umber 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
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Table relationships 
Figure 8.1 : Table relationships 
textlength 
numCopies 
numDragDrops 
count images 
countT abies 
countBulletlists 
countNumberlists 
countObjects 
countQuestionMarks 
countExdamationMarks 
countExample 
countFigure 
count Question 
countDiagr am 
countPrevious 
countNext 
countFact 
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APP E N DIX D 
VOLUNTEE R  TAS K  FOR EXP E RIMENT STAGE l l  
Task title: Gain knowledge on plate tectonics 
Time to complete the task: 1 5  minutes. 
Objectives: 
To gain knowledge on  plate tectonics - What they are, different types, their 
effects on the landscape. 
Description: 
Use the World Wide Web to learn about plate tecton ics. After you complete 
this task, you should have a good knowledge on:  
• What plate tectonics are.  
• The different layers of the Earth . 
• The major p lates and how they are d istributed . 
• The different kinds of plate boundaries . 
• The d ifferent kinds of plate motion. 
• The impact of plate tectonics on the landscape. 
You may use the search engines of your  choice to find the resources to 
complete this task.  
There are two buttons  on the top right corner of I nternet Explorer, showing 
two light bulbs, switched on and off. If you find a page particularly easy to 
understand, you may click on the switched on bulb .  If you find a page 
particularly d ifficult to understand,  you may cl ick on the switched off bulb. 
Please note that by clicking on the l ight bulbs you are expressing how easy to 
understand is the page for you , not the relevance of the contents to the 
subject. 
Also, using the l ight bulbs is not part of the main task and no special effort 
should be put in  rating a particular page. 
b t. I l l  Thank you very much for your colla ora 1on . . .  
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AP PEN DIX E 
INDEX OF LEARN I N G  STYLES QU ESTION NAIRE 
Barbara A. Soloman 
First-Year  Col lege 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, North Carol ina 27695 
Richard M.  Felder 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
North Carol ina State University 
Raleigh ,  NC 27695-7905 
Directions 
Circle "a" or "b" to indicate your  answer to every question .  Please choose only 
one answer for each question . If both "a" and "b" seem to apply to you ,  
choose the one that applies more frequently. 
1 . 1 understand something better after I 
(a) try it out. 
(b) think it through. 
2. I would rather be considered 
(a) realistic. 
(b) innovative. 
3. When 1 think about what I did yesterday, I am most l ikely to get 
(a) a picture. 
(b) words. 
4. 1 tend to 
(a) understand detai ls of a subject but may be fuzzy about its overall 
structure . . 
(b) understand the overal l  structure but may be fuzzy about detai lS. 
5. When 1 am learni ng something new, it helps me to 
(a) talk about it .  
(b) think about it. 
6. If I were a teacher, I would rather  teach a course 
(a) that deals with facts and real l ife situations. 
(b) that deals with ideas and theories. 
7. 1 prefer to get new i nformation i n  
(a) pictures,  d iagrams, graphs, or map�. 
(b) written d irections or verbal information. 
8. Once I understand 
(a)  al l  the parts, I understand the whole t_
h ing. 
(b) the whole thing, I see how the parts f1t. 
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9. In a stu.
dy gr�u p  working on difficult material , 1 am more l ikely to (a) JUmp 1n and contribute ideas. 
(b) sit back and l isten.  
10 .  I find it  easier 
(a) to learn facts. 
(b) to learn concepts. 
1 1 . 1n a book with l ots of pictures and charts, I am l ikely to 
(a) look over the pictures and charts carefully. 
(b) focus on the written text. 
1 2. When I solve math problems 
(a) I usually work my way to the solutions one step at a time. 
(b) I often just see the solutions but then have to struggle to figure out 
the steps to get to them. 
1 3. In classes I have taken 
(a) I have usually gotten to know many of the students . 
(b) I have rarely gotten to know many of the students. 
1 4. In reading nonfiction, I prefer 
(a) something that teaches me new facts or tells me how to do 
something .  
(b) something that gives me new ideas to think about. 
1 5. 1 1 ike teachers 
(a) who put a lot of diagrams on the board . 
(b) who spend a lot of time explaining. 
16. When I'm analyzing a story or a novel 
(a) I think of the incidents and try to put them together to figure out the 
themes. 
(b) I just know what the themes are when I finish reading and then I 
have to go back and find the incidents that demonstrate them. 
1 7. When 1 start a h omework problem, I am more l ikely to 
(a) start working on the solution immediately. 
(b) try to fully understand the problem first. 
18 . 1 prefer the idea of 
(a) certainty. 
(b) theory. 
19.  I remember best 
(a) what I see. 
(b) what I hear. 
20. lt i s  more important to me that an instr�ctor 
(a) lay out the material in clear sequent1al steps. . 
(b) give me an overall picture and relate the material to o
ther subjects. 
21 . I prefer to study 
(a) in a study group. 
(b) alone. 
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22. I am more l ikely to be considered 
(a) careful about the detai ls of my work. 
(b) creative about how to do my work. 
23. When I get d irections to a new place, 1 prefer 
(a) a map. 
(b) written instructions. 
24. 1 1earn 
(a) at a fairly regular pace. If I study hard ,  I ' l l  "get it. "  
(b� in  fits and starts. I ' l l be totally confused and then suddenly i t  a l l  "clicks." 
25. I would rather first 
(a) try things out. 
(b) think about how I 'm going to do it. 
26. When I am reading for enjoyment, I l ike writers to 
(a) clearly say what they mean .  
(b) say things i n  creative, interesting ways. 
27. When I see a diagram or sketch,  I am most l ikely to remember 
(a) the picture . 
(b) what the i nstructor said about it. 
28. When considering a body of information, I am more l ikely to 
(a) focus on details and miss the big picture. 
{b) try to understand the big picture before getting into the details. 
29. I more easily remember 
(a)  something I have done. 
{b) something I have thought a lot about. 
30. When I have to perform a task, I prefer to 
{a) master one way of doing it. 
(b) come u p  with new ways of doing it. 
31 .  When someone is showing me data, I prefer 
(a) charts or graphs. 
(b) text sum marizing the results. 
32. When writing a paper, I am more l ikely to 
(a) work on (think about or write) the beginning of the paper and 
progress forward . 
(b) work on (think about or write) d ifferent parts of the paper and then 
order them. 
33. When 1 have to work on a group project, I first want t_
o 
. 
(a) have "group brainstorming" where everyone contnbutes rdeas . 
(b) brainstorm individually and then come together as a group to 
compare ideas. 
34. I consider it h igher praise to call someone 
(a) sensible. 
(b) imaginative. 
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35. When I meet people at a party, I am more l ikely to remember (a) what they looked l ike. 
(b) what they sa id about themselves. 
36. When I am learning a new subject, I prefer to 
(a) stay focused on that subject, learning as much about it as 1 can .  (b) try to make connections between that subject and  related subjects. 
37. 1 am more l ikely to be considered 
(a) outgoing. 
(b) reserved .  
38. I prefer courses that emphasize 
(a) concrete material (facts, dat(a). 
(b) abstract material (concepts, theories). 
39. For entertainment, I would rather 
(a) watch television . 
(b) read a book. 
40. Some teachers start their lectures with an outl ine of what they will 
cover. Such outl ines are 
(a) somewhat helpful to me. 
(b) very helpful to me. 
41 . The idea of doing homework in groups, with one grade for the group, 
(a) appeals to me. 
(b) does not appeal to me. 
42. When I am doing long calculations, 
(a) 1 tend to repeat al l my steps and check my work carefully. . (b) 1 find checking my work tiresome and have to force myself to do 1t. 
43. I tend to picture places I have been 
(a) easily and fairly accurately. 
(b) with d ifficu lty and without much detail . 
44. When solving problems in  a group, I would be more l ikely to 
(a) th ink of the steps in  the solution process: . . . 
(b) think of possible consequences or apphcat1ons of the solution In a 
wide range of areas .  
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ILS scoring sheet 
1 .  Put "1 "s in the appropriate spaces in  the table below (e.g. if you answered "a" to Question 3, put a "1 " in Column  A by Question 3) .  
2.  Total the columns and write the totals in the ind icated spaces. 
3. For each of the fou r  scales, subtract the smaller total from the larger one. Write the difference ( 1  to 1 1 ) and the letter (a or b) for which the total was 
larger on the bottom l ine.  For example, if under "ACT/REF" you had 4 "a" and 7 "b" responses, you would write "3b" on the bottom l ine u nder that heading . .  
4. O n  the next page ,  mark "X"s above you r  scores on  each of the four scales. 
ACT/REF SNS/INT VISNRB SEQ/GLO 
Q a b Q a b Q a b Q a b 
1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 1 0  1 1  1 2  
1 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  
1 7  1 8  1 9  20 
21 22  23 24 
25 2 6  2 7  28 
29 30 3 1  32 
33 34 35 36 
37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 
Total (sum X's in each column) 
ACT/REF SNS/INT VISNRB SEQ/GLO 
a b a b a b a b 
(Larger Smallerl + Letter of Larger (see below*) 
*Example · If you totaled 3 for a and 8 for b, you would ent�r 5_b in��: :f��= 
below. T;ansfer you r  scores to the ILS report form by P acmg 
appropriate locations on the four  scales. 
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ILS report form 
ACT REF 
1 1 a  9a 7a 5a 3a 1 a  1 b  3b 5b 7b 9b 1 1  b 
SEN INT 
1 1a 9a 7a 5a 3a 1 a  1 b  3b 5b 7b 9b 1 1  b 
VIS VRB 
1 1 a  9a 7a 5a 3a 1 a  1 b  3b 5b 7b 9b 1 1 b  
SEQ GLO 
1 1 a 9a 7a 5a 3a 1 a  1 b  3b 5b 7b 9b 1 1  b 
If your score on a scale i s  1 -3, you are fairly well balanced on  the two 
dimensions of that scale. 
If your score on a scale is  5 or 7, you have a moderate preference for one 
dimension of the scale and will learn more easily i n  a teaching environment 
which favors that d imension . 
If your  score on a scale is 9 or 1 1 ,  you have a very strong preference for one 
dimension of the scale. You may have real d ifficulty learning in an 
environment which does not support that preference. 
See "Learning Styles and Strategies" by Richard Felder and Barbara Soloman 
for explanations of your  preferences on the individual scales. 
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APPEN DIX F 
RU LES TO I N FE R  STU DENT LEARNING STYLE 
Attributes 
User activity attributes 
Attribute 
Average time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Abb�eviation 
Average relative time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A�gOf�1mespent 
Average mouse distance 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfrelat1veT1meSpent 
Average mouse speed 
. .  · . . . . . .  · · . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . . .  · . . . .  · · . .  · . .  · . . . . . . . .  AvgOfmouseDistance 
Average mouse move���t 
· j� ·th� ·x_· ��j� · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .  · · . .  · AvgOfmouseSpeec 
Average mouse movement in the y axi 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AvgOfmouseXFactor 
Avera e scroll distance 
s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfmouseYFactor 
A 
g 
1 1  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfscroiiDistance 
A�=�=�= ���b=����h����·�· i�. ����il' d·i;��t·i��· : :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·A�b�:���������� 
Average count of VISited documents per domain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nPagesVisited 
Document layout attributes 
Attribute Abb · t· rev1a 1on 
Average �ocument length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfdocumentlength 
Average 1mage area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfimagesArea 
Average of number of images . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfnlmages 
Average of number of tables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfnTables 
Average of number of lists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfnlists 
Average of number of objects . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfnObjects 
Ratios to document length 
Attribute Abbreviation 
Average of area of images to document length . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AvgOfimagesArea2Documentlength 
Average of number of images to document length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Avg0fnlmages2Documentlength 
Average of number of tables to document length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Avg0fnTables2Documentlength 
Average of number of lists to document length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Avg0fnlists2Documentlength 
Average of number of objects to document length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Avg0fn0bjects2Documentlength 
Ratios to time on page 
Attribute Abbreviation 
Average of image area to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2TimeSpent 
Average of document length to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  documentlenght2TimeSpent 
Average of number of images to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2TimeSpent 
Average of number of tables to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nTables2TimeSpent 
Average of number of lists to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nlists2TimeSpent 
Average of number of objects to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n0bjects2TimeSpent 
Average of area of images to document length to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.  . . 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . .  imagesArea2documentlenght2TimeSpe
nt 
Average of number of images to document length to time on page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · .
. . .  · . . . . . . . . · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2documentlenght2Tim
eSpent 
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Average of number of tables to document length to time on pa e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Average of number o
.
f 
·
l
·
i�t� ·t� 
·
d���
·;;,·��t ·��·�·g 
. .  
th 
. .  
t 
. . . .  
t
.: · · · · 
· · nTables2documentL��ght2T
·
i��Sp��
·
t o 1me on page . . . . . . . . . .  . 
A����g�
·
�f·���b�� ·�·f ·�bj
·
�
·
�t�
.
t�
.
d������t·i��gth
·t�
·ti��no�
st�2docu���tl��ght2Ti��Sp��·t 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P ge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Average of scroll p��k�
· t�· t·i��· ��· p�g� 
. . . . . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nObjects2documentLenght2T
·
i��Sp��t · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · 
· 
· scroiiYPeaks2TimeSpent 
Ratios to mouse distance 
Attribute 
Average of image area to mouse distance . Abbreviation 
Average of document length to mouse d ist��·�·� 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
d 
. . . . .  lmagesArea2mouseDistance 
Average of number of images to mouse distanc 
· .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ocumentlenght2mouseDistance 
Average of number of tables to mouse d istance 
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2mouseDistance 
Average of number of l ists to mouse distance . 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nTa�les2mouseD�stance 
Average of number of objects to mouse distan�
· . .  · . .  · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . n�1sts2mouseD1stance 
Average of area of images to document length t�·�����·d;�
·
t�
·
� 
. . . . . .  nObjects2mouseDistance 
. ce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
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·
; -�f ·i·�·�·g·�·�· t�· d������t· j��;���
s
r:���
d���a���
tlenght2mouseDistance 
A����9�· �t· ���t;�� 
·
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·
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·
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· 
d������i· i��9th 
· 
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·
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: · · · · . .  · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nTables2docume�
·
tL��-�ihtZ���;�oi�t���� Average of number of lists to document length to mouse d istance 
. . . . . . . . . . · · .. · · .. · · 
· · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·: · . · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nlists2docum·��
·
tl��·g
·
ht2
·
����
·
�D i�t���� Average of number of obJects to document length to mouse distance 
. . . . . .  · · · .. · · . .  · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nObjects2documentL��-gh
.
tz���;�oi�t���� 
Ratios to mouse speed 
Attribute Abbr · t' ev1a 1on 
Average of ?ocument length to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  documentlenght2mouseSpeed 
Average of 1mage area to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of images to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of tables to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nTables2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of lists to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nlists2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of objects to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nObjects2mouseSpeed 
Average of area of images to document length to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  imagesArea2documentlenght2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of images to document length to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2documentlenght2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of tables to document length to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  nTables2documentlenght2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of lists to document length to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  nlists2documentlenght2mouseSpeed 
Average of number of objects to document length to mouse speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
. . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nObjects2documentlenght2mouseSpeed 
Ratios to mouse movement i n  the X axis 
Attribute Abbreviation 
Average of document length to mouse movement in the X axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
.. . .  . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . .  . . . . . . documentlenght2mouseXF actor 
Average of image area to mouse movement in the X axis . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2mouseXFactor 
Average of number of images to mouse movement in the X axis . . . . . . .  n lmages2mouseXFactor 
Average of number of tables to mouse movement in the X axis . . . . . . . . . .  nTables2mouseXFactor 
Average of number of lists to mouse movement in the X axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nlists2mouseXFactor 
Average of number of objects to mouse movement in the X axis . . . . . .  n0bjects2mouseXFacto
r 
Average of area of images to document length to mouse movement in the X axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2documentlenght2mouseXFa
ctor 
Average of number of images to document length to mouse movement in the X ax
is · . . . . . . . . . . . .  · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2documentlenght2mou
seXFactor 
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Average of number of tables to document length to mouse movement in the x axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ·: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n Tables2documentlenght2mou��X
·
F
·
��t�
·
r Average of number of hsts to document length to mouse movement in the x axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . n lists2documentlenght2mo���X·F
·
��t�·r Average of number of objects to document length to mouse movement in the x axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n0bjects2documentlenght2mous�X·F��t�
·
r 
Ratios to mouse m ovement i n  the Y axis 
Attribute Abbreviation 
Average of document length to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  documentlenght2mouseYFactor 
Average of image area to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2mouseYFactor 
Average of number of images to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . .  n lmages2mouseYFactor 
Average of number of tables to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . .  nTables2mouseYFactor 
Average of number of l ists to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nlists2mouseYFactor 
Average of number of objects to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . .  nObjects2mouseYFactor 
Average of area of images to document length to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
.. .. . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . imagesArea2documentlenght2mouse YF actor 
Average of number of images to document length to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
. .  . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n lmages2documentlenght2mouse YF actor 
Average of number of tables to document length to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
. .  . .. . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n Tables2documentlenght2mouse YF actor 
Average of number of l ists to document length to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. .  . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  nlists2documentlenght2mouse YF actor 
Average of number of objects to document length to mouse movement in the Y axis . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  nObjects2documentlenght2mouseYFactor 
Ratios to scro l l  d istance 
Attribute Abbre�iation 
Average of image area to scroll d istance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2scroiiD�stance 
Average of document length to scroll d istance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  documentlenght2scroiiD�stance 
· 11 d' t n lmages2scroiiD1stance Average of number of 1mages to scro 1s a nee . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . .  . .  . . . .  . . .. . .  . 
11 d . t nTables2scroiiD1stance Average of number of tables to sera IS ance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · . . · 11 d ' t nL1sts2scroiiD1stance Average of number of hs�s to sera l
l
s
l d
a.nct 
e . · · · ·
·
· ·
·
· · ·
· · · ·
·
· · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �Obj'ects2scro11Distance Average of number of objects to scro IS ance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Average of area of images to document length to scroll d 1stance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2documentlenght2scroi iDistance 
A����g�
·
�f���b�
·
;
·
�
·
f
·
i�ages to document length to scroll d istance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2documentlenght2scro11Distance 
A����g�
·
�f· ���t;�;
·
�f
·
t�
·
bles to document length to s���� �sd�������tl��ght2����iioi�t���� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n 
A����g�
·
�f
·
���t;�;
·
�f
·
l
·
i�ts to document length to scroll �i:t�;�������tl��ght2����iio·i�t���� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n 
11 d ' tance . . Average of number of objects to document length to ����cts�
s
docu���tl��ght2����iioi�t���e .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n J 
Ratios to scrol l  speed 
Abbreviation 
Attribute documentlenght2scro11Speed Average of document length to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : : : :  . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2scroiiSpeed Average of image area to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2scro11Speed Average of number of images to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nTables2scroiiSpeed 
Average of number of tables to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  . . . .  nLists2scroiiSpeed 
Average of number of lists to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · 
. . . . . . . . . . .  n0bjects2scro11Speed 
Average of number of objects to scroll speed . . . . . . . . .  ���jl . .  � 
. .  ·��d· : : :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Average of area of images to document length to � e:Area2documentLenght2scroiiSpeed . . . . . . . . . .  1mag 
A����g�· �f· ���b�; -�f -i�·�·{;�·�· t�· d������t· ������. ��. sn���;�:;����-�-��-tl��·gh.t2��-���1Sp·��d 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
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Average of number of tables to document length to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  nTables2documentLenght2scroiiSpeed Average of number of lists to document length to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .. . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . nlists2documentLenght2scroiiSpeed Average of number of objects to document length to scroll speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  nObjects2documentLenght2scroiiSpeed 
Ratios to n umber of scroll  peaks 
Attribute 
Abbreviation Average of image area to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  imagesArea2scroliYPeaks Average of document length to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  documentLenght2scroiiYPeaks Average of number of images to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n lmages2scroiiYPeaks Average of number of tables to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nTables2scroiiYPeaks Average of number of lists to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nlists2scroiiYPeaks Average of number of objects to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nObjects2scroiiYPeaks Average of area of images to document length to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  imagesArea2documentLenght2scroiiYPeaks Average of number of images to document length to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n lmages2documentLenght2scroiiYPeaks Average of number of tables to document length to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
.. . . . .  . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . nTables2documentLenght2scroiiYPeaks 
Average of number of lists to document length to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . nlists2documentLenght2scroiiYPeaks 
Average of number of objects to document length to scroll peaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . nObjects2documentlenght2scroiiYPeaks 
Rules 
First exploration 
Rule name AR1 I Dimension of learni'!9_ style j Active/Reflective 
Ou�ut Boolean: TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective 
Rule 0 .5405 < ( -0.0466779*AvgOfmouseDistance +2.77642*AvgOfmouseYFactor -
El9!ression 
Terms 
0 481459* AvgOfscroiiYSp_eed -0. 1 66629* AvgOfscroiiYPeaks) . · F-Rabo Term name 
A '11.0fmouseDistance 1 .694 
A'11.0fmouseYFactor 1 85.2 
A'11.0fscroiiYSgeed 43.22 
A v-g_OfscroiiYPeaks 1 .576 
Classification J!r'Obabili!Y 1 00% Standard deviation 0. 1 898 
Classification efficiency 1 00% Standard error 0.4038 
P-value 2 .575E-5 R-�uared 0.837 
Significance Index 3.379 
Rule name Sl1 1mens1o . . 
I TRUE ·f Sensin FALSE if lntwt1ve Out ut Boo ean: 1 ' 
S d +1 3 1 869*AvgOfmouseYFactor) 
65% standard deviation 0.4805 
30% Standard error 0.9367 
9.80E-01 R-s uared 0. 1225 
-1 . 1 67 
226 
Rule name 
Output 
W1 I Dimension of learning stvle 1 
Boolean: TRUE if Visual, FALSE if Verbal 
Visual I Verbal 
Rule 0 .426 < (+0.831 203 -0.330758*AvgOfscrollYPeaks) Expression 
Terms Term name 
AvgOfscroliYPeaks 
Classification probability 80% 
Classification effic iency 
Standard deviation 
20% 
P-value 8.06E-01 
Significance Index -1 .01 
Rule 0 .4572 < ( +0.794524*AvgOfmouseYFactor) 
Ex ression 
Standard error 
R-squared 
75% Standard deviation 
38% Standard error 
7 .92E-06 R-s uared 
Si n ificance Index -1 .28 
F-Ratio 
1 .706 
0.4246 
0.9557 
0.08657 
0.4933 
0.9814 
0.03685 
Rule name AR2 I Dimension of learning style I Active/Reflective 
Output Continuous value: 1 if Active, 0 if Reflective 
Rule 1 *if(-0 .0561 1 85 <- 1 *AvgOfscroiiYSpeed and 1 *AvgOfscroiiYSpeed < -
Expression 0 .0561 1 85 + 2.97228*Avg0fmouseYFactor, 1 , 1 .44321e-006) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed N/A 
AvgOfmouse YF actor N/A 
Classification probability N/A Standard deviation 4.583E-6 
Classification efficiency N/A Standard error 1 E-5 
P-value N/A R-squared 1 
Significance Index > 1 00 
Rule name Sl2 I Dimension of learning style I Sensing I Intuitive 
Output Continuous value: 1 if Sensina, 0 if Intuitive 
Rule 1 . 0001 * AvgOfscrollYSpeed* AvgOfscroiiYSpeed* AvgOfscroiiYSpeed-
Expression 20.0508)/(AvgOfscroiiYSpeed*AvgOfscrollYSpeed*AvgOfscroiiYSpeed*if(-
0 .490882*AvgOfscrollYDistance <= 1 *AvgOfmouseSpeed and 
1 * AvgOfmouseSpeed < -0 .490882* AvgOfscroiiYDistance + 
1 .80487* AvgOfscrollYSpeed, 1 , 1 .43766*Avg0ftimespent)-20.0536 
+0.00373225 * AvaOfmouseSpeed 
Term name F-Ratio Terms 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 
N/A 
AvgOfscroiiYDistance 
N/A 
AvgOfmouseSpeed 
N/A 
AvaOftimespent 
N/A 
Classification probability N/A Sta
ndard deviation 2.75E-5 
Classification efficiency N/A 
Standard error 5.49E-5 
P-value N/A 
R-squared 1 
Significance Index 2.6 1 2  
227 
Second exploration 
Rule name AR3 I Dimension of learning style 1 Active/Reflective Output Boolean: TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective 
Rule 0 .4245 < (+3 .52420 -2.49796e-01 0*Avg0ftimespent -Expression 0 . 1 67342*Avg0fmouse0istance -1 .65235* AvgOfmouseXFactor 
Terms 
+0.0754695*AvgOfscroiiYDistance -0.257725*Avg0fscroiiYSpeed -0 .0001 0 1 858* AvgOfdocumentLength -0 .0752309* AvgOfCountOfdocumentiD) Term name F-Ratio AvgOftimespent 6.276 
AvgOfmouseDistance 1 7  
AvgOfmouseXFactor 4.768 
AvgOfscroiiYDistance 3 . 108 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 34.97 
AvgOfdocumentLength 12 .44 
AvgOfCountOfdocumentiD 10.93 
Classification probability 1 00% Standard deviation 0. 1352 
Classification efficiency 1 00% Standard error 0.2876 
P-value 2 .575E-5 R-squared 0.91 73 
S!_gn ificance Index 3 .569 
Rule name S l3 I Dimension of learning style I Sensing I Intuitive 
Output Boolean: TRUE if Sensing, FALSE if Intuitive 
Rule 0 .4656 < ( +1 .75259*AvgOfmouseYFactor -
Expression 0.07651 32* AvgOfCountOfdocumentiD) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 16 .23 
AvgOfCountOfdocumentiD 3.872 
Classification probability 80 % Standard deviation 0.4522 
Classification effic iency 60 % Standard error 0.8815 
P-value 0 .31 87 R-squared 0.2229 
Significance Index -0.9254 
Rule name W2 I Dimension of learnin_g_ style I Visual / Verbal 
Output Boolean: TRUE if Visual , FALSE if Verbal 
Rule 0 .5898 < (+2 .69835 -2.87084*AvgOfmouseYFactor 
Expression +0 . 1 1 9905* AvgOfscroiiYDistance -0.253936* AvgOfscroiiYPeaks -3.34205e-
006* AvgOfimagesArea) 
F-Ratio Terms Term name 
2.7 AvgOfmouseYFactor 
2.535 AvqOfscroiiYDistance 
0.1 509 AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 6.965 AvgOfimagesArea 
Standard deviation 0.3448 Classification probability 90 % 
Classification efficiency 60 % Standard error 
0.7761 
0.004897 R-squared 0.3977 P-value 
S ignificance Index 0.09402 
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Rule name 
Output 
Rule 
Expression 
Terms 
SG2 I Dimension of learning style J Boolean : TRUE if Sensing, FALSE if Intuitive 0 .4572 < ( +0 .794524*AvgOfmouseYFactor) 
Term name 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 
Sequential / Global 
F-Ratio 
1 3.88 Classification probability 75% Standard deviation 0.4933 Classification efficiency 38% Standard error 0.9814 P-value 7 .92E-06 R-squared 0.03685 Sign ificance Index - 1 .28 
Rule name AR4 Dimension of learning style Active/Reflective Output Boolean: TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective 
Rule 0 .4998 < (( 1 .00078 *AvgOfscroiiYSpeed* AvgOfscroiiYSpeed-4.601 1 8  Expression * AvgOfscroiiYSpeed +0. 0057 4098 *if( 1 .01 0 1 9  * AvgOfmouseXF actor <= 0 .729478 and 0 .729478 < 1 .0 1 01 9 *AvgOfmouseXFactor + 1 .0 10 19  
*AvgOfmouseYFactor, 1 ,884.89)-
0 .  00460499 )/ (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed* AvgOfscroiiYSpeed*if( 1 .  01 01 9 
*AvgOfmouseXFactor <= 0.729478 and 0.729478 < 1 .0 10 19 
*AvgOfmouseXFactor + 1 .0 1 0 1 9  *AvgOfmouseYFactor, 1 ,884.89)-4.59889 
* AvgOfscroiiYSpeed}} 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed N/A 
AvgOfmouseXF actor N/A 
AvgOfmouseYFactor N/A 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed N/A 
Classification probabi l ity 1 00 % Standard deviation 4.58E-06 
Classification efficiency 1 00 % Standard error 1 .00E-05 
P-value 2 .575E-5 R-squared 1 
Significance Index > 1 00 
Rule name S l4 Dimension of learning style Sensing I Intuitive 
Output Boolean: TRUE if Sensing, FALSE if Intu itive 
Rule 0.3586 < (0.7 1 4281 *if(0.01 1 37 14 *AvgOfCount0fdocumentiD+0.430699 < 1 
Expression *AvgOfmouseYFactor and 1 *AvgOfmouseYFactor < 0.01 1 37 14 
*Avg0fCount0fdocumentiD+0.430699 + 2 .42875 , 1 ,0 .00395698)) 
F-Ratio Terms Term name 
N/A AvgOfCountOfdocumentiD 
N/A AvgOfmouse YF actor 
Standard deviation 0.3683 Classification probability 80 % 
Standard error 0.7367 Classification efficiency 60 % 
R-squared 0.4573 P-value 0.31 87 
S ignificance Index 2.636 
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Third exploration 
Rule name AR5 Dimension of learning style Active/Reflective Ou!}lut Boolean: TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective 
Rule 0 .4088 < (+1 . 1 6567 -0. 1 22474*Avg0fmouseDistance Expression +1 .89403*�vgOfmouseYFactor -0 .221 499*AvgOfscroiiYSpeed _ 0 .0861 639 AvgOfscroi iYPeaks -1 .21 1 02e-006*AvgOfimgsAreaToScro11Dist _ 5.41 779e-005* AvgOfdocLen T oScroiiYPeaks) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouseDistance 14.72 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 6.848 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 40.31 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 2.466 
AvgOfimgsAreaToScroi iD ist 16 .47 
AvgOfdocLen T oScroiiYPeaks 1 1 .29 
Classification probability 1 00% Standard deviation 0 . 1229 
Classification effic iency 1 00% Standard error 0.26 14 
P-value 2 .575E-5 R-squared 0.93 1 7  
Significance Index 0.3293 
Rule name Sl5 I Dimension of learning style I Sensing I Intuitive 
Out� ut Boolean: TRUE if Sensi1'!9_, FALSE if Intu itive 
Rule 0.4231 < ( + 1 .32827*AvgOfmouseYFactor +0. 1261 46*AvgOfscroiiYSpeed -
Expression 1 1 8 . 3 1 7* AvgOfimgsArea To Timespent -1 . 1 1 946e-
006* AvgOfimgsArea T oScroiiDist) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 4.794 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 1 .399 
AvgOfimgsAreaT o Times_Qent 1 .779 
AvgOfimqsAreaToScroi iDist 1 .367 
Classification probability 80 % Standard deviation 0.4252 
Classification efficien� 60 % Standard error 0.8289 
P-value 0.3 1 87 R-squared 0.3 129 
Significance Index -0.9782 
Rule name W3 I Dimension of learning s!YJe I Visual I Verbal 
Ou!E_ut 
Rule 
Expression 
Boolean: TRUE if Visual, FALSE if Verbal 
F-Ratlo 
0.48 1 3  < (+2 .981 46 -2.52268*AvgOfmouseYFactor 
+0. 1 31 770* AvgOfscroiiYSpeed -0 . 1 488 1 9* AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 
+1 45.483* AvgOfimgsAreaToTimespent -3 .22031 e-
006* AvgOfimgsArea ToScroiiDist -0.0001 1  5 1 88* A '1l_0fdocLen T oScroiiYPe�
ks l 
Classification probability 1 00 % Standard error 0.4291 Classification efficiency 1 00 %  R-squared 0.81 59 P-value 6.441 E-5 
Terms Term name 2 7 
AvgOfmouseYFactor 2 S35 
AvgOfscroiiYDistance o.1509 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 6.965 
AvgOfimagesArea 
Standard deviation 0. 1 906 
Significance Index 0.4304 
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Rule name 
Output 
Rule 
Expression 
SG3 I Dimension of learning style I Boolean : TRUE if SensinQ, FALSE if Intuitive 
0.48 1 3 < (+2 .98146 -2 . 52268*AvgOfmouseYFa t 
Sequential / Global 
+0. 1 3 1 770*AvgOfscroiiYSpeed -0 14881 9*A �f
or 
+145 483*A Of 
· vg scroiiYPeaks 
* · 
. vg 1mgsAreaToTimespent -3 .22031 e-
Terms 
006 AvgOflmQsAreaToScroi iDist -0.0001 1 51 88*Ava0fd L Term name oc enToScroiiYPeaks) 
AvQOfmouse YF actor F-Ratio 
Classification probability 1 00 % Standard deviation 
1 3.88 
Classification efficiency 1 00 % 
0 . 1 906 
P-value 6 .441 E-5 
Standard error 0.4291 
Significance Index 0 .4304 
R-squared 0.81 59 
Active/Reflective Rule name 
Out ut 
Rule 0 .6646 < ( ( 1 . 1 51 88 -7 . 1 4852e-01 2  
Expression * AvgOfimgsAre� ToScroi iDist*AvgOfimgsArea ToScroi iDist)/ 
(AvgOfmouseD1stance-1 . 2 1  027 e-006* AvgOfimgsArea ToScroiiDist* 
Av OfmouseDistance* Av OfmouseDistance 
Terms Term name 
Av Ofim sAreaToScroi iD ist 
Si n ificance Index 6 .9 1 5 
Standard deviation 
Standard error 
R-s uared 
F-Ratio 
N/A 
N/A 
1 .732E-5 
3.78E-5 
Rule name W4 l Dimension of learning style I Visual / Verbal 
Output Boolean: TRUE if Visual , FALSE if Verbal 
Rule 0 . 5029 < ((0.999043 
Expression *AvgOfmouseYFactor*if(0 .001 48037* AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiD ist <= 603. 1 8  
and 603 . 1 8  < 0.00 1 48037*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiDist + 
55.2539*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiDist, 1 ,7 . 1 43 1 2e-005)-0 .61 1 447 
*if(0 .001 48037* AvgOfimgsAreaToScroi iDist <= 603. 1 8  and 603. 1 8  < 
0 .  00 148037* AvgOfimgsArea T oScroll Dist + 
55.2539*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiDist, 1 ,7 . 1 43 1 2e-005))/(AvgOfmouseYFactor-
0 .61 2891 +0.000932765 *if(0.001 48037*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiDist <= 
603 . 1 8  and 603 . 1 8  < 0 .001 48037*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroi iOist + 
55.2539*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroi iD ist, 1 ,7 . 1 43 1 2e-
005)*if(0 .001 48037*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroi iDist <= 603. 1 8  and 603 . 1 8
 < 
0 .  00 1 4803 7* AvgOfimgsArea T oScroll D ist + 
55.2539*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiD ist, 1 ,7 . 1 43 1 2e-005))) 
Terms Term name 
F-Ratio 
N/A 
AvaOfmouse YF actor 
AvgOfimgsArea T oScroll D ist 
N/A 
Classification probability 1 00 %  Standard dev
iation 1 .541 E-4 
Classification efficiency 1 00 %  Standar
d error 3.558E-4 
P-value 6 .44 1 E-5 R-s
quared 1 
Sianificance Index 4.891 
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Fourth exploratio n  
Rule name AR7 l Dimension of learning stvle I Active/Reflective Ou!put Boolean :  TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective 
Rule 0 .4299 < (+0.924947 -0.07 1 9723*Avg0fmouseDistance Expression +2.31 372*Avg0fmouseYFactor -0.201 854*AvgOfscroiiYSpeed _ 0.0001 00890* AvgOfdocumentLength 
+0.00200758*AvgOfdocLenToTimespent - 1 .35637e-
006*AvgOfimgsAreaToScro11Dist -
3 .  54662 E + 7* AvgOfScroiiYPeaks To Timespent -
0 .050 1 277*A�Ofscroi iPeakDistance) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouseDistance 3.733 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 14.25 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 46.72 
AvgOfdocumentLeJlgth 23.1  
AvgOfdocLenToTimes_Q_ent 7 .3 1 3 
AvgOfim_gsAreaToScroiiDist 22.84 
AvgOfScroiiYPeaks To Times_2_ent 5.289 
AvgOfscroiiPeakDistance 1 
Classification __I!robabil i!Y 1 00% Standard deviation 0.0922 
Classification efficiency 1 00% Standard error 0. 1 96 1  
P-value 2 .575E-5 R-squared 0.96 1 5 
Significance Index 0.5626 
Rule name Sl6 l Dimension of learning style I SensinQ I Intuitive 
Output Boolean :  TRUE if Sensin_g_, FALSE if Intu itive 
Rule 0.4231 < ( + 1 .32827*AvgOfmouseYFactor +0. 1 261 46*AvgOfscroiiYSpeed -
Expression 1 1 8.3 1 7*AvgOfimgsAreaToTimespent -1 . 1 1 946e-
006*AvgOfimg_sAreaToScroiiDist) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 4.794 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 1 .399 
AvgOfimgsAreaToTimes�ent 1 .779 
AvgOfim_g_sArea T oScroiiDist 1 .367 
Classification probabili!Y 80 % Standard deviation 0.4252 
Classification efficiency 60 % Standard error 0.8289 
P-value 0.31 87 R-squared 0.3 1 29 
Significance Index -0.8491 
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Rule name 
Output 
Rule 
Expression 
Terms 
W5 I Dimension of learning_ s!Y_Ie . I  
Boolean:  T R U E  if Visual ,  FALSE if Verbal 
Visual / Verbal 
0 .4624 < ( +4.25279 -0 . 1  03700* AvgOfmouseSpeed -2 .9�?59* A�gOfmouse YFactor -0.629890* AvgOfscroiiYPeaks +5.63635e-006 AvgOf1magesArea +3.61 444e-005*AvgOfimgsAreaToTimespent -3 .44388e-005* AvgOfdoclen ToMouseDist -2 .58056e-
006* AvgOfimgsArea T oScroiiDist -5 .421 49e-
006*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiYPeaks -
0 .000 1 6 1 363*AvgOfdocLenToScroiiYPeaks 
+4.57876E+ 7* AvgOfScroiiYPeaksToTime�ent) 
Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouseSpeed 2 .606 
Avg_Ofmouse YF actor 9.736 
AvgOfscrol lYPeaks 1 8 .78 
Avg_Ofima_g_esArea 1 0 .59 
AvgOfimgsArea To Timespent 6.624 
AvgOfdoclen ToMouseDist 4.82 
AvgOfim_g_sArea T oScroiiDist 35.06 
AvgOfimgsArea T oScroiiYPeaks 16 .48 
AvgOfdoclen T oScroiiYPeaks 1 9 .02 
A '1J.OfScroiiYPeaks To Timespent 5.583 
Classification probabil ity 1 00 % Standard deviation 0.1 221  
Classification effic iency 1 00 % 
P-value 6 .44 1 E-5 
Significance Index 0 .6342 
Rule name 
Output 
SG4 \ Dimension of learning style l 
Boolean: TRUE if Sensing, FALSE if Intuitive 
Standard error 0.2748 
R-squared 0.9245 
Sequential / Global 
Rule 
Expression 
0 .4364 < ( -0.0889428*AvgOfmouseDistance + 1 .56 1 93*AvgOfmouseYFactor -
Terms 
4 07380e-005* AvgOfdoclenToMouseDis!}_ 
T�rm name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouseDistance 1 .44 1 
AvgOfmouseYFactor 9.364 
AvgOfdoclenToMouseDist 1 .945 
P-value 0.7429 R-squared 
Significance Index -0.9074 
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Rule name AR8 I Dimension of learning style I Active/Reflective Output Boolean: TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective 
Rule 0 . 5 1 1 5  < ((-1 6680.8 *if(0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor <= Expression 1 /AvgOfscroi iYSpeed and 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed < 0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor + 1 .8981 8 , 1  ,554 1 .74)+3.00936 *if(0 .229582/Avg0fmouseYFactor <= 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed and 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed < 0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor + 1 .898 1 8  , 1 ,554 1 .  7 4 )*if(0.229582/Avg0fmouseYFactor <= 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed and 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed < 0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor + 1 .898 1 8 , 1  ,554 1 .  7 4) )/(if(0 .229582/ AvgOfmouseYFactor <= 1 I AvgOfscroi iYSpeed and 1 /AvgOfscroi iYSpeed < 0 .2 29582/AvgOfmouseYFactor + 1 .898 1 8  , 1 ,5541 .74)*if(0 .229582/Avg0fmouseYFactor <= 1 /AvgOfscroi iYSpeed and 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed < 0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor + 1 .898 1 8 , 1  
,554 1 .7 4 )-359.969 * AvgOfmouseDistance*if(0.229582/Avg0fmouseYFactor <= 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed and 1 /AvgOfscroi iYSpeed < 
0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor + 1 .898 1 8  , 1 ,554 1 .74)-5020.96 
*if(0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor <= 1 /AvgOfscroiiYSpeed and 
1 /AvgOfscroi iYSpeed < 0 .229582/AvgOfmouseYFactor + 1 .898 1 8  , 1 
'554 1 . 7 4 )-1 096 1 . 1 ) ) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouseYFactor N/A 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed N/A 
AvgOfmouseDistance N/A 
Classification probability 1 00 % Standard deviation 3.766E-6 
Classification efficiency 1 00 % Standard error 8.21 9E-6 
P-value 2 . 575E-5 R-squared 1 
Significance Index > 1 00 
Rule name WG I Dimension of learning style I Visual I Verbal 
Output Boolean : TRUE if Visual, FALSE if Verbal 
Rule 
Expression 
o 5257 < ((0 .99296 *AvgOfimagesArea*if(0 .01 1 80 1 7  < . 
1 �AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiDist and 1 * AvgOfimgsAreaToScroll��st < 0.01 1 80 1 7  
+ 8 1  4492*AvgOfdocLenToMouseDist, 1 ,-0 .028737 4 )- 1 60896 lf(0:01 180 1 7  
<= 1 �AvgOfimgsAreaToScroi iDist and 1 *AvgOfi.mgsAreaToScroi iDist 
< 
0 .0 1 1 80 1 7  + 8 1 .4492*AvgOfdocLenToMouseDist, 1 ,-0 .0287374)-
401 .28)/(AvgOfimagesArea- 1 6 1  927)) 
Terms Term name 
AvgOfimagesArea 
AvgOfimgsArea T oScroi iDist 
AvgOfdocLen ToMouseDist 
Classification probabil ity 1 00 % 
Classification effic iency 1 00 % 
P-value 6 .44 1 E-5 
Significance Index 6.489 
F-Ratio 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
standard deviation 2.051 E-4 
Standard error 4.736E-4 
R-squared 1 
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Fifth exploration 
Rule name AR9 I Dimension of learning stvle I Active/Reflective 
OuY,ut Boolean: TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective 
Rule 0 . 5842 < ( +3. 1 0657* AvgOfmouseYFactor -4 .95907e-
Expression 005*documentLength2timespent -
0 .00236782*imagesArea2documentLenQth2scroiiYD istance) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 1 50 .4 
d ocumentlength2timespent 24.47 
imagesArea2documentLength2scroi iYDistance 1 9 .25 
Classification probabil ity 1 00% Standard deviation 0.221 8  
Classification efficiency 1 00% Standard error 0.4992 
P-value 6 .441  E-5 R-squared 0.7508 
Sign ificance Index 1 2 .27 
Rule name Sl7 I Dimension of learning style I SensinQ / Intuitive 
Output Boolean:  TRUE if Sensing, FALSE if Intu itive 
Rule 0 .3857 < ( + 1 .00457e-009*Avg0ftimespent +0 .648043*AvgOfscroiiYSpeed -
Expression 2 .02203e-006*imagesArea2timespent +6.951 22e-
007*imagesArea2mouse V Factor - 1  .454 78e-006*imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 
- 1 .97550*nObjects2scroiiYSpeed) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOftimespent 27.59 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 1 39.2 
imagesArea2timespent 43.92 
imagesArea2mouse YF actor 1 5.68 
imagesArea2scroi iYDistance 8.637 
n0bjects2scroiiYSpeed 29.93 
Classification probability 1 00 %  Standard deviation 0. 1494 
Classification efficiency 1 00 % Standard error 0.2973 
P-value 7 .91 6E-6 R-squared 0.91 1 6  
Significance Index 5 . 1 07 
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Rule name 
Ou!J!ut 
W7 I Dimension of learni'!9_ S!yle 1 
Boolean: TRUE if Visual ,  FALSE if Verbal 
Visual I Verbal 
Rule 0 .4624 < (+4.25279 -0 . 1 03700*AvgOfmouseSpeed -Expression 2 .99759*Avg0fmouseYFactor -0.629890*AvgOfscroiiYPeaks +5.63635e-006* AvgOfimagesArea +3. 6 1 444e-005* AvgOfimgsArea To Timespent _ 3 .44388e-005* AvgOfdoclen T oMouseDist -2 .  58056e-
006* AvgOfimgsArea T oScroll Dist -5.421 49e-
006*AvgOfimgsAreaToScroiiYPeaks -
0 .000 1 6 1 363*Avg0fdocLenToScroiiYPeaks 
+4.57876E+7*AvgOfScroiiYPeaksToTimespent) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 1 .429E+1 1 
AvQOfdocumentlen_gth 3 .075E+ 1 0  
AvgOfimagesArea 4 .023E+6 
AvgOfnObjects 1 .367E+1 1  
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength 1 .999E+1 0  
AvgOfcountExclamation Marks2documentlength 7.71 3E+9 
AvQ0fcountDia_9!am2documentle1'!9_th 6.463E+1 0  
documentlength2timespent 2 .62 1 E+9 
n lmages2mouseDistance 6.04E+9 
nTables2mouseDistance 1 .0 1 3E+1 1 
nObjects2mouseDistance 1 .67 1 E+9 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance 2.838E+8 
documentlen_g_th 2mouseS_l)eed 5.81 2E+7 
imagesArea2documentlength2mouseS_l)eed 3008 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor 8 . 1 37E+8 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 4.735E+1 0  
n Tables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 1 .363E+8 
n0bjects2documentlength2scro11Y�eed 5.264E+7 
documentlen__g_th2mouseXFactor 6.795E+9 
Classification probability 1 00 %  Standard deviation 3.094E-7 
Classification efficienc_y 1 00 % Standard error 7.539E-7 
P-value 2 .062E-4 R-squared 1 
Significance Index 1 .58 
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Rule name SG5 l Dimension of learni"!.9_ s!Y_Ie J S�uential / Global Ou!£!ut Boolean:  TRUE if Sensin_g, FALSE if I ntuitive 
Rule 0 . 5  < ( +2.41 269e-009*Avg0ftimespent +0.222233*AvgOfscroiiYDistance Expression + 301 9 . 1  0* AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength + 1 3 .9946*AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength -3 .30583e-006*imagesArea2tim espent +3.23098*n0bjects2timespent -1 52 .522*nTables2documentLength2timespent -
38. 1 1 20*nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance +21 79.42*nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance -
0 .822809*nlists2mouseSpeed -1 9 .  7345*nObjects2mouseSpeed -4 .36224 *n lmages2documentlength2mouseSpeed +8 .09948e-005*documentlength2mouseYFactor +5.28087e-
007*imagesArea2mouse YF actor +0 .872 1 96*nlists2scroiiYDistance + 1 9.08 1 4  *n lmages2documentlength2scroi iYDistance -4 .52701 e-
005*documentlength2scroi iYSpeed 
+326 .253*nlists2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed -6.47540e-
006* documentlel}gth2scroiiYPeaks) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
Av_g_Oftime�ent 1 .437e+1 0  
Av_g_OfscroiiYDistance 6.536E+9 
A'1I_OfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 4.392e+0 1 0  
A'1l_0fcountQuestion2documentlength 7. 1 58E+4 
ima_g_esArea2times_Q_ent 2.333e+1 0  
n 01:?.i._ects2timespent 5.473e+1 0  
n Tables2documentlen_g_th2time�ent 1 . 1 67e+1 0  
n lm<!9_es2documentlen_g_th2mouseDistance 3.31 8E+9 
n lists2documentlen_gth2mouseDistance 1 .098e+1 0  
n lists2mouseSjJ_eed 1 . 1 02e+ 1 0  
n0bjects2mouseSpeed 8.62 1 e+ 1 0  
n lmages2documentlen_g_th2mouseSpeed 3.547E+7 
documentlen__g_th2 mouse YF actor 8.01 2E+9 
5 . 137E+9 ima_gesArea2mouse YF actor 
2.636e+1 0  nlists2scroi iYDistance 
1 .925e+1 0  n lma__g_es2documentLen_g_th2scroiiYDistance 
1 .299E+8 nlists2documentlen__g_th2scroiiYSpeed 
7.21 3E+6 documentlef!9.th2scroiiYPeaks 
3.345E+8 documentlength2scroiiYS_Qeed 
Standard deviation 7.284E-7 Classification (!robability 70 % 1 .449E-6 standard error Classification efficien�y_ 25 % 
R-squared 1 P-value 7.9 1 6E-6 
S!9_nificance Index 0 
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Sixth exploration 
Rule name J PAR1 J Dimension of learni1!.9_ style l Active/Reflective Std. error l 68.96% l Class. Prob. J N/A l Class. Eff. l N/A Rule Expression 
(if (nPagesVisited<20 ,  1 , if (nPagesVisited>58, 1 ,0 .4)) + !f (AvgOftime�pe�t< 1 82995000, 1 , if (Av�Oftimespent> 769424000,0,0.48)) + 1f (AvgOfrelatlveTimeSpent<1 . 1 0 1 85, 1 , If (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent>1 .24734, 1 ,0 .347826087)) + if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea<28939.8,  1 , if 
(AvgOfimagesAverageArea>58823 .9 ,0 ,  0.363636364)) + if (imagesArea2timespent<1 76602,  1 , if ( imagesArea2timespent>91 2391 ,0,0.48)) + if (n0bjects2timespent<O,O , if (n0bjects2timespent>0.857677, 1 ,0.48275862 1 )) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent<7 4 .5553 , 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>343 .999 ,0 ,  o .5)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseDistance<2. 22275,0 , if (nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0236, 1 ,0.52)) + if (n0bjects2mouseDistance<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseDistance>0.0939798, 1 ,0 .464285714)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 40822,  1 , if 
(nTables2docum entlength2mouseDistance>0.00334805, 1 , 0 . 1 66666667)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance<1 . 1 9789E-05, 1 , if 
(nLists2documentlength2mouseDistance>O .00035356 , 1  ,0.444444444)) + if (imagesArea2mouseSpeed<1 9341 2 ,  1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseSpeed>54702 1 , 1 ,0 .31 8 1 81 8 1 8)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor<94.5044, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor>1 83.425, 1 , 0  .2857 1 4286)) 
+ if {nlmages2mouseYFactor<1 8 .6658, 1 , if (nlmages2mouseYFactor>65.672,0,0 .461 538462)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYDistance<3576.44, 1 , if 
{ documentLength2scroiiYD istance> 771 9 .66,  1 ,0.423076923)) 
+ if {imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 20.239, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>208.006,0 ,0 .333333333)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<1 676.81 ,O , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>7446 .08 ,  1 ,0.53846 1 538)) . 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<31 .4 1 1 8,0 , 1f 
Jim�esArea2documentlen_gth2scroiiYPeaks>1 23.973,0,0. 576923077J2) / 1 7.57692308 
. Terms Term name F-ratlo 
nPa_g_esVisited 2.894e+01 0  
A'{fLOftimes_e_ent 1 .288e+01 1 
A'{fLOfrelativeTimeSpent � -���e:��� Av_g_Ofima_g_esAvera_geArea 
9 
· 
324 
e 
+O 1 0 ima_g_esArea2timespent 5
·
631 
e 
+01 0 n01?.i_ects2timespent . 1 
"
256!+o1 1 im�esArea2doc�mentlength2tlme��ent 6:404e+009 nTables2mouseDI�tance 8_686e+01 o nObjects2mouseD1stance . 1 031 e+009 nTables2documentlen_g_th2mous�Distance 1 :o3Be+01 1 nlists2documentlength2mouse01stance 
2 .465e+O 1 0 ima_g_esArea2mouseS_Q_eed 1 236e+007 imagesArea2documentleQg_th2mouseXFactor 1 : 1 83e+01 1 n lmages2mouseYFactor 6 227e+01 0 documentle�th2scroiiYDistance . 1
.
2 1 8e+01 1 imC!9_esArea2documentlen_g_th2scroiiYDistance 4
.
26e+008 
documentlen_g_th2scroiiYSpeed 1 
.
425e+01 1 
im�esArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks 
. 
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Rule name I PS11 J Dimension of learning s!Yfe I Sensing/Intuitive Std. error I 97.77% l Class. Prob. I N/A Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(if (AvgOfmouseSpeed<0.679655, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseSpeed> 1 .4 1 877 o o 444444444 + !f (AvgOfscro�IYSpeed�1 . 1 22 1 3,0 , if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed> 1 .842 1 9: 1 :o :1 1428571 4jj + 1f (AvgOfnObjects<O,O, If (AvgOfnObjects>0.230769,0,0.571 428571 )) + if (AvgOfcou ntExclamationMarks2documentLength<0.0001 0 1 669 1 if (AvgOfcountExclamation Marks2documentlength>O .0006 1 6 1  , o ,0 .4B1 538462)) + if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (AvgOfcountExam ple2documentlength>0.00024601 1 ,0,0 .5))  + if (AvgOfcou ntQuestion2documentlength<3.33349E-06, 1 , if (Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength>0.0001 4 1  004,0,0.41 6666667)) + if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>9.54004E-05,0,0.666666667)) + if (AvgOfcountNext2documentlength<8 .69095E-05,0, if 
(AvgOfcountNext2documentlength >0 .000250706,0 ,0.  727272727)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2timespent<0.00257035,0, if 
(nTables2documentlength2timespent>0 .0 1 291 68,0,0.6)) 
+ if (n0bjects2documentlength2timespent<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2documentlength2timespent>0.001 46276,0,0.533333333)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseDistance<61 820.8,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>255500,0,0.648648649)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 40822, 1 , if 
(n Tables2documentlength2mouseD istance>O .0054 1 1 1 1  ,0 ,  0 .  7)) 
+ if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0. 1 36668,0,0.61 53846 1 5)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed<65. 7 492,0 ,  if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed>2 1 7 . 1 22,0,0 .827586207)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouseYFactor< 1 6 .7638, 1 , if {nlmages2mouseYFactor>41 .3627,0,0.545454545)) 
+ if (nLists2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.000222495,0 , if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor>O .0021 5396,0,0 .685714286)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<3050.9, 1 ,if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>771 9.66,0,0.5) )  
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<2235.71 , 1 , if 
_{_documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>3 1 91 .54,0,0.666666667))) I 1 4.87603506 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfmouseSpeed 1 .947e+007 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 8.745e+006 
AvgOfnObjects 6 .497e+005 
Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 7.352e+005 
Avg0fcountExample2documentlength 1 .347e+005 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength 3 .528e+007 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 2.508e+006 
Avg0fcountNext2documentlength 9. 59e+006 
n T a bles2documentlength2timespent 9.235e+006 
n0biects2documentlength2timespent 1 .0 14e+007 
imagesArea2mouseDistance 2.91 5e+006 
1 .4e+007 n T ables2documentlength2mouseDistance 1 .673e+004 n0bjects2mouseSp_eed 
9.467e+005 imagesArea2documentLength2mouseSpeed 324.2 n lmages2mouse YFactor 6.606e+005 n Lists2documentlength2mouse YF actor 7.241 e+007 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 
documentlength2scroiiYS_Qeed 
4.493e+006 
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Rule name l PVV1 J Dimension of learning style I VisuaiNerbal Std. error l 1 0 1 .28% J Class. Prob. I N/A I Class. Eff. I N/A Rule Expression 
(if (nPagesVisited<20, 1 , if (nPagesVisited>54,  1 ,0.3846 1 5385)) + if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.421 1 04, 1  , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.5671 34, 1 ,0.466666667)) + if (Avg0fdocumentlength<48 1 7.63, 1 , if (Avg0fdocumentlength>7970.65,0,0.2 1 052631 6)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength<9.55737E-06 ,  1 , if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength>2. 72986E-05, 1 ,0.272727273)) + if (nlmages2timespent< 1 7 .3894, 1 , if (n lmages2timespent>63.274 1 ,0,0.423076923)) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent<7 4 .5553 , 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>389 .307 ,0, 0 .46428571 4)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2timespent<0.004751 1 7, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2timespent>0 .0228699, 1 ,0.38461 5385)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 49485, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00639048, 1 ,0 .38461 5385)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseSpeed<5. 1 5 1 77 ,O , if (nTables2mouseSpeed>1 8.5058, 1 ,0.6521 7391 3)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseYFactor<7.0391 9 ,0 , if (nTables2mouseYFactor>3 1 .5493,0,0.592592593)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.002 1 7229,0 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.01 27791 , 1 ,0 .53846 1 538}) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.000 1 0 1 1 06,0 , if 
( nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor>O. 000288549, 1 , 0 .428571 429)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYDistance<4866 .04, 1 , if 
( documentlength2scroiiYDistance> 771 9 .66,0,0 .25)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 08 .7 1 2 , 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>285.822, 1 ,0.304347826)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>O. 000222829,0,0.51 61 29032)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYSpeed<5.31 1 89,  1 , if (n lmages2scrollYSpeed>1 8.9242,0,0.444444444)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0 . 1 85507, 1 ,0.466666667)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<1 2301 2, 1 , if ( imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0.4))) I 
17 . 10872 1 62 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
nPagesVisited 3.448e+008 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 1 .943e+008 
A'{g_Ofdocumentlength 5.696e+006 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength 4.667e+008 
n lm;:mes2timesgent 3 .498e+006 
imagesArea2documentlenath2timespent 1 .585e+006 
n lmages2documentlength2timespent 2.245e+008 
n T ables2documentlength2mouseDistance 4 .805e+009 
n T ables2mouseSpeed 5.047e+007 
n T ables2mouse YF actor 1 .992e+006 
n T ables2documentlength2mouse YFactor 9 .571 e+006 
n lists2documentlength2mouseYFactor 5.344e+007 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 4.51 e+009 1 . 1 99e+006 imagesArea2documentlenath2scroiiYOistance 1 .598e+007 nObjects2documentlength2scrolfYDistance 8.659e+004 n lmages2scroiiYSpeed 9 .325e+007 
n0bjects2scroiiYSpeed 
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Rule name I PSG1 I Dimension of learn ing style I Sequential/Global Std. error I 1 08 .70% I Class. Prob. I N/A Rule Expression I Class. Eff. I N/A 
(if (AvgOfscroi iYDistance<0.790629, 1 , if (AvgOfscroi iYDistance>3.64042 o o 447761 1 94)) + if (Avg0fscroi iYPeaks<1 ,O , if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks>1 .45833,0,0.555555SS6)) + �f (AvgOf?ocumentLength<2730.64,0, if (Avg0fdocumentlength>7970.65 1 0 .476 1 90476)) + 1f {Avg0flmagesAverageArea<1 5503 .6 ,0 , if ' ' 
(AvgOfimagesAverageArea>52644.8,0,0.583941 606)} + if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentLength<45.5953, 1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentLength> 1 23.973, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) + if (AvgOfcountExample2documentLength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength >0. 0001 95526. o ,0. 6 1 4035088)) + if (Avg0fcountNext2documentlength<8.05629E-05, 1 , if 
{AvgOfcountNext2documentLength >0 .00024 7635,0,0 .576923077)) + if (documentlength2timespent<6483.93,0 , if 
(documentlength2timespent> 1 3662.4,0,0.  733944954)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent<69.2824, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentLength2timespent>359.302,0,0.52238806)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseDistance<63988.7,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>242455,0, 0. 727272727)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275, 1 , if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6 .0976 , 1  ,0.41 6666667)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.00 1 4 1 46, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0 .00773544, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseXFactor<1 7 1 223, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseXFactor>658493,0,0.52238806)} 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0.003091 3 1 ,0,if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseXF actor>O .01 58329,0,0 .58394 1 606)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<29.4085,1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>232. 1 1 2, 1 ,0 .3731 34328)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.302637,0,0.51 948051 9)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed< 1 .66472E-05,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.00038861 5 , 1 ,0.4 761 904 76)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYPeaks<251 4.77, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroi iYPeaks>5539. 75, 1 ,0.4 1 6666667)} . + if (imagesArea2documentLength2scroi iYPeaks<35. 1 04 7,0, 1f 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYPeaks>1 23.973, 1 ,0 .5))) / 1 6 .7041 3697 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfscroiiYDistance 1 .771 e+008 
AvgOfscroi iYPeaks 3.245e+004 
AvgOfdocumentlength 2.882e+005 
AvgOfimagesAverageArea 6 . 1 04e+004 
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength 1 . 9 1 7e+007 
Avg0fcountExample2documentlength 5.391 e+007 
AvgOfcountNext2documentlength 832.2 
documentlength2timespent 3.041e+007 
imagesArea2documentlength2timespent 3.21 6e+006 
imagesArea2mouseDistance 2.61 5e+007 
n T ables2mouseDistance 8.26 1 e+008 
n Tables2documentlength2mouseSpeed 8. 396e+006 
imagesArea2mouseXFactor 4.926e+006 1 . 1 27e+009 n lmages2documentlenqth2mouseXFa�tor 3.273e+008 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYOistance 
nObjects2scroiiYSpeed 
7.267e+005 
nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 
1 .226e+007 
1 825 
documentLength2scroiiYPeaks 3.054e+007 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name l PAR1W J Dimension of learning s!Yie I Active/Reflective Std. error I 66.47% I Class. Prob. I N/A I Class. Eff. 1 Rule Expression 
(2.89E+1 0* !f. (nPagesyisited<20, 1 , if (nPagesVisited>58, 1 ,0 .4)) + 1 .29E+1 1  1f (Avg0ftlmespent<1 82995000, 1 , if (AvgOftimespent> 769424000 o o 48)) + 1 . 1 E+ 1 0* if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent<1 . 1 01 85, 1 , if ' ' · 
(AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent> 1 .24734, 1 ,0 .347826087)) 
+ 1 .64E+04* if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea<28939.8, 1 , if 
N/A 
(Avg0fimagesAverageArea>58823 .9 , 0  ,0 .363636364)) 
+ 9.32E+1  o: �f ( ima�esAre�2timespent<1 76602, 1 , if (imagesArea2timespent>9 1 2391 ,0,0.48)) + 5.63E+1 0 1f (n0bjects2tlmespent<O,O , if (n0bjects2timespent>0.857677, 1 ,0 .482758621 )) + 1 .26E+1 1 * if ( imagesArea2docum entlength2timespent<74.5553, 1 , if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>343.999,0,0.5) )  
+ 6.40E+09* i f  (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0, if 
(nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0236, 1 ,0 .52))  
+ 8.69E+1 0* if  (nObjects2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2mouseDistance>0.0939798, 1 ,0 .46428571 4))  
+ 1 .03E+09* i f  (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.00 1 40822, 1 , if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00334805, 1 ,0 . 1 66666667)) 
+ 1 .04E+1 1 * if (nLists2documentlength2mouseDistance<1 . 1 9789E-05, 1 , if 
(nlists2documentlength2 mouseDistance>O. 00035356, 1 , 0 .444444444)) 
+ 2.47E+1 0* if (imagesArea2mouseSpeed<1 9341 2, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseSpeed>54702 1 , 1 ,0 .31 81 8 1 81 8)) 
+ 1 .24E+07* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor<94.5044, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor> 1 83.425, 1 ,0 .2857 14286)) 
+ 1 . 1 8E+ 1 1 *  if (n lmages2mouseYFactor< 1 8.6658, 1 , if 
(n lmages2mouseYFactor>65.672 ,0 ,0 .46 1 538462)) 
+ 6.23E+ 1 0* if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<3576.44, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance> 771 9 . 66 , 1  ,0.423076923)) 
+ 1 .22E+ 1 1 * if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 20.239, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>208.006,0 ,0 .333333333)) 
+ 4.26E+08* if (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<1 676.81  ,O , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed> 7 446.08, 1 ,0.53846 1 538)) . + 1 .43E+ 1 1 * if (imagesArea2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks<31 .41 1 8,0, 1f 
Jim�esArea2documentlenath2scroiiYPeaks>1 23.973,0,0.576923077))) I 1 .06E+12 . 
Terms Term name F-rat•o 
nPagesVisited 2.894e+01 0 
AvgOftimespent 1 .288e+01 1 
AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent 1 .506e+01 0 
AvgOfimagesAveraQeArea 1 .642e+004 
· · 9.324e+01 0 1magesArea2tlmespent 
5 63 1 +o1 o n0bjects2timespent · e 
1 imagesArea2documentlenath2timesp_ent 1 .256e+01 
· 6.404e+009 nTables2mouseDI�tance 8.686e+01 0  n0blects2mouseDistance . 1 031 e+009 nTables2documentlenQth2mouseDistance · 
o· t 1 .038e+01 1 nlists2documentlength2mouse IS ance 2.465e+01 0  imagesArea2mouseSpeed 1 236e+007 imagesArea2documentlenath2mouseXFactor 1 : 1 83e+01 1 n lmages2mouseYFactor . 6.227e+01 0  documentlength2scroiiYDistance . 1 218e+01 1 
imagesArea2documentLenQth2scroiiYD !stance 4
. 
26e+008 
documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 1
.
425e+01 1  
imagesArea2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks 
. 
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Rule name I PSI1W 1 Dimension of learning style r Sensinq/lntuitive Std. error T 9 9 . 1 2% T Class. Prob. 1 N/A I Class. Eff. I Rule Expression N/A 
(1 .95E+07* if (AvgOfmouseSpeed<0.679655, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseSpeed>1 .41 877,0,0.444444444)) + 
8.75E+06: �f (AvgOfscro�IYSpeed� 1 . 1 22 1 3,0, if (AvgOfscroii YSpeed>1 .8421 9, 1 ,0 .  71 428571 4)) + 6.50E+05 1f (AvgOfnObjects<O,O , If (AvgOfnObjects>0.230769,0,0.571 428571 )) + 7.35E+05* if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.000 1 0 1 669 1 if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentLength>O .0006 1 61 , 0,0 .461 538462,)) '+ 1 .35E+05* if (AvgOfcountExample2documentLength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (Avg0fcountExample2documentlength>0.00024601 1  ,0,0.5)) + 3.53E+O?" if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<3.33349E-06, 1 ,if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength>O .000 1 4 1  004,0,0 .41 6666667)) + 2.51 E+06* if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentLength<O,O, if 
(Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength>9.54004E-05,0,0.666666667)) + 9.59E+06* if (AvgOfcountNext2documentLength<8 .69095E-05,0, if (AvgOfcountNext2documentlength >0 .000250706,0,0. 727272727)) + 9.24E+06* if (nTables2documentlength2timespent<0.00257035,0, if 
(n Tabfes2documentlength2timespent>O. 0 1 29 1 68, 0,0 .6)) + 
1 .01 E+07* if {n0bjects2documentlength2timespent<O,O , if 
(n0bjects2documentlength2timespent>O .001 46276,0,0 .533333333)) + 
2.92E+06* if ( imagesArea2mouseOistance<61 820.8,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>255500,0,0 .648648649)) + 
1 .40E +07* if ( n T a bles2documentlength2mouseDistance<O. 001 40822, 1 ,if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0. 0054 1 1 1 1  ,0 ,0.7)) + 
1 .67E+04* if (n0bjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0. 1 36668,0,0.61 53846 1 5)) 
+ 
9.47E+05* if ( im agesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed<65. 7 492,0, if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed>2 1 7 . 1 22,0,0 .827586207)) + 
3.24E+02* if (n lmages2mouseYFactor<1 6 .7638, 1 ,if 
(nfmages2mouseYFactor>41 .3627,0,0 . 545454545)) + 
6.61 E+05* if (nLists2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.000222495,0,if 
(nLists2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.002 1 5396,0,0 .
_
68571 4286)) + 
7.24E+07* if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<3050.9, 1 , If 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>771 9.66,0,0.5)) + 
4.49E+06* if {documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<2235. 71 , 1  , i;
) )  (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>3 1 9 1 .54 ,0,0 .666666667) I 1 .  78E+08 
Terms Term name 
AvqOfmouseSpeed 
AvgOfscroiiYSoeed 
AvQOfnObjects 
Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 
AvQ0fcountExample2documentlength 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlenqth 
AvQ0fcountPrevious2documentlenQth 
Avg0fcountNext2documentlength 
n T abfes2documentlenqth2timesoent 
n0bjects2documentlength2timesoent 
imagesArea2mouseDistance . 
n T abfes2documentlenqth2mouseDistance 
nObjects2mouseSpeed 
imagesArea2documentlenQth2mouseSoeed 
n lmages2mouse YF actor 
nlists2documentLenQth2mouse YF actor 
documentlenQth2scroi iYDistance 
documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 
F-ratio 
1 . 947e+007 
8.745e+006 
6.497e+005 
7.352e+005 
1 .347e+005 
3.528e+007 
2. 508e+006 
9.59e+006 
9 .235e+006 
1 .0 14e+007 
2.91 5e+006 
1 .4e+007 
1 .673e+004 
9.467e+005 
324.2 
6.606e+005 
7.241 e+007 
4.493e+006 
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Rule name I PVV1W I Dimension of learning s!}tle I VisuaiNerbal Std. error I 1 1 0 .6 1 %  I Class. Prob. r N/A Rule Expression I Class. Eff. I N/A 
(3.45E+08*. if (nPagesVisited<20, 1 , if (nPagesVisited>54, 1 , 0.3846 1 5385)) + 1 .94E+08* 1f (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.42 1 1 04, 1  , if 
(Avg0fmouseYFactor>0. 567 1 34 ,  1 ,0 .466666667)) + 
5.70E+06* if (Avg0fdocumentlength<48 1 7.63, 1 , if 
(Avg0fdocumentlength>7970.65,0, 0.2 1 05263 1 6}) + 
4.67E+08* if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<9.55737E-06 1 if (Avg0fco��tQuestion2d?cumentlength>2. 72986E-05, 1 ,0 .272727273}} + 3.50E+06 
* 
�f (� l mages2hmespent<1 7 . 3894, 1 , if (n l mages2timespent>63.27 41 ,0 ,0.423076923)) + 1 .59E+06 1f ( 1m agesArea2documentLength2timespent<7 4.5553, 1 , if (imagesAre
_
a2documentlength2timespent>389.307,0 ,0 .46428571 4)) + 2.25E+08* 1f (n lmages2documentlength2timespent<0.00475 1 1 7, 1 , if (nlmages2documentlength2timespent>0.0228699, 1 ,0 .38461 5385)} + 4.81 E+09* if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0 .00 1 49485, 1 , if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00639048, 1 , 0.3846 1 5385)) + 5.05E+07* if (nTables2mouseSpeed<5. 1 51 77,0, if 
(nTables2mouseSpeed> 1 8 . 5058, 1 ,0 .652 1 7391 3)) + 
1 .99E+06* if (nTables2mouseYFactor<7.0391 9,0, if 
(nTables2mouseYFactor>31 . 5493,0 ,0 .592592593)) + 
9.57E+06* if (nTables2documentLength2mouseYFactor<0.002 1 7229,0, if 
(n Tables2documentlength2mouse YF actor>O. 0 1 2  779 1 , 1 , 0 .  538461 538)) + 
5.34E+07* if (nLists2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.0001 0 1 1 06,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor>O .000288549, 1 , 0 .428571 429}) + 
4.51 E+09* if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<4866.04 ,  1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>77 1 9 .66,0,0 .25)) + 
1 .20E+06* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 08.712 , 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentLength2scrolfYDistance>285.822, 1 ,0 .304347826}) + 
1 .60E+07* if (nObjects2documentLength2scrolfYDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>0.000222829,0,0 .5 161 29032)) + 
8.66E+04 * if (n lmages2scroiiYSpeed<5.3 1 1 89 ,  1 , if 
(nlmages2scroi iYSpeed>1 8 . 9242,0 ,0 .444444444)) + 
9.33E+07* if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0. 1 85507, 1 ,0.466666667)) 
+ 
9.1 OE+06* if ( imagesArea2scroi iYPeaks<1 2301 2 ,  1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0 ,0.4))) I 1 .08E+1 0 
Terms Term name 
nPages Visited 
AvqOfmouse YF actor 
AvgOfdocumentlength 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlenoth 
n lmages2timespent 
imaqesArea2documentlength2timespent 
n lmages2documentlenqth2timespent 
n T ables2documentlenoth2mouseDistance 
n Tables2mouseSpeed 
n T ables2mouse YF actor 
n T ables2documentlength2mouse YF actor 
nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance . 
imagesArea2documentlenqth2scroiiYDistance 
nObiects2documentlenqth2scroiiYDistance 
nlmages2scroiiYSoeed 
n0bjects2scroi iYSpeed 
F-ratio 
3.448e+008 
1 .943e+008 
5.696e+006 
4.667e+008 
3 .498e+006 
1 .585e+006 
2.245e+008 
4.805e+009 
5.047e+007 
1 .992e+006 
9.571 e+006 
5.344e+007 
4.51 e+009 
1 . 1 99e+006 
1 . 598e+007 
8.659e+004 
9.325e+007 
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Rule name l PSG1W _I Dimension of learning s!Yie l Se_quentiai/Giobal Std. error I 1 83. 30% I Class. Prob. I N/A Rule Expression I C lass. Eff. 1 N/A 
(1 . 77E+08*. if (AvgOfscroiiYDistance<O. 790629, 1  ,if (AvgOfscroiiYDistance>3 64042 0 0 44 7761 3.25E+04: �f (Avg0fscroiiYPeaks<1 ,O, if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks>1 .45833,0,0.555ssss56)> � 1 94)) + 2.88E+05 �f (Avg0f?ocumentlength<2730.64,0,if (AvgOfdocumentlength> 7970.65 1 0.4761 90476)) 6.10E+04* 1f (Avg0flmagesAverageArea< 1 5503.6,0,if ' ' + 
(Avg0fimagesAverageArea>52644.8,0,0.58394 1 606)} + 1 .92E+07* if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<45.5953, 1 ,if (Avg0fimagesArea2documentlength> 1 23.973, 1 ,0.41 6666667)) + 5.39E+07* if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if {AvgOfcountExample2documentlength>O .000 1 95526 ,0,0 .6 1 4035088)) + 8.32E+02* if (AvgOfcountNext2documentlength<8.05629E-05, 1 , if (Avg0fcountNext2documentlength>0.000247635,0,0.576923077)) + 3.04E+07* if (documentlength2timespent<6483.93,0,if 
{documentlength2timespent> 1 3662.4,0,0. 733944954)) + 
3.22E+06* if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent<69.2824, 1 ,if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>359.302,0 ,0.52238806)) + 
2.62E+07* if (imagesArea2mouseDistance<63988.7,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>242455,0,0.727272727)) + 
8.26E+08* if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275, 1 ,if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6 .0976, 1 ,0.41 6666667)) + 8.40E+06* if (nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<O .00 1 4 1 46 , 1  ,if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.00773544, 1 ,0.41 6666667)) + 
4.93E+06* if (imagesArea2mouseXFactor< 1 71 223, 1 , if 
{imagesArea2mouseXF actor>658493 ,0 ,0 .52238806)) + 
1 . 1 3E+09* if {nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0.00309 1 31 ,O,if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseXF actor>O .01 58329,0,0.583941 606)) + 
3.27E+08* if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<29.4085, 1 , if 
{imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance> 232 . 1 1 2 ,  1 , 0.3 7 3 1 34328)) + 
7.27E+05* if {nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.302637,0,0.51 94805 1 9)) + 
1 .23E+07* if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<1 .664 72E-05,0, if 
{nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.00038861 5,  1 ,0.4 761 904 76)) + 
1 .83E+03* if (documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<2514.  77, 1  ,if 
{documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>5539. 75 , 1  ,0.41 6666667)) + 
3.05E+07* if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<35. 1 04 7,0,if 
jimagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks> 1 23.973, 1 ,0.5))) I 2 . 1 6E+09 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfscroliYDistance 1 .77 1 e+008 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 3 .245e+004 
AvgOfdocumentlength 2.882e+005 
AvgOfimagesAveraQeArea 6 . 1 04e+004 
Avg0fimagesArea2documentlenr:�th 1 .9 1 7e+007 
Avg0fcountExample2documentlength 5. 39 1 e+007 
Avg0fcountNext2documentlenQth 832.2 
documentlength2timespent 3 . 041 e+007 
imagesArea2documentlength2timesp_ent 3 . 2 1 6e+006 
imagesArea2mouseDistance 2 .6 1 5e+007 
n Tables2mouseDistance 8.26 1 e+008 
nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed 8 . 3 96e+006 4 . 926e+006 imagesArea2mouseXFactor 1 . 1 27e+009 n lmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor 3.273e+008 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance 7.267e+005 n0bjects2scroi iYSoeed 1 .226e+007 
nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 1 825 
documentlength2scroiiYPeaks 3.054e+007 
imagesArea2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name I PAR1 B .I Dimension of learning style I Active/Reflective Std. error I N/A 
Rule Expression 
J Class. Prob. J 85% I Class. Eff .. I 57. 1 4% 
((if (nPagesVisited<20, 1 , if (nPagesVisited>58, 1 ,0.4 )) 
+ !f (Avg0ftime�pe�t<1 82995000, 1 , if (Av�Oftimespent> 769424000,0,0.48)) + 1f (AvgOfrelat1veT1meSpent< 1 . 1  0 1 8 5 , 1  , If (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent>1 .24734, 1 ,0.347826087)) + if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea<28939 .8, 1 , if 
(AvgOfimagesAverageArea>58823 .9 ,  0 ,0 .363636364)) 
+ if (imagesArea2timespent< 1 76602, 1 , if ( imagesArea2timespent>9 1 2391 ,0,0.48)) + if (n0bjects2timespent<O ,O , if (n0bjects2timespent>0.857677, 1 ,0 .482758621 )) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent<74.5553, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>343 .999 ,0, 0 .  5))  + if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0, if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6 .0236, 1 ,0.52)) + if (nObjects2mouseDistance<O,O , if (nObjects2mouseDistance>0.0939798, 1 ,0.464285714)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 40822, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00334805, 1 ,0 . 1 66666667)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2mouse0istance<1 . 1 9789E-05, 1 , if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance>O .00035356, 1  , 0 .444444444)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseSpeed<1 934 1 2, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseSpeed>54702 1 , 1 ,0 .3 1 8 1 8 1 8 1 8)) 
+ if ( imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor<94. 5044, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor>1 83.425, 1 , 0.2857 1 4286)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouseYFactor<1 8.6658,  1 , if (nlmages2mouseYFactor>65.672,0,0.461 538462)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYD istance<3576.44, 1 , if 
( documentlength2scroiiYD istance> 7 7 1 9 .66 , 1  ,0 .423076923)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYD istance<1 20 .239, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYOistance>208.006 ,0 , 0.333333333)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed< 1 676.81  ,O , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>7446 .08, 1 ,0 .538461 538)) 
. + if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<31 .41 1 8 ,0,Jf 
>-(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>1 23.973,0 ,0 .576923077))) I 1 7.57692308)
. 
0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratJo 
n PagesVisited 2.894e+01 0 
A11.0ftimes_pent 1 .288e+01 1 
A�gOfrelativeTimeSpent � -���e:g6� Av_g_OfimagesAverageArea 
9
·
324 
e 
+01 0  imagesArea2timespent 
5
·
631 
e 
+01 0 n0bjects2timespent . 1
"
256:+01 1 imagesArea2documentlength2tJmespent .
404 +009 o· t 6 .  e nTables2mouse 1� ance 
a .686e+01 0  n01:>lects2mouse0Jstance . 1 03 1 e+009 nTables2documentLength2mous�OJ$tance 
1
.
038e+01 1 nlists2documentlength2mouse0Jstance 
2:465e+01 0 imagesArea2mouseSQeed 1 236e+007 imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor 1 : 1 83e+01 1 n lmaQes2mouseYFactor 6 227e+01 0  documentler:!9_th2scroiiYDistance . 1
.
2 1 8e+01 1 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDJstance 4:26e+008 
documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 1 425e+01 1 
imagesArea2documentLenQth2scroi iYPeaks 
. 
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Rule name J PSI1 B  I Dimension of learning S!Yie 1 Sensing/Intuitive Std. error J N/A _l Class. Prob. 1 65% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 0% 
((if (Avg0fmouseSpeed<0.679655, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseSpeed>1 .41 877 o o 444444444 + �f (Avg0fscro�IYSpeed� 1 . 1 22 1 3,0, if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed> 1 .842 1 9, 1 ,O .l 1 42857 1 4)�) + 1f (AvgOfnObjects<O,O, If (AvgOfnObjects>0.230769,0 ,0. 57 1 428571 )) + if (Avg0fcountExcfamationMarks2documentlength<0.0001 0 1 669 1 if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2docum entlength>0.00061 6 1  , 0,0.461 S38462)) + if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength >0. 00024601 1 , o ,0 .  5)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<3.33349E-06, 1 , if (AvgOfcountQuestion2docum entLength>0.0001 4 1  004,0,0 .41 6666667)) + if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>9.54004E-05,0,0. 666666667)) + if (AvgOfcountNext2documentlength<8.69095E-05,0, if 
(AvgOfcountNext2documentlength >0 .  000250706,0,0. 727272727)) + if (nTables2documentlength2timespent<0.00257035,0, if 
(nTables2documentlength2timespent>0.0 1 29 1 68,0,0.6)) 
+ if (n0bjects2documentlength2timespent<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2docu mentLength2timespent>0.001 46276,0,0 .533333333)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseDistance<6 1 820.8 ,0 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>255500, 0, 0 .648648649)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2m ouseDistance<0.00 1 40822, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00541 1 1 1  ,0 ,0 .7)) 
+ if {nObjects2mouseSpeed<O ,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0. 1 36668,0,0.61 538461 5)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed<65. 7 492,0 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed>2 1 7 . 1 22,0,0.827586207)) 
+ if (nfmages2mouseYFactor< 1 6 .7638, 1 , if (n lmages2mouseYFactor>41 .3627,0,0.545454545)) 
+ if (nLists2docu mentlength2mouseYFactor<0.000222495,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouse YFactor>0.002 1 5396,0, 0 .  68571 4286)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYDistance<3050.9,  1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>7 7 1 9 .66,0 ,0 .5)) 
+ if (docum entlength2scroi iYSpeed<2235. 7 1 , 1  , if 
(documentlength2scrolfYSpeed>3 1 9 1 .54,0,0 .66666666ml / 1 4 .87603506) >= 0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfmouseSpeed 1 .947e+007 
AvgOfscrolfYSpeed 8.745e+006 
AvgOfnObjects 6 .497e+005 
Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 7.352e+005 
Avg0fcountExample2documentlength 1 .347e+005 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength 3.528e+007 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 2.508e+006 
Avg0fcountNext2documentleng_th 9.59e+006 
nTables2documentLength2timespent 9.235e+006 
n0bjects2docum entleng_th2timespent 1 .0 14e+007 
imagesArea2mouseDistance 2 .91 5e+006 
nT ables2documentleng_th2mouseDistance 1 .4e+007 
nObjects2mouseSpeed 1 .673e+004 
imagesArea2documentlength2mouseS�eed 9.467e+005 
n lmages2mouse YF actor 324.2 6.606e+005 
nLists2documentlength2mouse YF actor 7.241e+007 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 4.493e+006 
documentlenf}th2scroiiYSpeed 
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Rule name I PVV1 B I Dimension of learning style I Visual/Verbal Std. error I N/A I Class. Prob. I 80% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. I 20% 
((if (nPagesVisited<20 , 1  , if (nPagesVisited>54, 1 ,0 .38461 5385)) + !f (Avg0fmouseYFactor<0.42 1 1 04, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.5671 34, 1 ,0 .466666667)) + �f (Avg0fdocumentl�ngth<48 1 7 .63 , 1 , if (Avg0fdocumentlength>7970.65,0,0.2 1 052631 6)) + 1f (Avg0fcountQuestlon2documentlength<9.55737E-06 ,  1 , if (�vg0fcountQ�estion2documentlen
_
gth>2. 72986E-05, 1 ,0 .272727273)) + 1f (nlmages2tlmespent< 1 7  .3894, 1  , If (n lmages2timespent>63.27 41 ,0,0.423076923)) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent<7 4 .5553 , 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>389 .307,0,0.46428571 4  )) + if (n lmages2documentlength2timespent<0.004751 1 7, 1 , if 
(nlmages2docu mentlength2timespent>0.0228699, 1 ,0 .384 6 1 5385)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 49485, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00639048, 1 ,0 .3846 1 5385)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseSpeed<5. 1 51 77 ,O , if (nTables2mouseSpeed>1 8.5058, 1 ,0 .6521 7391 3)) + if (nTables2mouseYFactor<7.039 1 9 ,0 , if (nTables2mouseYFactor>3 1 .5493,0,0.592592593)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.002 1 7229,0 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.0 1 2779 1 , 1 ,0 .53846 1 538)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.000 1 0 1 1 06 , 0, if 
(nLists2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.000288549, 1 , 0.428571 429)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<4866.04, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance> 771 9 . 66,0,  0.25)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<1 08.71 2, 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>285.822 , 1 ,0 .304347826)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>0.000222829 ,0,0 .5 1 6 1 29032)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYSpeed<5.3 1 1 89 ,  1 , if (n lmages2scroiiYSpeed>18 .9242,0,0.444444444 )) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0. 1 85507, 1 ,0.466666667)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroi iYPeaks<1 230 1 2 ,  1 , if (imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0.4 ))) I 
17. 1 08721 62)  > 0 .5  . Terms Term name F-rat1o 
nPagesVisited 3.448e+008 
AvgOfmouseYFactor 1 .943e+008 
AvgOfdocumentlength 5.696e+006 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlenqth 4.667 e+008 
n lmages2timespent 3.498e+006 
imagesArea2documentlength2timespent 1 .585e+006 
· ;p1 t 2.245e+008 n lmages2documentlenqth2tlmes en 
o· t 4.805e+009 nTables2documentLength2mouse 1s ance 
5.047e+007 nTables2mouseSpeed 
1 _992e+006 nTables2mouseYFactor 
9 571e+006 nTables2documentlenqth2mouseYFactor 5
.
344 +007 n lists2documentlength2�ouseYF actor 4:51 e:009 documentLength2scroiiYDistance . 1 1 99e+006 imaQesArea2documentlength2scroii:'D istance 1 .598e+007 
n0bjects2documentlength2scroiiYDistance a:659e+004 n lmages2scroiiYSpeed 9.325e+007 
nObjects2scroi iYSpeed 
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Rule name 1 PSG1 B 1 Dimension of learni'!_g s!l_le I S�uentiai/Giobal Std. error J N/A 1 Class. Prob .. I 80% Rule Expression I Class. Eff.J 
((if (AvgOfscrol lYDistance<0.790629, 1 , if (AvgOfscroiiYDistance>3.64042 0 0 44776 
55.56% 
+ if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks<1  ,O , if (AvgOfscrollYPeaks>1 .45833,0,0.555555s56)) 1 1 94 )) + �f (Avg0f�ocumentlength<2730 .64 ,0 , if (AvgOfdocumentlength>7970.65 1 o 4761 90476}) + tf (AvgOftmagesAverageArea<1 5503.6 ,0 , if ' ' · 
(AvgOfimagesAverageArea>52644.8,0 ,0.58394 1 606)) 
+ if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<45.5953, 1 , if 
(AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength> 1 23.973 , 1  , 0.4 1 6666667)) + if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength>O. 000 1 95526,0 ,0 .6 1 4035088)) + if (AvgOfcountNext2documentlength<8.05629E-05, 1 , if 
(AvgOfcountNext2documentlength>0.000247635,0 ,0 .576923077)) + if (documentlength2timespent<6483 .93,0, if 
(documentlength2timespent> 1 3662.4 ,0 ,0 .  733944954)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent<69.2824, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>359.302,0,0 . 52238806)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseDistance<63988.7,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>242455,0 ,0 .  727272727)) 
+ if (nTables2m ouseDistance<2.22275, 1 , if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6.0976, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.00 1 4 1 46,  1 , if 
(nTables2docu mentlength2mouseSpeed>0.00773544, 1 ,0 .4 1 6666667)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseXFactor<1 7 1 223, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseXFactor>658493,0 ,0 .52238806)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0.00309 1 3 1  ,O , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.01 58329 ,0 ,0 .583941 606)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<29.4085, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroii YDistance>232. 1 1 2 , 1 ,0.3731 34328)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.302637,0,0 .51 948051 9)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<1 .66472E-05,0 , if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>O .0003886 1 5,  1 ,0  .4 76 1 904 76)) 
+ if (documentLength2scroiiYPeaks<2514 .  77, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroi iYPeaks>5539. 75, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<35 . 1  047 ,0, if 
j!m<!9_esArea2documentlen_gth2scroiiYPeaks>1 23.973, 1 ,0 .5)21 I 1 6.7041 36971 >= 0.5 . 
Terms Term name F-ratlo 
Av.90fscrollYDistance 1 .771 e+0�8 
A'1l_OfscroiiYPeaks 3.245e+O 4 
Av�OfdocumentlenJJ.th �-��;e:�g� 
A'{QOfimagesAverageArea · e 
AvgOfimaJJ.esArea2documentlen_g_th � ·;��e:��; 
A'{9.0fcountExam.Qie2documentlen_g_th · 
e 
832.2 A'{9.0fcountNext2documentle�th 
3 04 1 +007 documentlength2timesQ.ent . 3
"
2 1 6:+006 ima_g_esArea2docume�tLength2ttmespent 2:61 5e+007 imagesArea2mou�eOtstance 8_26 1 e+OOS nTables2mouseDtstance 8 396e+006 n T ables2documentlen_mh2mouseS_Q_eed 4: 926e+006 im�esArea2mouseXFactor 1 127e+009 n lmcmes2documentlength2mouseXFa�tor 3 
.
273e+008 
ima_g_esArea2documentleng_th2scroiiYDtstance 7 :267e+005 
nObJects2scroiiYS_Qeed 1 .226e+007 
nlists2documentlength2scroiiYS_Q_eed 1 825 
documentlen_g_th2scroiiYPeaks 3 054e+007 
ima_g_esArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks 
. 
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Rule name l PAR1WB I Dimension of learning style 1 Active/Reflective Std. error I N/A I Class. Prob. I 80% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 
((2.89E +1 o: i� (nPages_v isited<20 , 1  , if (nPagesVisited>58, 1 ,0 .4 )) 
42.86% 
+ 1 .29E +1 1  1f (Avg0ftlmespent<1 82995000, 1 , if (AvgOftimespent>769424000 o o 48)) + 1 . 1  E+1  0* if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent<1 . 1  0 1 85, 1 , if · ' · (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent> 1 .24734, 1 ,0 .347826087)) 
+ 1 .64E+04* if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea<28939.8, 1 , if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea>58823 .9  ,0 ,  0 .363636364)) + 9.32E+ 1  o: �f ( ima�esAre�2timespent<1. 76602 , 1  , if (imagesArea2timespent>91 2391 ,0,0.48)) + 5.63E+ 1 0  �f (�Objects2tlmespent<O,O, If (n0bjects2timespent>0.857677, 1 ,0 .48275862 1 )) + 1 .26E+1 1  * 1f ( 1magesArea2documentLength2timespent<7 4 .5553 , 1  , if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>343 .999, 0,0 .5)) + 6.40E+09* if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0,if 
(nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0236, 1 ,0 .52)) + 8.69E+ 1 0* if (nObjects2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2mouseDistance>0. 0939798 , 1  , 0.4642857 1 4)) + 1 .03E+09* if {nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.00 1 40822 , 1  , if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00334805, 1 ,0 . 1 66666667)) + 1 .04E+1 1  * if (nLists2documentlength2mouseDistance<1 . 1 9789E-05, 1 , if (nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance>O .00035356, 1 ,0 .444444444 )) + 2.47E+ 1 0* if ( imagesArea2mouseSpeed<1 9341 2 , 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseSpeed>54702 1 , 1 ,0 .3 1 8 1 8 1 8 1 8)) 
+ 1 .24E+07* if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor<94.5044, 1 , if 
{imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor>1 83.425, 1 ,0 .2857 1 4286)) + 1 . 18E+1 1 * if (n lmages2mouseYFactor< 1 8 .6658, 1 , if 
{nlmages2mouseYFactor>65.672,0 ,0 .461 538462)) 
+ 6.23E+1 0* if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<3576.44, 1 , if 
{documentlength2scroiiYDistance> 771 9.66 , 1  ,0  .423076923)) 
+ 1 .22E+ 1 1 * if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 20.239, 1 , if 
{imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYD istance>208. 006,0:0.333333333)) + 4.26E+08* if (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<1 676 .81  ,0 , 1f 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>7446 .08, 1 ,0 .538461 538)) . + 1 .43E+1 1  * if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<3 1 .4 1 1 8,0, 1f 
>-{imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>1 23.973,0,0 .576923077))) I 1 .06E+12)  - ?·5 
F-ratlo Terms Term na':"� 
2.894e+01 o nPagesV1s1ted 
1 288 +01 1 AvgOftimespent 
1
·
506 
e 
+01 0  AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent 
1
·
642 
e 
+oo4 A'{ROfimages�veraQeArea 
9:324:+01 o imagesAre�2t1mespent 5.631 e+01 o n0bjects2tlmespent . 1 256e+01 1 imagesArea2doc�mentlenQth2tlmespent 6:404e+009 nTables2mouseD1�tance 8.686e+01 0 nObjects2mouseD1stance . 1 031 e+009 nTables2documentlenQth2mous�D,stance 1 
.
038e+01 1 nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance 2:465e+01 0 im�esArea2mouseSpeed 1 236e+007 imagesArea2documentlenoth2mouseXFactor 1 : 1 83e+01 1 n lmages2mouseYFactor 6 227e+01 0  documentlength2scroiiYDistance . 1 
.
21 8e+01 1 
imagesArea2documentLength2scroi iYDistance 4:26e+008 
documentLength2scroiiYSoeed 1 425e+01 1  
imaQesArea2documentlenoth2scroi iYPeaks 
. 
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Rule name I PSI1WB I Dimension of learninQ style r Sensing/Intuitive Std. error I N/A I Class. Prob. f 65% Rule Expression r Class. Eff. I 
((1 .95E+07* if (AvgOfmouseSpeed<0.679655, 1 , if 
0% 
(AvgOfmouseSpeed>1 .41 877,0,0.444444444)) + 
8.75E+06: �f (AvgOfscro�IYSpeed� 1 . 1 22 1 3,0, if (AvgOfscroi iYSpeed> 1 .842 1 9, 1 ,0 .71428571 4)) + 6.50E+05 
* 
�f (AvgOfnObjects<O,O, If (AvgOfnObjects>0.230769,0,0.571 428571 }) + 7.35E+05 1f (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.0001 0 1 669 1 if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength>0.00061 61 ,0,0.46 1 538462)) '+ 1 .35E+05* if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength>0.0002460 1 1 ,0 ,0 .5)) + 3.53E+07* if (Avg0fcountQuestion2documentLength<3.33349E-06, 1 , if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength>0.0001 4 1  004,0,0 .41 6666667)) + 2.51 E+06* if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentLength<O,O,if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength >9 .54004 E-05, 0, 0. 666666667)) + 9.59E+06* if (AvgOfcountNext2docum entlength<8.69095E-05,0, if (AvgOfcountNext2documentlength>0.000250706,0,0. 727272727)) + 9.24E+06* if (nTables2documentlength2timespent<0.00257035,0, if (n Tables2documentlength2timespent>O .0 1 29 1 68,0,0.  6)) + 
1 .01 E+07* if (n0bjects2documentlength2timespent<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2documentlength2timespent>O. 001 46276,0,0.533333333)) + 
2.92E+06* if ( imagesArea2mouseDistance<6 1 820.8,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>255500,0,0 .648648649}) + 
1 .40E+07* if (nTables2documentLength2mouseDistance<0.001 40822, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.0054 1 1 1 1  ,0 ,0 .7)) + 
1 .67E+04 * if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0. 1 36668,0,0.61 53846 1 5)) + 
9.47E+05* if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed<65. 7 492,0, if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed>2 1 7 . 1 22,0,0 .827586207)) + 
3.24E+02* if (nlmages2mouseYFactor< 1 6.7638, 1 , if 
{nlmages2mouseYFactor>4 1 .3627,0,0. 545454545)) + . 6.61 E+05* if (nlists2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.000222495,0,1f 
(nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor>O. 0021 5396,0,0 .. 68571 4286)) + 7.24E+07* if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<3050.9, 1 , If 
(documentLength2scroiiYDistance>77 1 9.66,0,0.5)) + 
4.49E+06* if (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<2235. 7 1 , 1  , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>31 9 1 .54,0,0.666666667))) / 1 .78E+08) >- 0 .5  
Terms Term name 
AvaOfmouseSoeed 
AvaOfscroiiYSpeed 
AvQOfnObiects 
AvaOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlenath 
AvQ0fcountExam ole2documentlength 
AvaOfcountQuestion2documentlenQth 
AvQ0fcountPrevious2documentlenQth 
AvaOfcountNext2documentlength 
n T ables2documentlenath2timesoent 
n0biects2documentlength2timesoent 
imaQesArea2mouseDistance . 
n T ables2documentlenath2mouseDistance 
nObjects2mouseSpeed 
imaaesArea2documentlenath2mouseSoeed 
nlmaQes2mouse YFactor 
nlists2documentlenath2mouse YF actor 
documentlenath2scroiiYDistance 
documentlenath2scroiiYSoeed 
F-ratio 
1 .947e+007 
8.745e+006 
6.497e+005 
7.352e+005 
1 .347e+005 
3.528e+007 
2.508e+006 
9. 59e+006 
9.235e+006 
1 .0 1 4e+007 
2.91 5e+006 
1 .4e+007 
1 .673e+004 
9.467e+005 
324.2 
6.606e+005 
7.241 e+007 
4.493e+006 
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Rule name I PVV1WB I Dimension of learning style J VisuaiNerbal Std. error . I NIA I Class. Prob. I 75% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 0% 
((3.45E+08� if (nPagesVisited<20, 1 , if (nPagesVisited>54, 1 , 0.3846 1 5385)) + 1 .94E+08* 1f (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.42 1 1 04, 1  , if 
(AvgOfmouseYFactor>0. 567 1 34 ,  1 , 0 .466666667)) + 5.70E+06* if (Avg0fdocumentlength<48 1 7.63, 1 , if 
(Avg0fdocumentlength>7970.65,0,0 .2 1 05263 1 6)) + 4.67E+08* if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength<9.55737E-06 1 if {AvgOfco��tQuestion2d?cumentLength>2.72986E-05, 1 ,0 .2727272Y3)) + 3.50E+06 �f (� lmages2tlmespent<1 7 .3894, 1 , if (n lmages2timespent>63.274 1 ,0,0.423076923)) + 1 .59E+06* 1f (1magesArea2documentLength2timespent<74.5553, 1 , if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>389.307 ,0 ,0.46428571 4  )) + 2.25E+08* if (n lmages2docu mentlength2timespent<0.004751 1 7, 1 , if (nlmages2documentlength2timespent>0.0228699 ,  1 ,0 .38461 5385)) + 4.81 E+09* if (nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.00149485, 1 , if {nTables2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00639048, 1 , 0.3846 1 5385)) + 5.05E+07* if (nTables2mouseSpeed<5. 1 5 1 77,0 , if 
{nTables2mouseSpeed> 1 8 .5058, 1 , 0.6521 739 1 3)) + 
1 .99E+06* if (nTables2mouseYFactor<7.0391 9,0 , if 
{nTables2mouseYFactor>3 1 .5493,0 ,0 .592592593)) + 
9.57E+06* if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.002 1 7229,0, if 
(nTables2documentLength2mouseYFactor>0. 0 1 2 779 1 , 1 ,0 .53846 1 538)) + 
5.34E+07* if (nlists2documentLength2mouseYFactor<0.0001 0 1 1 06,0, if 
{nlists2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.000288549,  1 , 0 .428571 429)) + 
4.51 E+09* if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<4866 .04 ,  1 , if 
(documentLength2scrofiYDistance> 771  9 .66,0 ,0.25)) + 
1 .20E+06* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 08.7 12 , 1 , if 
{imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>285. 822, 1 ,0.  30434 7826)) + 
1 .60E+07* if (nObjects2documentLength2scroiiYDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentLength2scroii YDistance>0.000222829,0,0.5 1 6 1 29032)) + 
8.66E+04 * if (n lmages2scroiiYSpeed<5.3 1 1 89, 1 , if 
(nlmages2scroiiYSpeed> 1 8 .9242 ,0 ,0 .444444444 )) + 
9.33E+07* if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0. 1 85507, 1 ,0.466666667)) 
+ 
9. 1 0E+06* if (imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<1 230 1 2 ,  1 , if 
. {imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0 .4))) I 1 .08E+ 1 0) >- 0 .5  
Terms Term name 
nPaQesVisited 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 
AvQOfdocumentLength 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentLenath 
n lmaQes2timesgent 
imagesArea2documentLength2timespent 
n lmages2documentLength2timespent 
n T ables2documentLength2mouseDistance 
n Tables2mouseSpeed 
n T ables2mouse YF actor 
n T ables2documentLength2mouse YF actor 
n lists2documentLength2mouse YF actor 
documentlength2scroiiYD istance . 
imaQesArea2documentLenQth2scroiiYDrstance 
nObjects2documentLength2scroiiYDistance 
n lmages2scroiiYSpeed 
nObjects2scroiiYSpeed 
F-ratio 
3.448e+008 
1 .943e+008 
5.696e+006 
4.667e+008 
3.498e+006 
1 .585e+006 
2.245e+008 
4.805e+009 
5.047e+007 
1 .992e+006 
9.571 e+006 
5.344e+007 
4.51 e+009 
1 . 1 99e+006 
1 .598e+007 
8.659e+004 
9.325e+007 
252 
Rule name J 
Std. error] 
PSG1WB f Dimension of learning s!Yie N/A I Class. Prob. I 50% I Sequential/Global Rule Expression I Class. Eff. I -1 1 . 1 1 % 
((1 .77E+08* if (AvgOfscrofiYDistance<0.790629 1 if (AvgOfscr;>!IYDistance> 3 .64042,0,  0 .44 7761 1 94}) � 3.25E+04 1f (AvgOfscrofiYPea ks< 1  ,O , if (AvgOfscrofiYPeaks> 1 45833 o 0 55555 2.88E+05* if (Avg0fdocumentlength<2730.64,0 , if · ' ' · 5556)) + (Avg0fdocumentlength>7970.65, 1 ,0 .4761 90476)) + 6.10E+04 * if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea< 1 5503.6,0 , if (Avg0fimagesAverageArea>52644.8 ,0,0 .58394 1 606)) + 1 .92E+07* if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentLength<45.5953, 1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentLength >  1 23 .973 , 1  , 0  .4 1 6666667)) + 5.39E+07* if (AvgOfcountExample2documentLength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (AvgOfcountExample2documentLength>0.0001 95526,0 ,0 .61 4035088)) + 8.32E+02* if (AvgOfcountNext2documentLength<8 .05629E-05, 1 , if (Avg0fcountNext2documentlength >0. 00024 7635,0,0. 576923077)) + 3.04E+07* if (documentlength2timespent<6483.93,0, if 
( documentlength2timespent> 1 3662 .4,0,  0 .  733944954)) + 3.22E+06* if ( imagesArea2documentLength2timespent<69.2824, 1 , if (imagesArea2documentlength2timespent>359 .302 ,0, 0 .52238806)) + 2.62E+07* if ( imagesArea2mouseDistance<63988.7,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseDistance>242455,0 ,0 .  727272727)) + 
8.26E+08* if (nTa bles2mouseDistance<2.22275, 1 , if 
(nTables2mouseDistance>1 6 .0976, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) + 
8.40E+06* if (n Tables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<O .00 1 4 1 46 , 1  , if 
{nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.00773544, 1 ,0 .4 1 6666667)) + 
4.93E+06* if ( imagesArea2mouseX Factor<1 71 223, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseXFactor>658493,0 ,0 .52238806)) + 
1 . 1 3E+09* if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0.003091 31 ,O, if 
{nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.01 58329,0,0 .58394 1 606)) + 
3.27E+08* if { imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<29.4085, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scrofiYDistance>232 . 1 1 2, 1 ,0.3731 34328)) + 
7.27E+05* if (nObjects2scrofiYSpeed<O,O , if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.302637,0,0.51 948051 9)) 
+ 
1 .23E+07* if (nLists2documentlength2scrofiYSpeed<1 .664 72E-05,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.00038861 5,  1 ,0 .4 761 904 76)) + 
1 .83E+03* if { documentlength2scroi iYPeaks<251 4. 77, 1 ,  if 
(documentLength2scrofiYPeaks>5539. 75, 1  ,0 .41 6666667)) + . 3.05E+07* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<35. 1 04 7,0 , Jf 
)) _ _(imagesArea2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks>1 23.973, 1 ,0 .5))) I 2 . 1 6 E+09 >- 0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfscroiiYDistance 1 .77 1 e+008 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 3.245e+004 
AvgOfdocumentlenQth 2.882e+005 
AvgOfimagesAverageArea 6 . 1 04e+004 
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlenQth 1 .91 7e+007 
AvgOfcountExample2documentlenQth 5.391 e+007 
AvgOfcountNext2documentlength 832.2 
documentlength2timespent 3.041 e+007 
imagesArea2documentlength2timespent 3.21 6e+006 
imagesArea2mouseDistance 2.61 5e+007 
n Tables2mouseDistance 8.261 e+008 
n Tables2documentlength2mouseSpeed 
8.396e+006 
imagesArea2m ouseXF actor 
4.926e+006 
1 . 1 27e+009 
n lmages2documentLength2mouseXFa�tor 3.273e+008 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiY0Jstance 7.267e+005 
nObjects2scroiiYSpeed 1 .226e+007 
nlists2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed 1 825 
documentlenQth2scroiiYPeaks 3.054e+007 
imagesArea2documentlenqth2scroiiYPeaks 25 3 
Rule name I PAR2 I Dimension of learning style I Active/Reflective Std. error I 68.22% 
Rule Expression 
I Class. Pro b. I N/ A I Class. Eff. I N/A 
(if (nPagesVisited<20 , 1 , if (nPagesVisited>58, 1 ,0.4)) 
+ if (Avg0fmouse0istance<2.20644 , 1 , if (AvgOfmouseDistance>3.37677,0,0.277777778)) + !f (AvgOfmouse Y�actor<0.421 1 04, 1 , i� (AvgOtmouseYFactor>0.557359, 1 ,0.444444444 )) + 1f (AvgOfscroiiYDtstance<O. 77360 1 , 1 , tf (AvgOfscroiiYDistance>3.64042,0,0.5)) + if (Avg0fscroiiYSpeed<0 . 82605, 1 , if (AvgOtscroi iYSpeed>2.83884,0,0.44)) + if (Avg0fcountFact2documentlength <6.88206E-06 , 1 , if 
(AvgOfcountFact2docu mentlength>3.659 1 5 E-05,0,0 .48)) 
+ if (documentlength2timespent<7538 .84 , 1 , if (documentlength2timespent>1 3056.3,0,0.4)) + if (documentlength2mouse0istance<2273. 78, 1 , if 
( documentlength2mouse0istance>5258. 09,0 ,0  .5)) 
+ if (nTables2m ouseDistance<2 .22275,0 , if (nTables2mouseDistance>16 .0236, 1 ,0.52)) + if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<9.0001 5,  1 , if (n l mages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0.5)) + if (nlmages2m ouseXFactor<1 6 .2376, 1 , if ( n lmages2mouseXFactor>66.246,0,0.3)) + if (imagesArea2documentlength 2 mouseYFactorr<1 22.842, 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouse YF actorr>41 3.432, 1 ,0  .4)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYOistance <3576.44, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance> 771 9.66 , 1  , 0.423076923))  
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<5.8 1 499,0, if 
(nlmages2scroiiYOistance>53.001 8 ,0 ,0 .576923077)) 
+ if (imagesArea2docum entlength2scroi iYDistance<1 20.239, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>208.006,0,0 .33�333333)) 
+ if (n Tables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<O .000972923,0, tf 
(n Tables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>0.00934362,0,0 .652 1 739 1 3)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYSpeed < 1 676.81 ,O , if 
(documentlength2scroi iYSpeed>7446 .08, 1 ,0 .53846 1 538)) 
+ if (nlists2scroiiYSpeed<0.21 5336, 1 , if (nlists2scroi iYSpeed>1 .561 52, 1 ,0.347826087)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<O,O, if 
(nObjects2docu mentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.000 1 551 6 ,0 ,0 .51 724 1 379))) / 1 7.74633837
. F-rat1o Terms Term na�� 
5.355e+008 nPagesVtstted . 1 .2?2e+009 AvgOfmouseDtstance 
2 774e+01 0  AvgOfmouseYFactor 
2
"
1 33 +004 AvgOfscroiiYDistance 
6
"
047:+007 AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 
2 
·
366e+009 AvgOfcountF act2documentLength 
5 
"
256e+009 documentLength2timespe�t 
2 :521 e+009 documentLength2mouseDtstance 
1 806e+007 nTables2mouseDistance 
2 
·
675e+006 nlmages2mouseSpeed 
s:985e+007 n lmages2m ouseXFactor 2 25e+008 i magesArea2documentLength2m ouseYFactorr 1
.
606e+009 documentLength2scroiiYDistance 2:51 7e+007 n l mages2scroi iYD istance . 7.654e+009 
i magesArea2documentLength2scroi.IYDtsta
nce 
9.1 96e+008 
n Tables2documentLength2scroiiYDtstance 3.054e+008 
documentLength2scroiiYSpeed 2.21 e+005 
nlists2scroiiYSpeed 4.074e+009 
n0bjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 
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Rule name I PS12 T Dimension of learning s�le I Sensing/Intuitive Std. error I 98.27% I Class. Prob. I N/A r Class. Eff. J N/A Rule Expression 
(if. (AvgOftimespent.< 1 92433000,0,  if (�vgOftimespent> 769424000,0,0.705882353)) + 1f (Avg0fmouseDistance<1 .44292,0 , 1f (AvgOfmouseDistance>3.08505 o 0.648648649)) + if (Avg0fscroiiYSpeed<1 . 1 22 1 3,0, if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed> 1 .842 1 9, 1 ,O.l 1
,
428571 4)) + if (Avg0fimagesArea2documentlength<48 .859, 1 , if 
(AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength> 1 20.33,0,0.5))  
+ if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<0.000 1 43468, 1 , if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.00040958 1 , 1 ,0.272727273)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<3.33349E-06, 1 , if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength>0.000 1 4 1  004,0 ,0 .41 6666667)) + if (imagesArea2timespent< 1 65499,0 , if ( imagesArea2timespent>91 2391 ,0,0.631 578947)) + if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<O.OO 1 9904 7 , 1  , if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00703923,0,0.636363636)) + if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2documentlength2mouseDistance>O .000 1 82664,0,0 .533333333)) + if (documentlength2mouseSpeed<3887.07, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseSpeed>1 2489.7,0 ,0.5}) 
+ if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0 . 1 36668,0,0.61 538461 5)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseXFactor< 1 989 1 3 ,0 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseXFactor>746376 , 1 ,0 .5 1 21 951 22)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseYFactor<324452,0 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseYFactor>1 07 4420, 0,0 .631 57894 7)) 
+ if ( nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor<O .000222495,0,  if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor>O .0021 5396,0,0 .68571 4286)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYDistance< 1 22694, 1 , i f  
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance>40096 1 ,0 ,  0.454545455)) . + if (nlists2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<2.87574E-05, 1 , If 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>O .00084 7 426,0 ,0  .53846 1 538)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O , if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.053 1 2 1 6,0,0. 727272727)) 
+ if (nTables2scroi iYPeaks<3. 1  ,O , if (nTables2scroiiYPeaks>8.8431 4,0,0.727272727)) 
+ if (nlists2scroi iYPeaks<O. 324324,0 ,  if ( nl ists2scroiiYPeaks>O. 7291 67,0,0. 68571 4286))) I 
15.59238087 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOftimespent 8 . 1 23e+01 0  
AvgOfmouseDistance 5.555e+009 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 1 .249e+01 1  
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlen�th 2.31 4e+007 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 9.61 4e+005 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlen�th 4.434e+01 0  
imagesArea2timespent 1 .248e+01 1 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance 5.448e+008 
nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance 1 .31 8e+009 
documentlength2mouseSpeed 4.438e+009 
nObjects2mouseSpeed 2.066e+009 5. 73e+009 imagesArea2mouseXFactor 4 . 12e+010 imagesArea2mouse YFactor 5.977e+008 
nlists2documentlength2mouseYFactor 8.3e+01 0  
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance . 9.31 e+009 
nlists2documentlength2scroi iYDistance 6.921e+010  
n0blects2scroiiYSpeed 4 . 1 78e+007 
n T ables2scroi iYPeaks 1 .089e+009 
n lists2scroi iYPeaks 
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Rule name I PVV2 I Dimension of learn if!9 style I Std. error I 1 01 .23% I Class. Prob. l N/A 
Visual/Verbal 
Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(if (Avg0fmouseYFactor<0.42 1 1 04, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.5671 34 1 0 46666666 + �f (AvgOf?ocumentLength<48 1 7 .. 63, 1 , if (AvgOfdocumentLength> 7970.'6s,o,o .21 0526�� 6 + !f (Avg0flmagesArea<1 4 1 90 1 , 1 , 1f (AvgOfimagesArea>538274 1 o 42857 1 429)) )) + if (AvgOfnObjects<O,O , if (AvgOfnObjects>0. 1 42857, 1 ,0 .448275a62)) + if (Avg0fimagesArea2documentLength<64.8333, 1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentLength> 1 23 .973,0,0 .3 75)) + if (Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLength<0.0001 67676 1 if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentLength>0.000579503, 1 ,0:36)) + if (Avg0fcountoiagram2documentlength<0.00001 3739 , 1 , if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength >3.77287E-05,0,0.3)) + if (documentlength2timespent<7538 .84, 1 , if 
(documentlength2timespent>204 1 6 .  7 , 1 ,0 .333333333)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouse0istance<5 .01 1 1 3, 1 , i f  
(nlmages2mouse0istance>29.377 1 , 1 , 0.466666667)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0, if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6.0976,0,0.592592593)) + if {n0bjects2mouseDistance<O,O, i f  (nObjects2mouseDistance>0.025966, 1 ,0 .428571429)) + if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.002 1 46 75, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00430382, 1 ,0 .304347826)) + if {documentlength2mouseSpeed<40 1 2 .86, 1 , i f  
(documentlength2mouseSpeed>1 1 564. 1 , 1 ,0.407407407)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed <58.2908, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed> 1 1  0 .  784, 1 ,0 .30434 7826)) 
+ if (documentlength2mouseXFactor<6624.63 , 1 , if 
{documentlength2mouseXFactor> 1 3 1 00.5, 1 ,0.238095238)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0.003201 42, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.01 7 1 758, 1 ,0 .42857 1 429)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYD istance< 1 08.71  2,  1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>285.822, 1 ,0 .30�347826)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2scro i iYDistance<0.000972923,0, 1f  
(n Tables2docu mentlength2scroiiYDistance>O. 00934362,0,0 .695652 1 7  4)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed>O .000 1 55 1 6 ,0 ,0 .5 1 6 1 29032))) I 1 7 .8043738 . F-rat1o Terms Term name 
AvgOfmouseYFactor ;·6�;::��� AvgOf?ocumentlength 
4:023e+006 AvgOf1maqesArea 
1 367e+01 1 AvgOfnObjects 
1
.
999e+0 1 0  AvqOfimagesArea2documentlenqth 
7
.
7 13  +009 AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentLenQth · e 0 1 0  l Q  h 6.463e+ AvQ0fcountDiagram2documentlen t 
2 621 e+009 documentlength2timespent 
6 · 04e+009 nlmaQes2mouseDistance 
1 :o 1 3e+01 1 nTables2mouseDistance 
1 .671 e+009 n0bjects2mouse0istance . 2 838e+008 nlmages2documentLength2mouse01stance 5 
.
81 2e+007 documentlength2mouseSpeed 3008 imagesArea2documentLenQth2mouseSpeed 6. 795e+009 
documentLength2mouseXFactor 8 1 37e+008 
nlmages2documentLength2mouseXFa�tor e 4
.
735e+01 0  
imagesArea2documentLenQth2scroi.IYDist
anc 
1 :363e+008 
n Tables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 5.264e+007 
nObjects2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed 
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Rule name I PSG2 I Dimension of learning stvle I Sequential/Global Std. error I 1 27.64% T Class. Prob. I N/A Rule Expression J Class. Eff. 1 
(if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.0001 1 5955 o if 
N/A 
(AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength>0.000579503, 1 ,0 .487804878)) + if (AvgOfcountFact2documentLength<O,O , if (AvgOfcountFact2documentLength>3 89784E-05,1 ,0.454545455)) . 
+ if (Avg0fcountPrevious2documentLength<1 .98992E-06, 1 , if (Avg0fcountPrevious2docum entlength >0. 0001 23235,0,0 .480769231 ) ) + if (imagesAr�a2timespent<206049,0 ,  if (imagesArea2timespent>8400 1 8,0,0 .808080808)) + if (nTables2tJmespent<7 .90323, 1 , if (nTabtes2timespent>33.4951 , 1 ,0 .3731 34328)) + if (n0bjects2timespent<O, 0, if (n0bj ects2timespent>0.3443 1 1 ,  1 ,0 .416666667)) + if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,  1 , if (nTabtes2mouseDistance>1 6.0976, 1 ,0.41 6666667)) + if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0. 002 1 4675,0 , if (nlmages2documentLength2mouseDistance>0.01 7863,0 ,0  .57142857 1 )) + if (n0bjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0 .320984, 1 ,0.454545455)) + if (n0bjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed>O .000428824,0 ,0 .51 948051 9)) + if (nObjects2mouseXFactor<O,O , if (nObjects2mouseXFactor>0.479857, 1 ,0 .454545455)) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2 mouseXFactor<64.6073, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mou seXF actor> 1 83.425,0,0 .  52238806)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentLength2mouseX Factor<O,O , if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.00052407 4, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) 
+ if (documentlength2mouseYFactor<7371 .52,0, if 
(documentlength2mouseYFactor> 1 3620.6,  1 ,0 .476 1 90476)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.0021 7229, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentLength2mouseYFactor>0.01 46279,0 ,0 .4861 1 1 1 1 1  )) 
+ if (nlists2scroiiYDistance<0.24784 1 ,O , if {nlists2scroiiYDista�ce>1 .82946,0,0.634920635)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<2.8757 4 E-05,0 , Jf 
(nlists2docum entlength2scroiiYDistance>0.001 707 49 ,0 ,0  .54421 7687)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroi iYSpeed<4. 924 1 9 ,0 , if (n lmages2scroiiYSp
_
eed>1 8.9242,0,0 .571428571 )) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2scro i iYPeaks<0.00204827 ,0, 1f 
(nlmages2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>0 .01 28001 ,0 ,0 .601 503759))) I 1 6.251 06055 
. F-rat1o Terms Term name 
+ AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2docum entlength 3.608e 009 
AvgOfcountF act2documentlength ; -��!e:��� AvgOfcountPr�vious2documentlength 
2 :2 1 6:+01 0 imagesArea2tlmespent 
8 19  3 nTables2timespent 
2.81
.
8e+009 n0bjects2timesp�nt 9.296e+008 nTables2mouseD1stance . 5 064e+009 n lmages2documentlenQth2mouseD!stance 
2:9 1 3e+009 n0bjects2mouseSpeed 
3.582e+009 nObjects2documentlenQth2mouseSpeed 
3.463e+007 n0bjects2mouseXFactor 
4 421 e+009 imagesArea2d ocumentlength2mouseXFactor 
3
. 
557e+009 nObjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor z:41 9e+01 0 documentlenQth2mouseYFactor 1 1 79e+008 n T ables2docum entlength2mouse YF actor 2: 1 6e+O 1 0 nlists2scroi iYDistance . 
nlists2documentLength2scroiiYDistance 
n lmages2scroiiYSpeed 
nlmages2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks 
5.909e+009 
1 .437e+009 
2.784e+005 
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Rule name I PAR2W I Dimension of learning style I Active/Reflective Std. error 1 1 1 4 . 72% I Class. Prob. I N/A Rule Expression I Class. Eff. I N/A 
(5.36E+08* i! �nPagesVisited<20, 1 , if ( nPagesVisited>58, 1 , 0 .4 }) + 1 .27E+09 1f (AvgOfmouseDistance<2.20644, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseDistance>3.37677,0 ,0 .277777778)) + 2.77E+ 1 0* if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.42 1 1 04 ,  1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0. 557359, 1 ,0 .444444444)) 
+ 2.1 3E+04: �f (AvgOfscroiiYDistance<O. 77360 1 , 1 , if (AvgOfscroiiYDistance>3.64042,0,0.5)) + 6.05E+07 1f (AvgOfscroliYSpeed<0.82605, 1 , if {AvgOfscroliYSpeed>2.83884,0,0.44)) + 2.37E+09* if (AvgOfcountFact2documentLength<6.88206E-06, 1 , if (AvgOfcountFact2docu mentlength>3.6591 5E-05,0,0 .48)) + 5.26E+09* if (documentlength2timespent<7538 .84, 1 , if (documentLength2timespent> 1 3056.3,0 ,0 .4)) + 2.52E+09* if (documentlength2mouseDistance<2273. 78, 1 , if {documentLength2mouseDistance>52 58 .  09,0, 0 .  5)) 
+ 1 .81 E+O?* if {nTables2mouseDistance<2 .22275,0 , if 
(nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6 .0236, 1 ,0 .52)) 
+ 2.68E+06* if (ntmages2mouseSpeed<9.000 1 5, 1 , if {n lmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0 .5)) + 5.99E+07* if {nlmages2mouseXFactor<1 6 .2376, 1 ,if (n lmages2mouseXFactor>66.246,0,0.3)) + 2.25E+08* if { imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr<1 22.842, 1 , if (imagesArea2documentLength2mouseYFactorr>4 1 3.432 , 1 ,0.4)) + 1 .61 E+09* if (documentLength2scroliYDistance<3576.44, 1 , if 
{documentlength2scroi iYDistance> 771 9 .66 , 1  ,0  .423076923)) 
+ 2.52E+07* if (n tmages2scroliYDistance<5.81 499,0 , if 
(nlmages2scrottYDistance>53.00 1 8 ,0 ,0 .576923077)) 
+ 7.65E+09* if (imagesArea2docum entlength2scroiiYDistance<1 20.239, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentLength2scroiiYDistance>208.006,0,0.333333333)) 
+ 9.20E+08* if (nTables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<0.000972923,0, if 
(nTables2docu mentLength2scroi iYDistance>0.00934362,0,  0.652 1 739 1 3)) 
+ 3.05E+08* if {documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<1 676 .81  ,O , if 
(documentlength2scroi iYSpeed>7446 .08, 1 ,0 .538461 538)) 
+ 2.21 E+05* if (nLists2scrottYSpeed <0 .21 5336, 1 , if 
(nlists2scroltYSpeed>1 . 561 52, 1 ,0 .34 7826087)) . + 4 07E+09* if (nObjects2documentLength2scroltYSpeed<O,O, If 
jnOt>jects2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed>O. 0001 551 6 ,0 ,0 .51 724 1 379))) I 5. 23E + 1 0 . F-rat1o Terms Term nar_n� 5.355e+008 nPagesV1s1ted . 1 .2?2e+009 AvgOfmouseD1stance 
2.7?4e+01 0  AvgOfmouseYFactor 
2 1 33e+004 AvgOfscrottYDistance . 6:o47e+007 AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 
2 366e+009 AvgOfcountFact2d?cumentLength 
5:256e+009 documentlen_gth2tlmespe�t 
2.521  e+009 documentLength2mouseOistance 1 . 806e+007 n T ables2mouseDistance 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 
n lma_ges2mouseX Factor 
imagesArea2documentlength2mouse YFactorr 
documentLength2scrottYDistance 
n lmages2scroiiYDistance . 
imagesArea2documentLength2scroi_
IYOistance 
nTabtes2documentLength2scroltYDistance 
documentLength2scroiiYSpeed 
nLists2scroiiYSpeed 
nObjects2docum entLength2scroltYSpeed 
2.675e+006 
5.985e+007 
2.25e+008 
1 .606e+009 
2.51 7e+007 
7.654e+009 
9 . 1 96e+008 
3.054e+008 
2.21 e+005 
4.074e+009 
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Rule name I PSI2W I Dimension of learnif!9 style I Sensing/Intuitive Std. error I 1 07.8 1 %  I C lass. Prob. _I N/A Rule Expression J Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(8. 123e+01 0* if_
(Avg0ftimespent_<1 92433000,0, if (Avg0ftimespent>769424000 0 o 705882353)) + 5.555e+009* rf (AvgOfmouseDistance<1 .44292,0, if ' ' · (Avg0fmouseDistance>3.08505,0,0.648648649)) 
+ 1 .249e+01 1 : �f (Avg0f�croliYSpeed< 1 . 1 22 1 3 ,0, if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>1 .8421 9, 1 ,0.714285714)) + 2.314e+007 1f (Avg0flmagesArea2documentlength<48.859, 1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength> 1 20.33,0 ,0 .5)) 
+ 9.614e+005* if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<0.0001 43468, 1 , if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.000409581 ,  1 ,0 .272727273)) + 4.434e+010* if (�vg0fcountQuestion2documentlength<3.33349E-06, 1 , if (Avg0fcountQuestlon2documentlength>0.0001 41 004,0,0.41 6666667)) + 1 .248e+01 1 * if (imagesArea2timespent< 1 65499,0, if 
(imagesArea2timespent>91 2391 ,0,0.63 1 578947)) 
+ 5.448e+008* if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 99047, 1  , if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00703923,0,0 .636363636)) + 1 .318e+009* if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance<O,O, if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.0001 82664, 0, 0.533333333)) + 4.438e+009* if (documentlength2mouseSpeed<3887.07, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseSpeed>1 2489. 7 ,0,0.5)) + 2.066e+009* if (n0bjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (n0bjects2mouseSpeed>0. 1 36668,0,0.61 5384615)) + 5.73e+009* if ( imagesArea2mouseXFactor<1 9891 3 ,0, if 
(imagesArea2mouseXFactor>746376 ,  1 ,0.5 1 2 1 95 1 22)) 
+ 4. 12e+01 0* if (imagesArea2mouseYFactor<324452,0,if 
(imagesArea2mouseYFactor>1 07 4420,0,0.63 1 57894 7)) 
+ 5.977e+008* if (nlists2documentLength2mouseYFactor<0.000222495,0,if 
(nLists2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.0021 5396,0,0.685714286)) 
+ 8.3e+01 0* if (imagesArea2scroiiYDistance< 1 22694,1  , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance>40096 1 , 0 ,  0.454545455)) . + 9.31 e+009* if (nlists2documentLength2scroiiYDistance<2.8757 4E-05, 1 ,If 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>O. 00084 7 426,0,0. 538461 538)) 
+ 6.921 e+01 0* if (n0bjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
(nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.053 1 2 1 6,0,0.727272727)) 
+ 4.1 78e+007* if (n T ables2scroiiYPeaks<3 . 1  , 0, if (n T ables2scroiiYPeaks>8 .8431 4,0, 0. 727272727)) 
+ 1 .089e+009* if (nlists2scroiiYPeaks<0.324324,0, if 
jnlists2scroiiYPeaks>0.7291 67,0,0 .685714286))) I 4.92E+ 1 1 
F-ratio Terms Term name 
AvgOftimeSQent 8 . 1 23e+0 1 0  
AvgOfmouseDistance 5.555e+009 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 1 .249e+01 1 
Avg0fimagesArea2documentlength 2 .31 4e+007 
AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 9.61 4e+005 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentLength 4.434e+01 0  
imagesArea2timespent 1 .248e+01 1 
n lm�es2documentLength2mouseDistance 5.448e+008 
nObjects2documentLength2mouseDistance 1 .3 1 8e+009 
documentLength2mouseSpeed 4.438e+009 2.066e+009 nObjects2mouseSpeed 5.73e+009 ima_g_esArea2mouseXFactor 4 . 12e+0 1 0  
imagesArea2mouse YF actor 5.977e+008 
nLists2documentLength2mouse YF actor 8.3e+0 1 0  
imagesArea2scroliYDistance 9 .31 e+009 
nlists2documentLength2scroiiYDistan ce 6.92 1 e+0 1 0  
nObjects2scroiiYSQeed 4 . 1 78e+007 
n T a bles2scroiiYPeaks 1 .089e+009 
n lists2scroi iYPeaks 
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Rule name I PVV2W I Dimension of learni'!9 style 
Rule Expression I Class. Eff. I N/A 
(1 .43E+1 1 * if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0 .42 1 1 04, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.567 1 34 ,  1 ,0 .466666667)) + 3.08E+ 1 0* if (Avg0fdocumentlength<481 7. 63, 1 , if (AvgOfdocu�entLeng!h >  7970.65,0 ,0 .21  05263 1 6))  + 4.02E+06
* 
�f (AvgOflma�esArea<1_
4 1 90 1 , 1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea>538274, 1 ,0.428571429 + 1 .37E+ 1 1 
* 
�f (AvgOf�Objects<O,O, If (AvgOfnObjects>0. 1 42857, 1 ,0.448275862)) 
)) 
+ 2.00E+ 1  0 If (AvgOflrnagesArea2documentLength<64.8333, 1 , if (Avg0fimag;�Area2documentlength> 1 23.973,0,0.375)) + 7.71 E+09 1f (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentLength<0.0001 67676 1 ·f (Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLength>0.000579503 1 0 .36)) ' ' 1 + 6.46E+ 1 0* if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentLength<0.00001 Jh9 1 if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>3. 77287E-05,0,0.3)) ' ' + 2.62E+09* if (documentlength2timespent<7538.84, 1 , if (documentlength2timespent>2041 6. 7 , 1  ,0 .333333333)) + 6.04E+09* if (n lmages2mouseDistance<5.01 1 1 3, 1 , if (nlmages2mouseDistance>29.3771 , 1 , 0.466666667)) + 1 .01 E+1 1 * if ( nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0, if 
{nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0976 ,0 ,0 .592592593)) + 1 .67E+09* if (nObjects2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2mouseDistance>0.025966,  1 ,0 .42857 1 429)) 
+ 2.84E+08* if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.002 14675, 1 , if {nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00430382, 1 ,0 .304347826)) + 5.81 E+07* if (documentlength2mouseSpeed<401 2 .86,  1 , if 
{documentlen gth2mouseSpeed > 1 1 564. 1 ,  1 , 0.407407407)) 
+ 3.01 E+03* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed<58 .2908, 1 ,if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed> 1 1  0. 784, 1 , 0 .30434 7826)) 
+ 6.80E+09* if (documentlength2mouseXFactor<6624.63, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseXFactor> 1 3 1 00.5, 1 ,0 .238095238)) 
+ 8. 1 4 E+08* if {n lmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0. 003201 42, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.0 1 7 1 758, 1 ,0 .428571 429)) 
+ 4.74E+1 0 *  if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 08.7 12, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>285.822, 1 ,0 .304347826)) . 
+ 1 .36E+08* if (nTables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<0.000972923,0, 1f 
(nTables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>O. 00934362,0,0 .6
_
956521 7  4)) 
+ 5.26E+07* if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, If 
jnObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.0001 55 1 6,0 ,0 .51 6 1 29032))) / 5 .28E+ 1 1  . Terms Term name F-rat1o 
AvgOfmouseYFactor 1 .429e+01 1 
AvgOfdocumentlength � -��;e:��  A'1I_OfimagesArea 
1
·
367 
e 
+0 1 1  
A'1I_OfimagesArea2documentlength ·
7 1 3  +oog Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 7 · e 
tl 1oth 6 463e+O 1 0 AvgOfcountDiagrar:n2documen en 2:621 e+009 
n lmages2mouse�1stance 
1 .0 1 3e+0 1 1 
documentlenath2�1mespent 
6.04e+009 
documentlenoth2mouseSp_eed 3oo8 
n lm�ges2documentlenqth2mouse01stance 5
. 
81 2e+007 
nObjects2mouseD1stance . 2 838e+008 
nTables2mouseDI�tance 1 .671 e+009 
im<!9_esArea2documentLenqth2mouseSpeed 6 .  795e+009 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseXFa�tor 4
. 
735e+01 0 
n0blects2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed 
. 
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nTables2documentLength2scroiiYDistance 5
.
264e+007 
imagesArea2documentLenqth2scro�IYDistance 1 
.
363e+008 
Rule name I PSG2W I Dimension of learning style J Sequential/Global Std. error I 1 58.50% I Class. Prob. r N/A Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(3.61 E+09* if (AvgOfc?untExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.0001 1 59SS 0 if (Avg0fcoun!�xclamattonMarks2documentlength>0.000579503, 1 ,0.4878048l8)} + 1 .36E+1 0  tf (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength <O,O , if (Avg0fcountFact2documentlength>3. 89784E-05, 1 ,0 .454545455)) + 7.78E+08* if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength< 1 .98992 E-06 1 if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength >0. 000 1 23235,0,0 .480769231 }) + 2.22E+ 1 0* if ( imagesArea2timespent<206049,0, if {imagesArea2timespent>8400 1 8 ,0 ,  0 .808080808}) + 8. 1 9E+02: �f (nTa�les2ti�espent<7. 90323, 1 , if (nTables2timespent>33.4951 , 1 ,0.3731 34328)) + 2.82E+09 tf (n0bjects2ttmespent<O,O , if (n0bjects2timespent>0.3443 1 1 ,  1 ,0 .41 6666667)) + 9.30E+08* if (nTables2mouseDistance<2 .22275, 1 , if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6.0976, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) + 5.06E+09* if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.0021 4675,0, if {nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>O.O 1 7863,0 ,0 .571 428571 )} + 2.91 E+09* if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if 
(nObjects2mouseSpeed>0.320984, 1 , 0 .454545455)} + 3.58E+09* if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed>O. 000428824,0 ,0 .51 948051 9)) + 3.46E+07* if (nObjects2mouseXFactor<O,O, if 
(nObjects2mouseXFactor>0.479857, 1 ,0 .454545455)) + 4.42E+09* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor<64.6073, 1 , if 
{imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXF actor> 1 83 .425,0,0 .52238806)) 
+ 3.56E+09* if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor<O,O, if 
{nObjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.00052407 4 , 1  ,0.41 6666667)) + 2.42E+ 1 0* if (documentlength2mouseYFactor<7371 .52,0, if 
(documentlength2mouseYFactor> 1 3620.6,  1 ,0.476 1 90476)) 
+ 1 . 1 8E+08* if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.002 1 7229, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.01 46279,0 ,0 .4861 1 1 1 1 1 )) 
+ 2.1 6E+1 0* if (nlists2scrofiYDistance<0.24 784 1 ,O, if 
(nlists2scro11YD istance> 1 .82946,0, 0 .  634920635)) . + 5.91 E+09* if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<2.8757 4 E-05,0, tf 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>0.001 70_7 49,0,0 .54421 7687)) 
+ 1 .44E+09* if (n lmages2scroiiYSpeed<4 . 9241 9,0 , tf 
(nlmages2scroiiYSpeed> 1 8.9242,0 ,0 .571 42857 1  )) . + 2. 78E+05* if (nlmages2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<0.0020482�,
)
� · 1f 
+ 1  0 _{nlmages2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>0.01 2800 1 , 0,0 .60 1 503759 / 9.74 E  . Terms Term name 
AvQ0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 
AvgOfcountF act2documentlength 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 
imagesArea2timespent 
n Tables2timespent 
n0bjects2timespent 
n Tables2mouseDistance 
n lmages2documentlength2mouse0istance 
nObjects2mouseSp_eed 
nObjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed 
nObjects2mouseXFactor 
imagesArea2documentlenath2mouseXFactor 
n0bjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor 
documentlength2mouse YF actor 
n Tables2documentlength2mouse YF actor 
nlists2scroi iYDistance . 
nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDtstance 
n lmaaes2scroiiYS_geed 
n lmaoes2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks 
F-ratto 
3.608e+009 
1 .363e+01 0  
7.784e+008 
2.21 6e+0 1 0  
81 9.3 
2.81 8e+009 
9.296e+008 
5.064e+009 
2.91 3e+009 
3.582e+009 
3.463e+007 
4.42 1 e+009 
3.557e+009 
2.41 9e+0 1 0  
1 . 1 79e+008 
2 . 1 6e+0 1 0  
5.909e+009 
1 .437e+009 
2.784e+005 
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Rule name l PAR2B I Dimension of learning style I Active/Reflective Std. error I NIA I Class. Prob. I 90% I Class. Eff. I Rule Expression 
((if (nPagesVisited<20, 1 , if (nPagesVisited>58, 1 ,0.4)) 
71 .43% 
+ if (AvgOfmouseDista nce<2.20644, 1 , if  (AvgOfmouseDistance>3.37677,0,0.277777778)) + if (AvgOfmouseY:actor<0.42 1 1 04 ,  1 , i� (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.557359, 1 ,0.444444444)) + if (AvgOfscroiiYD!sta nce<O. 773601 , 1  , If (AvgOfscroiiYDistance>3.64042,0,0. 5)) + if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed<0.82605, 1 , if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>2.83884,0,0.44)) + if (AvgOfcountFact2documentLength<6.88206E-06, 1 , if (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength>3.659 1 5E-05,0,0.48))  + if (documentlength2timespent<7538.84, 1 , if (documentlength2timespent>1 3056.3,0,0.4)) + if (documentlength2mouseDistance<2273. 78, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseDistance>5258.09,0,0 .5)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0, if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6.0236, 1 , 0.52)) + if (n lmages2mouseSpeed<9.000 1 5, 1 , if (n lmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0.5)) + if (nlmages2mouseXFactor< 1 6 .2376, 1 , if (n lmages2mouseXFactor>66.246,0,0 .3)) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2m ouseYFactorr<1 22.842, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouse YF actorr>4 1 3 .432, 1 , 0 .4)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<3576.44, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>771 9.66, 1 ,0 .423076923)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<5.8 1 499,0 , if 
{nlmages2scroiiYDistance> 53 .001 8,0,0 .  576�23077)) . + if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance< 1 20.239, 1 , If 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>208.006,0,0.33�333333)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<0.000972923, 0, 1f 
(nT ables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>O .00934362,0,0. 652 1 7391 3)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed< 1 676.81 ,O , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>7446.08, 1 ,0 .538461 538)) 
+ if (nlists2scroiiYSpeed<0.2 1 5336, 1 , if (nlists2scroiiYSpeed>1 .561 52, 1 ,0 .347826087)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
7) >-lnObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.000 1 55 1 6 ,0 ,0 .51 724 1 379))) I 1 7 .7 4633837
. 
0.5 
F-rabo Terms Term na':"� 
5_355e+008 n PagesV1s1ted . 1 _2?2e+009 AvgOfmouseD1stance 
2 774e+o1 o  AvgOfmouse YF actor 
2 
"
1 33e+004 AvgOfscroi iYDistance 
6 
·
04 7e+007 AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 
2
.
366e+009 Avq0fcountFact2documentlenqth 
5
"
2s6e+009 documentlenqth2timespe�t 
2:52 1 e+009 documentlenqth2mouseDistance 
1 .806e+007 nTables2mouseDistance 
2.675e+006 n lmages2mouseSpeed 
5.985e+007 n lmages2mouseXFactor 
imagesArea2documentlength2mouse YF actorr 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 
n lmages2scroiiYDistance . 
imagesArea2documentlenQth2scroi iYDistance 
n T ables2documentLength2scroiiYDistance 
documentLenqth2scroiiYSpeed 
nlists2scroiiYSpeed d nObjects2documentLenqth2scroiiYSpee 
2.25e+008 
1 .606e+009 
2.51 7e+007 
7.654e+009 
9.1 96e+008 
3.054e+008 
2.21 e+005 
4.074e+009 
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Rule name I PS12 I Dimension of learnif!9 style J Std. error I NIA . I Class. Prob. J 55% Sensing/Intuitive Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 -28.57% W! (AvgOftimespen_t< 1 92433000,0,  if (':\ vgOftimespent> 769424000, o ,O. 705882353) + 1f (Avg0fmouse0Jstance<1 .44292,0 , 1f (AvgOfmouseDistance>3.08505 0 0 64864
) 
+ �f (AvgOf�croiiYSpeed< 1 . 1 22 1 3 ,0 , if (AvgOfscroi iYSpeed> 1 .842 1 9, 1 ,o .? 1'42857 1 4�f49)) + 1f (Avg0flmagesArea2documentlength<48.859, 1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength> 1 20 .33,0,0.5)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2docu mentlength<0.0001 43468 1 if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.00040958 1 ,  1 .o :2l2727273)) + if (Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength<3.33349E-06, 1 ,if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength>0.0001 4 1  004,0 ,0 .41 6666667)) + if (imagesArea2timespent< 1 65499 ,0 , if ( imagesArea2timespent>91 2391 ,0,0.631 578947)) + if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.00 1 99047, 1 , if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00703923,0,0.636363636)) + if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2documentlength2mouse0istance>O. 0001 82664,0,0.533333333)) + if (documentlength2mouseSpeed<3887.07, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseSpeed> 1 2489. 7 ,0 ,0 .5)) 
+ if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O , if ( nObjects2mouseSpeed>0 . 1 36668,0,0.61 53846 1 5)) + if (imagesArea2mouseXFactor< 1 989 1 3 ,0 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseXFactor> 746376, 1  ,0 .5 1 2 1 95 1 22))  
+ if (imagesArea2mouseYFactor<324452,0 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseYFactor>1 07 4420,0 ,0 .631 57894 7)) 
+ if ( nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor<O. 000222495,0,  if 
(nLists2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.0021 5396,0 ,0 .68571 4286)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYDistance< 1 22694, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroi iYDistance>40096 1 , 0 ,  0 .454545455)) 
+ if (nLists2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<2.87574E-05, 1 ,if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>O .00084 7 426,0 ,0  .53846 1 538)) 
+ if (n0bjects2scroi iYSpeed<O,O , if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.053 1 2 1 6,0,0. 727272727)) 
+ if (nTables2scroiiYPeaks<3. 1  ,O , if (nTables2scroiiYPeaks>8.843 1 4,0,0.727272727)) 
+ if (nLists2scroi iYPeaks<0.324324,0 , if (nLists2scroi iYPeaks>0.7291 67,0,0.68571 4286))) I 
15.59238087) > 0 .5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOftimespent 8 . 1 23e+01 0  
AvQOfmouseDistance 5.555e+009 
AvgOfscroi iYSpeed 1 .249e+01 1 
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlef}Qth 2.31 4e+007 
AvQ0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlerJ..9.th 9.6 14e+005 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlenQth 4.434e+01 0  
imagesArea2timespent 1 .248e+01 1 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance 5.448e+008 
1 .31 8e+009 nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance 4.438e+009 documentlength2mouseSpeed 2.066e+009 nObjects2mouseSpeed 5.73e+009 
imagesArea2mouseXFactor 4. 1 2e+010  
imagesArea2mouse YF actor 5. 977e+008 
nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor 8.3e+0 1 0  
imagesArea2scro i iYDistance 9.31 e+009 
nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 6.921 e+0 1 0  
nObjects2scroi iYSpeed 4 . 1 78e+007 
n Tables2scroi iYPeaks 1 .089e+009 
nlists2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name J PVV2 _I Dimension of learning style l VisuaJNerbal Std. error l N/A I Class. Prob. 1 85% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 40% 
((if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0 .42 1 1 04 ,  1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.5671 34 1 o 456666667 + !f (AvgOf?ocumentlength<48 1 7 .
_
63 ,  1 , if (AvgOfdocumentlength> 7970.65.,0
.
,0 .21  05263�� + 1f (Avg0flma�esArea<1 4 1 90 1 , 1 , If (AvgOfimagesArea>538274, 1 ,0.428571 429)) )) + if (AvgOfnObjects<O,O , if (AvgOfnObjects>0. 1 42857, 1 ,0.448275862)) + if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<64.8333, 1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength> 1 23 .973,0 ,0.375)) + if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.00 0 1 67676 1 if (Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength>0.000579503, 1 .o:3B)) + if (Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength<0.00001 3739, 1 , if (AvgOfcountD iagram2documentlength>3. 77287E-05, o , 0  .3)) + if (documentlength2timespent<7538 .84, 1 , if 
(documentlength2timespent>204 1 6. 7 , 1  ,0 .333333333)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouse0istance<5.01 1 1 3 , 1 , if 
(nlmages2mouse0istance>29.3771 , 1 , 0.466666667)) 
+ if (nTables2mouseOistance<2.22275,0 , if (nTables2mouseDistance>1 6.0976,0,0.592592593)) + if (nObjects2mouseDistance<O ,0,  if (n0bjects2mouse0istance>O .025966, 1  ,0 .428571 429)) + if (nlmages2documentlength2mouse0istance<0.0021 4675, 1 , if (nlmages2documentlength2mouse0istance>0.00430382, 1 ,0.304347826)) 
+ if (documentlength2mouseSpeed<401 2.86, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseSpeed> 1 1 564. 1 ,  1 ,0 .407407407)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed<58.2908, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed> 1 1  0. 784, 1 , 0 .30434 7826)) 
+ if (documentlength2mouseXFactor<6624.63, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseXFactor> 1 3 1 00 .5 ,  1 ,0.238095238)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0.00320 1 42, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.0 1 71 758, 1 ,0 .428571 429)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance< 1 08.71 2, 1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>285.822, 1 ,0.30�347826)) 
+ if (n T ables2documentlength2scrollYD istance<O .000972923,0,  1f 
(nTables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>0.00934362,0,0.695652 1 7  4 )) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
) >-(nObjects2documentlength2scrollYSpeed>O .000 1 55 1 6 ,0 ,0 .5 1 61 29032))) I 1 7.8043738 . 0.5 F-rat1o Terms Term name 
1 429 +01 1 AvgOfmouseYFactor 
3
·
075 
e 
+o1 o  AvgOfdocumentlength 
4
"
023:+006 AvgOfimagesArea 
1
"
367e+01 1 AvgOfnObjects 
1
.
999e+01 0  AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength 
7
.
713  +009 AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 
6 
.
463:+01 0 AvgOfcountDicmram2documentlength 
2 
·
621 e+009 documentlength2timespent 
6 
·
04e+009 n lmages2mouse0istance 
1 :o1 3e+01 1 nTables2mouseOistance 
1 .671 e+009 n0bjects2mouse0istance . 2.838e+008 n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance 5.81 2e+007 documentLength2mouseSpeed 3008 imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed 6 .  795e+009 documentlength2mouseXFactor 8 1 37e+008 nlmages2documentLength2mouseXFa�tor 4:735e+01 0 
imagesArea2documentlength2scro�IYOistance 1 .363e+008 
n T ables2documentlength2scroiiYOistance 5.264e+007 
nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 
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Rule name I PSG2 I Dimension of learn i'!Q s!}tle I Sequential/Global Std. error I N/A J Class. Prob. 1 50% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. J 
((if (AvgOfcountExclamation Marks2documentlength<0.0001 1 5955 o if 
- 1 1 . 1 1 % 
(AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength>0.000579503, 1 ,0 .487804878)) + if (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength<O,O, if (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength>3.89784E-05, 1 ,0.454545455)} 
+ if (Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength<1 .98992E-06, 1 , if (AvgOfcountPrevi�us2documentlength>O.OOO 1 23235,0,0 .48076923 1 )) + if (imagesAr�a2tJmespent<206049 ,0, if ( imagesArea2timespent>8400 1 8, o,o. 808080808)) + if (nTables2tlmespent<7.90323, 1 , if ( nTables2timespent>33.4951 , 1 ,0.373 1 34328)) + if ( n0bjects2timespent<O, 0, if ( n0bjects2timespent>O. 34431 1 , 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) + if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275, 1 , if (nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0976, 1 ,0.41 6666667)) + if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.002 1 4675,0,if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.01 7863,0 ,0 .571 428571 )) + if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if ( nObjects2mouseSpeed>0.320984, 1 ,0.454545455)) + if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed>O .000428824, 0  ,0 .51 948051 9)) + if (nObjects2mouseXFactor<O,O , if (nObjects2mouseXFactor>0.479857, 1 ,0 .454545455)) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor<64. 6073, 1 , if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor>1 83.425,0,0.52238806)) + if (n0bjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseXF actor>O .00052407 4 , 1  ,0 .41 6666667)) 
+ if (documentlength2mouseYFactor<7371 .52,0 , if 
(documentlength2mouseYFactor>1 3620.6, 1 ,0.4761 90476)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.002 1 7229, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.01 46279,0,0 .4861 1 1 1 1 1  )) 
+ if (nUsts2scroiiYDistance<0.24 7841 ,O , if (nlists2scroi iYDista�ce>1 .82946,0,0.634920635)) 
+ if (nUsts2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<2.8757 4 E-05,0, 1f 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>0.001 707 49,0 ,0  .5442 1 7687)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroi iYSpeed<4.924 1 9,0, if (n lmages2scroiiYSp_eed>1 8.9242,0,0.571428571 )) + if (n lmages2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<0.00204827,0,1f 
) >-jnlmcm_es2documentlength2scroi iYPeaks>O. 0 1 2800 1 , 0, 0. 601 503 759))) I 1 6 .25 1 06055 . 0 · 5 
F-rat1o Terms Term name 
+ AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 3.608e 009 
1 .363e+01 0  Avg0fcountFact2documentlel")gth 
7 784e+008 A �OfcountPr�vious2documentlength 
2 :21 6e+O 1 0 imagesArea2tlmespent 
81 9.3 n Tables2timespent 
2.81 8e+009 n0bjects2timesgent 
9 296e+008 nTables2mouseDistance . s
.
064e+009 n lmages2documentlength2mouse01stance 
2 :91 3e+009 nObjects2mouseSpeed 
3 582e+009 nOt?J.ects2documentlength2mouseSpeed 
3:463e+007 nObjects2mouseXFactor 
t 4 421 e+009 im�esArea2documentlength2mouseXFac or 3 
.
557e+009 nObjects2docu mentlength2mouseXFactor 2:41 9e+O 1 0  documentlength2mouseYFactor 1 . 1 79e+008 nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor 2 . 1 6e+01 0 nlists2scroiiYDistance . 
n lists2documentlength2scroiJYDistance 
n lmages2scroi iYSpeed 
n lmages2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks 
5.909e+009 
1 .437e+009 
2.784e+005 
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Rule name l PAR2W _I Dimension of learning style I Std. error I NIA I Class. Prob. I 80% _I 
Active/Reflective 
Rule Expression Class. Eff. 1 
((5.36E+08* if (nPagesVisited<20, 1 , if (nPagesVisited>58 1 o 4)) 
42.86% 
+ 1 .27E+09* if (AvgOfmouseDistance<2.20644, 1 , if ' ' · (Avg0fmouse0istance>3.37677 ,0 ,0 .277777778)) + 2.77E+ 1 0* if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.421 1 04 ,  1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.557359, 1 ,0 .444444444)) + 2. 13E+04: �f (AvgOfscroiiYDistance<O. 77360 1 , 1  , if (AvgOfscroiiYDistance>3.64042,0,0 .5)) + 6.05E+07 
* 
�f (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed<0.82605, 1 , if (AvgOfscroi iYSpeed>2.83884,0,0.44)) + 2.37E+09 1f (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength<6.88206E-06, 1 , if (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength>3.6591 5E-05,0,0.48)) + 5.26E+09* if (documentlength2timespent<7538.84, 1 , if (documentlength2timespent> 1 30 56. 3,0 ,0.4)) 
+ 2.52E+09* if (documentlength2mouse0istance<2273.78 ,  1 , if (documentlength2mouseDistance>5258.09,0,0.5)) + 1 .81 E+07* if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0 , if (nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0236, 1 , 0 .52)) + 2.68E+06* if (n lmages2mouseSpeed<9.0001 5, 1 , if (n lmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0.5)) + 5.99E+07* if (n lmages2mouseXFactor<1 6 .2376, 1 , if (n lmages2mouseXFactor>66.246,0,0.3)) + 2.25E+08* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr<1 22.842, 1 , if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr>41 3.432, 1 ,0.4)) 
+ 1 .61 E+09* if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<3576.44, 1 , if 
{documentlength2scroi iYDistance> 77 1 9.66, 1 ,0 .423076923)) + 2.52E+07* if (nlmages2scrofiYDistance<5.81 499,0 , if 
(nlmages2scroiiYDistance>53. 0 0 1 8 ,0 ,0 .  576923077)) 
+ 7.65E+09* if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroi iYDistance< 1 20.239, 1 ,if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance> 208.006 ,0 ,0. 333333333)) 
+ 9.20E+08* if (nTables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<0.000972923,0, if 
(n T ables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>O. 00934362,0 ,0.6521 7391 3)) 
+ 3.05E+08* if (documentLength2scroiiYSpeed<1 676 .81  ,O , if 
( documentlength2scroiiYSpeed > 7 446 .08, 1 ,0. 53846 1 538)) 
+ 2.21 E+05* if (nUsts2scroiiYSpeed<0.21 5336, 1 , if 
(nlists2scroi iYSpeed>1 .56 1 52,  1 ,0 .347826087)) . + 4.07E+09* if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, Jf 
>-(nObjects2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed>0.000 1 55 1 6 ,0 ,0 .5 1 7241 379))) I 5.23E+ 1 0J -_0.5 F-rat1o Terms Term nar_n� 5.3sse+008 nPagesVJsrted . 1 .272e+009 AvgOfmouseDJstance 
2 7?4e+01 0  AvgOfmouse YF a ctor 
2 
"
1 33e+004 AvgOfscroiiYDistance 
6 
"
04 7e+007 AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 
2 · 366e+009 Avg0fcountFact2documentLength 
5 
·
256e+009 documentlength2timespe�t 
2:52 1 e+009 documentlength2mouse0Jstance 
1 .806e+007 n T ables2mouseDistance 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 
nlmages2mouseXF actor 
imagesArea2documentLength2mouseYFactorr 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 
nlmages2scroi iYDistance . 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroi_
IYDJstance 
n T ables2documentLength2scroiiYDJstance 
documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 
nlists2scroiiYSpeed 
d nObjects2documentlenath2scrollYSpee 
2. 675e+006 
5.985e+007 
2.25e+008 
1 .606e+009 
2.51 7e+007 
7.654e+009 
9 . 1 96e+008 
3.054e+008 
2.21 e+005 
4.074e+009 
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Rule name l PSI2W J Dimension of learnil'!fJ style I Sensil}fl/lntu itive Std. error l N/A l Class. Prob .. I 60% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 
((8.123e+01 0* if {Avg0ftimespent<1 92433000,0,if {Avg0ftimespent>769424000 0 0 70 
-14 .29% 
+ 5.555e+009* if (AvgOfmouseDistance< 1 .44292,0,if · • · 5882353)) (AvgOfmouseDistance>3.08505,0,0.648648649)) + 1 .249e+01 1 : �f (AvgOf�croiiYSpeed< 1 . 1 221 3,0, if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>1 .8421 9, 1 ,0. 714285714)) + 2.314e+007 1f (AvgOflmagesArea2documentLength<48.859, 1 , if (Avg0fimagesArea2documentlength>1 20.33,0,0.5)) + 9.614e+005* if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength<0.0001 43468 1 if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.000409581 , 1  ,0.272727273)), ' + 4.434e+01 0* if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength<3 . 33349E-06 1 if (Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength>0.0001 4 1  004,0,0.41 6666667)), ' + 1 .248e+01 1 * if (imagesArea2timespent<1 65499,0, if 
(imagesArea2timespent>91 2391 ,0 ,0 .631 57894 7)) 
+ 5.448e+008* if (nlmages2documentLength2mouseDistance<0.001 9904 7,1 ,if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00703923,0,0.636363636)) + 1 .318e+009* if ( nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance<O ,0, if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.0001 82664,0,0 .533333333)) + 4.438e+009* if (documentlength2mouseSpeed<3887.07, 1 , i f  
(documentlength2mouseSpeed> 1 2489. 7,0,0.5)) 
+ 2.066e+009* if (n0bjects2mouseSpeed<O,O,if (n0bjects2mouseSpeed>0. 1 36668,0,0.61 538461 5)) + 5.73e+009* if (imagesArea2mouseXFactor<1 9891 3,0, if 
(imagesArea2 mouseXFactor> 746376, 1  , 0. 5 1 2 1 951 22)) 
+ 4. 12e+01 0* if (imagesArea2mouse YFactor<324452,0,if 
(imagesArea2mouseYFactor> 1 074420,0,0.631 578947)) 
+ 5.977e+008* if (nlists2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0 .000222495,0,if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouse YF actor>0.0021 5396,0 ,0 .  68571 4286)) 
+ 8.3e+01 0* if (imagesArea2scroiiYDistance< 1 22694, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance>40096 1 ,0,0.454545455)) . + 9.31e+009* if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<2. 87574E-05, 1 , If 
(nlists2docu mentlength2scroiiYDistance>O .00084 7 426 ,0, 0 . 538461 538)) 
+ 6.921 e+0 1  0* if (n0bjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
(nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.053 1 2 1 6,0 ,0 .727272727)) 
+ 4. 178e+007* if (nTables2scroiiYPeaks<3.1  ,O, if (nTables2scroiiYPeaks>8.843 1 4,0,0.727272727)) 
+ 1 .089e+009* if (nlists2scroiiYPeaks<0.324324,0,if 
jnlists2scroiiYPeaks>0.7291 67,0,0.68571 4286))) / 4.92E+ 1 1 )  >= 0.5 
F-ratio Terms Term name 
AvgOftimespent 8 . 1 2 3e+01 0 
A'{gOfmouseDistance 5 .555e+009 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 1 .249e+0 1 1 
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength 2 . 3 1 4e+007 
Al110fcou ntQuestionMarks2documentlength 9 .61 4e+005 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength 4 .434e+01 0  
ima_g_esArea2timespent 1 .248e+01 1  
n l mages2documentlength2mouseDistance 5.448e+008 
nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance 1 .3 1 8e+009 
documentlength2mouseSpeed 4.438e+009 2.066e+009 n 0blects2mouseSpeed 5.73e+009 
imagesArea2mouseXF actor 4 . 1 2e+0 1 0  
imagesArea2mouse YF actor 5.977e+008 
n Lists2documentlength2mouse YF actor 8.3e+0 1 0  
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 9 .31 e+009 
n lists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 6 . 92 1 e+0 1 0  
n0bjects2scroiiYSpeed 4 . 1 78e+007 
n Tables2scroiiYPeaks 1 .089e+009 
n lists2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name l PVV2W I Dimension of learning style 1 Std. error l N/A I Class. Prob. 1 80% Visual/Verbal Rule Expression 
((1 .43E+1 1 * if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.42 1 1 04, 1 if 
I Class. Eff. _I 20% 
(Avg0fmouseYFactor>0. 567 1 34 ,  1 , 0 .466666667)} + 3.08E+ 1 0* if (Avg0fdocumentlength<48 1 7.63, 1 , if (AvgOfdocu�entleng�h> 7970.65,0,  0 .2 1  05263 1 6)) + 4.02E+06 �f (AvgOftmagesArea< 1 4 1 90 1 , 1 , if (AvgOfima gesArea>538274 1 0 4 + 1 .37E+ 1 1 : �f (AvgOf�Objects<O,O, if (AvgOfnObjects>0. 1 42857, 1 ,0.44827SB62)�8571429)) + 2.00E+1 0 tf (AvgOftmagesArea2documentlength<64.8333 1 if {Avg0fimag;�Area2documentlength> 1 23 .973,0, 0.375)) ' ' + 7. 71 E+09 tf (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.0001 67676 1 'f (Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength>0.000579503 1 o 36)) ' ' 1 + 6.46E+ 1 0* if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength<0. 00001 37J9 1 if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>3. 77287E-05,0,0 .3)) ' ' + 2.62E+09* if (documentlength2timespent<7538.84, 1 , if {documentLength2timespent>204 1 6 . 7 , 1  ,0 .333333333)) + 6.04E+09* if (n lmages2mouseDistance<5.01 1 1 3 , 1 , if (nlmages2mouseDistance>29.3771 , 1 ,0.466666667)) 
+ 1 .01 E+1 1 *  if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275,0 , if 
(nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0976 ,0 ,0 .592592593)) 
+ 1 .67E+09* if (nObjects2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
{nObjects2mouseDistance>0.025966,  1 ,0 .42857 1 429)) + 2.84E+08* if (n lmages2documentLength2mouseDistan ce<0.0021 4675, 1 , if (nlmages2documentLength2mouseDistance>0.00430382, 1 ,0 .30434 7826)) + 5.81 E+07* if {documentLength2mouseSpeed<401 2.86,  1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseSpeed> 1 1 564. 1 ,  1 ,0 .407407407)) 
+ 3.01 E+03* if (imagesArea2documentLength2mouseSpeed<58.2908, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseSpeed>1 1 0. 784, 1 ,0 .30434 7826)) 
+ 6.80E+09* if (documentLength2mouseXFactor<6624.63, 1 , if 
{documentlength2mouseXFactor> 1 3 1  00.5,  1 ,0.238095238)) 
+ 8. 1 4E+08* if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseXFactor<0. 00320 142, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentLength2mouseXFactor>0.0 1 7 1 758, 1 , 0 .42857 1429}) 
+ 4.74E+ 1 0* if (imagesArea2documentLength2scrolfYDistance< 1 08.71 2,  1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>285.822, 1 ,0.304347826)) . + 1 .36E+08* if (nTables2documentLength2scrol fYDistan ce<0.000972923,0, tf 
(nTables2documentLength2scrolfYDistance>O. 00934362,0 ,0.6
_
95652 1 7 4 )) 
+ 5.26E+07* if (nObjects2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, tf 
_ jnObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.0001 55 1 6,0 ,0 .51 61 29032))) I 5.28E+1 1 ) >-_0.5 F-ratto Terms Term name 
1 429e+o1 1  AvgOfmouseYFactor 
3
'
075 +o1 o  AvgOf?ocumentLeQ_gth 
4:023!+006 A'{g_OftmagesArea 
1 367e+01 1  AvgOfnObjects 
1 :999e+010  A'{g_OfimagesArea2documentLength 
7 7 1 3  +009 Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 
6:463:+010  Av_gOfcountDiagram2documentlength 2.621 e+009 documentLength2timespent 6.04e+009 n lm�ges2mouseDistance 1 .0 1 3e+01 1 n Tables2mouseDistance 
nObjects2mouseDistance 
1 .671 e+009 
nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance 
2.838e+008 
documentlength2mouseSpeed 
5.81 2e+007 
3008 
ima_gesArea2documentLength2mouseSpeed 6.795e+009 
documentLength2mouseXF actor 8 . 1 37e+008 
n lmC!f!es2documentlength2mouseXFa�tor 4.735e+010 
imagesArea2documentLength2scroliYDtstance 1 .363e+008 
n T ables2documentLength2scrolfYDistance 5.264e+007 
nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 26 8 
Rule name I PSG2W I Dimension of learni'!g style I Std. error] N/A I Class. Prob. I 60% Sequential/Global Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 
((3.61 E+09* if (AvgOf�ountExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.000 1 1 5955 0 if (AvgOfcountExclamatlonMarks2docu mentlength>0.000579503 1 o 48780487
' } + 1 .36E+10* if (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength<O,O, if ' ' · 8) (Avg0fcoun;�act2documentlength>3.89784E-05, 1 ,0.454545455)) + 7.78E+08 1f (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<1 .98992E-06 1 'f (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>O .0001 23235,0,0.480769231 ))1 + 2.22E+ 1 0* if ( imagesArea2timespent<206049,0,if 
1 1 % 
(imagesArea2timespent>8400 1 8 ,0 ,  0 .808080808)) + 8. 19E+02: !f (nTa�les2tir:nespent<7.90323, 1 , if (nTables2timespent>33.4951 , 1 ,0.3731 34328)) + 2.82E+09 If (n0bjects2tlmespent<O,O, if (n0bjects2timespent>0.34431 1 1 0 .41 6666667)) + 9.30E+08* if (nTables2mouseDistance<2.22275, 1 , if ' ' (nTables2mouseDistance> 1 6.0976, 1 ,0 .4 1 6666667)) + 5.06E+09* if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.002 1 4675,0, if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>O.O 1 7863,0 ,0 .57 1 428571 )) + 2.91 E+09* if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O , if 
(nObjects2mouseSpeed>0.320984, 1 ,0 .454545455)) + 3.58E+09* if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (n0bjects2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.000428824,0 ,0 .51 948051 9)) + 3.46E+07* if (n0bjects2mouseXFactor<O,O, if 
(nObjects2mouseXFactor>0.479857,  1 ,0.454545455)) 
+ 4.42E+09* if (imagesArea2docu mentlength2mouseXFactor<64.6073, 1 , if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXF actor> 1 83 .425,0,0 .52238806)) + 3.56E+09* if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseXFactor>0.00052407 4, 1 ,0 .41 6666667)) + 2.42E+ 1 0* if (documentlength2mouseYFactor<737 1 .52,0, if 
(documentlength2mouseYFactor> 1 3620.6, 1 ,0 .4761 90476)) 
+ 1 . 18E +08* if ( n Tables2documentlength2mouse YF actor<O. 002 1 7229, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.01 46279,0,0 .4861 1 1 1 1 1  )) 
+ 2. 16E+1  0* if (nLists2scroiiYDistance<0.24 784 1 ,O, if 
(nLists2scroiiYDistance>1 .82946,0 ,0 .634920635)) . + 5.91 E+09* if (nLists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<2.87574E-05,0, 1f 
(nlists2documentLength2scroiiYD istance>O. 001 707 49,0, 0 .  54421 7687)) 
+ 1 .44E+09* if (nlmages2scroiiYSpeed<4 .9241 9,0, if 
(nlmages2scroiiYSpeed>1 8 .9242 ,0 ,0 .57 1 428571  )) . + 2.78E+05* if (nlmages2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<0.00204827,0, If 
+ >) >=O 5 Jnlmages2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks>0.01 28001 , 0, 0.601 503759))) I 9.74 E  1 ° 
F t·· Terms Term name 
3 608e+009 
-ra 10 
AvQ0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLength 
· 3 010  1 .36 e+  Avg0fcountFact2documentLength 
7. 784e+008 AvgOfcountPrevious2documentLenQth 
2.21 6e+O 1 o imaQesArea2timespent 
8 19.3 n T ables2timesoent 
2 .81 8e+009 n0bjects2timespent 
9.296e+008 n Tables2mouseDistance 
n lmages2documentLength2mouseDistance 
nObjects2mouseSpeed 
nObjects2documentLenQth2mouseSpeed 
nObjects2mouseXFactor 
imagesArea2documentlength2mouseXFactor 
n0bjects2documentLenQth2mouseXFactor 
documentLenQth2mouse YF actor 
n Tables2documentLenQth2mouse YFactor 
nlists2scroi iYDistance . 
nlists2documentLenQth2scroiiYDistance 
n lmages2scroiiYSpeed 
n lmages2documentLenQth2scroiiYPeaks 
5.064e+009 
2.91 3e+009 
3.582e+009 
3.463e+007 
4.42 1 e+009 
3.557e+009 
2.419e+010  
1 . 1 79e+008 
2 . 16e+010  
5.909e+009 
1 .437e+009 
2. 784e+005 
26 9 
..-
r 
Rule name AR10 1 Dimension of learning style I Active/Reflective Output Boolean : TRUE if Active, FALSE if Reflective Rule 0 .6021 < ( + 1 .35827 -0 .2701 08*AvgOfscroi iYSpeed Expression + 1 627 .55* AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength -4332 .00* AvgOfcountD iagram2documentLength +0. 00324498*n lmages2mouseDistance +577.339*nObjects2documentLength2mouseDistance -0 .00448830*nlmages2mouseSpeed -0.750 1 30*nObjects2mouseSpeed -9.  78564e-005*documentLength2scroiiYDistance +0 .01 57272*n l m ages2scroiiYDistance +0 .201 881  *nlists2scroiiYDistance -8 1 .3427*nlists2documentLength2scroiiYDistance -4.86654e-005*documentLength2scroiiYSpeed -
1 51 6.07*nObjects2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed +9.00459e-007*imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks) 
Terms Term name F-Ratio 
AvgOfscroi iYSpeed 28. 1 2  AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength 2.554 
Avq0fcountDiaqram2documentLenqth 3.861 
nlmaqes2mouseDistance 5.5 1 1 
nObjects2documentLength2mouseDistance 3.437 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 1 5.51 
nObjects2mouseSpeed 1 0 .24 
documentLength2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .64 
n lmages2scroi iYDistance 1 3. 1 6  
nlists2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .3 
nLists2documentLenoth2scroiiYDistance 2.89 
documentLength2scroi iYSpeed 4.50 1  
nObiects2documentLenqth2scroiiYSpeed 1 0.32 
imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks 2.274 
Classification probability 96.2% Standard deviation 0.264 
Classification efficiencv 88.2% Standard error 0.5601 
P-value 1 .88E- 1 1 R-squared 0.6863 
Significance Index 0.3522 
Rule name 
Out ut 
Rule 
Expression 
. . 
·t s · FALSE if IntU itive Boolean: TRUE I ensm 
• 
. . t d 3 06674e-01 0*Avg0ftimespent 0.3883 < ( -0.0 1 44897*nPagesVISI e - . 
+ 1  53826*AvgOfmouseXFactor 
th +2J35 1 2* AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLeng 
d
-
1 .36563*nlma es2documentLen thZmouseS ee F-Ratio ------------- --tga_�87�5==� 
3.489 
23.9 
3.01 5 
2.576 
Standard deviation 0.4409 
Standard error 0.8737 
R-s uared 0.2367 
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Rule name wa l Dimension of learni'!9 style 1 Visual / Verbal Output Boolean:  TRUE if Visual ,  FALSE if  Verbal  
Rule 0 .4556 < ( + 0.868763*AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent Expression + 1 .30920*Avg0fmouseXFactor - 1 .09027e-006*AvgOfimagesArea -0 .000450230* AvgOfimagesArea2docum entlength -1 33. 380*Avg0fn lmages2documentlength -
1 092 .49*AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength -591 .091  *Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLength +0.  008327 54 *n Tables2timespent +0.  9 1 6607*nObjects2mouseDistance +62.6350*nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance 
+57 .3676*n lmages2documentlength2mouse YFactor -
0 .000 1 87652*documentlength2scroiiYDistance +5. 78 1 93e-
007*imagesArea2scroiiYDistance +0.0432383*nTables2scroiiYDistance 
+0.0991 761  *nlists2scroiiYDistance -
Terms 
58.556 1 *n Tables2documentlen_g_th2scroi iYDistance) 
Term name 
AvgOfrelative TimeS_Qent 
AvgOfmouseXF actor 
Av_gOfima_gesArea 
Av:g_OfimagesArea2documentlen_g_th 
AvgOfn lmages2documentlength 
AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlen_g_th 
AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 
nTables2times�ent 
n0blects2mouseDistance 
nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseYFactor 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 
ima__g_esArea2scroi iYDistance 
n Tables2scroi iYDistance 
nlists2scroiiYD istance . 
nTables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance 
St dard deviation Classification probability 98· 1 %  a n  
Standard error Classification efficiency 9 1 -7% R-squared P-value 1 .84E-09 
Significance Index 0. 1 1 23 
F-Ratio 
1 1 .89 
8.857 
5.272 
1 1 .22 
9.739 
1 4.23 
1 6.47 
5.634 
5.974 
1 0.89 
13 .85 
38.84 
4 .796 
1 5.57 
1 1 .03 
25. 1 7  
0.2 1 79 
0. 5 1 56 
0 .734 1 
27 1 
Rule name SG6 I 
Out� ut 
Dimension of learning style 1 Boolean: TRUE if Sensit"!Q, FALSE if Intuitive Sequential I G lobal Rule 0 .5 1 64 < (-1 .83885 +3 . 1 4020*AvgOfmouseXFactor -Expression 0 . 1 23543* AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 
+ 1 726 . 8 1  * AvgOfcou ntQuestionMarks2documentLength -1 407 .39* AvgOfcountExample2documentLength -1 04 75.9* AvgOfcountFact2documentlength +28 1 3.63*AvgOfcountPrevious2documentLength + 1 3 .3349*n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance -0 .00280923 *n lmages2mouseSpeed +0. 021 8050*n Tables2mouseXF actor -0 .0051 071 8*nlmages2mouseYFactor -
64 .9688*n Tables2documentlength2mouse YFactor +8. 99326e-007*imagesArea2scroiiYD istance -0.0 1 25460*nlmages2scroiiYDistance + 1 . 091 64 *nObjects2scroiiYDistance +0 .467885*n Lists2scroiiYSpeed -1 5.031 1 *n lmages2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed -
0 .000663883*ima_gesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks) 
Terms Term name 
AvgOfmouseXF actor 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentLength 
Avg0fcountExample2documentlength 
AvgOfcountFact2documentlength 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 
n Tables2mouseXF actor 
n lmages2mouse YFactor 
n T ables2documentlength2mouse YF actor 
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 
nlmages2scroiiYDistance 
nObjects2scroiiYDistance 
nlists2scroiiYSpeed 
n lmages2documentlenqth2scroiiYSpeed 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks 
. t · • . o Standard dev1a 1on Classification pro��blhty 94·3 :a 
Standard error Classification eff1c1ency 87·5 Yo 
R-squared P-value 8.90E- 1 3  
Significance Index 1 .003 
F-Ratio 
1 1 .27 
3 .438 
23.06 
3 .68 
7.06 
1 9.02 
1 0 .23 
3.35 
2 .607 
2 .227 
1 4 .46 
6 .595 
4.056 
1 1 .38 
30.61 
2.09 
2 . 1 03 
0.2721 
0.54 1 5  
0 .7068 
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�ule name I PAR3 l Dimension of learni� sMe I r Std. error I 1 46.40% I Class. Prob. I N/A Active/Reflective Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(if (nPagesVisit�d< � 1 ,O , if ( nPages_v isited>59, 1 ,0 .495495495)) + �f (AvgOfrelatJveT.JmeSpent< 1 ,0 , 1f (l:\vgOfrelativeTimeSpent>1 .30445,0,0.5022 1 5657)) + 1f (Avg0fmouseDJstance<1 .21 95,0 , 1f .<AvgOfmouseDistance>3.55497 ,0,0.52991 453)) + if (Avg0fmouseYFactor<0.39�771 , 1 , If (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.601 982,0,0.494752624)) + if (Avg0fnlmages<4 .. 3421 1 ,0 , 1f (Avg0fnlmages>27.6222, 0,0.51 8292683)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestJonMarks2documentLength<6.29328E-05 1 if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength>0.0005881 68, 1 , 0  •. 4
,
7267356)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<O,O , if 
(AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength> 7 .46276E-05, 1 ,0 .43956044)) + if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentLength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength >4. 96904 E-05,0 ,0 .  5 1 6986706)) 
+ if (Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>0.000381 947,0 ,0.494905386)) 
+ if (scroiiYPeaks2timespent<1 .46333, 1 , if (scroiiYPeaks2timespent>8. 1 9887,0,0 .5022831 05)) + if (documentlength2timespent<3673.47,0, if 
( documentlength2timespent> 1 51 85.2,0 ,  0 .53691 2752)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<8.86 5 1 2 ,  1 , if {nlmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0 .49441 7863)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseYFactor<334070, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouse YF actor> 1 1  55270,0 ,0  .4625 1 9936)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3 . 53808, 1 , if (n lmages2scroiiYDistance>53.00 1 8 ,0,0.4797601 2)) 
+ if (nTables2scroiiYDistance<1 . 74299,0 , if {nTables2scroiiYDistance>24.01 8,0,0.396039604)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O,  if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.346337,0,0.36563071 3)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<86000. 1 , 1 , if 
_{!magesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0.328820 1 1 6Jl}/1 2 .8609 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
nPa_gesVisited 8.874 
AvgOfrelative TimeSpent 26.53 
AvgOfmouseDistance 5. 1 09 
A\lg_OfmouseYFactor 38.95 
AvgOfn lmages 8.789 
AvgOfcou ntQuestionMarks2documentlength 5.656 
A\f90fcountQuestion2documentlength 1 4.85 
AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlen_gth 20.91 
AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength 3.508 
scroiiYPeaks2timespent 4.805 
documentlength2timespent 1 5.76 16 .26 nlmages2mouseSpeed 
36.85 imagesArea2mouse YF actor 1 2. 1  
n lmages2scroiiYDistance 3. 1 6  n Tables2scroiiYDistance 5.866 
nObjects2scroiiYSpeed 2.432 
imag_esArea2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name I PSI3 _I Dimension of learning S!Yie l Sensin_g/lntuitive Std. error I 1 32 . 1 1 %  l Class. Prob. 1 N/A I Class. Eff.J Rule Expression N/A 
(if (Avg0fmous�XFactor<0. 551 396,0 , if (AvgOfmouseXFactor>O. 760082 o 0.564308682)) + if (Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength<O,O, if ' ' 
(Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength>0.000434228, 1 ,0.49661 1 8 1  )) + if (AvgOfcountPrev ious2documentlength<O,O, if 
(Avg0fcountPrevi�us2documentlengt�>� . 000390 1 08,0 ,0 .5227 4927 4 )) + !f (im�gesArea2tm:espent< 1 65499,0 , 1f ( 1
_
mag�sArea2timespent>221 5140,0,0 .58 1 270183)) + 1f (nllsts2mouseDistance<0.01 1 944 1 ,0 , 1f (nLists2mouseDistance>22.0296, 1 ,0.522243714  )) + if (nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed<9. 1 7595E-07,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.00 1 93473,0,0.536246276)) + if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr<67.8955, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentLength2mouseYFactorr> 1 655.96, 1 ,0.49661 1 8 1  )) + if (n0bjects2documentlength2mouseYFactor<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2documentlength2mouse YF actor>O.OO 106483, 1 ,0.49661 1 81 )) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 563 .53, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYD istance>8584 .4 7,0, 0 .496424923)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroi iYDistance<78707 .4,0, if 
(imagesArea2scroi iYDistance>763653,0,0 .522749274)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYSpeed<451 35.9, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYSpeed>620971 , 1 ,0 .483 10 1 392)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O , if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.346337, 1 ,0.49661 1 81 )))/ 
9.72732369 
Terms Term name 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 
Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentLength 
imagesArea2timespent 
nlists2mouse0istance 
nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed 
imagesArea2documentlen_gth2mouse YF actorr 
n0t?Jects2documentlength2mouse YF actor 
documentLength2scroiiYDistance 
imagesArea2scroliYDistance 
im�esArea2scroi iYSpeed 
nObjects2scroiiYS_geed 
F-ratio 
3.886 
3. 1 69 
9.724 
8.842 
1 9. 1 7  
1 0. 1 2  
3.354 
3 .805 
45.37 
14.83 
2.099 
5.466 
Visual/Verbal 
Class. Eft. N/A 
Rule Expression . 
o·stance>4.59619 , 1 ,0 .4810 12658)) (if (Avg0fmouse0istance<1 .07872, 1 ,If _(AvgOfmous
e �Factor>0 .609726,0,0.493506494)) + if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.42 1 1 04 ,  1 , If (AvgOfmous_e + if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<34·6356·���
808989)) (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength>4 1 6 .843,�. · 
+ if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentLength<O,O�f
E-05 1 ,0 .4B75)) (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentLength>8.61 _
53 • 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2timespent<O,O, If 
962 1 0 4383561 64 / 4.552809 nlists2documentlen th2times ent>0.000836 • • · F-ratio 
3.09 
3 . 106 
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Rule name l PSG3 l Dimension of learning s!yle l Std. error I 1 1 8 .79% l Class. Prob. I N/A Sequential/Global Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed<0.284 1 25 , 1 , if (AvgOfscroi iYSpeed>3.4356 o o S)) + if (AvgOf�croiiYPeaks<1 ,O , if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks>3 .5 ,0 ,0.52 1 739 1 3)) + if (AvgOfrmagesAverageArea< 1 4564.4,0 , if 
(AvgOfimagesAverageArea>62373 ,  1 ,0 .459549625)) 
+ if (AvgOfcou ntQuestionMarks2documentLength<6.29328E-05 o if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength>0.000668668, 1 ,0
,
.4
,
87022901 )) + if (AvgOfcountExclam ationMarks2documentlength <2 .99909 E-06, o, if 
(Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLength>0.00201 898, 1 ,0 .487022901 )) + if (Avg0fcou ntExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if 
(Avg0fcountExample2documentlength>0.000484 727 , 1 ,0 .466666667)) 
+ if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentLength<O,O , if 
(AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>4.96904E-05,0 ,0 .545454545)) 
+ if (nTables2timespent<3.77056 , 1 , if (nTables2timespent>68.329 1 , 1 ,0 .454545455)) + if (nlmages2mouseDistance<3.247 1 6, 1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseDistance> 1 05 .389 , 1 ,0 .466666667)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.000797 437, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.0271 064,0 ,0 .5)) 
+ if {documentlength2mouseXFactor<4095. 1 9, 1 , if 
{documentlength2mouseXFactor>20803.9, 1 ,0.454545455)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroi iYDistance<97335 , 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroi iYDistance>763653 ,0,0 .477272727)) 
+ if (nLists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
{nlists2documentlen_g_th2scroiiYSpeed>0 .000772062, 1 ,0.4 7826087)))/ 1 2.067 1 94 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfscroi iYSpeed 20.98 
AvgOfscroi iYPeaks 1 9 .7 
AvgOfimagesAver�eArea 32.86 
AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 22.32 
AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 5.798 
AvgOfcountExample2documentlenQth 7.071 
Avg0fcountDia_g_ram2documentlength 5.0 1 9  
n Tables2timespent 5.582 
n lmages2mouseDistance 4.845 
n T ables2documentLength2mouseSpeed 1 4.07 
documentLength2mouseXFactor 3.5 14  
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 1 3.09 
nLists2documentLength2scroiiYSpeed 9.596 
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Rule name l PAR3W _l Dimension of learning s!yle l Std. error J 1 45. 2 1 % l Class. Prob. I N/A Active/Reflective Rule Expression I Class. Eff. _l 
(8.87E+OO* if (nPagesVisited< 1 1  ,O , i f  (nPagesVisited>59 1 0 .495495495)) +2.65E+01 * if (AvgOfrefativeTimeSpent<1 ,O, if ' ' 
(AvgOfrefative TimeSpent> 1 . 30445,0 ,0 .5022 1 565 7)) +5. 1 1  E+OO* if (AvgOfmouseOistance< 1 .2 1 95,0 , if 
(Avg0fmouse0istance>3. 55497,0 , 0 .5299 1 453)) +3.90E+0 1 *  if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.395771 , 1 , if 
N/A 
(Avg0fmouseYFactor>0.601 982,0 ,0 .494752624)) +8.79E+OO* if (Avg0fnlmages<4 .342 1 1 ,O,if (AvgOfn lmages>27.6222,0,0.51 8292683)) +5.66E+OO* if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength<6.29328E-05, 1 , if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentLength>0.0005881 68, 1 ,0.4 7267356)) +1 .49E+0 1  * if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength<O,O, if (Avg0fcountQuestion2documentLength> 7 .46276E-05,  1 , 0 .43956044 )) +2.09E+01 * if (Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength<O,O, if {Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength >4. 96904 E-05, 0 ,0 .51 6986706)) +3.51 E+OO* if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentLength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength >0 .000381 947,0 ,0.494905386)) +4.81 E+OO* if (scroiiYPeaks2timespent<1 .46333, 1 , if 
(scroiiYPeaks2timespent>8. 1 9887,0,0.  502283 1 05)) 
+1 .58E+01 * if (documentlength2timespent<3673.4 7 ,O , if 
{documentlength2timespent> 1 51 85.2,0,0.5369 1 2752) )  
+1 .63E+01  * i f  (nlmages2mouseSpeed<8.86512 ,  1 , if 
{nlmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0 ,0 .4944 1 7863)) 
+3.69E+01 * if ( imagesArea2mouseYFactor<334070, 1 , if 
{imagesArea2mouseYFactor> 1 1 55270, 0,0 .46251 9936))  
+1 .21 E+0 1 * i f  (n lmages2scroiiYOistance<3.53808, 1 , if 
(nlmages2scroiiYOistance>53 .00 1 8,0,0.4797601 2)) . +3. 16E+OO* if (nTables2scroiiYDistance<1 .74299,0, 1f 
(nTables2scroiiYDistance>24. 0 1 8 ,0 ,0 .396039604)) 
+5.87E+OO* if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
{nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.346337,0,0.36563071 3)) . +2.43E+OO* if ( imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<86000. 1 ,  1 , 1f 
. (imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0 .3288201 1 6)))/ 1 85.7677 
F-ratio Terms Term name 
nPagesVisited 8.874 
AvgOfrelative TimeSpent 26.53 
AvgOfmouseOistance 5. 1 09 
Av_gOfmouse YF actor 38.95 
AvgOfnlmages 8.789 
AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documelltlength 5.656 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlenQth 14.85 
Avg0fcount0iaoram2documentlenoth 20.91
 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 3.5
08 
scroiiYPeaks2timespent 4.805 1 5.76 
documentlength2timespent 16 .26 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 36.85 
imagesArea2mouse YF actor 1 2 . 1  
n lmages2scroiiYD istance 3 . 1 6  
n Tables2scroiiYDistance 5.866 
nObiects2scroiiYSpeed 2.432 
imagesArea2scroflYPeaks 
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Rule name I PSI3W 1 Dimension of learning style I Sensi�lntuitive Std. error I 1 32 . 1 8% I Class. Prob. J N/A 
Rule Expression I Class. Eff. _j N/A 
(3.89E+OO* if (Avg0fmouseXFactor<0.551 396,0, if 
(AvgOfmouseXF actor>O. 760082,0 ,0 .564308682))  
+3.1 7E+OO* if (Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength<O,O, if 
(Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength >0.000434228, 1 ,0.49661 1 81 ) )  
+9.72E+OO* if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O , if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>0.0003901 08,0 ,0 .522749274)) 
+8.84E +00* if ( imagesArea2times pent< 1 65499,0, if 
(imagesArea2timespent>22 1 51 40,0 ,0 .58 1 2701 83)) 
+1 .92E+01 * if (nlists2mouseDistance<0 .01 1 944 1 ,O , if 
(nlists2mouse0istance>22.0296, 1 ,0 .52224371 4))  
+1 .01 E+01 * if (nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed<9. 1 7595E-07,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.001 93473,0 ,0 .536246276)) 
+3.35E+OO* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2mouse YF actorr<67 .8955,1  , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr>1 655.96 ,  1 ,0.49661 1 81 ) )  
+3.81 E+OO* i f  (nObjects2documentlength2mouseYFactor<O,O,if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.001 06483, 1 ,0 .49661 1 8 1 )) 
+4.54E+0 1 * if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 563.53 ,  1 , if 
( documentlength2scroiiYDistance>8584.4  7, 0 ,  0 .496424923)) 
+1 .48E+01 * if ( imagesArea2scroiiYDistance<78707 .4,0, if 
(imagesArea2scroi iYDistance> 763653,0,0 .5227 4927 4)) 
+2. 1 OE+OO* if ( imagesArea2scroiiYSpeed<451 35.9,  1 , i f  
(imagesArea2scroiiYSpeed>620971 , 1 ,0 .483 1 0 1 392)) 
+5.47E+OO* if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O,if 
(nObjects2scroi iYSpeed>0.346337, 1 ,0 .49661 1 8 1  )})/ 1 .08E+02 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 3.886 
Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength 3 . 1 69 
AvgOfcountPrevious2documentLength 9.724 
im�esArea2timespent 8.842 
nlists2mouse0istance 1 9. 1 7  
nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed 1 0 . 1 2  
imagesArea2documentlength2mouse YF actorr 3.354 
n0blects2documentlength2mouse YF actor 3.805 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 45.37 1 4.83 imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 2.099 
im�esArea2scroiiYSpeed 5.466 
nObjects2scroiiYSpeed 
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Rule name I PVV3W l Dimension of learning style I VisuaiNerbal 
Std. error I 1 60 .54% I Class. Prob. I N/A l Class. Eff. I N/A 
Rule Expression 
(2.45E+OO* if (Avg0fmouseDistance < 1 . 07872, 1 , if 
(AvgOfmouseDistance>4 .5961 9 ,  1 ,0 .4 8 1  0 1 2658)) 
+4.89E+OO* if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.421 1 04, 1  , if 
(AvgOfmouse YF actor>O. 609726,0 ,0 .493506494)) 
+3.04E+OO* if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<34.6354,0, if 
(Avg0fimagesArea2documentlength>41 6.843,0,0.552808989)) 
+3.09E+OO* if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength<O,O, if 
(Avg0fcountDiagram2documentlength>8.61 535E-05, 1 ,0 .4875)) 
+3. 1 1  E+OO* if (nlists2documentlength2timespent<O,O, if 
(nlists2documentlength2timespent>0.000836962, 1 ,0 .438356 1 64 ))}/ 1 .52E+01 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfmouseDistance 2.447 
A'{gOfmouseYFactor 4.892 
A '{g_OfimagesArea2documentlength 3.035 
Av_g_OfcountDiagram2documentlength 3.09 
nlists2documentlength2timespent 3 . 1 06 
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Rule name I PSG3W I Dimension of learning style I Sequential/Global Std. error I 1 1 9 . 78% I Class. Prob. I N/A Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(2. 10E+01 * if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed<0.284 1 25, 1 , if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>3.4356 0 0 S)) +1 .97E+01  * if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks< 1  ,O , if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks>3.5,0,0.521 7391 3n· +3.29E+0 1 *  if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea<14564.4,0, if 
(AvgOfimagesAverageArea>62373,  1 ,0 .459549625)) 
+2.23E+01 * if (AvgOfcountQuestion Marks2documentLength<6.29328E-05 o if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentLength>0.000668668, 1 ,0 .487022901 )) +5.80E+OO* if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength<2.99909E-06 o if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentLength>0.00201 898, 1 ,0 .48702290 1,)), +7.07E+OO* if (AvgOfcountExample2documentLength <4 .09929E-05, 1 ,if 
(AvgOfcountExample2documentlength>0 .000484 727 , 1  , 0 .466666667)) 
+5 .02E +00* if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength <0 , 0  ,if 
(AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>4 .96904E-05,0 ,0 .545454545)) 
+5.58E+OO* if (nTables2timespent<3.77056, 1 , if (nTables2timespent>68.3291 , 1 ,0.454545455)) +4.85E+OO* if (n lmages2mouseDistance<3 .2471 6,  1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseDistance>1  05.389 , 1  ,0 .466666667)) 
+1 .41 E+O 1 * if (n Tables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<O .000797 43 7,1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.0271 064,0 ,0.5)) 
+3 .51 E+OO* if (documentLength2mouseXFactor<4095 . 1  9 , 1  , if 
(documentlength2mouseXFactor>20803.9,  1 ,0 .454545455)) 
+1 .31 E+01 * if ( imagesArea2scroiiYDistance<97335, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653,0,0 .4 77272727)) . +9.60E+OO* if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, rf 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.000772062, 1 ,0 .47826087'ill/ 1 .53E+02 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 20.98 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 1 9.7 
A vgOfima_g_esAverageArea 32.86 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 22.32 
AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 5.798 
AvgOfcou ntExample2documentlength 7.07 1 
Avg0fcountDiagram2documentlength 5.0 1 9  
n Tables2timespent 5.582 
n lmages2mouse0istance 4.845 
n T ables2documentLength2mouseSpeed 14.07 
documentlength2mouseXFactor 3.51 4 
imagesArea2scroi iYD istance 1 3.09 
nlists2documentlength2scroi1YS_peed 9.596 
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Rule name I PAR3B I Dimension of learning s!}tle I Std. error l N/A _I Class. Prob. J 67% Active/Reflective Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 0% ((i� (nPagesVisi
_
ted� 1 1  ,O , if ( nPage�Visited>59 ,  1 ,0 .495495495)) + 1f (AvgOfrelat1veT1meSpent<1 ,0 , 1f (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent> 1 .30445 o 0 5022 1 5  + �f (AvgOfmouseDistance<1 .21 95,0 , if (AvgOfmouseDistance>3.5549l,0,0  
.
. 529914�;�?) + 1f (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0 . 39577 1 ,  1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.601 982 o o 494752624)) + if (Avg0fnlmages<4.342 1 1  ,O , if (AvgOfn lmages>27.6222,0,0 .51 829268J)) · + if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength<6.29328 E-05 1 if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>O .0005881 68, 1 ,0'.4'7267356)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength> 7 .46276E-05, 1 ,0 .43956044 )) + if (Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength<O,O , if 
(Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength>4 .96904E-05,0 ,0 .51 6986706)) + if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O , if 
(Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength>0.00038 1 94 7 , 0,0 .494905386)) + if {scrolJYPeaks2timespent<1 .46333, 1 , if (scroiiYPeaks2timespent>8. 1 9887,0,0.5022831 05)) + if (documentlength2timespent<3673.47,0, if 
(documentlength2timespent> 1 51 85.2 ,0 ,0 .53691 2752)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<8.86 5 1 2 ,  1 , if (nlmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0 .49441 7863)) 
+ if (imagesArea2mouseYFactor<3 34070, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseYFactor>1 1 55270,0 ,0.46251 9936)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3 . 53808, 1 , if (nlmages2scroiiYOistance>53.001 8,0,0.47976012)) 
+ if (nTables2scroiiYDistance< 1 . 74299,0 , if (nTables2scroJIYDistance>24.01 8,0,0.396039604)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiJYSpeed<O ,O , i f  (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.346337,0,0.36563071 3)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<86000 . 1 , 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0 .328820 1 1 6}})/1 2.8609) >= 0 .5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
nPagesVisited 8.874 
AvgOfrelative TimeSpent 26.53 
AvgOfmouseDistance 5. 1 09 
AvgOfm ouse YF actor 38.95 
AvgOfnlmages 8.789 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlenath 5.656 
AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength 1 4.85 
Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength 20.91 
AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength 3.508 
scroiiYPeaks2timespent 4.805 
documentlength2timespent 1 5.76 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 1 6.26 36.85 imagesArea2mouse YF actor 12 . 1  
n lmages2scroi iYDistance 3. 1 6  n Tables2scroi iYDistance 5.866 
nObjects2scroiiYSpeed 2 .432 
imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name I PSI3B l Dimension of learnin_g_ style I SensiQgllntuitive Std. error I N/A I C lass. Prob. I 54.72% I Class. Eff. I 7.69% Rule Expression 
((if (AvgOfmou�eXFactor<0.55 1 396 ,0 , if (AvgOfmouseXFactor>0.760082,0,0.564308682)) + if (Avg0fn0 bjects2documentlength<O,O , if 
(Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength>0.000434228 ,  1 ,0 .49661 1 8 1  )) 
+ if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>0.000390 1 08 ,0 ,0 .5227 4927 4 )) 
+ if (imagesArea2timespent<1 65499,0, if (imagesArea2timespent>221 51 40,0,0.58 1 270183)) + if (nlists2mouseDistance<O. 0 1 1 944 1 ,0 ,  if ( n Lists2mouseDistance>22 .0296, 1 , o .52224371 4)) + if (nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed<9.1 7595E-07 ,O, if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed>O .001 934 73,0, 0 .536246276)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr<67. 8955, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr>1 655.96, 1 ,0.49661 1 8 1  )) 
+ if (n0bjects2documentlength2mouse YF actor<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.00 1 06483, 1  ,0.49661 1 81 )) 
+ if (documentLength2scroiJYDistance<1 563.53, 1 ,if 
( documentlength2scroiiYD istance>8584 .4 7,  0 ,0 .496424923)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYDistance<78707.4,0, if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653,0,0 .5227 4927 4)}  
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYSpeed<45 1 35.9,  1 , if 
(imagesArea2scrollYSpeed>62097 1 , 1 ,0.4831 0 1 392))  
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O , if (nObjects2scrollYSpeed>0.346337, 1 ,0 .49661 1 81 )))/ 
9.72732369) >= 0 .5  
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 3.886 
Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength 3 . 169 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 9 . 724 
imagesArea2timespent 8.842 
nLists2mouseDistance 1 9. 1 7  
nLists2documentlength2mouseSpeed 1 0. 1 2  
imagesArea2documentlength2mouse YF actorr 3.354 
n0bjects2documentlength2mouse YFactor 3.805 
documentLength2scroiiYDistance 45.37 
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 14.83 
imagesArea2scroi iYSpeed 2.099 
n0bjects2scroiiYSpeed 5.466 
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Rule name I PVV3B 1 Dimension of learning style l VisuaiNerbal 
Std. error I N/A I C lass. Prob. l 79 .25% I Class. Eff. j 8.33% 
Rule Expression 
((if (AvgOfmouseDistance<1 .07872, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseDistance>4.5961 9, 1  ,0.481 01 2658)) 
+ if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.421 1 04 ,  1 , if (AvgOfmouseYFactor>0.609726,0,0.493506494)) 
+ if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<34.6354 ,0,if 
(AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength>41 6 .843,0 , 0 .552808989)) 
+ if (Avg0fcou nt0iagram2documentlength<O,O, if 
(Avg0fcountDiagram2documentlength>8.61 535E-05,  1 ,0 .4875)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2timespent<O,O, if 
(nlists2documentlength2timespent>0.000836962, 1 ,0 .4383561 64)))/ 4.552809) >= 0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
A�OfmouseDistance 2.447 
AvgOfmouse YFactor 4.892 
A'110fimagesArea2documentlength 3.035 
AVJ10fcountDiagram2documentler�g_th 3.09 
nlists2documentlength2timespent 3 . 106 
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Rule name l PSG3B .I Dimension of learnii'!S style I Std. error l N/A J Class. Prob.J 54.72% Sequential/Global I Class. Eff. 1 Rule Expression 0% 
((if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed<0 .2841 25,  1 , i f  (AvgOfscroliYSpeed>3.4356 0 0 5}} + if (AvgOf�croiiYPeaks<1 ,0 , if (AvgOfscroliYPeaks>3.5 ,0 ,0 .52 1 7391 3n· + if (Avg0ftmagesAverageArea<14564 .4,0, if 
(AvgOfimagesAverageArea>62373, 1 ,0 .459549625}} 
+ if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<6.29328E-05 o if (AvgOfcountQuestionMar�s2documentLength>0.000668668, 1 ,0 • .  4,87022901 }} + if (Avg0fcountExclamattonMarks2documentlength<2.99909E-06 o if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentLength>0.00201 898, 1 ,o.4a7022901 }} + if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if 
(AvgOfcountExan:ple2documentlength>O .000484 727 , 1  ,0 .466666667)} 
+ if (AvgOfcountDtagram2documentlength<O ,O , if 
(Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength>4.96904E-05,0,0.545454545)) 
+ if (nTables2timespent<3.77056, 1 , if (nTables2timespent>68.3291 , 1 ,0 .454545455)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouseDistance<3 .247 1 6, 1 , if  
(nlmages2mouse0istance>1 05 .389, 1 , 0.466666667}) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.000797437, 1 , if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.0271 064,0 ,0 .5)) 
+ if (documentlength2mouseXFactor<4095. 1 9, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseXFactor>20803.9, 1 ,0.454545455)} 
+ if (imagesArea2scroi iYDistance<97335, 1 ,if 
(imagesArea2scroi iYDistance> 763653,0 ,0 .4 77272727)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<O,O, if 
jnlists2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed>0.000772062, 1 ,0 .4 7826087_lli/ 1 2 .067194l >= O.? 
Terms Term name F-ratlo 
AvgOfscroi iYSpeed 20.98 
A vgOfscroi iYPeaks 1 9.7  
A vgOfimagesAver�eArea 32.86 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 22.32 
AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 5.798 
Avg0fcountExample2documentlength 7.07 1 
Avg0fcountDia_gram2documentlength 5.01 9 
n T ables2timespent 5.582 
n lmages2mouseDistance 4.845 
n Tables2documentLength2mouseSpeed 14.07 
documentlength2mouseXFactor 3 .514 
imag_esArea2scroiiYDistance 1 3.09 
nLists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 9.596 
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Rule name l PAR3WB I Dimension of learni"!9 style I Std. error J N/A _l C lass. Pro b .. I 7 1 .70% Active/Reflective Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 
((8.87E+OO* if (nPagesVisited<1 1  , O, if (nPagesVis ited>59 1 o 495495495)) +2.65E+01*  if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent< 1  ,O , if ' 
' · 
(AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent> 1 .30445,0 ,0 .50221 5657)) +5. 1 1 E+OO* if (AvgOfmouseDistance< 1 .2 1 95,0, if 
(Avg0fmouseDistance>3 .55497,0 ,0 .52991453)) 
+3.90E+01 * if (AvgOfmouseYFactor<0.395771 , 1 , if 
1 1 .76% 
(AvgOfmouse YFactor>O. 601 982,0 ,0 .494 7 52624)) 
+8.79E+OO* if (Avg0fnlmages<4. 342 1 1 ,O , if (AvgOfn lmages>27.6222 o 0.51 8292683)) +5.66E+OO* if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<6 .2932BE�05 1 if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.0005881 68, 1 ,0.4 726735G))
, 
+1 .49E +0 1 * if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<O ,  o,  if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength> 7.46276E-05, 1 ,0 .43956044 )) +2.09E+01 * if (AvgOfcountDiagram 2documentlength<O,O, if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>4. 96904 E-05, 0 ,0 .51 6986706)) +3.51 E+OO* if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O, if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>O. 000381 94 7 ,  0 ,0 .494905386)) +4.8 1  E+OO* if (scroiiYPeaks2timespent< 1 .46333, 1 , if 
(scroiiYPeaks2timespent>8. 1 9887 ,0 ,0 .5022831 05)) 
+1 .58E+0 1 *  if {documentlength2timespent<3673.47,0 , if 
(documentlength2timespent> 1 5 1 85.2 ,0 ,0 .53691 2752)) 
+1 .63E+01 * i f  {n lmages2mouseSpeed<8.8651 2, 1 , i f  
(nlmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0.4944 1 7863)) 
+3.69E+0 1 * if (imagesArea2mouseYFactor<334070, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2mouseYFactor> 1 1 55270,0,0.46251 9936)) 
+1 .21 E+0 1  * if {nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3.53808, 1 , if 
(nlmages2scroiiYDistance>53.00 1 8,0,0 .4797601 2)) . +3.16E+OO* if (nTables2scroi iYDistance<1 .74299,0 , 1f 
(nTables2scroiiYDistance>24 .0  1 8 ,0 ,0 .396039604)) 
+5.87E+OO* if (nObjects2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if 
(nObjects2scroiiYSpeed>0.346337,0 ,0 .36563071 3)} . 
+2.43E+OO* if ( imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<86000. 1 , 1 , 1f 
_ jim<!9_esArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0.3288201 1 6)))/ 1 85.7677) >- 0.5 
Terms Term name 
nPagesVisited 
AvgOfrelative TimeSpent 
A'{gOfmouseDistance 
AvgOfmouse YF actor 
AvgOfn lmaqes 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 
Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength 
A�Ofcount0iagram2documentlength 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlenqth 
scroiiYPeaks2timespent 
documentlength2timespent 
nlmages2mouseSpeed 
imaaesArea2mouse YFactor 
n lmages2scroi iYDistance 
n Tables2scroiiYDistance 
nObjects2scroi iYSpeed 
imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks 
F-ratio 
8.874 
26.53 
5 . 109 
38.95 
8.789 
5 .656 
14.85 
20.91 
3.508 
4.805 
15.76 
16 .26 
36.85 
12 . 1  
3 . 16  
5. 866 
2.432 
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Rule name J PSIJWB l Dimension of learnif!9 s!}tle l Std. error 1 N/A l Class. Prob. J 60.38% Sensiflg!lntuitive Rule Expression I Class. Eff.J 19.23% 
((3.89E+OO* if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0.55 1 396,0, if 
(AvgOfmouseXFactor>0.760082,0,0 .564308682)) 
+3. 1 7E+OO* if (Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength<O,O , if 
(Avg0fn0bjects2documentlength>0.000434228, 1 ,0.49661 1 8 1  )) +9.72E+OO* if (A�gOfcountPrevious2documentLength<O,O , if 
(AvgOfcountPrevlous2documentLength>0.000390 1 08,0 ,0.522749274)) +8.84E+OO* if ( imagesArea2timespent<1 65499,0, if 
(imagesArea2timespent>22 1 51 40,0,0.581 2701 83)) 
+1 .92E+01 *  if (nlists2mouse0istance<0.01 1 9441 ,O , if 
(nlists2mouse0istance>22.0296, 1 ,0 .52224371 4)) 
+1 .01 E+01 * if (nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed<9. 1 7595E-07,0 , if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouseSpeed >0. 001 934 73,0 ,0 .  536246276)) 
+3.35E+OO* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr<67.8955, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2documentlength2mouseYFactorr>1 655.96, 1 ,0.49661 1 8 1 )) 
+3.81 E+OO* if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseYFactor<O,O , if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.001 06483, 1 ,0.49661 1 81 )) 
+4.54E+01 *  if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 563 .53, 1 , if 
( documentlength2scro11YD istance>8584 .4 7,0 ,0 .496424923)) 
+1 .48E+0 1 *  if ( imagesArea2scroi iYOistance<78707.4,0, if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653,0,0.5227 49274 ) )  
+2.1 OE+OO* i f  ( imagesArea2scroi iYSpeed<451 35.9, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYSpeed>62097 1 , 1 ,0.4831 01 392)) 
+5.47E+OO* if (n0bjects2scroi iYSpeed<O,O, if 
JnOI?lects2scroiiYS___Q_eed>0.346337, 1 ,0 .49661 1 81_ill/ 1 .08E+02) >= 0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 3.886 
A�Ofn0bjects2documentlength 3. 1 69 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 9.724 
imagesArea2times_Q_ent 8.842 
nlists2mouse0istance 1 9. 1 7  
nlists2documentlength2mouseS_Q_eed 1 0. 1 2  
im�esArea2documentlength2mouse YFactorr 3.354 
nObjects2documentlength2mouseYFactor 3.805 45.37 documentlen_gth2scroiiYDistance 14.83 
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 2.099 
ima_g_esArea2scroi iYSpeed 5.466 
n0bjects2scroi1YS_Q_eed 
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Rule name l PVV3WB _I Dimension of learn ing s!yle l VisuaiNerbal Std. error I N/A l Class. Prob.j 67 .92% l Class. Eft. 1 -41 .67% Rule Expression 
((2.45E+OO* if (Avg0fmouseDistance<1 .07872, 1 , if 
(AvgOfmouseDistance>4 .5961 9 , 1  ,0 .481 0 1 2658)) 
+4.89E+OO* if (Avg0fmouseYFactor<0.421 1 04, 1  , if 
(Avg0fmouseYFactor>0.609726 ,0,0 .493506494)) 
+3.04E+OO* if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<34.6354,0, if 
(Avg0fimagesArea2documentlength>41 6.843,0,0 .552808989}) 
+3.09E+OO* if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentLength<O,O , if 
(AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>8.61 535E-05, 1 ,0 .4875)) 
+3. 1 1 E+OO* if (nlists2documentlength2timespent<O,O, if 
(nlists2documentlength2timespent>0 .000836962, 1 ,0 .4383561 64lli! 1 .52E+0 1 )  >= 0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfmouseDistance 2 .447 
A '{g_Ofmouse YF actor 4.892 
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength 3.035 
Avg0fcountoi�ram2documentlength 3 .09 
nlists2documentlen_gth2timespent 3 . 106 
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Rule name l PSG3WB l Dimension of learning style l S�quentiai/Giobal Std. error l N/A l Class. Prob. J 50.94% Rule Expression I Class. Eff.j -8.33% 
((2. 10E+0 1  * if (AvgOfscroi iYSpeed<0.2841 25,  1 ,if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>3 4356 o 0 5)) +1 .97E+01  * if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks<1  ,O, if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks>3.5,0,0.52 1 7391'3)) · +3.29E+01 * if (AvgOfimagesAverageArea< 1 4564 .4 ,0,if 
(Avg0fimagesAverageArea>62373, 1 ,0 .459549625)) 
+2.23E+01 * if (AvgOfcountQuestion Marks2documentlength<6.29328E-05 o if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.000668668, 1 ,0.487022901 )) +5.80E+OO* if (AvgOfcountExclam ationMarks2documentlength<2.99909E-06,0, if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength>0.00201 898, 1 ,0.487022901 )) +7.07E+OO* if (Avg0fcountExample2documentLength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if 
(AvgOfcountExample2documentlength>0.000484 727, 1  ,0 .466666667)) +5.02E+OO* if (Avg0fcountDiagram2documentlength<O,O , if 
(Avg0fcountDiagram2documentlength>4.96904E-05,0,0 .545454545)) +5.58E+OO* if (nTables2timespent<3.77056, 1 , if (nTabtes2timespent>68.3291 , 1 ,0.454545455)) +4.85E+OO* if (n lmages2mouseDistance<3.247 1 6, 1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseDistance>1 05.389 , 1  ,0.466666667)) 
+1 .41 E+0 1 *  if (nTables2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0 .000797437, 1 , if 
(n Tables2documentlength2mouseSpeed>O .0271 064,0,0 .5)) 
+3.51 E+OO* if (documentlength2mouseXFactor<4095. 1 9, 1 , if 
(documentlength2mouseX Factor> 20803.9, 1 ,0 .454545455)) 
+1 .31 E+0 1 * if ( imagesArea2scroi iYDistance<97335, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653,0,0.4 77272727))  . +9.60E+OO* if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, If 
l_nlists2documentlen_g_th2scroiiYS.E_eed>0.000772062, 1 ,0 .47826087J})/ 1 .53E+02) >= 0 .5. F-ratlo Terms Term name 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 20.98 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 1 9.7 
AvgOfimagesAverageArea 32.86 
AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 22.32 
AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength 5.798 
AvgOfcountExam ple2documentlength 7.0 71 
Avg_OfcountDia_gram2documentlength 5.0 19  
nTables2timespent 5.582 
ntmages2mouseDistance 4·845 
Sp' d 14 .07 nTables2documentlength2mouse ee 3 5 14  documentlen_g_th2mouse�Factor 1 3  09 imagesArea2scrot1YD1stance ·
)p i d 9.596 nlists2documentlength2scrot1YS ee 
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Rule name I PAR4 I Dimension of learning s�le l Active/Reflective Std. error l 1 39 . 1 1 %  l Class. Prob. 1 N/A Rule Expression _I Class . Eff. 1 N/A 
(if (AvgOfscroiiYSpee�<0.326657, 1 , if (AvgOfscrofiYSpeed>3.4356,0,0.4852941 1 8)) + if (Avg0fcountQuestron2documentLength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountQuestion2documentLength> 7 .46276 E-05 ,  1 , o .43 7 5)) + if (AvgOfcou ntDiagram2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>4 . 96904 E-05,0  ,0 . 5 14  705882)) + if (nlmages2mouseDistance<3.49928,0 , if 
(nlmages2mouseDistance>90.8479,0,0. 5 1 6071 429)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentLength2mouseDistance<O,O , if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.0001 90849, 1 ,0.4929577 46)) + if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<8 .8651 2 , 1 , if (n lmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0.492063492)) + if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O , if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0 .607407,0,0 .51 4285714)) + if (documentlength2scrof iYDistance<1 375.72, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroi iYDistance>8258 .06,0 ,0.485294 1 1 8)) + if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3.53808, 1 , if {nlmages2scroiiYDistance>53.00 1 8 ,0,0.47761 194)) + if (nlists2scroiiYDistance<0.00239089,0, if (nlists2scrof iYDistance>5.3 1 65 1  ,0,0.510164569)) 
+ if (nLists2documentlength2scrofiYDistance<1 .34244E-07,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>O .0084252 , 1  ,0.4939081 54 )) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<1 1 1 4 .44,0, if 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>7790 .63,0,0.509840675)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O,if 
(nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.000 1 55 1 6,0 ,0 .507042254)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<86000. 1 , 1 , if 
J.imagesArea2scroi iYPeaks>433558,0,0.47761 1 94ll) I 1 1 .072 1 1 052 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
A '{g_OfscroiiYSpeed 28. 1 2  
A'{g_OfcountQuestion2documentlength 2.554 
AvgOfcountDia_gram2documentlen_g_th 3.861 
n lmages2mouse0istance 5.51 1 
nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance 3.437 
n 1 ma_g_es2mouseSpeed 1 5.51  
nObjects2mouseSQeed 1 0.24 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .64 
n 1 m�ges2scroiiYDistance 13. 1 6  
n Lists2scroi iYDistance 1 1 .3 
nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 2.89 
documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 4.501 10 .32 
nObjects2documentlen_gth2scroiiYSpeed 2.274 imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name 1 PSI4 l Dimension of learning style I Sensin_g/lntuitive 
Std. error l 1 69 . 3% l Class. Prob. J N/A l Class. Eff . . I N/A 
Rule Expression 
(if (nPagesVisited<1 6 ,  1 , if (nPag
·esVisited>59,0,0 .477272727)) 
+ if (Avg0ftimespent< 1 37223000,0 , if (Avg0ftimespent> 1 090920000,0,0.566037736)) 
+ if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0 .551 396,0, if (AvgOfmouseXFactor>0.760082,0,0 .5831 53348)) 
+ if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength>0.0001 79325,  1 ,0 .509433962)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.0021 1 388,0, if 
(nlmages2documentlen_gth2mouseS__2.eed>0.0267 422,0,0.55045871 6))) I 3.6996498 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
nPa_gesVisited 9.875 
AvgOftimespent 3.489 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 23.9 
A '1!0fcountQuestion2documentlength 3.0 1 5  
n lmages2documentlength2mouseS__2.eed 2.576 
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-Rule name I PVV4 I Dimension of learning s!yle I Std. error J 1 56 .9% I Class. Prob . .  I N/A VisuaiNerbal Rule Expression I Class. Eff . .  I NIA 
(if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent< 1 ,O , if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent> 1 .27o4 1 0 453 + if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0.551 396, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseXFactor>O 787437 0 0333333)) + �f (AvgOf�magesArea< 1 4 1 81 1 ,  1 ,  if (AvgOfimagesArea>53827 4. 1 .0.44594591�)�670886)) + 1f (Avg0flmagesArea2documentLength<34.6354,0, if 
(AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength>41 6 .843,0,0 .552808989)) + if (Avg0fn lmages2documentlength<0.001 92356, 1 , if 
(Avg0fnlmages2documentlength >0. 0 1 28 1  08, 1 ,0 .430555556)) + if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength<0.0001 38728 1 if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>O .0005881 68 , 1  ,0:438356 1 64 )) + if (Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLength<0.0001 07926, 1  , if (AvgOfcountExclamation Marks2documentlength>O .00285521 , 0,0.452054 795)) + if (nTables2timespent<3.77056, 1 , if ( nTables2timespent>52.3422, 1 ,0.46052631 6)) + if (nObjects2mouseDistance<O,O , if (nObjects2mouseDistance>1 . 1 5701 ,0,0.5061 7284)) + if (nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
{nLists2documentlength2mouseDistance>O .00 1 59 1 98 , 1  ,0 .4875)) 
+ if {nlmages2documentLength2mouseYFactor<0.0039381 8, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.0340762, 1 ,0.445945946)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYDistance<1 375. 72, 1  , if 
(documentlength2scroi iYDistance>8584.47, 1 ,0.481 0 1 2658)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroi iYDistance<86345. 7,1 , if 
{imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653, 1 ,  0.481 0 1 2658)) 
+ if (nTables2scroi iYD istance<1 .240 1 3,0 , if (nTables2scroiiYDistance>22.6149, 1 ,0 .509249184)) 
+ if {nlists2scroiiYDistance<O,O , if {nlists2scroi iYDistance>2.00649, 1 ,0.474358974)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<0.00031 5945, 1 , if 
jnTables2documentlen_..9.th2scroiiYDistance>0.0 1 57391 ,0 ,0 .5})) I 1 5.05898 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfrelative TimeSgent 1 1 .89 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 8.857 
AvgOfima_g_esArea 5.272 
AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength 1 1 .22 
Avg0fnlmages2documentlength 9.739 
A�OfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 14.23 
AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlen_g_th 16.47 
n T ables2timespent 5.634 
n0blects2mouse0istance 5.974 
nlists2documentlength2mouse0istance 1 0.89 
n lmages2documentlength2mouse YF actor 
13 .85 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 38.84 4.796 im�gesArea2scroiiYDistance 1 5. 57 n T ables2scroiiYDistance 
nlists2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .03 
n Tables2documentlength2scroiiYDistanc
e 25. 1 7  
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Rule name _I PSG4 J D imension of learn i'!9 S!Yie 1 Std. error 1 1 1 4 .8% 1 Class. Prob. J N/A Sequential/Global Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 
(if (Avg0fmouseXFactor<0.427223, 1 , i f  (AvgOfmouseXFactor>O 787437 1 0 + if (Avg0fscroiiYPeaks<1 ,0 , if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks>3.S,O,o .52 1 ?391 3)) 
• ' .47826087)) 
+ if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<6.29328E-05 o "f (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.000668668, 1 ,0·.4·�7022901 )) + if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05, 1 , if (Avg0fcountExample2documentlength>0.000484 727, 1 ,0  .466666667)) + if (Avg0fcountFact2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountF act2documentlength >0. 000051 277 , 1 ,0 .489361 702)) + if (Avg0fcountPrevious2documentLength<O,O , if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>0.000381 94 7 , 1 ,0.466666667)) + if (nlmages2documentlength2mouse0istance<0.00 1 27034, 1 , if 
N/A 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.0643883,0,0.5)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<7.42 1 69, 1 , i f (n lmages2mouseSpeed>221 .068, 1 ,0.47826087)) + if (nTables2mouseXFactor<3.6856, 1 , if (nTables2mouseXFactor>26.7674,0,0.488888889)) + if (n lmages2mouseYFactor< 1 3 .5242, 1 , if (n lmages2mouseYFactor>78.5638,0,0.4651 1 6279)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0 .001 6584,0,if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouse YFactor>O. 0 1 71 737 ,0,0.51 9790889)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroi iYDistance<97335, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653,0,0.4 77272727)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3 .9 1 531 , 1 , if (n lmages2scroiiYDistance>65.34,0,0.4651 16279)) 
+ if (nObjects2scroiiYDistance<O,O , if (nObjects2scroiiYDistance>1 .221 34,0,0.51 0638298)) 
+ if (nlists2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if (nlists2scroiiYSpeed>1 .561 52 , 1 ,0.454545455)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<0.000623057, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>O .01 09988,0 ,0 .51
_
1 627907)) 
+ if (imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<27.581 1 , 1 , 1f 
J!magesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>41 6.843,0,0 .�1 5.5521 68 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
A'1I_OfmouseXFactor 1 1 .27 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 3.438 
A\,t'gOfcountQuestionMarks2documentleng_th 23.06 
A'1I_OfcountExam_Qie2documentlength 3.68 
AvgOfcountF act2documentlength 7.06 
A'1I_OfcountPrevious2documentlength 19.02 
n 1 mages2documentlen_gth2mouseDistance 10.23 
n lmc;mes2mouseSpeed 3.35 
n Tables2mouseXF actor 2.607 
n lmages2mouse YFactor 2.227 
n T ables2documentlen_g_th2mouse YFactor 14.46 
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 6.595 
n lmages2scroiiYD istance 4.056 
1 1 .38 nObjects2scroiiYDistance 30.6 1 nlists2scroiiYStJeed 
n lmcm_es2documentLen_g_th2scroiiYSpeed 
2.09 
2. 1 03 
imagesArea2documentLeng_th2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name I PAR4W I Dimension of learni'!9 style I Std. error J 1 35 .62% I Class. Prob. 1 N/A Active/Reflective Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(2.81 E+0 1 *  if (AvgOfscroi iYSpeed<0.326657, 1 , if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>3 4356 0 0 + . ' ' .487444609)) 
2.55E+OO* if (Avgc:>fcount0uestion2documentlength<O,O, if (AvgOfcountQuestlon2d ocumentLen gth> 7 .46276E-05, 1 , 0.43956044)) + 3.86E +00* if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentLength <0, o, if (AvgOfcountD iagram2documentlength>4. 96904 E-05, o ,0 .  5 1 6986706)) + 5.51 E+OO* if (n lmages2mouseDistance<3.49928,0, if 
(nlmages2mouse0istance>90.8479,0 ,0 .51 8292683)) + 
3.44E+OO* if (nObjects2documentLength2mouseDistance<O o if I I (n0bjects2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.000 1 90849 1 1 10.495049505)) + 1 .55E+01 * if (n lmages2mouseSpeed<8 .8651 2 1 1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0 ,0 .49441 7863)) + 
1 .02E+01 * if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O , if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0.607 407,0,0.51 6499283)) + 
1 . 16E+01 * if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 375.72 1 1 1 if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>8258.06,0,0.487444609}) + 
1 .32E+01 * if (n lmages2scroiiYDistance<3.53808, 1 , if 
(nlmages2scroiiYDistance>53.001 8,010.4797601 2)} + 
1 . 13E+01 * if {nlists2scroi iYDistance<0.00239089,0, if 
(nlists2scroiiYDistance>5.3 1 65 1  ,0 ,0 . 5 1 2396694}) + 
2.89E+OO* if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 .34244E-07,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>0.00842521 1 ,0
_
.496)) + 
4.50E+OO* if {documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<1 1 14 .44,0, 1f 
(documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>7790.63,0,0 .5 1 2)) + 
. 1 .03E+01 *  if (nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O , If 
(n0bjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.000 1 5? 1 6,0,0 .5091 93777)) + 
2.27E+OO* if {imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks<86000. 1 ,  1 , If 
(imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0.4797601 2}))/ 1 .03E+02 
Terms Term name 
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 
Av�OfcountQuestion2documentlength 
Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength 
n lmages2mouse0istance 
nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 
n0biects2mouseSpeed 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 
n lmages2scroiiYDistance 
nlists2scroiiYDistance 
n Lists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 
documentlen gth2scroiiYSpeed 
nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 
imagesArea2scroi iYPeaks 
F-ratio 
28. 1 2  
2.554 
3.86 1 
5.51 1 
3.437 
1 5.5 1  
1 0.24 
1 1 .64 
1 3. 1 6  
1 1 .3 
2.89 
4.501 
1 0.32 
2.274 
292 
Rule name I PSI4W I Dimension of learning stvle I SensinQ/Intuitive 
Std. error I 1 95.6% I C lass. Prob. I N/A I Class. Eff. I N/A 
Rule Expression 
(9.88E+OO* if (nPagesVisited<1 6 ,  1 , if (nPagesVisited>59,0,0 .477272727)) 
+ 3.49E+OO* if (Avg0ftim espent<1 37223000,0, if 
(Avg0ftimespent>1 090920000,0 ,0 .566037736)) 
+ 2.39E+01 * if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0 .551 396,0, if 
(Avg0fmouseXFactor>0 .760082,0,0 . 5831 53348)) 
+ 3.02E+OO* if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<O,O ,if 
(AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength>0.0001 79325,  1 ,0.509433962)) 
+ 2.58E+OO* if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.0021 1 388,0, if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseSpeed>0.0267422,0,0 .55045871 6))) 1 3.02E+01 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
nPagesVisited 9.875 
AvgOftimespent 3.489 
AvqOfmouseXFactor 23.9 
Avq0fcountQuestion2documentlenqth 3.01 5 
n l mages2docum entlength2mouseSpeed 2.576 
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Rule name I PVV4W I Dimension of learning style I Std. error _I 1 52 .8% I C lass. Prob. 1 N/A VisuaiNerbal Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 N/A 
(1 .1 9E+0 1 *  if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent<1 ,O , if 
(AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent>1 .2704, 1 ,0 .453333333)) 
+ 8.86E+OO* if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0.551 396,  1 , if 
(AvgOfmouseXFactor>0.787437,0 ,0.493670886)) 
+ 5.27E+OO* if (AvgOfimagesArea<1 4 1 81 1 ,  1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea>538274 1 o 445945946)) + 1 . 12E+01 * if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength<34.6354 o if ' ' · (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength>41 6.843,0,0.55280898g)) + 9.74E+OO* if (Avg0fnlmages2documentlength<0.001 92356, 1 , if (Avg0fnlmages2documentlength>0.0 1 28 1  08, 1  ,0 .430555556)) + 1 .42E+0 1 *  if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<0.0001 38728 1 if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.000588 1 68, 1 ,0.4383561 64 )) + 1 .65E+0 1 *  if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentlength<0.0001 07926, 1  , if (AvgOfcountExclamation Marks2documentlength>O. 00285521 ,0 ,0 .452054 795)) + 5.63E+OO* if (nTables2timespent<3. 77056, 1 , if (nTables2timespent>52.3422, 1 ,0.46052631 6)) + 5.97E+OO* if (nObjects2mouseD istance<O,O , if 
(n0bjects2mouse0istance> 1 . 1 5701 ,0,0.5061 7284)) 
+ 1 .09E+01 * if (nlists2documentlength2mouse0istance<O,O, if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.001 591 98,  1 ,0 .4875)) 
+ 1 .39E+01 * if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.0039381 8, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.0340762, 1 ,0.445945946)) 
+ 3.88E+01 * if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 375.  72, 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>8584.47, 1 ,0 .481 0 1 2658)) 
+ 4.80E+OO* if ( imagesArea2scroiiYDistance<86345. 7 , 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance>763653, 1 ,0.48 1 0 1 2658)) 
+ 1 .56E+0 1 *  if (nTables2scroi iYDistance<1 .2401 3,0, if 
(nTables2scroiiYDistance>22 . 6 1 49, 1 ,0 . 5092491 84)) . + 1 . 10E+01 * if (nlists2scroiiYD istance<O,O, if {nlists2scroiiYDtstance>2.006�9, 1 ,0.474358974)) 
+ 2.52E+01 * if (nTables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<0.00031 5945, 1 , If 
(nTables2documentLenqth2scroiiYDistance>0.01 57391  ,0,0.5)))/ 2.01 E+02 
F-ratio Terms Term name 
AvgOfrelative TimeSpent 1 1 .89 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 8.857 
AvgOfimagesArea 5.272 
Avg0fimagesArea2documentLength 1 1 .22 
Avo0fnlmages2documentlenoth 9.739 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentLenoth 14.23 
Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLenoth 1 6.47 
n Tables2timespent 5.634 
n0biects2mouse0istance 5.974 
nlists2documentlength2mouse0istance 
10.89 
13.85 
n lmaqes2documentlength2mouse �Factor 38.84 
documentlength2scroiiYDtstance 
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 
4.796 
n Tables2scroiiYDistance 1 5.57 
nlists2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .03 
n Tables2documentlength2scroiiYDista
nce 25. 1 7  
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Rule name I PSG4W I Dimension of learning s!}'te Std. error _I 1 1 4.3% _ I  Sequential/Global I Class. Prob. 1 N/A I Rule Expression Class. Eft. 1 N/A (1 . 13E+01 * if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0.427223, 1 , if (Avg0fmouseXFactor>0.787437, 1 ,0 .47826087)) + 3.44E+OO* if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks< 1  ,O, if (AvgOfscroi iYPeaks>3 5 o o 521 7 + 2.31 E+01 * if (Av�OfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength<6.29328[_05 g�/ 3)) (AvgOfcountQuestlon Marks2documentLength>0 .000668668 1 o 48702290 1 )) + 3.68E+OO* if (AvgOfcountExample2documentLength<4 .09fd9E-05 1 ·f (Avg0fcountExample2documentLength>O. 000484 727, 1  , o .46666666l) )1 + 7.06E+OO* if (AvgOfcountFact2documentLength<O,O, if (AvgOfcountF act2documentlength >0. 000051 277, 1 ,  0 .489361 702)) + 1 .90E+01 * i f  (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentLength<O,O, if (Avg0fcoun!�revious2documentlength>0.000381 947, 1 ,0.466666667)) + 1 .02E+01 1f (n lmages2documentlength2mouseOistance<O 00127034 1 if (nlmages2documentLength2mouseDistance>0.0643883,0,0.5)) ' ' + 3.35E+OO* if (n lmages2mouseSpeed<7.421 69, 1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseSpeed>22 1 .068, 1 ,0 .47826087)) 
+ 2.61 E+OO* if (nTables2mouseXFactor<3.6856, 1 , if 
(nTables2mouseXFactor>26.7674,0,0.488888889)) 
+ 2.23E+OO* if (n lmages2mouseYFactor<1 3 .5242, 1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseYFactor> 78.5638,0,0 .4651 1 6279)) 
+ 1 .45E+01 *  if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.001 6584,0,if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.0 17 1 737,0,0.51 9790889)) 
+ 6.60E+OO* if ( imagesArea2scroiiYOistance<97335, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYOistance> 763653,0,0.4 77272727)) 
+ 4.06E+OO* if ( n lmages2scroiiYDistance<3.91 531 ,  1 , if 
(nlmages2scroiiYDistance>65.34,0,0.4651 1 6279)) 
+ 1 . 14E+01 * if (nObjects2scroiiYDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2scroiiYDistance>1 .22 1 34,0 ,0 .51  0638298)) 
+ 3.06E+01 * if (nUsts2scro/IYSpeed<O,O, if (nlists2scroiiYSpeed>1 .561 52,
_
1 ,0.454545455)) 
+ 2.09E+OO* if {n lmages2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<0.000623057, 1 , If 
(nlmages2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>0.01 09988,0,0 .5 1 1 627907}) . + 2. 10E+OO* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<27.581 1 ,  1 , If 
J!magesArea2documentLength2scroiiYPeaks>41 6.843,0,0 .5)))/1 .43E+02 
F-ratio Terms Term name 
AvQOfmouseXFactor 1 1 .27 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 3.438 
AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 23.06 
Avg0fcountExam_Qie2documentlength 3.68 
AvqOfcountF act2documentlength 7.06 
Avg0fcountPrevious2documentlength 19.02 
n lma_ges2documentlength2mouseDistance 10.23 
n lmaaes2mouseSpeed 3.35 
n Tables2mouseXF actor 2.607 
n lmages2mouse YFactor 2.227 
n T ables2documentlenath2mouse �Factor 14.46 6.595 imaaesArea2scroiiYDistance 
nlmages2scroiiYDistance 4.056 
nObjects2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .38 
nlists2scroiiYSpeed 30.61 2.09 
n lmages2documentLenQth2scroiiYSpe
ed 
2. 1 03 
imaqesArea2documentLenqth2scroiiY
Peaks 
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Rule name J PAR4B I Dimension of learni'!9 style I Std. error I N/A I Class. Prob. J  67% Active/Reflective Rule Expression I Class. Eff. J 0% 
( (!f (AvgOfscroiiYSpe�d<0.326657, 1 , if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>3 .4356,0,0.48S2941 1 8}) + 1f (Avg0fcountQuestlon2documentLength<O,O, if 
(Avg0fcountQuestion2documentLength> 7 .46276E-05, 1 , 0.4375)) + if (Avg0fcount0iagram2documentlength<O,O , if 
(Avg0fcountDiagram2documentlength>4.96904E-05,0,0 .51 4705882)) + if (nlmages2mouse0istance<3 .49928,0, if 
(nlmages2mouse0istance>90.8479,0,0.51 6071 429)) 
+ if (n0bjects2documentlength2mouse0istance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.0001 90849, 1 ,0.492957746)) + if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<8 .8651 2, 1 ,if (n lmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0,0.492063492)) + if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0.607407,0,0.514285714)) + if (documentlength2scroi iYDistance<1 375.72 , 1 , if 
(documentlength2scroiiYDistance>8258.06,0,0 .4852941 1 8)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3.53808 , 1 , if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance>53.001 8,0,0.47761 194)) 
+ if (nlists2scroi iYDistance<0 .00239089,0, if (nlists2scroiiYDistance>5.3 1 651 ,0,0.51 0164569)) 
+ if (nlists2documentlength2scroi iYDistance<1 .34244E-07,0,if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroi iYDistance>0.0084252 , 1 ,0 .4939081 54 )) 
+ if (documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<1 1 1 4.44,0 , if 
(documentlength2scroi iYSpeed>7790.63,0,0.509840675)) 
+ if (nObjects2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<O,O,if 
(nObjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed>O .0001 55 1 6,0,0 .507042254 )) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroi iYPeaks<86000 . 1 , 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0 .47761 1 94))) I 1 1 .0721 1 052_)>=0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
A\f9_0fscroiiYSpeed 28. 1 2  
AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlenQth 2.554 
A '11_0fcount0iagram2documentlength 3.861 
n l mages2mouse0istance 5.51 1 
n0bjects2documentlength2mouse0istance 3.437 
n lma_g_es2mousesr>_eed 1 5.51  
nObjects2mouseS()eed 10.24 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .64 
n lmages2scroiiYDistance 1 3. 1 6  
nlists2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .3 
nlists2documentLength2scroiiYDistance 
2.89 
documentlength2scroiiYSpeed 4.501 
n0bjects2documentlen_g_th2scroiiYSpeed 
10.32 
2.274 imaQesArea2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name I PSI4B l Dimension of learning style J Sensing/Intuitive 
Std. error I N/A I Class. Prob.J  54.72% I Class. Eff. 1 7.69% 
Rule Expression 
( (if (nPagesVisited<1 6 ,  1 , if (nPagesVisited>59,0,0.477272727)) 
+ if (Avg0ftimespent<1 37223000,0, if (Avg0ftimespent>1 090920000,0,0 .566037736)) 
+ if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0 .551 396,0, if ( AvgOfmouseXFactor>0.760082,0,0.5831 53348)) 
+ if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength >0. 0001 79325,  1 , 0 .  509433962)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.0021 1 388,0, if 
(nlmages2documentle1'!9_th2mouseSpeed>O .0267 422,0,0.55045871 6))) I 3.6996498}>=0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
nPagesVisited 9.875 
AvgOftimespent 3.489 
AvgOfmouseXF actor 23.9 
A'£9_0fcountQuestion2documentle1'!9_th 3.01 5 
n lmages2documentlength2mouse�eed 2.576 
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Rule name 1 PVV4B 1 Dimension of learnin__g s!yle l Std. error J N/A I Class. Prob. I 79.25% VisuaiNerbal Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 
{ {if {Avg0frelativeTim eSpent< 1 ,O , if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent>1 .2704 1 0 45333333 ) 
8.33% 
+ �f (AvgOf�ouseXFactor<0.551 3�6 ,  1 , if (AvgOfmouseXFactor>0.78743'7:0,0.49367g�86 + 1f (AvgOf�magesArea< 1 4 1 81 1 , 1 ,  1f (AvgOfimagesArea>53827 4, 1 ,0.445945946)) )) + if (Avg0flmagesArea2documentlength<34 .6354,0,  if (AvgOfimagesArea2documentLength>41 6 .843,0,  0. 552808989)) + if (Avg0fnlmages2documentlength<0.001 92356, 1 , if 
(Avg0fnlmages2documentlength>O . 0 1 28 1  08, 1 , 0  .430555556)) + if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<0.000 1 38728, 1 , if (Avg0fcountQuestion Marks2documentlength>0.0005881 68, 1 ,0.4383561 64 )) + if (Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentLength<0.0001 07926, 1  , if (AvgOfcountExclamation Marks2documentlength>O .00285521 ,0 ,0 .452054 795)) + if (nTables2timespent<3.  77056, 1  , if (nTables2timespent>52.3422, 1 ,0 .46052631 6)) + if (n0bjects2mouse0istance<O,O , if (nObjects2mouseDistance> 1 . 1 5701 ,0 ,0 .5061 7284)) + if (nlists2documentlength2mouse0istance<O,O, if  
(nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.00 1 59 1 98 ,  1 ,0.4875)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.003938 1 8, 1 , if 
{nlmages2documentlength2mouse YFactor>0.0340762, 1 ,0 .445945946)) 
+ if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 375. 72, 1  , if 
{documentlength2scroiiYDistance>8584.47, 1 ,0 .481 0 1 2658)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYOistance<86345.7,  1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYOistance> 763653, 1  ,0 .48 1 0 1 2658)) 
+ if (nTables2scroiiYDistance<1 .240 1 3,0 , if (nTables2scroiiYDistance>22.6149, 1 ,0.509249184)) 
+ if (nlists2scroiiYDistance<O,O , if ( nLists2scroiiYDistance>2.006�9. 1 ,0.47 435897 4)) 
+ if (nTables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<0.00031 5945, 1 , If 
jnTables2documentle�th2scroiiYDistance>0.01 57391  ,0,0.5))) I 1 5.05898)>=0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
AvgOfrelative TimeS�ent 1 1 .89 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 8.857 
AvgOfima_g_esArea 5.272 
Avg0fimagesArea2documentlength 1 1 .22 
AvgOfn lm�ges2documentlength 9.739 
AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlel'!illh 1 4.23 
Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2documentleng_th 1 6.47 
n Tables2timespent 5.634 
n0bjects2mouseDistance 5.974 
nlists2documentlength2mouseDistance 10 .89 1 3.85 n I mages2documentlength2mouse �Factor 38.84 documentlength2scroiiYOistance 
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 4.796 
n Tabfes2scroiiYDistance 1 5.57 
n lists2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .03 
n Tables2documentlength2scroiiYDistance 
25. 1 7  
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Rule name l PSG4B I Dimension of learnif!9 style Std. error 1 N/A J Class. Prob.J 54.72% _I Seq uential/Global 1 Class. Eff. 1 Rule Expression 0% 
( (if (Avg0fmouseXFactor<0.427223 ,  1 , if (AvgOfmouseXFactor>O 787 + if (Avg0fscroi iYPeaks<1 ,O , if (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks>3.5 0 0 _521 739 1 3��7• 1 ,0 .47826087)) + if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<6.29328E-05 o ·t (�vg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.000668668, 1 ,0  •. 4.�7022901  )) + 1f (Avg0fcountExample2documentlength<4.09929E-05,1  , if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength>0.000484 727 , 1 ,0.466666667)) + if (AvgOfcountFact2documentlength<O,O , if 
(AvgOfcountFact2documentlength>0.000051 277 , 1 ,0 .489361 702)) + if (AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength<O,O, if 
(AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength>0.000381 94 7 ,  1 , 0.466666667)) + if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 27034, 1 , if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>O .0643883,0,0 .5)) 
+ if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<7.42 1 69,  1 , if (nlmages2mouseSpeed>221 .068, 1 ,0.47826087)) + if (nTables2mouseXFactor<3.6856, 1 , if (nTables2mouseXFactor>26.7674,0,0.488888889)) + if (n lmages2mouseYFactor< 1 3 . 5242, 1 , if (n lmages2mouseYFactor>78.5638,0,0 .4651 1 6279)) + if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.001 6584,0, if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouse YF actor>0 .01 7 1 73 7 ,0,0.51 9790889)) 
+ if (imagesArea2scroiiYDistance<97335, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653,0 ,0 .4 77272727)) 
+ if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3 .91 531 , 1 , if (n lmages2scroiiYDistance>65.34,0,0.4651 16279)) 
+ if (n0bjects2scroiiYDistance<O,O , if (nObjects2scroiiYDistance>1 .22 1 34,0,0.51 0638298)) 
+ if (nlists2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, if ( nlists2scroiiYSpeed> 1 .561 52, 1 ,0.454545455)) 
+ if (nlmages2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed<0.000623057, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2scroi iYSpeed>O .01  09988,0,0.51 1 627907)) 
+ if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<27 .58 1 1 , 1  , if 
...{!magesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>41 6.843,0,0.5)))/1 5.5521 68)>=0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
A'{90fmouseXFactor 1 1 .27 
AvgOfscroiiYPeaks 3.438 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentLenQth 23.06 
Avg0fcountExam_Qie2documentlength 3.68 
AvgOfcountF act2documentlength 7.06 
AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength 1 9.02 
n lmag_es2documentlen__g_th2mouseDistance 1 0.23 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 3.35 
n T ables2mouseXF actor 2.607 
n lmC!.9_es2mouse YF actor 2.227 
n T ables2documentlen_gth2mouse YF actor 14.46 
imaQesArea2scroiiYDistance 6.595 
n lmages2scroiiYDistance 4.056 
nObjects2scroi iYDistance 1 1 .38 
nlists2scroiiY�eed 30.61 
n lmages2documentlength2scroiiYS__Q_eed 
2.09 
2. 1 03 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks 
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Rule name I PAR4WB I Dimension of learn ing style I Std. error .I N/A . I Class .  Prob. I 7 1 .70% Active/Reflective Rule Expression J Class. Eff. 1 1 1 .76% 
( (2 .81 E +0 1 *  if (AvgOfscroi iYSpeed<0 .326657, 1 , if (AvgOfscroiiYSpeed>3 4356 + . ,0 ,0 .487444609)) 
2.55E+OO* if (Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength<O,O, if (AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength> 7 .46276E-05, 1 , 0.43956044}) + 3.86E+OO* if (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength<O ,O, if  (AvgOfcountDiagram2documentlength>4.96904E-05,0 ,0 .51 6986706)) + 5.51 E +OO* if (n lmages2mouseDistance<3.49928,0, if 
(nlmages2mouseDistance>90 .84 79,0 ,  0 .  5 1 8292683)) + 
3.44E+OO* if (nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance<O,O,if (n0bjects2d ocumentlength2mouseDistance>0.000 1 90849, 1 ,0.495049505)) + 1 .55E +0 1 *  if (n lmages2mouseSpeed <8.865 1 2 ,  1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseSpeed>45.4493,0 ,0 .49441 7863)) + 
1 .02E+01 * if (nObjects2mouseSpeed<O,O, if (nObjects2mouseSpeed>0.607407,0,0.51 6499283}} + 
1 . 1 6E+01 * if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance< 1 375. 72, 1  , if 
( documentlength2scroiiYDistance>82 58.06, 0 ,  0 .487 444609)) + 
1 .32E+0 1 * if (n lmages2scroiiYDistance<3.53808, 1 , if 
(nlmages2scroi iYDistance>53 .00 1 8,0 ,0 .4797601 2)) + 
1 . 1 3E+01 * if (nlists2scroiiYDistance<0.00239089,0, if 
(nlists2scroiiYDistance>5. 31 6 5 1  ,0 ,0 .5 1 2396694)) + 
2 .89E+OO* if (nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 .34244E-07,0, if 
(nlists2documentlength2scroiiYDistance>0.0084252, 1 , 0.496)) + 
4.50E+OO* if (documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<1 1 1 4.44,0, if 
{documentlength2scroi iYSpeed>7790.63,0,0. 5 1 2))  + . 
1 .03E+0 1 *  if (n0bjects2documentlength2scroiiYSpeed<O,O, rf 
(nObjects2documentlength2scro iiYSpeed>0.000 1 5� 1 6,0 ,0.5091 93777)) + 
2.27E+OO* if (imagesArea2scroi iYPeaks<86000. 1 ,  1 , If 
( imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks>433558,0,0 .4 79760 1 2Jl)/ 1 .03E+02)>=0.5 
F-ratio Terms Term n a m e  
AvgOfscroiiYSpeed 28. 1 2  
AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength 2.554 
Avg0fcountDiagram2documentLength 3.86 1 
n tmages2mouse0istance 5.51 1 
nObjects2documentlength2mouseDistance 3.437 
n lmages2mouseSpeed 1 5.51  
n0bjects2mouseSpeed 1 0 .24 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .64 
n lmages2scroiiYDistance 1 3. 1 6  
nlists2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .3 
nlists2documentLength2scroiiYDistance 
2.89 
documentLength2scroiiYSpeed 
4.501 
1 0.32 
n0biects2docum entLength2scroiiYSpeed 2.274 
imagesArea2scroiiYPeaks 
Rule name I PSI4WB l Dimension of learning style I Sens if'!gfl ntu itive Std. error I N/A I Class. Prob. _I 60.38% l 
Rule Expression 
Class. Eff. 1 1 9.23% 
( (9.88E+OO* if (nPagesVisited<1 6 ,  1 , if (nPagesVisited>59,0,0 .477272727)) 
+ 3.49E+OO* if (Avg0ftimespent<1 37223000,0 ,if 
(AvgOftimespent> 1 090920000,0 ,0 .  566037736)) 
+ 2.39E+01 * if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0.551 396,0, if 
(AvgOfmouseXF actor>O . 760082 ,0 ,0 .5831 53348)) 
+ 3.02E+OO* if (Avg0fcountQuestion2documentlength<O,O ,if 
(AvgOfcountQuestion2documentlength>0.0001 79325, 1 ,0 .509433962)) 
+ 2.58E+OO* if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseSpeed<0.002 1 1 388,0, if 
{nlmages2documentlength2mouseS�eed>O .0267 422,0 ,0 .5504587 1 6ffi/ 3 .02E+O 1 )>=0.5 
Terms Term name F-ratio 
nPagesVisited 9.875 
AvgOftime�ent 3.489 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 23.9 
A�OfcountQuestion2documentlength 3.01 5 
n lmages2documentlength2mouseSpeed 2.576 
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Rule name I PVV4WB J Dimension of Jearnin_g s�le Std. error 1 N/A 1 Class. Prob. l 67.92% 
I Visual/Verbal I Class. Eff. j Rule Expression -41 .67% ( (1 . 19E+01 *  if (AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent< 1  ,O, if 
(AvgOfrelativeTimeSpent> 1 .2704, 1 ,0 .453333333)) 
+ 8.86E+OO* if (Avg0fmouseXFactor<0.55 1 396, 1 , if (AvgOfmouseXFactor>0.787437,0,0 .493670886)) 
+ 5.27E+OO* �f (AvgOf�magesArea<1 4 1 8 1 1 ,  1 , if (AvgOfimagesArea>538274 1 o 4459 + 1 . 12E+0 1 *  If (AvgOflmagesArea2documentLength<34.6354 0 if ' ' · 45946)) (AvgOfimagesArea2documentlength>41 6 .843,0,0.552808989)) + 9. 74E+OO* if (Avg0fn lmages2documentlength<0.00 1 92356 1 if (Avg0fnlmages2documentlength>0.0 1 28 1  08, 1  ,0.430555556),) ' + 1 .42E+01 * if (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentLength<0.0001 38728 1 if (Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentLength>0.0005881 68, 1 ,0.4383561 64 )} + 1 .65E+01 * if (AvgOfcountExclamationMarks2documentLength<0.0001 07926, 1  , if (AvgOfcountExclamation Marks2documentlength>O .00285521 ,0,0.452054 795)) + 5. 63E +00* if ( n Tables2timespent<3 .  77056, 1 , if (n Tables2timespent>52 .3422, 1 ,0 .460526316)) + 5.97E+OO* if (n0bjects2mouse0istance<O,O, if 
(n0bjects2mouse0istance>1 . 1 5701 ,0 ,0 .5061 7284)) 
+ 1 .09E+01 * if (nLists2documentlength2mouseDistance<O,O, if 
(nlists2documentlength2mouse0istance>O .00 1 591 98, 1 ,0  .4875)) 
+ 1 .39E+01 * if (n lmages2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.0039381 8, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2mouse YF actor>0.0340762, 1 ,0 .445945946)) 
+ 3.88E+0 1 *  if (documentlength2scroiiYDistance<1 375. 72 , 1  , if 
( documentlength2scro11YD istance>8584. 4 7, 1 , 0 .481 0 1 2658)) 
+ 4.80E+OO* if ( imagesArea2scroi iYDistance<86345.7, 1 ,if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653, 1 ,0 .481 0 1 2658)) 
+ 1 .56E+01 * if (nTables2scroiiYDistance<1 .2401 3,0, if 
(nTables2scroiiYDistance>22.6 1 49, 1 ,0 .5092491 84)) . + 1 . 1 0E+0 1 *  if (nlists2scroiiYDistance<O ,O , if (nLists2scroiiYDistance>2.006�9, 1 ,0.474358974)) 
+ 2.52E+01 *  if (nTables2documentLength2scroiiYDistance<0.00031 5945 , 1  , If
_ jnTables2documentlel}gth2scroiiYDistance>0.0 1 57391 ,0,0.5)))/ 2 .01 E+02)>-0.5 
Terms Term name 
AvgOfrelative TimeSpent 
A'{g_OfmouseXFactor 
AvgOfima_g_esArea 
Av_g_OfimagesArea2documentlength 
Avg0fnlmages2documentlength 
AV'_gOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 
Avg0fcountExclamationMarks2docum�ntLength 
n Tables2tJmespent 
n0bjects2mouse0istance 
nlists2documentlength2mouse0istance 
n lmages2documentlength2mouse �Factor 
documentlength2scroiiYDistance . a_g_esArea2scroi iYDistance Jm o· t nTables2scroiiY IS ance 
nlists2scroliYDistance 
n T ables2documentLength2scroiiYDistan
ce 
F-ratio 
1 1 .89 
8.857 
5.272 
1 1 .22 
9.739 
14 .23 
16.47 
5.634 
5.974 
1 0.89 
1 3.85 
38.84 
4.796 
15.57 
1 1 .03 
25. 1 7  
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Rule name I PSG4WB _I Dimension of learning style Std. errorj N/A I Sequential/Global I Class. Prob. 1 5o.94% Rule Expression I Class. Eff. 1 -a.33% {{1 . 1 3E+0 1 * if (AvgOfmouseXFactor<0.427223 1 if {AvgOfmou��X Factor>0.787437, 1 , 0 .47826087}} ' + 3.44E+OO �f (AvgOfscroiiYPeaks < 1  ,O , if (AvgOfscrollYPeaks>3 + 2.31 E+01 * 1f (AvgOfcountQuestionMarks2documentlength<6 2�3°2�i2 1 73�1 3)) {Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength>0.000668668 1 0 48702 -05•0 ·'f + 3.68E+OO* if (AvgOfcountExample2documentlength<4.09g2'9[:_05 1 �901 )) (Avg0fcountExample2documentlength>0.000484727 1 0 .46666666l)) + 7.06E+OO* if {Avg0fcountFact2documentlength<O,O, if (AvgOfcountF act2documentlength >0.  000051 277, 1 ,0 .489361 702)) + 1 .90E+01 * if {A�gOfcountPrevious2documentlength <O,O, if (Avg0fcoun!�revlous2documentlength>0.000381 947, 1 , 0.466666667)) + 1 .02E+01  1f {n lmages2documentlength2mouseDistance<0.001 27034 1 if (nlmages2documentlength2mouseDistance>0.0643883,0,0.5)) ' ' + 3.35E+OO* if (nlmages2mouseSpeed<7 .42 1 69 ,  1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseSpeed>22 1 .068 , 1 , 0 .47826087)) 
+ 2.61 E+OO* if (nTables2mouseXFactor<3.6856, 1 , if 
(nTables2mouseXFactor>26 .7674,0 ,0 .488888889)) 
+ 2.23E+OO* if (nlmages2mouseYFactor< 1 3 .5242, 1 , if 
(nlmages2mouseYFactor>78.5638,0,0.465 1 1 6279)) 
+ 1 .45E+01 * if (nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor<0.001 6584,0, if 
(nTables2documentlength2mouseYFactor>0.0 1 71 737,0,0.51 9790889)) 
+ 6.60E+OO* if (imagesArea2scroiiYDistance<97335, 1 , if 
(imagesArea2scroiiYDistance> 763653,0,0.4 77272727)) 
+ 4.06E+OO* if (nlmages2scroiiYDistance<3.9 1 53 1 ,  1 , if 
(nlmages2scroiiYDistance>65.34,0 ,0 .4651 1 6279)) 
+ 1 . 14E+01 * if (nObjects2scroiiYDistance<O,O, if 
(nObjects2scrollYDistance>1 .22 1 34,0,0 .51  0638298)) 
+ 3.06E+01 * if (nlists2scrollYSpeed<O,O, if {nlists2scroliYSpeed>1 .561 52, 1 ,0 .454545455)) 
+ 2.09E+OO* if (nlmages2documentlength2scrollYSpeed<0.000623057, 1 , if 
(nlmages2documentlength2scrollYSpeed>O .01 09988,0 ,0 .51 1 627907)) . + 2 . 1 0E+OO* if ( imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks<27.581 1 ,  1 , Jf 
{imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiYPeaks>41 6.843,0, 0 .51))/1 .43E +02)>=0.5 
F-ratio Terms Term name 
AvgOfmouseXFactor 1 1 .27 
A '{9_0fscroiiYPeaks 3.438 
Avg0fcountQuestionMarks2documentlength 23.06 
A'{9_0fcountExample2documentLength 3.68 
Avg0fcountFact2documentlength 7.06 
AvgOfcountPrevious2documentlength 1 9.02 1 0.23 n lmages2documentlength2mouse0istance 3.35 n lmages2mouseSp_eed 
nTables2mouseXFactor 2.607 
n lmages2mouse YFactor 2.227 14.46 
n T ables2documentlength2mouse YF actor 6.595 
imagesArea2scroiiYDistance 4.056 
n lmages2scroiiYDistance 1 1 .38 
nObjects2scroiiYDistance 30.61 nlists2scrollYSpeed 2.09 
n lmages2documentLength2scroiiYSpe
ed 
2 . 103 
imagesArea2documentlength2scroiiY
Peaks 
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